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Preface 

With a history dating back to 1850, ion exchange is not a new phenomenon. But it 
become more and more important and widely used for some applications like selective 
ion removal, product recovery and purification. 

This book presents innovative theories, structural and computational models, 
experimental laboratory work and practical industrial applications about ion 
exchange. Original research will report scientifically valuable information useful to 
academicians pursuing new synthesis and characterizations for ion exchangers and 
practitioners using ion exchange science and technology in industry. 

The book consists of fifteen chapters about the recent improvements with very 
important applications of the ion-exchange reactions. It also contains useful 
information about the reasons why ion exchange can be extremely important for 
technology. Some of the different types of methods, like cation exchange resin with 
complex agent, using anion exchange resin, and/or methods using impregnating resin 
(extraction chromatgraphy), are explained. 

It is very difficult to cover all areas of ion exchange in one book. However, we hope 
that this book will help scientists with ideas for future inventions in the field of ion 
exchange. 

Professor Ayben Kilislioğlu 
Department of Chemistry, 

Istanbul University 
Turkey 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Ion exchange equilibria 

During an ion exchange process, ions are essentially stepped from the solvent phase to the 
solid surface. As the binding of an ion takes place at the solid surface, the rotational and 
translational freedom of the solute are reduced. Therefore, the entropy change (ΔS) during 
ion exchange is negative. For ion exchange to be convenient, Gibbs free energy change (ΔG) 
must be negative, which in turn requires the enthalpy change to be negative because ΔG = ΔH 
- TΔS. Both enthalpic (ΔHo) and entropic (ΔSo) changes help decide the overall selectivity of 
the ion-exchange process [Marcus Y., SenGupta A. K. 2004]. Thermodynamics have great 
efficiency on the impulsion of ion exchange. It also sets the equilibrium distribution of ions 
between the solution and the solid. A discussion about the role of thermodynamics relevant to 
both of these phenomena was done by researchers [Araujo R., 2004].  

As the basic rule of ion exchange, one type of a free mobile ion of a solution become fixed on 
the solid surface by releasing a different kind of an ion from the solid surface. It is a 
reversible process which means that there is no permanent change on the solid surface by 
the process. Ion exchange has many applications in different fields like enviromental, 
medical, technological,.. etc. To evaluate the properties and efficiency of the ion exchange one 
must determine the equilibrium conditions. At equilibrium conditions no mass diffusion and 
concentration gradients occur through the surface of ion exchanger. Ion Exchange equilibria 

can be explained by plotting the concentration(CsA+) or equivalent fraction( s
Ax  ) of A+ at the 

surface versus the concentration (CA+) or equivalent fraction( Ax ) of this ion in the equilibrium 
solution. For monovalent ions the equivalent fractions are given by [1]; 
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Where m denotes the concentration of the specified ions at the surface. Ion exchange 
reactions may be described by the law of mass action using the activities of the ions, rather 
than their concentrations [Bergaya et al., 2006]; 
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 where Aa and Ba are the activities of ions A+ or B+ in solution s
Aa  and s

Ba   the activities of 

these ions at the surface of the exchanger. K represents the thermodynamic equilibrium 
constant. To explain ion exchange equilibria some common models are used. First type of 
this model is based on the mass action law [Gorka et al., 2008; de Lucas et al., 1992; Melis et 
al., 1995; Valverde et al., 1999]. In the second group ion exchange is treated as an adsorption 
process [Gorka et al., 2008] and in the third, the solid phase is considered to provide sites 
with fixed charges for ion exchange, as well as sites on which molecular adsorption takes 
place[Gorka et al., 2008; Novosad & Myers,1982; Myers & Byington, 1986; Ioannidis & 
Anderko, 2001].  

 
Figure 1.  
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1.2. Ion exchange isotherm 

The ion exchange equilibrium can be qualified by suitable equilibrium isotherms. These 
isotherms are a graphical representation of the correlation between the equilibrium and 
experimental terms at constant temperature. The concentration of an ion in the solid 
expressed as a function of its concentration in the solution under specified conditions and at 
constant temperature. The most common ion exchange isotherm represents solidarity 
between ionic compositions of two phases: the ion exchange material and solution 
[Zagorodni A. A., 2007]                   
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The selectivity is a widely used characteristic of ion exchange systems. It shows the choice of 
the material to one ion in comparison with another ion. The selectivity is a comparative 
value. The easiest definition of selectivity can be done by comparing the equivalent fractions 
of the ion in two phases. The exchanger is considered as selective towards one ion, if (at the 
equilibrium state) the equivalent fraction of this ion in the exchanger phase is higher than in 
the surrounding solution. Such a special selection characteristic usually depends on the 
problem to be solved and on experimental data available [Zagorodni A. A., 2007]. 

In the presence of confounding processes (such as chemisorption, microbial degradation, 
precipitation, and steric effects), selectivity coefficients can be used to generate exchange 
isotherms utilizing a reverse order to the usual procedure [Bloom S. A. and Mansell R. S., 
2001]. 

Author details 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Insertion of metal halide array 

Topotactic low-temperature reactions such as intercalation, deintercalation and ion-
exchange reactions provide a rational design of new structures of non-molecular extended 
solids which are otherwise not accessible by conventional high-temperature solid-state 
reactions [1-4]. Among candidate oxide materials used as a precursor of such reactions, the 
most intensively studied system is the Dion-Jacobson (DJ) type layered perovskite (Figure 
1). The chemical formula of the DJ phase is expressed as A´[An–1BnO3n+1], where A´ is an alkali 
metal (Na, Rb, …), A is an alkaline earth or rare earth metal (Ca, Sr, La, …), B is a d0 
transition metal (Ti, Nb, Ta, …), and n is the number of perovskite layers (2, 3, 4, …) [5, 6]. 
Here, alkali metal ions at the A´ site are highly reactive because of ionic (i.e., weak) A´-O 
bonding, while the perovskite unit [An–1BnO3n+1] is strongly bonded and is chemically inert. 
By exploiting ion-exchange reactions with various reagents, a wide variety of new or 
improved chemical and physical functionalities including (photo)catalysis [7, 8], ionic 
conductivity [9] and superconductivity [10] have been developed. However, ion-exchange 
reactions are rarely employed for the purpose of materials design toward low-dimensional 
magnetism, because those who work in this filed (mostly physicists) are not familiar with 
such chemical processing. In addition, compounds obtained by soft-chemical approaches 
involve negative effects on the crystal structure, for example, poor crystallinity, non-
stoichiometry and defects. In particular, it is known that a tiny defect can easily destroy or 
mask intrinsic magnetic properties of low-dimensional quantum systems. 

In 1999, John B. Wiley et al. in the University of New Orleans reported a new type of ion-
exchange reactions involving the simultaneous co-exchange of transition-metal cation and 
chloride anion [11]. As shown in Figure 1(a) and 1(b), the reactions of the n = 2 and 3 DJ 

© 2012 Tsujimoto and Kageyama, licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative 
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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phases using CuX2 (X = Cl, Br) result in the Rb+-to-(CuX)+ exchange, yielding new 
metastable compounds (CuX)+[An–1BnO3n+1]– [11, 12]. Here, the Cu2+ ions are octahedrally 
coordinated, bridging between two apical oxide ions from the perovskite blocks and also 
surrounded by four halogen ions. The CuO2X4 octahedra share edges to form a square lattice 
network in the ab plane. (CuX)An–1BnO3n+1 has two interesting features in terms of magnetic 
interactions. First, the chemical bonds between the transition-metal cations and halide 
anions are covalent, thereby providing sizable Cu-X-Cu superexchange interactions within 
the CuX layer. Second, the two-dimensional (2D) CuX layers are well-separated by the non-
magnetic perovskite blocks An–1BnO3n+1 along the c-axis, with the interlayer distance of 12 Å 
(n = 2) and 16 Å (n = 3). Thus, (CuX)An–1BnO3n+1 is regarded as an ideal candidate of S = 1/2 
2D square lattice systems (Figure 1(c)). What is also important is the fact that this ion-
exchange reaction proceeds stoichiometrically, making it possible in principle to observe 
intrinsic quantum phenomena. 

 
Figure 1. Ion-exchange reaction involving the insertion of copper halide layer into the interlayer spaces 
of the Dion-Jacobson type layered perovskites  A´[An–1BnO3n+1] for (a) n = 2 and (b) n = 3. (c) Local 
coordination environment around the copper atom. J1 and J2 denote nearest-neighbor and 2nd nearest-
neighbor exchange constants, respectively. 

1.2. A new family of two-dimensional quantum antiferromagets 

A simple geometrical consideration reveals that the magnetism of (CuX)An–1BnO3n+1 is 
described by a square-lattice J1-J2 model, where J1 and J2 represent the nearest neighbor (NN) 
interaction and the 2nd NN interaction (Figure 1(c)). According to the Goodenough-
Kanamori rule, J1 and J2 are expected to be ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic 
(AFM), respectively, giving a situation where geometrical frustration is present in the lattice. 
The J1-J2 model was originally proposed to explain the origin of high-Tc superconductivity in 
carrier-doped cuprates with S = 1/2 square lattice [13]. Although the detail of theoretical 
phase diagram is still controversial [14-18], regardless of the approaches employed, several 
interesting phases appear as a function of  = J2/J1 (see Figure 2). Let us define hereafter 
positive and negative J as AFM and FM interaction, respectively. The most interesting phase 
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predicted is a spin liquid phase with a spin-singlet ground state, being located at around 
|0.5| (in the regions of both J1 < 0, J2 > 0 and J1, J2 > 0), where frustration effect is most 
prominent. So far, several prototypes of the J1-J2 model were reported, for example, 
Li2VO(Si,Ge)O4 [19] and Pb2VO(PO4)2 [20]. Unfortunately, all of them undergo magnetic 
long-range ordering at low temperatures and the estimated  values are far from |0.5|. 
In contrast, the magnetic study for (CuCl)LaNb2O7 revealed that this material does not show 
long-range magnetic order down to low temperatures [21]. (CuCl)LaNb2O7 and related 
compounds obtained by ion-exchange process exhibit a rich variety of quantum phenomena 
due to geometrical frustration. Hereafter, we will overview recent studies of the ion-
exchanged (CuX)An–1BnO3n+1 compounds, which allows a systematic understanding and 
tuning of magnetic properties. 

 
Figure 2. Phase diagram of the J1-J2 model on the square lattice where FM, NAF, CAF represent a (0 0) 
ferromagnetic state, a () Néel antiferromagnetic state, and a ( 0) collinear antiferromagnetic state.  

2. Crystal structures and magnetic properties 

2.1. Double layered system 

2.1.1. (CuCl)LaNb2O7  

A polycrystalline sample of (CuCl)LaNb2O7 is typically synthesized by heating a mixture of 
RbLaNb2O7 and anhydrous CuCl2 at 320 °C for 1 weak. The white specimen becomes light 
green after the ion-exchange reaction. This color change is due to insertion of Cu2+. The 
crystal structure of (CuCl)LaNb2O7 was originally assigned as tetragonal (space group 
P4/mmm), with one copper ion at (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) and one chlorine ion at (0, 0, 1/2) per unit cell, 
forming the ideal S = 1/2 square lattice. Shortly later, the neutron powder diffraction 
suggested the same space group but a random distribution of chlorine atoms at more 
general site (x, 0, 1/2) [22]. The tetragonal lattice constants are a = 3.88 Å, c = 11.73 Å. 
Compared with RbLaNb2O7 (a = 3.90 Å, c = 11.03 Å), the c-axis of the ion-exchanged product 
significantly increases by ~ 0.7 Å, while the a-axis remains almost unchanged. This is 
consistent with cupper occupation between two terminal apical oxide ions from NbO6 
octahedra.  
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The absence of long-range magnetic order in (CuCl)LaNb2O7 down to low temperatures was 
demonstrated first by means of magnetic susceptibility and inelastic neutron scattering 
(INS) experiments [21]. On cooling, the magnetic susceptibility  (= M/T) (Figure 3) exhibits 
a Curie-Weiss (CW) behavior followed by a broad peak at around 16.5 K, which is 
characteristic of low-dimensional AFM system. The  decreases rapidly with decreasing 
temperature further. The Weiss temperature  estimated from the CW fitting is –9.6 K. The 
magnitude of  is smaller than the temperature at the broad maximum, indicating the 
presence of competing FM and AFM interactions. The obtained value of C (= 0.385 emu 
K/mol) agrees well with that expected theoretically for 1 mol of Cu2+, ensuring (almost) 
completion of the ion-exchange reaction. The upturn at 3.5 K in the raw data is ascribed to a 
tiny amount of Cu-containing impurities or defects in the CuCl layers. When the impurity 
contribution was subtracted, the intrinsic susceptibility approaches to zero for T  0. As 
shown in Figure 4(a), the INS measurements (constant-Q scan in zero field), carried out at 
JRR-3, Tokai, Japan, provide direct evidence for the spin-singlet ground state with a one-
triplet excitation gap of  = 2.3 meV. The full widths at half maximum (FWHM) for the 2.3 
meV excitation is 1.3 meV, being close to the instrumental resolution. The scattering 
intensity of the one-triplet excitation decreases with increasing T and levels off above 
approximately 20 K, a temperature comparable to the spin gap. There is another excitation 
centered at 5.0 meV, whose T-dependence shows the same tendency as that of the one-
triplet transition. Accordingly, the second mode is the collective bound state excitations of 
several elementary triplets. 

In general, magnetic excitations in 2D systems with a spin-singlet ground state are highly 
dispersive along the magnetic plane. However, the spectrum shape in constant Q scans for 
the one-triplet mode in powder (CuCl)LaNb2O7 specimen is completely symmetric and 
almost independent of Q (E ~ 0.2 meV), indicating an extremely localized nature of the 
excited triplets. Such a flat dispersion is characteristic of isolated spin dimer systems such as 
CaCuGe2O6 [23]. Since the Cu spins in (CuCl)LaNb2O7 are not isolated, the observation of 
the dispersionless spin spectrum is a consequence of geometrical frustration. The same 
behavior has been observed in the 2D Shastry-Sutherland system SrCu2(BO3)2, where 
compared to in-plane exchange constants (5 – 8 meV) the dispersion of the single-triplet 
excitation is much suppressed (~ 0.02 meV) [24]. As shown in Figure 4(b), the Q dependence 
of the scattering intensity of the singlet-triplet excitation, I(1.7 K) – I(20 K), exhibits a fast 
oscillation. The geometrical frustration in (CuCl)LaNb2O7 gives a situation that the spin-
singlet pairs are effectively isolated, which may allow us to use the isolated dimer model: 

     sin2 1 QRI Q F Q
QR

 
  

 
   (1) 

where the second term sinQR/(QR) is the interference term reflecting the intradimer distance 
R. Unexpectedly, the estimated value of R is 8.8 Å, which is far longer than the NN Cu-Cu 
distance (~ 3.9 Å), and is rather close to the 4th NN distance (8.67 Å). This result contradicts 
the J1-J2 model, where the NN bonds are responsible for the spin-singlet formation.  
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility in (CuX)LaNb2O7 (X = Cl, Br) [21, 37].  

 
Figure 4. (a) Constant-Q scan at 0.8 Å–1 in (CuCl)LaNb2O7. The solid circles are the difference, I(1.7 K) – 
I(20 K) [21]. (b) The Q dependence of the transition at 2.3 meV. The solid line indicates the fit according 
to eq. (1), which resulted in R = 8.8 Å [21].  

Figure 5 shows the field dependence of magnetization M-H and the differential 
magnetization dM/dH at 1.3 K [25], demonstrating field-induced phase transitions at Hc1 = 
10.3 T and Hc2 = 30.1 T. Reflecting the spin-singlet ground state with a finite energy gap, 
the initial magnetization slope is very small. Note that the small increase for H < Hc1 
comes from a tiny amount of impurities or defects as also seen in the magnetic 
susceptibility for T < 5 K. The intrinsic magnetization curve is obtained by subtracting the 
extrinsic component (2.0% of free magnetic ions of S = 1/2) from the raw magnetization. 
The field-induced transition at Hc1 should be caused by the level crossing of the singlet 
and one of triplet states, following the relation Hc1 = /gB, where is the gap in zero field. 
However, the observed value of Hc1 is much smaller than 18.5 T calculated from the 
neutron data ( = 2.3 meV). This observation indicates that some other states like a two-
triplet bound state causes the level crossing at Hc1. 
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Figure 5. Magnetization curve measured at T = 1.3 K and its derivative [25]. Arrows point to the 
transition fields. 

For Hc1 < H, the magnetization gradually increases up to the saturated magnetization. This 
intermediate state is stable over a wide field range (Hc2 – Hc1 = 19.8 T), which is due to 
substantial interdimer interactions. No magnetization plateaus are observed, unlike 
SrCu2(BO3)2 with 1/8, 1/4, and 1/3 plateaus [26, 27] and NH4CuCl3 with 1/4 and 3/4 
plateaus [28]. Such a difference is understood in terms of competition between 
localization and delocalization among excited triplets. The magnetization is correlated 
with the total number of magnons N through the relation M = gBN. The chemical 
potential of the Sz = 1 magnons is described as  = gB(H – Hc1). The transverse 
components of the exchange interactions generate hopping of the magnons, while the 
longitudinal components generate repulsion of the magnons. When the delocalization 
term is dominant as in the present material, the Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of 
excited triplets, or magnons, occurs. On the other hand, when the localization term is 
dominant, magnons are crystallized in an ordered fashion to minimize the repulsive 
interactions, leading to a plateau in the magnetization curve.  

Figure 6(a) shows the temperature dependence of total specific heat Cp (in the inset) and 
Cp/T under applied magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 14 T [29]. The zero field data reveal 
no anomaly associated with a long-range magnetic ordering, in consistent with magnetic 
susceptibility and INS experiments. The Schottky anomaly is seen at around 7 K. After 
subtracting the lattice contribution T3 ( = 0.717 mJ/K4 mol), the magnetic contribution 
Cm is obtained, and the subsequent T-integration of Cm/T gives the magnetic entropy Sm 
of 1.1 J/mol K, which is 13% smaller than the total magnetic entropy (Rln2) for 1mol of  
S = 1/2.  
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Figure 6. (a) Cp/T for (CuCl)LaNb2O7 collected under several fields. The dotted curve represents the 
phonon contribution T3. The inset shows the Cp vs T plots. Arrows denote the transition temperature 
[29]. (b) Low-temperature magnetizations measured at various external magnetic fields up to 14 T [29].  

When the magnetic field is increased up to 7 T, the broad maximum of Cp/T shifts gradually 
to lower temperature, indicating reduction of the spin gap owing to Zeeman splitting of the 
excited triplet states (Figure 6(a)). The broad maximum in Cp(T)/T changes into a cusp at and 
above 11 T (Hc1), corresponding to the field-induced transition to the BEC state. When the 
magnetic field is further increased, the peak associated with the phase transition develops 
and shifts systematically to higher temperatures. The transition temperatures TN at 11 T and 
14 T are 2.3 K and 3.3 K, respectively. The growth of the peak area at TN is consistent with 
the BEC scenario. Figure 6(b) shows the temperature dependence of magnetization at 
various constant magnetic fields. A cusp-like anomaly above 10 T shows the occurrence of 
the BEC transition. The increase in magnetization with decreasing temperature below TN 
corresponds to the increased magnon density on the basis of the BEC scenario. Shown in 
Figure 7 is a T vs H phase diagram. All Cp(T), M(T) and M(H) data agree well with one 
another. A theoretical curve based on the Hartree-Fock approximation gives the power low 
behavior [Hc(T) – Hc(0)]  T with the critical exponent  = 3/2 [30].  

 
Figure 7. Phase boundary between spin-singlet state and the BEC state in (CuCl)LaNb2O7 determined 
from the results of M(T), M(H), and Cp(T). The solid line represents a theoretical curve described in the 
text [29]. 
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Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a useful tool to clarify the local symmetry. It is revealed 
that none of the Cu, Cl, and La sites have the tetragonal symmetry [31], which is incompatible 
with the initially reported tetragonal structure with P4/mmm [11]. For example, the Cu- and Cl-
NMR spectra could not be accounted for by C4 symmetry along the c direction. Furthermore, 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements demonstrated superlattice reflections 
indicating the doubling along a- and b-axes (2a  2b). From the obtained spectra, a single-site 
occupation without site disorder is indicated for both Cu and Cl, in contradiction to the early 
neutron diffraction study [22]. In addition, the Nb hyperfine coupling constant for H ||c is as 
large as 2.84(8) T/B, suggesting a strong Cu-O-Nb hybridization. Thus, the in-plane magnetic 
interactions come not only by the Cu-Cl-Cl superexchange pathways but also by the Cu-O-O-
Cu super-superexchange pathways. Figure 8 shows two possible superstructures of the CuCl 
layer, proposed on the basis of the NMR and TEM results [31]. 

A single crystal X-ray diffraction is essential to determine the real crystal structure. 
However, the difficulty is that one cannot directly obtain the single crystal of 
(CuCl)LaNb2O7 by a conventional high-temperature flux method, because it is a metastable 
phase. Nevertheless, the (CuCl)LaNb2O7 single crystals could be obtained topochemically 
through the ion-exchange reaction of the CsLaNb2O7 single crystals [32, 33]. The CsLaNb2O7 
crystal was grown by a self-flux method [34]. As shown in Figure 9, transparent, plate-
shaped crystals with a typical size of 0.5  0.5  0.1 mm3 are obtained. The crystals of 
CsLaNb2O7 were embedded in CuCl2 powder, for the ion exchange at 340 °C for 1 week. 
This yielded dark-green single crystals of (CuCl)LaNb2O7. Energy dispersive spectroscopy 
(EDS) shows the absence of Cs in the crystal after the reaction. The time-dependent study 
revealed that, despite the use of large single crystal and low temperature for reaction, the 
diffusion occurs surprisingly fast, at a rate of 20 m h–1. 

The crystal structure of (CuCl)LaNb2O7 was refined using single crystal X-ray diffraction 
and high- resolution powder neutron diffraction data, and Figure 9(b) shows the 
determined structure [32]. (CuCl)LaNb2O7 adopts the orthorhombic 2a  2b  c 
superstructure with the Pbam space group. The lattice constants at 2 K are a = 7.7556 Å, b = 
7.7507(5) Å, and c = 11.7142(4) Å. The closeness of the in-plane constants is the reason why 
earlier low-resolution X-ray/neutron studies gave a tetragonal cell. In the new structure, the 
NbO6 octahedra are strongly tilted around the a-axis in a staggered manner. The tilting 
pattern of the NbO6 is correlated with the positions of both the Cu and Cl atoms. In 
particular, the Cl atoms move significantly along the b direction and slightly along a 
direction from their tetragonal position. The Cu ions occupy the 4h site are displaced along 
the a- and b-axis, yielding different Cu-Cu distances of 3.626 Å and 4.129 Å along the b-axis 
and 3.885 Å along the a-axis. The Cu ions take octahedral coordination against two oxide 
ions with a distance of 1.865 Å and against four chlorine ions with two shorter bonds (2.386 
Å and 2.389 Å) and two longer bonds (3.136 Å and 3.188 Å). When the local z and x axes for 
each Cu2+ are taken along the Cu-O and the short Cu-Cl bonds, respectively, the overall 
symmetry of the magnetic orbital including the ligand p orbitals has the z2–x2 character, 
making the exchange interactions in the CuCl layer highly anisotropic.  
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Figure 8. (a, b) Superstructures and (c, d) their corresponding exchange paths for the CuCl layer, 
suggested by NMR/NQR and TEM experiments. The yellow/orange and blue circles represent the Cl 
and Cu ions, respectively [31]. The dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the unit cell for the 
superstructure. In the structure (a), the yellow and orange circles represent Cl atoms above and below 
the Cu layer, respectively.  

The first principles calculations based on the new structure [32] yielded the superexchange 
interactions (see Figure 10(a) and Table 1). Interestingly, the 4th NN interaction, J4, of the 
Cu-Cl-Cl-Cu exchange path is the strongest and is AFM. The other 4th NN interaction, J4′ is 
also AFM, but is much weaker than J4 (J4′/ J4 = 0.18). This is understood as J4 has a larger Cu-
Cl-Cl angle and a shorter Cl-Cl distance than J4′ (164.9 and 3.835 Å for J4 vs 156.0 and 4.231 
Å for J4′). The other major J′s are FM. The relative strength of the six exchange interactions is 
J4 > J1a > J2a > J4′ > J2b > J1b.  

 
Figure 9. (a) Photos of single crystals of CsLaNb2O7 (top) and ion-exchanged (CuCl)LaNb2O7 (bottom) 
[33]. (b) Projection of the crystal structure for [100] (left) and for [010] (right) [32].  
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Figure 10. (a) Exchange interactions in the CuCl layer in (CuCl)LaNb2O7 based on the revised structural 
model. The lines connecting Cu atoms represent exchange interactions: J1a (light blue), J2a (pink), J2b 
(gray), J4 (red), and J4′ (black).  J1b is not plotted for clarity [32]. (b) Shastry-Sutherland model where spin 
dimers form the orthogonal array [35].  

 

Js path  d (Å) angle () Js/J4 
J1a Cu-Cl-Cu 3.88548 108.9, 75.8 –0.39 
J1b Cu-Cl-Cu 3.88548 80.9 –0.04 
J2a Cu-Cl-Cu 5.46148 156.7 –0.38 
J2b Cu-Cl-Cu 5.5053 170.2 –0.14 
J4 Cu-Cl-Cl-Cu 8.81262 164.9 1 
J4ʹ Cu-Cl-Cl-Cu 8.53250 150.0  0.18 

Table 1. Exchange paths for up to the fourth NN interactions in (CuCl)LaNb2O7 and the corresponding 
coupling constants relative to the strongest AFM interaction J4 [32]. 

The strongest AFM J4 gives the spin-singlet dimers in (CuCl)LaNb2O7. The distance of 
Cu-Cl-Cl-Cu (J4 bond) is 8.533 Å, which is in good agreement with the intradimer 
distance obtained from the INS analysis (Figure 4b). Using the set of J values, the INS 
data was analyzed again and the better agreement was obtained [32]. Most remarkably, 
the 4th NN Cu ions form spin singlet arranged in a staggered manner in the ab plane 
(Figure 10a) and the coupling between them is primarily ferromagnetic. Therefore, the 
spin lattice is best described as ferromagnetically coupled Shastry-Sutherland quantum 
spin singlet [32, 35]. In otehr words, (CuCl)LaNb2O7 is a ferromagnetic counterpart of 
SrCu2(BO3)2.  

2.1.2. (CuBr)LaNb2O7 

(CuBr)LaNb2O7 is synthesized in a way similar to (CuCl)LaNb2O7, but using CuBr2 [11]. 
The color of the cupric bromide is brown. The structure of (CuBr)LaNb2O7 has the 
tetragonal P4/mmm space group (a  = 3.90 Å and c = 11.70 Å), without any superstructure. 
When this structure is assumed when refined, the Br atoms exhibits an extraordinarily 
large displacement parameter Uiso = 0.087 Å2. As in the case of (CuCl)LaNb2O7, a deviation 
from the tetragonal P4/mmm structure is inferred from the NMR/NQR experiments [36]. 
The Cl-to-Br replacement resulted in the magnetic order. Figure 3 shows (T) of this 
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material [37]. The CW fitting gives  = –5.1 K. The (T) shows a round maximum at Tmax = 
36 K, which is much larger than  in magnitude, suggesting competing AFM and FM 
interactions. A tiny kink is seen at 30 K, right below Tmax, which is ascribed to magnetic 
order. Consistently, the specific heat measurements show a peak at 32 K. The neutron 
diffraction experiments demonstrated a collinear antiferromagnetic (CAF) order with a 
modulation vector of (1/2 0 1/2). The estimated magnetic moment is 0.60(11) B. The 
reduced magnetic moment probably results from quantum fluctuations. Figure 11 shows 
the high-field magnetization M(H) measured at 1.3 K. For 0 < H < 30 T, M(H) increases 
linearly with magnetic fields, which is followed by non-linear growth. The upward 
curvature should be caused by the gradual suppression of zero-point oscillations by the 
external field and is expected to be observed in the framework of spin-wave theory. On 
the assumption of the J1-J2 model [17], J1/kB and J2/kB are estimated as –35.6 K and 41.3 K, 
giving  = |J2/J1| = 1.10, which is located within the  range of the CAF phase in the J1-J2 
model (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 11. High-field magnetization for (CuBr)LaNb2O7 at 1.3 K [37]. 

2.1.3. Cu(Cl, Br)La(Nb, Ta)2O7 

Two kinds of solid solutions have been investigated, against Br-for-Cl [38, 39] and Ta-for-
Nb [39, 40] substitution. For (CuCl1xBrx)LaNb2O7 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1), the a-axis linearly increases 
with x, while the c-axis decreases. The temperature dependence of the magnetic 
susceptibility (Figure 12(a)) shows the reduction of Néel temperature from TN =32 K (x = 
1), 25 K (x = 0.67), 21 K (x = 0.5), 17 K (x = 0.33) (Figure 12(b)). The magnetization curves 
for x ≥ 0.33 show a linear increase over a wide field range, and the saturation field 
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Figure 12. (a) Magnetic susceptibilities of (CuCl1–xBrx)LaNb2O7 [38]. (b) x dependence of TN. S and CAF 
stand for the spin-singlet state and the collinear antiferromagnetic state [38]. 

 
Figure 13. ZF-SR time spectra in (CuCl1xBrx)LaNb2O7 and (CuCl)La(Nb1yTay)2O7 [39].  

Muon spin relaxation (SR) offers a unique opportunity in detecting a static magnetic order 
at high sensitivity. Figure 13 shows the Zero-field (ZF) SR spectra of (CuCl1–xBrx)LaNb2O7 
[39]. The x = 1 spectrum exhibits a long-lived precession below TN, indicating the existence 
of a well-defined local field at the muon site expected for homogeneous long-range order. 
With decreasing x, the internal field at ~ 2 K becomes increasingly inhomogeneous as shown 
by the damping of the oscillation. The x = 0.05 also exhibits a long-range magnetic order at 7 
K, in spite of the spingapped behavior in magnetic susceptibility and magnetization. The 
inhomogeneous static local field was observed in the low x range, a characteristic behavior 
often seen in dilute alloy spin-glass systems [41]. The change in the initial damping rate 
between x = 0.33 and 0.05 indicates that the size and/or spatial uniformity of the ordered 
moment changes between these two Br concentrations. In fact, the neutron scattering 
experiments for x = 0.05 reveals the CAF ordered structure with a magnetic moment being 
significantly reduced to 0.2(1) B. The long-range magnetic order induced by only 5%-Br 
doping and the significantly reduced ordered moment indicates that (CuCl)LaNb2O7 is 
located in the vicinity of the quantum phase boundary adjacent to the ordered state. 

Contrasting behaviors are observed in the Nb-site substituted system, (CuCl)La(Nb1–yTay)2O7 
(0 ≤ y ≤ 1) [40]. Reflecting similar ionic radii between Nb5+and Ta5+, the lattice parameters are 
almost constant with y. However, the magnetic ground state is affected significantly by the 
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Nb-to-Ta substitution. The magnetic susceptibility of (CuCl)LaTa2O7 exhibits a broad 
maximum at Tmax = 11.5 K, which is close to 16.5 K in (CuCl)LaNb2O7. However, it exhibits 
only a slight decrease below Tmax, indicating a magnetic ground state. The neutron 
diffraction and SR experiments (Figure 13(b)) evidence a magnetic order at 7 K, with the 
reduced magnetic moment of 0.69(1) B and the propagation vector of (1/2 0 1/2). Unlike the 
(Cl, Br) solid solution, the spin-singlet state is quite robust against the Ta substitution. 
Substantial substitution up to y ~ 0.4 is necessary to induce the magnetic order. It is 
remarkable that the spin disordered phase persists up to y = 0.9. This indicates the 
occurrence of the phase separation. In this range, TN remains almost unchanged against the 
Ta concentrations (Figure 14). The volume fraction of the spin-disordered phase increases 
with decreasing y. It should be noted that the observed phase separation is not caused by 
chemical inhomogeneity because of uniform distribution of the Nb and Ta atoms as 
revealed by TEM/EDS images. 

 
Figure 14. Magnetic phase diagram as a function of temperature and concentration. P, S and CAF stand 
for the paramagnetic state, the spin-singlet state, and the collinear type AFM state, respectively [40].  

The difference in magnetic behaviors between A- and B-site solid solutions is accounted for 
by the chemical randomness; the superexchange interactions mediated by halogen atoms 
should be larger than those mediated the non-magnetic perovskite block. Some theories on 
1D systems showed the staggered spin-spin correlations in the vicinity of spin vacancies, 
which results in the emergence of the ordered phase as observed in CuGeO3 [42] and 
SrCu2O3 [43]. By analogy, the induced magnetic order by a small amount of Br substitution 
in (CuCl)LaNb2O7 may be associated with staggered correlations induced around Br ions. 

2.2. Triple layered system 

2.2.1. (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 

(CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 is a triple-layered compound, prepared by the ion-exchange reaction of 
RbSr2Nb3O10 with CuBr2 at 350 °C for 1 week. The crystal structure of (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 at 
room temperature is tetragonal (a = 3.91069(4) Å, c = 16.0207(3) Å) with the space group 
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P4/mmm [44, 45]. As in the double layer compounds, a random displacement of the Br atoms 
from the ideal site is pointed out. In comparison with the double-layered system, the c axis 
is expanded by ~ 4 Å corresponding to the one-perovskite unit. Thus, the enhanced two-
dimensionality is expected in magnetism.  

 
Figure 15. (a) Temperature dependence of the (inverse) magnetic susceptibility for (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 
measured at 0.1 T [44]. (b) Cp vs T measured at 0, 2, 3, and 5 T [44]. 

Figure 15(a) shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility for 
(CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 measured at H = 0.1 T. The CW fitting gives  = 20.9(3) K. The positive  
implies that FM interactions are dominant over the AFM ones, which is in contrast to the 
negative  for the double layered compounds: –9.6 K for (CuCl)LaNb2O7 [21] and –5.1 K for 
(CuBr)LaNb2O7 [37]. Instead of a broad maximum in (T) typically seen for low-dimensional 
spin systems, (T) increases with reducing T until it flattens out below 5 K. A noticeable 
anomaly associated with a long-range magnetic order is not seen. However, specific heat 
measurements in Figure 15(b) show successive phase transitions at 9.3 K (Tc1) and 7.5 K (Tc2). 
Non-discontinuous character and the absence of T hysteresis in Cp(T) as well as (T) indicate 
the 2nd-order phase transitions. Successive phase transitions are characteristic phenomena 
observed in spin frustrated systems such as CsNiCl3 and CsCoCl3 [46]. Application of 
magnetic fields finally merges two transitions together at around 3 T. At higher field, the 
transition temperature has a dome-shaped boundary peaking at 5 T, as shown in Figure 16. 
Zero-field SR spectra demonstrate a long-range magnetic order below Tc2, but a 
paramagnetic state for Tc2 < T < Tc1 [45]. Thus, the transitions at Tc1 and Tc2 are, respectively, 
structural and magnetic.  

The most prominent observation in (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 is a 1/3 magnetization plateau in the 
magnetization curve (see Figure 17). The plateau becomes obscured with increasing T and 
vanishes at 9 K, in agreement with the phase boundary determined by heat capacity 
measurements. Since the magnetization curves at 4.2 K and 1.3 K are nearly identical, non-
flat plateau is not due to thermal effects. Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions and/or 
staggered g tensors are a possible origin as discussed in SrCu2(BO3)2 [47].  
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Figure 16. T-H phase diagram for (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10, determined by Cp(T) and M(H) [44].  

 
Figure 17. (a) High-field magnetization curves for (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 [44]. (b, c) Originally proposed 
magnetic structures in the 1/3 plateau state. Only Cu ions are depicted. Magnetic unit cells are 
represented in yellow. 

The 1/3 magnetization plateau has been theoretically predicted for various triangle-based 
lattices. Experimentally, triangular- and diamond-lattice antiferromagnets such as Cs2CuBr4 
[48] and Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2 [49] exhibit the 1/3 plateau. However, for commensurability 
reasons, 1/2 and 1/4 plateaus are naturally expected for the square-based systems [50]. The 
exception is found in SrCu2(BO3)2 with the Shastry-Sutherland lattice, which is due to the 
stronger 2nd NN interdimer interaction than the NN interdimer one [27]. Oshikawa et al. 
formulated the quantization condition [51]; p(S  m) = integer, where p and m are the period 
of the spin state, the magnetization per site, respectively. For S = 1/2, the minimal necessary 
condition of the 1/3 plateau (m = 1/6) is p = 3. Since (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 has one Cu2+ ion in its 
chemical unit cell (p = 1), the breaking of translational symmetry is needed to satisfy the 
quantization conditions. Based on these considerations, we initially proposed two possible 
in-plane magnetic structures with a propagation vector of (1/3 0) and (1/3 1/6) as shown in 
Figure 17(b) and 17(c), respectively [44]. 
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In order to observe the magnetic structure at zero field and at the 1/3 plateau, the neutron 
powder diffraction experiments were carried out at ILL in Grenoble [52]. Figure 18 shows 
the magnetic diffraction patterns without magnetic field at 8 K and 2 K after subtraction of 
the 26 K nuclear data. The magnetic Bragg reflections were discernible below Tc2, while no 
magnetic reflections were detected above Tc2. The magnetic peaks can be indexed with the 
propagation vector of (0 3/8 1/2), and the magnetic structure is shown in Figure 19. The Cu 
moments rotate around the c-axis within the ab plane, and the helix propagates along the b-
axis with a rotation of 135° between adjacent moments. The helical chains are coupled 
ferromagnetically along the a-axis. The ordered moment at 2 K is 0.79(7) B/Cu2+.  

 
Figure 18. The low angle region of the magnetic diffraction patterns for (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 at 8 and 2 K 
after subtraction of the 26 K nuclear pattern [52]. 

The observed helical AFM structure is incompatible with those expected from the simple J1-
J2 model in the absence of magnetic field. It can only be explained when an additional 
magnetic interaction J3 is introduced. In the J1-J2-J3 model, several magnetically ordered 
states appear depending on J1, J2, J3 [53-55]: (0 0) FM phase, () NAF phase, ( 0) CAF 
phase, (0 q) spiral phase with q = cos–1[–(J1  2J2)/4J3], (q q) spiral phase with q = cos–1[–J1/(2J2  
4J3)]. The propagation vector of (0 3/8) in (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 corresponds to the third case. The 
magnetic Bragg reflections at 4.5 T (in the 1/3 plateaus region) can be indexed with an 
incommensurate propagation vector (0 1/3 0.446), which corresponds to the magnetic 
structure in Figure 17(c). Recently, Furukawa et al. have found theoretically helical AFM 
ordered states in the ferromagnetically coupled Shastry-Sutherland model [56]. Whether this 
model can explain the 1/3 plateau or not is interesting to check. 

 
Figure 19. The magnetic structure of (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10 in zero field [52]. 
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2.2.2. (CuBr)A2B3O10 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb; B = Nb, Ta) 

A series of triple layered copper bromides, (CuBr)A2B3O10, was synthesized [45]. Since the 
Rb compounds could not be formed for A = Pb and Ba, CsA2B3O10 was prepared as a 
precursor. A′Pb2Ta3O10 (A′ = Rb, Cs) could not be isolated because of formation of Pb3Ta4O13 
as a main phase. The ion-exchange reaction using CuBr2 successfully proceeded at 320 – 
350 °C. From the XRD patterns at room temperature, all the (CuBr)A2B3O10 compounds are 
found to be isostructural with (CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10. Both a- and c- axes show a linear increase 
with the ionic radius of A2+, except Pb. A deviation from the linear relation for A = Pb is due 
to the steric effect of the 6s2 lone pair in Pb [57]. There is no B-site dependence because of the 
similar ionic radii.  

The -T curves of (CuBr)Ca2B3O10 exhibit a broad maximum. Tmax, is 15 K for Nb and 22 K 
for Ta. The Weiss temperature  is positive for all the compounds. (CuBr)Ba2Nb3O10 shows 
a drastic drop at 5 K, suggesting an antiferromagnetic transition, while its Ta counterpart 
shows a monotonous temperature dependence, which is similar to that of 
(CuBr)Sr2Nb3O10. Figure 20 shows the magnetizations normalized by the saturation 
magnetizations. The 1/3 plateau state is remarkably robust against the chemical 
substitution. As seen in Figure 20(c), (CuBr)Pb2Nb3O10 exhibits a 1/3 plateau between Hc1 = 
1.7 T and Hc2 = 5.8 T. The narrowed plateau region of the plateau (4.1 T) indicates that the 
A-site replacement by the larger cation destabilizes the plateau phase. Further increasing 
the size of the A-site cation leads to the disappearance of the plateau; no plateau was 
observed in (CuBr)Ba2Nb3O10 (Figure 20(d)). Decreasing the size of the A-site (vs. Sr) 
produces the same results; no plateau was observed in (CuBr)Ca2Nb3O10 (Figure 20(a)). As 
shown in Fig. 20(e), the Hc2 Hc1 vs. rA2+ plot clearly demonstrates an intimate correlation 
between rA2+ and the stability of the plateau phase. 
 

 
 

Figure 20. (a)-(d) Magnetization curves measured for (CuBr)A2B3O10. (e) The compositional dependence 
of the plateau width Hc2 – Hc1 as a function of the ionic radius of the A site [45].  
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The 1/3 plateau phase can be tuned not only by the A site but also by the B site. In the case of 
B = Ta, only (CuBr)Ba2Ta3O10 showed a 1/3 plateau with Hc1  T andHc2 = 4.0 T. 
Although the data available are limited, it is anticipated, in analogy to the Nb case, that the 
plateau-stabilizing region is shifted to the right in Figure 20(e). Conditions for the 
appearance of the plateau would come from a subtle balance between the magnetic 
interactions mediated by Br and those mediated by BO6BO6.  

2.3. Quadruple layered system 

2.3.1. (CuCl)Ca2NaNb4O13 

A quadruple layered compound, (CuCl)Ca2NaNb4O13 [58], was prepared by the reaction of 
RbCa2NaNb4O13 [59] and CuCl2 at 320 °C for 1 week. Laboratory XRD patterns of both 
RbCa2NaNb4O13 and (CuCl)Ca2NaNb4O13 at room temperature could be indexed in the 
tetragonal cell with the lattice parameters a = 3.869 Å and c = 18.859 Å, and a = 3.866 Å and c 
= 19.608 Å, respectively. The TEM and synchrotron powder diffraction experiments revealed 
superlattice reflections that are correlated with the original cell by 2a  2a  c (Figure 21). 
Such a structural deviation from the ideal structure is reasonable in light of the tolerance 
factor (t = [rA  rO]/√2[rB  rO]). Perovskite compounds with the ideal cubic structure such as 
SrTiO3 have t = 1. When t is smaller than unity, coherent octahedral tilting takes place. 
Indeed, t = 0.955 for (CuCl)Ca2NaNb4O13, implying the octahedral tilting in the perovskite 
blocks. However, the precursor exhibited very weak and diffuse superlattice reflections. The 
difference in the TEM patterns would be related to the difference in the bonding nature 
connecting adjacent perovskite blocks; in RbCa2NaNb4O13, the adjacent Ca2NaNb4O13 blocks 
are weakly bound via the Rb cations, while in (CuCl)Ca2NaNb4O13, the adjacent perovskite 
blocks are connected covalently via the edge-shared CuCl4O2 octahedra, which results in a 
long-ranged coherent octahedral tilting. In order to find the most reasonable space group for 
(CuCl)Ca2NaNb4O13, Aleksandrov’s analysis of symmetry reduction in response to 
octahedral tilting in layered perovskites was employed [60]. Among possible space groups, 
only I4/mmm with (++0) tilt met the extinction conditions derived from the TEM and XRD 
results. Here, + and 0 denote, respectively, in-phase tilt and no tilt in Glazer’s notation [61]. 

 
Figure 21. Electron diffraction patterns of (CuCl)Ca2NaNb4O13 at room temperature obtained along the 
[001]- and [010]-zone axes [58].  
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The temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility for (CuCl)Ca2NaNb4O13 did not 
show an anomaly associated with magnetic ordering, which is also supported by SR and 
specific heat measurements. FM interactions are dominant over AFM interactions, similar to 
the triple-layered CuBr compounds [45]. Figure 22 shows the magnetization curve measured 
at 1.3 K. The M(H) does not show either a fractional magnetization plateau or other field-
induced phase transitions, but a rather slow increase. The M(H) does not saturate even at 57 
T, implying that the in-plane interaction is fairly strong and that there is a strong 
competition between FM and AFM interactions.  

 
Figure 22. Magnetization curve of (CuCl)Ca2NaNb4O13 at 1.3 K [58].  

 

n compounds space  
group 

magnetic features TN  (K) kB (K)  (K) Ref. 

2 (CuCl)LaNb2O7 
Pbam 
(2a2bc) Spin-singlet state  26.7 –9.6 32 

  P4/mmm     11 

 
(CuCl1–xBrx)LaNb2O7 
(0.05 ≤ x ≤ 1.0) P4/mmm CAF order  

    7 (x = 0.05)
   17 (x = 0.33)
    21 (x  = 0.50)
   25 (x = 0.67)
 32 (x = 1.0) 

  38, 39 

 
(CuCl)La(Nb1–yTay)2O7 
(0.2  ≤ y ≤ 1.0) P4/mmm 

Coexistence of spin 
ordered 
 and disordered states 

 7  
(0.2  ≤ y ≤ 0.9) 

23.2 
 (y = 0.2) 

 –5.6 (x = 0.20) 
 –3.8 (x = 0.40) 
  –3.1 (x  = 0.60) 
 –2.5 (x = 0.80) 

39, 40 

 (CuCl)LaTa2O7 P4/mmm CAF order  7  –1.2 39, 40 

3 (CuBr)(Ca1–xSrx)2Nb3O10 
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.50) 

P4/mmm AFM order 13 (x = 0)  4.6 (x = 0) 45 

 
(CuBr)(Ca1–xSrx)2Nb3O10 
( x = 0.75, 1.0) 

P4/mmm Helical AFM order,  
1/3 magnetization plateau 

7.5 (x = 1.0)  20.9 (x = 1.0) 44, 45 

 (CuBr)Pb2Nb3O10 P4/mmm AFM order,  
1/3 magnetization plateau 

~ 6  17.4 45 

 (CuBr)Ba2Nb3O10 P4/mmm AFM order 5  14.9 45 
 (CuBr)Ca2Ta3O10 P4/mmm AFM order 16.6  3.2 45 
 (CuBr)Sr2Ta3O10 P4/mmm AFM order 11  13.2 45 

 (CuBr)Ba2Ta3O10 P4/mmm 
AFM order,  
1/3 magnetization plateau 5  14.7 45 

4 (CuCl)Ca2NaNb4O13 I4/mmm
(2a2ac) 

Paramagnetic state    22.4 58 

Table 2.  Space group, magnetic features, Neel temperature, TN, spin-gap energy, kB and Weiss 
temperature,   for  (CuX)An1BnO3n1 (X = Cl, Br; A = Na, La, Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb; B = Nb, Ta; n = 2, 3, and 4 ). 
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3. Conclusion 

We have demonstrated that the ion-exchange reaction using the DJ phase that involves the 
simultaneous co-exchange of metal cations and halide anions is effective approach to design 
a new class of two-dimensional quantum spin antiferromagnets, with tuned in-plane 
magnetic interactions and a variety of quantum phases. A series of (CuX)An–1BnO3n+1 with the  
S = 1/2 square lattice exhibits novel quantum spin phenomena such as spin-liquid state, 
quantized magnetization plateau, quantum phase separation, and field-induced BEC state. 
They are caused by the strong competition between FM and AFM interactions. Table 2 
summarizes the structural and magnetic properties in (CuX)An–1BnO3n+1. Note that most 
studies on spin frustrated magnetism has been focused so far on the systems composed of 
only AFM interactions. It is only recently that attentions have been paid to frustrated 
systems including FM interactions from both experimentally and theoretically points of 
view. We hope that the (CuX)An–1BnO3n+1 system will continue to contribute to the 
development of new physics of the frustrated spin systems in the future. The ion-exchange 
reaction can be extended to other compounds with transition metals with different spin 
quantum number, for example, (MCl)LaNb2O7 (M = Mn2+, Fe2+, etc.) [6265] and 
(NiCl)Sr2Ta3O10 [66].  Reflecting the classical nature of magnetic moment, (MCl)LaNb2O7 (M 
= Co, Fe, Mn) exhibit antiferromagnetic order, but several anomalous behaviors have been 
still observed due to geometrical frustration. The nickelic chloride with S = 1 undergoes the 
successive magnetic phase transitions with an intermediate phase characterized by a partial 
magnetic order. The advantage of the ion-exchange reactions is that, once one finds an 
appropriate precursor or hosts, any desired spin lattices can be constructed in principle. 
Using this topochemical strategy, various magnetic lattices (triangle, kagomé, pyrochlore, 
etc.) might be prepared.  
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1. Introduction 

The unusual electrical, optical, magnetic, and chemical properties of metal colloids (better 
known in nowadays as metal nanoparticles, MNPs) have attracted increasing interest of 
scientists and technologists during the last decade. In fact, although Nanoscience and 
Nanotechnology are quite recent disciplines, there have already been a high number of 
publications that discuss these topics. [1-11] What is more, there are quite new high impact 
peer-reviewed journals especially devoted to these research fields and there is also a 
particular subject category “Nanoscience & Nanotechnology” in the Journal Citation 
Reports from Thomson Reuters. 

MNPs can be obtained by various synthetic routes, such as electrochemical methods, 
decomposition of organometallic precursors, reduction of metal salts in the presence of 
suitable (monomeric or polymeric) stabilizers, or vapour deposition methods. Sometimes, 
the presence of stabilizers is required to prevent the agglomeration of nanoclusters by 
providing a steric and/or electrostatic barrier between particles and, in addition, the 
stabilizers play a crucial role in controlling both the size and shape of nanoparticles.  

In this sense, the development of polymer-stabilized MNPs (PSMNPs) is considered to be 
one of the most promising solutions to the MNPs stability problem. For this reason, the 
incorporation of MNPs into polymeric matrices has drawn a great deal of attention within 
the last decade as polymer-metal nanocomposites have already demonstrated unusual and 
valuable properties in many practical applications. 

The modification of commercially available ion exchange resins and the development of 
suitable polymeric membranes with metal nanoparticles (MNPs) having certain 
functionality, such as for example, biocide or catalytic activity has proved to be a theme of 

© 2012 Muraviev et al., licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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great interest. The main advantage of the nanocomposite ion exchange materials is the 
location of metal nanoparticles near the surface of the polymer what substantially enhances 
the efficiency of their biocide and catalytic application. 

1.1. Metal nanoparticles 

The most commonly accepted definition for a nanomaterial is “a material that has a 
structure in which at least one of its phases has a nanometer size in at least one dimension.” 
[12] Regarding this definition, it is possible to classify nanoobjects in three groups: 

i. 1D nanometer-size objects (e.g., thin films)  
ii. 2D nanometer-size objects (e.g., nanowires, nanorods and nanotubes) 
iii. 3D nanometer-size objects (e.g. nanoparticles and/or nanoclusters) 

Such materials include porous materials (with porous sizes in the nanometer range), 
polycrystalline materials (with nanometer-sized crystallites), materials with surface 
protrusions separated by nanometric distances, or nanometer-sized metallic clusters. 
Among all of these materials, metal nanoparticles (MNPs) have attracted increasing interest 
of scientists and technologists during the last decade, due to their unique electrical, optical, 
magnetic, and chemical properties.  

 
Figure 1. Bibliographic analysis based on the search of “nanoparticles” in Scifinder Scholar. Blue 
represents scientific publications (e.g. books, articles, reviews) and green represents patents. 

Within the last two decades a new focus has been initiated to control and to better 
understand the nanometer-size objects due to the appearance of a new interdisciplinary 
field, which is known now as Nanoscience and Nanotechnology. This has stimulated a new 
wave of intensive and more detailed studies of MNPs and various nanocomposites on their 
base. Figure 1 shows the tendency in publication about this issue, where it is shown that the 
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number of publications has increased exponentially due to their wide applications in 
different fields such as Medicine, Chemistry, and Physics and so on. Moreover, not only 
scientific publications have been growing in the last decades but also a huge number of 
patents have been issued in the last decade. 

The main goal of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology is the creation of useful/functional 
materials, devices and systems through the control of matter on the nanometer length scale 
and exploitation of novel phenomena and properties (physical, chemical and biological) at 
that scale. To achieve such goal it is necessary to use a multidisciplinary approach: inputs 
from physicists, biologists, chemists and engineers are required for the advancement of the 
understanding in the preparation, application and impact of new nanotechnologies. 

1.2. General properties 

Because of the decrease in the scale of the materials, their behaviour changes in a remarkable 
form. In fact, the reduction of the bulk materials to a nanometric size induces size-
dependant effects resultant from: 

i. An increase of the ratio surface-volume, what gives to an increase in the total surface 
area and in the fraction of the entities (e.g. atoms) in the surface of the material, as 
shown Figure 2. 

ii. Changes in the electronic structure of the entities forming the nanoparticles and in the 
nanoparticles as whole. 

iii. Changes in the associations (e.g. interatomic distances) of the entities forming the 
nanoparticle and presence of defects. 

iv. Confinement and quantic effects (due to the confinement of the charge carriers in a 
particle of size comparable to the wavelength of the electron). 

 
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the change in the ratio surface/volume between a bulk 
microsphere and the same microsphere composed by NPs. 
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This can be illustrated, for example, by the dependence of gold melting point on the size of 
gold nanoparticles, or by suspensions of Ag nanoparticles with sizes ranging from 40 to 100 
nm which show different colours. [13] In addition, there are physical phenomena that do not 
exist in materials with larger grain sizes, as the general quantum-size effect for optical 
transitions in semiconductor nanocrystals which occurs in very small nanoparticles (<10 nm) 
due to the quantum confinement effects inherent in particles of that size. 

Is due to all of these new properties that, indeed, research centred on nanoscopic materials 
have a large field of application which extends from the semiconductor industry, where the 
ability to produce nanometer-scale features leads to faster and less expensive transistors [6], 
to biotechnology, where luminescent nanoparticles are extremely interesting as bioprobes. 
[14] Some other particular examples are catalyst for fuel cells [15] or electrocatalysts used in 
sensing devices with enhanced properties. But, as a rule of thumb, nanoparticles, due to the 
large percentage of surface atoms [12, 16], have already made a major impact on the field of 
surface science, as Catalysis or Biocide treatment. 

1.3. MNPs Preparation: Stability challenges and stabilization mechanisms 

In general there are two routes for the preparation of MNPs (see Figure 3):-Down and 
Bottom-Up. The top-down methods are those that reduce the macroscopic particles to the 
nanoscale. This route is not very suitable to prepare uniform particles of very small sizes. In 
contrast, with the bottom-up methods it is possible to obtain uniform particles (usually of 
different shapes and structures). These routes start from atoms that can be added (either in 
solution or gas phase) to form larger particles. 

 
Figure 3. Scheme of Top-Down and Bottom-Up approaches to the synthesis of MNPs. 

Overall, a good method to classify the different methods of synthesis of MNPs is by Physical, 
Physicochemical and Chemical routes (See Figure 4). [13] Many synthetic pathways can be 
used but the chemical ones are generally cheaper and do not require equipment or 
instruments as specific as in the case of physical methods the physical methods. 

However, the main drawback which still limits the wide application of MNPs is their 
insufficient stability dealing with their high tendency to self-aggregate. [17] MNPs are so 
reactive that when they touch each other, they surfaces fuse, what results in a loss of the 
nanometric size and in their special properties. These features of nanoparticles, in part 
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determined by the conditions of synthesis, create enormous difficulties in their fabrication 
and application. [18] 

 
Figure 4. Physical, Physicochemical and Chemical routes for the preparation of MNPs. 

It is noteworthy that NPs can aggregate not only as a result of a further manipulation but 
also during their growth. A typical mechanism of aggregation is the Ostwald ripening 
which is a growth mechanism where small particles dissolve, and are consumed by larger 
particles. [19] So, the average nanoparticle size increases with time, the particle 
concentration decreases and their solubility diminishes.  

Therefore, the stabilization of MNPs is specifically required to: 

i. prevent their uncontrollable growth 
ii. prevent particle aggregation 
iii. control their final shape and size 
iv. allow particle solubility in various solvents 
v. terminate the particle growth reaction 

The successful synthesis of nanoparticles usually involves three steps: nucleation, growth, 
and termination by a capping agent or ligand (or stabilizing agent) through colloidal 
forces.[20] These colloidal forces can be classified in three main types as follows: Van der 
Waals interactions, electrical double-layer interactions, and steric interactions. In addition, 
hydrophobic and solvation forces may be important. [21] 

Some of the mechanisms regarding the stabilization forces have been thoroughly revised in 
the literature.[13, 22] 

Specially the use polymer-assisted fabrication of inorganic nanoparticles is probably one of 
the most efficient and universal ways to overcome the stability problem of MNPs and to 
save their properties. Metal nanoparticles synthesized by this approach exhibit long-time 
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stability against aggregation and oxidation while nanoparticles prepared in the absence of 
polymers are prone to quick aggregation and oxidation.[18, 23] 

In this sense, stabilization of MNPs can be done by different strategies. In the ex-situ synthesis, 
NPs are dispersed after their synthesis in a solid or liquid medium by using different 
mechanochemical approaches. The problem is that in these cases, the success of the 
stabilization is limited by the possibility of re-aggregation of the MNPs along the time. On the 
opposite hand, by the in-situ synthesis, MNPs are grown directly in the stabilizer medium 
yielding a material that can be directly used for a foreseen purpose. For this reason, in-situ 
approaches are getting much attention, because of their technological advantages (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. Schematic comparison between in-situ and ex-situ methodologies. 

Despite the methodology employed, it is of crucial importance to understand the processes 
occurring in polymer interactions with nanoparticles. In this regard, the mechanism of MNP 
stabilization with polymers can be explained by two approaches which run simultaneously 
in the system and influence one another: the substantial increase of viscosity of the 
immobilizing media (the polymer matrix), and the decrease of the energy of particle-particle 
interaction in PSMNP systems versus non-stabilized MNP dispersions. [24] 

In the first approach, the substantial increase of viscosity of the immobilizing media (the 
polymer matrix), the Coagulation velocity depends on factors as the range of attraction 
forces, Brownian motion velocity, concentration of colloidal solution, presence of 
electrolytes… As follows from the Smoluchowsky equation [25], the rate constant of particle 
coagulation, kc, is inversely proportional to the viscosity of the media, , (here k stands for 
the Boltzman constant, and T is the temperature): 

 
c

8kT=
ηk  (1) 

The second approach is the decrease of the energy of particle-particle interaction in PSMNP 
systems versus non-stabilized MNP dispersions. The potential energy of attraction Ur 
between two spherical particles of radius r and minimum distance lo between their surfaces 
can be given by the following equation: 
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 or
o

Ar at r >> l
12 U l

  (2) 

where A is the effective Hamaker’s constant with dimensions of energy. The value of A is 
known to be close to kT for polymer particles (e.g 6.310-20J for polystyrene), while for the 
metal dispersions it is far higher (4010-20 J for silver). [24] 

2. Inter-Matrix synthesis in ion exchange matrices 

The ion-exchange synthesis of Metal Nanoparticles (MNPs) refers to a group of methods 
which can be generally classified as Inter-Matrix Synthesis (IMS) technique. The main 
feature of IMS is the dual function of the matrix, which allows the stabilization of the MNPs 
to prevent their uncontrollable growth and aggregation and provides a medium for the 
synthesis. 

It is noteworthy that IMS was essentially the first method employed by the humans to 
incorporate nanoparticles inside inorganic materials. In this sense, one of the oldest 
nanocomposite materials found is the “Lycurgus cup” which dates back to the late 4th 
century B.C.[26] and it is made of a sort of glass that changes its colours depending on the 
incident light: in reflected light the glass turns green, but when the light is shone directly 
through it, it turns red due to the presence of small amount of Ag-Au-MNPs with the 
diameter of approximately 70 nm. It is remarkable that Greco-Roman techniques have been 
used up to modern times: related recipes were described by Arabian authors during the 
medieval period [27], during the Renaissance as practical application of alchemical 
knowledge[28], and by modern chemists, from the Encyclopedie of Diderot and d'Alembert 
[29] through to the present day.  

Another example is the “lustre pottery”[30] employed at the same time in Asian an 
European countries by a simple two-step procedure:  

1. the immobilization of metal cations (MNP precursors) inside the ceramic matrix. 
2. the reduction of metal ions to the zero-valent state with carbon monoxide leading to the 

formation of MNPs. 

Examples of this ceramics are showed in Figure 6. 

Although, as it has been shown above, humanity had used the properties of the nanoscale 
materials for a long time, the fundamentals of the scientific Nanoscience and 
Nanotechnology studies did not appear since the middle of the XIXth. As an example, in 
1949 the first communication of the IMS is published by Mills and Dickinson.[31] In this 
pioneered publication it is described the preparation of the anionic resin containing Cu-
MNP (“colloid copper”) and the use of this nanocomposite material for the removal of 
oxygen from water due to its interaction with copper MNPs. Since that, a great number of 
researchers focused their efforts to the development of a new class of ion-exchange 
materials, combining ion-exchange and redox properties (known also as “redoxites” or 
“electron-ion exchangers”). 
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Figure 6. Lustre Pottery. Fatimid-sherds excavated from Fustât; (a) the sample and (b) sample with an 
orientation that corresponds to the diffraction angle and lustre shining is observed. 

2.1. General principles 

This section describes the principles of the IMS in ionic exchange matrices. This technique 
takes advantatges of the in-situ approach (above mentioned), and has a wide range of 
application because of the multiple metal-polymer existing possibilities. In this sense, even if 
the number of polymers is reduced to those with ion exchange capacities, the multiple 
possibilities remain and a different number of polymer-nanocomposites can be obtained. 
Figure 7 shows the multiple possibilities of the IMS methodology.  

 
Figure 7. Scheme of the multiple possibilities of Ion-Matrix Synthesis. 
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The general principles of IMS, valid for any kind of polymer matrix and type of 
nanoparticle, are based on: 

1. The nanoreactor effect: the confinement of the particles by the polymer molecules which 
allows limiting the size and the particle size distribution; and, 

2. The barrier effect: the polymer molecules locally isolate the formation of each single NP 
preventing the contact between their surfaces and therefore their aggregation.  

These guidelines are only achievable if NPs precursors can properly be immobilized in the 
polymeric matrix. In this sense, Ion Exchange matrices are the perfect template to retain the 
ionic species, either metal cations, anions or any kind of coordination compound. 

To illustrate this approach, two anion charged groups as sulfonic group (SO3-) can efficiently 
interact with the metal cation (M12+) which afterwards can undergo a chemical reaction 
(precipitation, reduction, etc.) which finally will yield to the formation of the MNP.  

The same can be done for an anion exchange matrix bearing a functional group such as a 
quaternary ammonium (–NR4+), capable to immobilize metal complexes (i.e. [CoCl4]2-)or 
other anions (i.e. BH4-). 

Figure 8 illustrate the two main consecutive stages which rule the IMS technique: (i) the 
immobilization of the metal ion or complex (in a Cation Exchange Matrix, CEM) or 
immobilization of the reductant (in an Anion Exchange Matrix, AEM) and (ii) the reduction 
of the metal ion inside the matrix.  

 
Figure 8. Monometallic MNPs preparation inside a polymeric ion-exchange matrix by IMS. Green 
spheres represent the M12+ cation, and the black ones the MNPs obtained after the reduction. 

These two stages may be described by the following equations (equations 3-4 and 5-6) 
considering the presence of strong acid groups (2R-SO3-) in the CEMs and the presence of 
strong basic groups (R-R3N+) in the AEMs. M1 represents a divalent metal and R the organic 
radical. 

For CEMs: 

    2 2
3 1 3 12

2 R SO Na   M R SO M  2 Na           (3) 
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      2 0
3 1 4 2 3 2 132

R SO M  2 NaBH  6H O 2 R SO Na  7H  2B OH  M            (4) 

For AEMs: 

    3 4 3 4R R N Cl  NaBH R R N BH  NaCl        (5) 
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3 4 1 2 2 3

0
2 13

2 R R N BH   M Cl  6H O 2 R R N Cl

  7H  2B OH  M

          

  
 (6) 

A deeper look in the second stage reveals that the MNPs formation (equations 4 and 6) is, 
indeed, a combination of an ion-exchange reaction and a reduction reaction, accordingly the 
reduction of the metal ions to the zero-valent metal takes place in the solution boundary, 
close to the ion exchange groups: 
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Additionally, as it can be seen from equations 7 and 9 in both cases the matrix is regenerated 
after the second stage of the IMS, so it is possible to apply consecutive IMS cycles to increase 
the total loaded metal [32] or to obtain bimetallic nanoparticles (core-shell, alloys or core-
sandwich).  

 
Figure 9. Bimetallic core-shell MNPs preparation. Black spheres represent the MNPs obtained after he 
first loaing-reduction cycle, blue spheres the M22+ cations and the pink ones are the final core-shell MNPs. 
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In Figure 9, there is an schematic representation for the preparation of core-shell NPs by 
coating the monometallic MNPs obtained after the first cycle with a secondary functional 
metal shell. As follows, the formation of core-shell MNPs (M1-M2, represented as M2@M1 
where M2 is the coating and M1 is the core) allows modification of charge and functionality, 
improves the stability or combines the properties of both metals to make their future 
applications more efficient. The final activity of the nanocomposite is determined by the 
properties of the shell metal, although in some cases the properties of the metal core may 
add an additional advantage to the final nanocomposite (e.g. magnetic core). 

To better understand the procedure shown in Figure 9, let us consider the reactions 
corresponding to the IMS of PSMNPs inside the parent polymeric matrix after the first 
loading-reduction cycle for example in the CEM: 

    0 2 2 0
3 1 2 3 2 12

2 R SO Na   M  M  R SO M  M  2 Na             (11) 
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According to some authors [33], the second metal ion can act as an oxidizing agent towards 
the core-metal (M10) resulting in the oxidation of the first metal by the following 
transmetallation reaction: 

 2 0 2 0 0
2 1 1 2 1M  2M   M  M @ M     (13) 

As it can be seen, in the general IMS procedure described before, there are always two 
species bearing the same charge: the matrix and the reducing agent (in CEMs) or the metal 
ion (in AEMs). This means that there is an electrostatic repulsion between the matrix and 
one of the species mentioned that impede the penetration inside the polymeric matrix, 
referred to as Donnan-exclusion effect [34, 35]. 

The Donnan-exclusion effect is based on the exclusion (inability to deeply penetrate inside 
the polymer) of co-ions when the sign of their charge coincides with that of the polymer 

 
Figure 10. Donnan Exclusion Effect. 
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functional groups. Consequently, ion penetration inside the matrix is balanced by the sum 
of two driving forces acting in opposite directions: the gradient of the ion concentration and 
the Donnan-effect itself. The result of these two driving forces is the formation of the MNPs 
mainly near the surface of the polymer matrix (see Figure 10). 

Regarding the final application of the nanocomposite, this is a really suitable distribution, 
since MNPs remain maximally accessible for substrates of interest such as chemical reagents 
or bacteria. 

2.2. Requirements for parent polymers 

Many materials which contain functional groups can be used as supports for the IMS 
disregarding their form or shape: granulated form, fibrous or membranes. In all cases, when 
using the IMS technique it is important to take into account both the polymer properties and 
the final application of the nanocomposite since as both points dictate certain necessary 
requirements to the parent matrix (inside which the MNPs must be synthesized). 

For example, when using a nanocomposite for making a sensor or a biosensor to be applied 
in aqueous solutions, the polymer must be insoluble in water. But, at the same time, the 
polymer has to provide sufficient permeability towards the analyte under study (ions or 
molecules). Besides, the polymer must either slightly swell in water or at least be 
hydrophilic to enhance both the sensor and the response rate.  

Similarly, the solubility of the nanocomposite in some organic solvents allows for the 
preparation of homogeneous Polymer Stabilized MNPs solutions (PSMNPs “inks”) that can 
be deposited onto the desired surfaces (e.g. electrodes) to modify their properties. This 
solubility would also allow the characterization via microscopic analysis, electrochemical 
techniques and others.[36]  

The main requirements for a polymer to be used as a matrix for the IMS technique are the 
following: 

- The polymer must be chemically compatible with the MNPs surface. 
- The polymer must bear functional groups which would act as nanoreactors. 
- Appropriate distances between the coordinating centers to insure the hopping of charge 

carriers. 
- Sufficient flexibility of the polymer chain segments to facilitate movements of ionic 

carriers. 
- Appropriate swelling ratio of the matrix. 
- Adequate hydrophilicity. 

In polymer functional matrices, ionic transport occurs in a highly amorphous, viscoelastic 
(solid) state. In this sense, the most intensively studied polymers are based on poly(oxa 
alkanes), poly(aza alkanes), or poly(thia alkanes). 

In general, it is possible to state that functional groups define the chemical properties of the 
polymer matrix, by bearing on the surface a negative or positive charge. Due to this fact 
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different dissociation properties of group lead to strong and weak exchangers (which are 
named similar to that of strong and weak electrolytes). Based on these functional groups, 
classification of Ion Exchange matrices involves four main groups:  

1. Cation exchangers (with anionic functionalities and positively charged mobile ions) 

a. strong acid exchangers (e.g., containing sulfonic acid groups or the corresponding 
salts) 

b. weak acid exchangers (e.g., containing carboxylic acid groups or the corresponding 
salts) 

2. Anion exchangers (with cationic functionalities) 
a. strong base exchangers (e.g., containing quaternary ammonium groups) 
b. weak base exchangers (e.g., containing amine groups) 

The Ion exchange capacity (IEC) is the main feature of ion exchange materials. Taking into 
account that an ion exchanger can be considered as a “reservoir” containing exchangeable 
counterions, the counterion content in a given amount of material is defined essentially by 
the amount of fixed charges which must be compensated by the counterions, and thus is 
essentially constant. 

Above all mentioned polymer matrices, this chapter is mainly focused in the use of cross-
linked polymers in the form of resins and in commercial or tailored polymeric membranes. 

2.2.1. Resin beads 

As IMS is based on the feasibility of the polymeric support used, which must contain ionic 
functional groups, one of the typical matrices that accomplish this requirement are Ion-
exchange resins, also known as granulated polymers.[34, 37]  

Ion-exchange resins are commercial products commonly available and their shape and size 
allow these materials to be easily and quantitatively recovered by simple filtration or 
decantation. Ion exchange resins are usually used in water treatment processes (e.g. water 
softening) but have many other applications in chemical production. For instance, several 
common applications include immobilization of biological an inorganic catalysts, extraction 
procedures, metal recovery and separation and acid-base catalysis.[38, 39] 

The first effort to obtain more stable synthetic resins for ion exchange reactions is attributed 
to B.A. Adams and E.L. Holmes, who in 1935 published the condensation polymerization of 
methanal (formaldehyde) with phenol or polysubstituted benzene compounds to give 
reversible exchange resins. [40] Based on the same concept Adams and Holmes quickly 
developed anion exchange resins, obtained by the condensation between methanal and 
phenylamines giving directly a copolymer matrix bearing weak basic secondary amine 
groups, that in presence of strong acid solutions result in acid amine salts (anion 
exchangers). Although nowadays the polymerization mechanism is entirely different, based 
on the so called addition or vinyl polymerization (first applied by D’Alelio in 1944) 
commercial ion exchange resins production uses the same principles as their predecessors, 
and the two kind of resin explained before are still the most commonly used resins.[41] 
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Regarding their chemical composition, most ion-exchange resins are based on cross-linked 
polystyrene- divinylbenzene (DVB) copolymers bearing ion-exchanging functional groups. 
Besides, from the morphological point of view, the following types can be considered:  

- Gel type: resins with a macroscopic homogeneous and elastic framework which 
contains the solvent employed in its synthesis. What characterizes the resin is the 
presence of channels (instead of pores) in the matrix, with a size depending on the 
proportion of DVB employed in the synthesis. Is the size of these channels what 
determines the size of the specie, ion or molecule allowed to pass though it and the 
velocity and diffusion.  

- Macroporous type: resins with a higher cross-linking level than gel type. Inside their 
structure macropores and micropores coexist as a result of the elimination of the solvent, 
what gives to these kinds of resins a high inner surface area. In this sense, it is necessary a 
high amount of DVB to maintain the resin structure. The high level of porosity affect to 
the swelling properties, making the inner structure heterogeneous, thus their behaviour in 
to polar solvents or to nonpolar solvents solvents is really different. As advantages it is 
important to say that they are easily sulfonated and they are really resistant.  

- Isoporous type: Their structure is modified during their synthesis, thus polymers with a 
relative uniform pore size are obtained. These resins present a low sensibility to the 
fouling, have a higher capacity, high regenerating effectiveness and low production costs. 

- Film type resins: They are an special type of ion exchangers that consist in an exchange 
material in a film shape deposited above an inert support. These resins present quick 
kinetics and allow working in high pressure conditions (i.e. chromatography). 

Considering the feasibility of this matrix type for the synthesis of MNPs, it is noteworthy to 
mention that they lead to obtain a stable support for the embedded MNPs, are insoluble in 
water and offer different types of functionalities (e.g. sulfonic, carboxylic, quaternary 
ammonium), as well as different distributions of functional groups. Some common 
important parameters, from chemical and physical points of view, are listed in the following 
table (Table 1). 
 

Chemical Parameters Physical Parameters 
Polymer structure, Ion conductivity Grading 

Functional group type Particle Size 
Ion Exchange Capacity Pore size and morphology 

pH working range Form 
Chemical stability Density 

Water absorption (swelling) Shipping weight 

Table 1. Common important parameters in Ion Exchange Resins. 

From those parameters listed in Table 1, the functional groups nature is one of the key ones 
since it defines the chemical properties and applicability of ion-exchange resins and, what is 
crucial for IMS, the sign of the matrix charge (either positive or negative). Moreover, the 
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different dissociation properties of the functional groups leads to the distinction between 
strong and weak exchangers, which have to be considered separately since they have a 
remarkably different chemical behaviour. In this sense, in Figure 11 are shown some typical 
resin beads with their polymeric structure formula. 

 
Figure 11. Physical and chemical features of some ion exchange resins. 

Another very important parameter to be taken into account is porosity, which affects some 
bulk properties of the resins, and which have important consequences on their catalytic 
applications through direct influence on swelling capacity, equilibration rate, and 
selectivity.  In this sense, swelling is an important to be taken account on resin behaviour, 
because depending on the nature of the ion-exchange resin, this interaction with the solvent 
may lead to a volume increase (swelling volume) up to 800% and a decrease around 90% of 
the cross-linking percentage, Hence, gel-type resins are generally preferred over 
macroporous ones due to enhanced mass transfer inside the polymer beads, resulting in 
good active-sites accessibility to all soluble reactants. 

2.2.2. Membranes 

The separation of substances by membranes has been (and still is) essential in the industry 
development and in the human life. Among various separation membranes, the ion 
exchange membranes, membranes with ionic groups permeable to electrolytes in an 
aqueous solution, are widely used in different fields: dialysis, solid polymer electrolyte of 
batteries, analytical chemistry, etc. 

In its origins, the ion exchange membrane was developed from two different sources: the 
finding of ion exchange phenomena in soil and biological phenomena in cell membranes. In 
1939 many researchers focused to the establishment of the basis of the studies on 
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electrochemical ion exchange membrane. For example, in 1939 K.H. Meyer, J.F. Sievers and 
T. Teorell obtained the first artificial charged membrane with the aim of developing a theory 
of membrane potential; in 1949 Sollner published a paper concerning bi-ionic potential (a 
measure of permselectivity between ions with the same charge through the membrane); etc. 
But it is not until 1950, with the work of M.R.J. Wyllie, W. Juda and M.R.C. McRae, when the 
first ion exchange membranes synthesis is published.  

After these works, studies on ion exchange membranes, their synthetic methods, 
modifications, theorical explanations and applications in industry became very active. But 
what really made the researchers focus in the development of this kind of membrane is that 
the charged groups of the membrane act as a fixed carrier for various ionic materials and 
provide new applications of the membrane.[42, 43] (See Table 2). 
 

Characteristcs Application Example 

Ion conductivity Electrodialysis Separation between electrolyte 
and non-electrolyte 

 Separator for 
electrolysis 

Synthesis of H2O2 

 Diffusion Dialysis Acid or alkali recovery from 
waste 

 Neutralization Dialysis Desalination of water 

 Donnan Dialysis Recovery of precious metals 

 Up-hill transport Separation and recovery of ions 

 Piezodialysis Desalination 

 Thermo-dialysis Desalination 

 Battery Concentration cell 

 Fuel cell H2-O2 

 Actuator Catheter for medical use 

Hydrophilicity Pervaporation Dehydration of water miscible 
organic solvents 

 Dehumidification Dehumidification of air 

 Sensors Gas sensor 

Fixed Carrier (Ion 
exchange groups) 

Facilitated transport Separation of sugars 

 Modified Electrodes - 

Table 2. Principal applications of Ion Exchange membranes 
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Though ion exchange membranes can be used in many fields, most are used in 
electrochemical processes such as electrodialysis, separation of electrolytes and solid 
polymer electrolytes for fuel cells (which really boosted the development of these 
membranes).  

The properties required basically depend on their final application, but generally they can 
be summarized as:  

1. low electrical resistance,  
2. high transport number of counterions,  
3. low diffusion coefficient of salt,  
4. low osmotic water and low electroosmotic water,  
5. permselectivity for specific ions with the same charge,  
6. antiorganic properties,  
7. mechanical strength,  
8. dimensional stability,  
9. high chemical stability and durability, 
10. low cost. 

Ion Exchange membranes can be classified in various ways: by their structure and 
microstructure, by their functionality, materials, etc. But maybe one of the simplest 
classifications is the morphology which, in first instance, will determine their preparation 
methodology. In this sense, it is possible to classify ion exchange membranes in two main 
types: Heterogeneous and Homogeneous membranes.[43] 

In an initial stage of membrane development, heterogeneous ion exchange membranes were 
actively developed by blending finely powdered ion- exchange materials and a binder. In a 
general procedure, cation or anion exchange resins are homogenously blended and heated 
with a thermoplastic polymer (i.e. polyethylene, polypropylene, etc.) and the mixture is 
formed as a membrane by pressing or heating. 

Although these types of membranes are easily prepared and have a great mechanical 
strength, their electrochemical properties are lower than the ones of homogenous ones in 
which the fixed charged groups are evenly distributed over the entire membrane polymer 
matrix. This homogeneity in the homogeneous membranes structure is due to the fact that 
they can be produced, e.g. by polymerization or polycondensation of functional monomers 
such as phenylsulfonic acid with formaldehyde, or by functionalizing a polymer such as 
polysulfone dissolved in an appropriate solvent. 

But the completely homogeneous and the macroscopically heterogeneous ion-exchange 
membranes are extreme structures. Most ion-exchange membranes show a certain degree of 
heterogeneity on the microscopic scale. Thus, other properties may be considered to classify 
them. In this regard, according to the distribution and species of the fixed charge (ion 
exchange groups) it is possible to difference between: 

i. cation exchange membranes (with anionic charged groups) 
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ii. anion exchange membranes (with cationic charged groups) 
iii. amphoteric ion exchange membranes (with both cation and anion exchange groups at 

random throughout the membrane 
iv. bipolar exchange membranes (bilayer membranes composed by a cation exchange 

membrane layer and an anion exchange membrane layer) 
v. mosaic ion exchange membranes (which have certain domains that may be separated 

with an isolator of cation-exchange groups and also domains with anion-exchange 
groups).  

On the other hand, a classification based on the constituent materials allows grouping such 
membranes as:  

1. membranes composed of hydrocarbons or partially halogenated hydrocarbons 
2. perfluorocarbon membranes 
3. inorganic membranes  
4. composite membranes of inorganic ion exchanger and organic polymer (e.g., hybrids). 

Nowadays, one of the most employed commercial ion exchange membranes is Nafion, a cation 
exchange homogenous perfluorinated membrane. It is an excellent proton conductor: it has 
excellent chemical stability, high ionic conductivity, good mechanical strength, good thermal 
stability, etc. ideal for performance in fuel cells. The main drawback of these membranes and 
of those containing Fluor in their structure (i.e. Selemion) are their high cost and, specially, the 
absence of pores that limits their application to the transport of ions in solution or vapour 
(pervaporation). Thus, the search of new homogeneous cation exchange membranes has been 
focussing much of efforts. In these sense, sulfonated polymers open a new window to the ion 
exchange membranes field. Some typical sulfonated polymers are shown in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12. Typical Sulfonated polymers. 

One of the polymers that fulfils the properties to be casted as an ion exchange membrane is 
sulfonated poly(ether-ether ketone) (SPEEK) which is nowadays attracting great interest 
regarding the fabrication of membranes for fuel cells, due to its thermoplastic properties, its 
high chemical strength, its high stability towards oxidation and its low cost.[44, 45] 
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However, regarding this last option it is important to take into account that an excess of 
ionic groups (in this case, sulfonic groups) could cause the dissolution of the polymeric 
material in water since an increase of the ionic groups in the polymer directly increases the 
hydrophilicity of the material. 

To cope with this limitation, one good option is the sulfonation of a polymer with a very 
hydrophobic group so as to reduce the hydrophilicity of the final polymer, the 
polyethersulphone with Cardo group (PES-C) [46-48] which bears a five-member lactone 
ring and whose sulfonation can be done in a simple way. Among all the stability properties 
mentioned, this polymer can be casted by wet phase inversion methodology to obtain 
porous membranes be applied in filtration. By controlling the ratio of sulfonic groups in the 
polymer, different porosity can be obtained. 

3. Environmental and safety concerns 

Perception and knowledge are important parts of public understanding of nanotechnology. 
They can be influential, for an achievable benefit obtained and the possible risks and hazard 
which it could imply.  

The use of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) in the environment, as a consequence of the 
development of nanotechnology, is a serious case of worldwide concern. However, a few 
studies have already demonstrated the toxic effects of nanoparticles on various organisms, 
including mammals. Nanotechnology is still in a discovery phase in which novel materials are 
first synthesized in small scale in order to identify new properties and further applications.  

Therefore, detail understanding of their sources, release interaction with environment, and 
possible risk assessment would provide a basis for safer use of ENPs with minimal or no 
hazardous impact on environment 

In order to do that, future directions such as the inclusion of regulatory and knowledge gaps 
within the risk identification framework should be designed and applied.  

Thus, the evaluation of potential health impact as well as an enhanced design of the 
production of higher performance nanomaterials is mandatory; as well as defining criteria 
that distinguish between technologies and products more or less likely to present a health 
risk to avoid inappropriate and possibly deleterious sweeping conclusions regarding 
potential impact.  

It is required to study their release, uptake, and mode of toxicity in the organisms. 
Furthermore, to understand the long-term effect of ENPs on the ecosystem, substantial 
information is required regarding their persistence and bioaccumulation. 

3.1. Safe polymer-metal nanocomposites 

A massive industrial production of nanomaterials in the near future may result in the 
appearance of both NPs and the waste generated during their production in various 
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environments, yielding the possibility that humans could be exposed to these NPs through 
inhalation, dermal contact or ingestion and absorption through the digestive tract. 
Nowadays, there is claim for more restrictive legislation that would allow a better protection 
for both human beings and the global environment.  

In this sense, for a comprehensive knowledge of properties of these materials (both physical 
and chemical), it is important to find standards and control materials to work with as 
reference models (such those from the British Standards Institute and International 
Standards Organisation).[49] 

An investigation into nanomaterials toxicity involves: a determination of the inherent 
toxicity of the material, their interaction with living cells and the effect of exposure time.[50] 
It should be noted that the doses or exposure concentrations used for in vitro and in vivo 
toxicological studies are most often extraordinarily high in comparison with possible 
accidental human exposure.[51, 52] 

Consequently, more research is needed before generalized statements can be made 
regarding NPs ecotoxicology. 

Unfortunately, only few initiatives in this direction have been started so far. For instance, 
the German Federal Ministry for Education and Research, together with industry, has 
established the research programme NanoCare. This programme has a budget of €7.6 
million and aims to assess and communicate new scientific knowledge of the effects of NPs 
on health and the environment.[53] 

Scientists and technologists in this area have to deal with NPs presence in the environment 
but very often they do not have the appropriate tools and analytical methods for NPs 
detection and quantification to guarantee a satisfactory detection.[4]  

Thus, it is of vital relevance to dedicate those efforts towards this direction, as we have not 
yet invented a so-called “Geiger counter” for NPs.  

 
Figure 13. Schema describing the concepts involved in the design of safe polymer-metal 
nanocomposites. 

As a consequence, the prevention of NPs escape into the environment is currently most 
likely the best approach that can be considered. In this regard, a possible solution appeared 
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through the development of this project, which describes the results obtained by developing 
environmentally safe polymer–metal nanocomposite materials exhibiting magnetic 
properties. These materials prevent NPs escape by profiting of the embedding of NPs into 
organic matrices and the use of magnetism. [54] As a result, NPs reduce their mobility and, 
in case of leakage, NPs could be easily recovered by using simple magnetic traps.[13, 55-57] 

4. Characterization of Polymer-Stabilized Nanoparticles (PSMNPs) 

One of the main features for the development of polymer stabilized metal nanoparticles 
(PSMNPs) and nanocomposites is their detailed characterization. Specific techniques have to 
be applied in order to better understand the parameters affecting their synthesis, explain 
their properties and to adequate them to their final application. 

In this sense, several techniques can be used, involving techniques for the chemical 
characterization and the typical techniques applied in Material Science to determine the 
MNPs composition, size and shape and their distribution into the matrix as well as the 
nanocomposite morphology and their special properties (such as magnetism, biocidal, 
electrocatalytic and catalytic activity among others). These parameters can be studied by 
using some of the techniques explained in this chapter (or by a combination of some) which 
include: 

- Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)  
- Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
- Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
- Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 
- X-Rays Diffraction (XRD) 
- Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) 
- X-rays Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
- X-Rays Energy Dispersion Spectroscopy (EDS) 
- Infrared-Attenuated Total Refraction (IR-ATR) 
- Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry (ICP-AES)  
- and many others. 

4.1. Characterization of MNPs 

When synthesizing PSMNPs the first parameter to determine is the metal content of the 
polymer-metal nanocomposite. 

The composition of MNPs (even that of a single nanoparticle) can be determined by High 
Resolution TEM or SEM analysis coupled with EDS techniques. The microscopic techniques 
allow for the selection of the nanoobject(s) whereas the EDS provides the composition 
analysis. These methods usually gives qualitative or semi-quantitative results which can be 
useful to have an estimation of the composition differences in a sole sample. An example of 
this analysis is showed in in Figure 14, where a crossed-section resin bead sample is shown, 
prepared as described afterwards. 
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Figure 14. SEM image of an Ion Exchange resin with PdNPs and the corresponding EDS analysis. 

If a quantitative analysis is required, the total metal content in the matrix can be determined 
by using and ICP coupled to an Atomic Emission Spectrometer (for metal concentrations 
between 0.1 to 500 ppb, depending on the metal) or coupled to a Mass Spectrometer (for 
metal concentrations between 0.1 to 10 ppb, depending on the metal)[58] to analyse the 
solution obtained after the treatment of a known amount of the nanocomposite with aqua 
regia to completely dissolve the MNPs and degrade the polymeric matrix. 

The size and the shape of the MNPs obtained are important parameters allowing 
determining the nanocomposite characteristics. Further development of Nanotechnology 
needs a better understanding of nanomaterial properties and implies a better 
characterization of the above parameters, which are evaluated as a rule by using TEM 
technique.  

In this sense, depending on the solubility properties of the polymeric matrices different 
sample preparation methodologies have to be considered. If the polymeric matrix is soluble 
in a volatile organic solvent (e.g. DMF, CHCl3, THF) it is possible to prepare MNPs 
suspensions or “inks” (5% mass solutions) in adequate organic solvents which can be 
deposited onto a TEM grid to perform the microscopic characterization. On the contrary, if 
the MNPs are stabilized in a non-soluble matrix (e.g. Nafion), the preparation of the sample 
is more difficult (although allows us to determine the distribution of the MNPs in the 
matrix), since it requires to cut thin or ultrathin slices (thickness about 1µm or less) of the 
nanocomposite material and deposit them onto a TEM grid. An example of this procedure 
and the final image obtained is showed in Figure 15. 

Unfortunately, in practice, in many instances the quality of TEM images appear to be quite 
low due to the high noise and low contrast, making their processing a challenging task to 
accomplish. Also, the quantitative treatment of TEM images is often carried out by manual 
measurements of high number of nanoparticles, a task that is highly subjective and time 
consuming. During the last years, several computer imaging particle analysis software tools 
have been conceived to achieve a more accurate assessment of the size and frequency (size 
distribution) of nanoparticles. 
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Figure 15. Sample preparation of cross-sectioned with microtome of a sulfonated polyetehersulphone 
(SPES-C) membrane with AgNPs and the corresponding TEM image obtained.  

Through the image analysis of TEM micrographs (either manually or automatically) it is 
possible to make size distribution histograms from the sample data as the one shown in 
Figure 16. The obtained data can be used fitted to a 3-parameter Gaussian curve (14) where a 
is the height of Gaussian peak, dm is the position of the center of the peak (corresponding to 
the most frequent diameter), and  is the standard deviation. 

 
2
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Figure 16. TEM image of an ink of PdNPs obtained in a SPES-C membrane with the corresponding 
histogram adjusted by a 3 parameter Gaussian curve. 

4.2. Metal–polymer nanocomposite morphology 

The loading of MNPs in the polymeric matrix may cause important changes in the polymer 
morphology. For this reason, a characterization of the matrix previous and after the 
stabilization of the MNPs on it is required. 
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In this sense and among other techniques, SEM has been established as a referent in the field 
of the surface characterization. Because polymeric matrices usually are not conductive, in 
some cases (in matrices without MNPs or with a low content of MNPs) it is imperative to 
prepare the sample for the study, by a sputter coating with gold, carbon or palladium layers 
of about 50Å of thickness. 

For membranes and films, cross-section images can be obtained by cutting the samples 
under liquid N2. For resin nanocomposites, it is necessary to embed the material in an epoxy 
resin to cut it transversally with a microtome, as shown in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. Sample preparation of a resin bead for SEM characterization.  

 
Figure 18. SEM images of (a) SPES-C membrane surface, (b) bare SPES-C membrane, (c) SPES-C 
membrane with PdNPs, (d) Blend membrane surface, (e) bare Blend membrane and (f) Blend membrane 
with PdNPs.[32] 
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Figure 18 shows SEM images of bare and coated SPES-C and Blend membranes (prepared 
with sulfonated and non sulfonated Polyethersulphone). Whereas in the case of SPES-C 
membranes there is an absence of porosity and surface defects in the case of Blend 
membranes it can be observed a finger structure porosity, and the existence of defects on the 
surface. In both cases, the load with PdNPs do not affect the final structure of the 
membrane. 

The difference in porosity between the two types of membranes can be explained by an 
increase in the hidrofobicity of the final polymer: adding PES-C polymer increases the 
capacity of repulsion of H2O molecules thus, when preparing the membranes by wet phase 
inversion method by immersion in a non-solvent such as water, pores are generated during 
the precipitation of the membrane. 

In this way, changing the ratio of PES-C / SPES-C in the final polymer blend membranes 
with different morphology and, therefore, different final application can be obtained. 

4.3. Magnetic properties 

The metallic nanoparticles have larger magnetization compared to metal oxides, which is 
interesting for many applications. But metallic magnetic nanoparticles are not air stable, and 
are easily oxidized, resulting in changes or loss in their magnetization properties.  

Thus, IMS of magnetic NPs open a new range of research. Lack of stability of this kind of 
nanoparticles finds a counterpart by their stabilization on a polymeric matrix. 

Magnetic properties of metallic nanoparticles are dependent on the oxidative state of the 
NPs components. Therefore, the true knowledge of the degree of nanoparticle oxidation is 
necessary for the forecasting of magnetic characteristics of the obtained samples. This is not 
easy, but techniques such as XANES (X-Ray Absorption Near Edge Structure) may do it 
achievable by interaction of the atom core with the source of energy. By comparison with 
previously placed and analyzed patterns, information about chemical bonding and 
oxidative states is obtained. Figure 19 shows XANES analysis of nanocomposites containing 
either Ag or Ag@Co MNPs (with a superparamagnetic Co0-core) on sulfonic resin. Standard 
elements spectra were linearly combined and fitted with the sample in order to determine 
the oxidative state of each element in the sample. The linear combination results are also 
included (normalized) inset. Ag@Co NPs in sulfonated matrices showed an average Co 
spectrum similar to that recorded by the Co0 standard. In fact, linear combination fitting 
results confirmed that all the Co present in that sample was Co0. 

Furthermore, to characterize magnetic behavior SQUID (Superconducting Quantum 
Interference Device) magnetization curves are obtained. In order to do that, sample is 
placed in a changing magnetic field over at room temperature. Magnetization loops are 
registered through the overall process.  

In general, ferromagnetic species have normally evident hysteresis curves. However, 
superparamagnetic materials (frequently, ferromagnetic materials at nanometer scale) 
shows a lack of hysteresis but high magnetic saturation. Figure 20 presents SQUID 
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magnetization curves for Pd@Co MNPs supported on a sulfonic (C100E) and 
carboxylic(C104E) cation exchange resin. 

 
Figure 19. XANES spectra of Ag in comparison with Ag standards for Ag@Co-C100E sample (blue line 
in the graphic) and the linear combination fitting among all of the compounds analyzed is also shown 
in a fitting range from -20 to 30 eV. Ag0 (red) and AgNO3 (green) are standards. 

 
Figure 20. SQUID Magnetic curves obtained of Pd@Co-NPs stabilized in C100E and C104E supports 

5. Applications 

The use of nanomaterials to assemble architectures of defined size, composition and 
orientation allows researchers to utilize the particular electrical, optical, catalytic and 
magnetic properties of those materials for:  
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Figure 20. SQUID Magnetic curves obtained of Pd@Co-NPs stabilized in C100E and C104E supports 

5. Applications 

The use of nanomaterials to assemble architectures of defined size, composition and 
orientation allows researchers to utilize the particular electrical, optical, catalytic and 
magnetic properties of those materials for:  
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- the creation of functional materials, devices, and systems through control the matter on 
the nanometer scale and,  

- the exploitation of novel phenomena and properties at that scale.  

To achieve these goals, it is necessary to use multidisciplinary approaches; inputs from 
physicists, biologists, chemists, and engineers[59-61] are required to advance our 
understanding of nanomaterials.[62] In fact, NPs properties are already used for 
developing new products[63, 64] such as paints, where they serve to break down odour 
substances, on surgical instruments in order to keep them sterile, in highly effective sun 
creams, slow release pharmaceuticals and many others.[50, 65-67] Bench-marketing 
studies on main current industries[53, 68] revealed that market opportunities that are 
illustrated in Figure 21.  

As it is clearly shown, most of these market opportunities are involved in the development 
of new materials. Moreover, among the applied NPs, metal nanoparticles and metal oxide 
nanoparticles are of the most importance. However, because of the aforementioned toxicity 
and stability concerns have driven the research to develop nanomaterials with higher levels 
of safety. In this sense, here two different examples of safe and stable nanocomposites 
applications are discussed: their use for organic catalysis or for water disinfection. 

 
Figure 21. Possible marketable applications of nanocomposites in different fields. 
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5.1. Bactericidal activity of MNPs 

Among the currently known nanomaterials, it is well-known that AgNPs have unique 
antimicrobial properties.[69] Textiles, keyboards, wound dressings, and biomedical devices 
now contain AgNPs that continuously release a low level of Ag ions to provide protection 
against bacteria. Even if Ag has been known to be a bactericidal element for at least 1200 
years, considering the unusual properties of nanometric scale materials, largely different 
from those of their bulk counterparts[70], it is not surprising that AgNPs have been found 
significantly more efficient than Ag+ ions in mediating their antimicrobial activities.[71-75] 
All in all, the exact antibacterial action of AgNPs is still under debate. 

Conversely, in many countries the microbial contamination of potable water sources poses a 
major threat to public health and the emergence of microorganisms resistant to multiple 
antimicrobial agents increases the demand for improved disinfection methods.[76] The 
importance of potable water for people in some countries dictates the need for the 
development of innovative technologies and materials for the production of safe potable 
water. This type of application can be a perfect niche for nanomaterials containing AgNPs. 
However, it is necessary to develop ecologically-safe nanomaterials that prevent the post-
contamination of the used samples.[77] In this sense and as it has been already stated, 
functionalized polymers are currently acquiring a prominent role as NPs stabilizers for their 
excellent performance.[78, 79] 

It is worthy to note here that ion-exchange materials are already widely used for various 
water treatment processes, mainly to eliminate undesired or toxic ionic impurities including 
hardness ions, iron, heavy metals, and others. The stabilization and immobilization of Ag-
NPs in such matrices is very promising since using this approach, two complementary 
water treatment steps could be performed with a single material and the safety of the 
nanocomposites could be increased.  

In our research group, the surface modification of ion-exchange materials used for 
traditional water treatment has been undertaken and promising results have been 
patented.[80] Such modification included the incorporation of either Ag or Ag@Co NPs. 

As an example of the obtained results, Table 3 shows the synthetic conditions and the 
corresponding compositions of some nanocomposites of this family, probing the feasibility 
of the synthesis of both pure and core-shell nanoparticles.  

To evaluate the efficiency of these nanocomposites for disinfection procedures, an increasing 
amount of nanocomposites beads was added to individual wells containing 105 CFU/mL of 
E. coli suspension in LB medium. After overnight incubation, bacterial proliferation was 
evaluated by measuring the optical density of each well at 550 nm (this wavelength is 
indicative of bacterial proliferation). The bactericidal activity of the Ag, Co and Ag@Co 
nanocomposites (in all the polymeric granulated matrices studied) was determined and raw 
materials were used as control (results are shown in Figure 22). 

As it was expected, Ag and Ag@Co NPs containing sulfonated granulted materials increased 
their activity due to the presence NPs, but the enhancement was slightly higher for modified 
Ag@Co NPs. Anyhow, this proof of concept demonstrates the rightness of the approach. 
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Matrix IEC / meq·g-1 NPs [Ag+]/M [Co2+]/M mmolAg/meq mmolCo/meq 
C100E 
(-SO3-) 2.3 

Ag 0.01 -- 0.064 -- 
Ag@Co 0.01 0.01 0.069 0.061 

C104E 
(-COO-) 6.0 

Ag 0.01 -- 0.010 -- 
Ag@Co 0.01 0.01 0.010 0.017 

Table 3. Metal content in granulated nanocomposites containing Ag- or Ag@Co-NPs and, analyzed by 
ICP-MS. 

 
Figure 22. Variation of the absorbance at 550 nm with the number of polymer beads for (  ) the raw 
material, (□) Ag- and, (▲  ) Ag@Co-nanocomposites (3 replicates). 

5.2. Nanocatalysts for organic synthesis 

Nanoparticles are increasingly used in catalysis, where the large surface area per unit 
volume of the catalyst may enhance reactions. This enhanced reactivity significantly reduces 
the quantity of catalytic materials required to carry out the reactions. Particular industries, 
including the oil and the automobile ones, are interested in this area for the use of NPs in 
catalytic converters.[81] As a prove of their industrial potentiality, many big companies, 
including BASF, Johnson Matthey and 3M, have interests in developing commercial 
applications for AuNPs catalysts. 

In the last decade, heterogeneous catalysts have attracted much interest because of their 
general advantages that have been boosted thanks to the use of nanomaterials.[82, 83] One 
crucial property for catalysts is their recovery and, in this sense, magnetic nanocatalysts 
present some outstanding advantages because they can be conveniently recovered by using 
an external magnetic field.[84]  

On the one hand, Platinum Group Metals (PGMs) are well-known as highly selective 
catalysts and are widely used in organic synthesis, chemical industry and other areas like 
dehalogenation, hydrodechlorination, carbonylation or oxidation.[85-87] Concerning the 
potential applications, Pd, Pt, Rh, and Au-NPs have proven to be very versatile as they are 
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efficient and selective catalysts for several types of catalytic reactions, including olefin 
hydrogenation and C-C coupling such as Heck, Suzuki and Sonogashira reactions.[88-90] 
Among them, Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling has emerged as an effective synthetic 
methodology that is employed in both academic and industrial sectors.[91] Despite such 
progress, a number of challenges still remain unknown, including the dilucidation of highly 
efficient and selective catalysts able to react with multiple reactive C-H or N-H bonds.  

On the other hand, several types of magnetic materials have been used, including magnetite, 
hematite, maghemite, wüstite.[92] Magnetic aggregation and their need for functionalization 
do still hinder the application of magnetic NPs in industry. Thus, searching for more 
suitable magnetic materials to overcome these restrictions is still a challenge for realizing 
practical catalytic applications. Yet, for catalytic purposes, magnetic NPs surface is often 
chemically functionalized with molecular catalytic complexes because of the poor catalytic 
properties of the bare Fe oxides or other catalytic materials (e.g., Co).[93, 94] 

Therefore, and taking into account, the demonstrated efficiency of PGMs and the 
advantages of magnetic nanoparticles, it has been possible to apply develop Pd@Co-based 
nanocomposites for a typical C-C coupling reaction: the Suzuki reaction.[95] The 
preparation of such catalyses has only been possible thanks to the characteristics of IMS 
procedure, which allows the combination of a magnetic nanocore (made of Co) with the 
catalytic activity of a shell (Pd). The resulting material can be separated by simple filtration 
methods and, moreover, NPs can be re-covered and re-used by their retention under a 
magnetic field (Figure 23).[96] 

 
Figure 23. Suzuki reaction by using Pd or Pd@Co nanocomposites with optimized conditions. 

Previous results with Pd@Co-NPs incorporated to fibrous materials showed the feasibility of 
this approach.[37] Differently, as it can be seen in Table 4, the catalytic efficiency of 
granulated polymers (containing either sulfonic or carboxylic groups) was very scarce, very 
likely due to the low metal immobilization achieved. However, two interesting results can 
be withdrawn: a substantial increase of the reaction yield was obtained when using the 
nanocomposite samples with higher Pd-content and the reaction yield could increase for 
consecutive runs.  

Even if low conversions where achieved, this results are not discouraging since granulated 
polymeric matrices are still interesting for industrial applications because of their 
mechanical properties. Their high mechanical resistance leads to obtain higher 
reproducibility in synthesis as well as easier manipulation. Moreover, granulated polymer 
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preparation of such catalyses has only been possible thanks to the characteristics of IMS 
procedure, which allows the combination of a magnetic nanocore (made of Co) with the 
catalytic activity of a shell (Pd). The resulting material can be separated by simple filtration 
methods and, moreover, NPs can be re-covered and re-used by their retention under a 
magnetic field (Figure 23).[96] 

 
Figure 23. Suzuki reaction by using Pd or Pd@Co nanocomposites with optimized conditions. 

Previous results with Pd@Co-NPs incorporated to fibrous materials showed the feasibility of 
this approach.[37] Differently, as it can be seen in Table 4, the catalytic efficiency of 
granulated polymers (containing either sulfonic or carboxylic groups) was very scarce, very 
likely due to the low metal immobilization achieved. However, two interesting results can 
be withdrawn: a substantial increase of the reaction yield was obtained when using the 
nanocomposite samples with higher Pd-content and the reaction yield could increase for 
consecutive runs.  

Even if low conversions where achieved, this results are not discouraging since granulated 
polymeric matrices are still interesting for industrial applications because of their 
mechanical properties. Their high mechanical resistance leads to obtain higher 
reproducibility in synthesis as well as easier manipulation. Moreover, granulated polymer 
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industry is big enough to pay attention on it. Further research is needed to successfully 
increase the amount of immobilised metals what, very probably will provide better catalytic 
nanocomposites. 
 

Samples Metal Content Yield (%) 

Matrix MNPS Pd
(mg/gNC) 

Co
(mg/gNC) 

#0 #1 #2 

C100E 
Pd 57 - 44 - - 
Pd 30 50 8.6 - - 

C104E 
Pd@Co 47 48 9.8 8.4 - 
Pd@Co 30 7,6 4 26 28 

Table 4. Suzuki reaction yields (in %) for the Pd- and Pd@Co-nanocomposites 

6. Conclusions 

The conclusions derived from the results presented in this chapter can be briefly formulated 
as follows:  

1. The ion-exchange assisted Intermatrix Synthesis (IMS) technique represents one of the 
most promising techniques that allows for the production of a large variety of polymer–
metal nanocomposites of practical importance for different fields of modern science and 
technology.  

The attractiveness of this technique is basically determined by its relative simplicity in 
comparison with other methods used for production of nanocomposite materials and 
also by its flexibility and the possibility of tuning the specific properties of the final 
nanocomposites to meet the requirements of their final applications. IMS technique 
gives a unique possibility of production of nanocomposites containing MNPs of various 
composition and structure (for example, monometallic, bimetallic or polymetallic MNPs 
with core-shell, core-sandwich and even more complex structures) for the applications 
of interest. 

2. The spectrum of polymers applicable for IMS of PSMNPs is quite wide and includes 
various functionalized polymers, i.e. those bearing functional groups in the form of 
granules, fibers or membranes, which are capable to bind either metal or reducer ions 
prior to the metal reduction inside the polymer matrix (IMS of PSMNPs).  

The dissociated ionogenic functional groups of the polymer bearing positive or negative 
charges provide a possibility to couple IMS technique with Donnan exclusion effect.  In 
case of polymers with negatively charged groups the IMS technique consists of the 
metal loading stage followed by metal reduction inside the polymer. When polymer 
bears positively charged groups the IMS procedure starts with the reducer loading 
followed by the simultaneous metal loading-reduction stage. 
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3. It has been shown that the use of, for example, anionic reducing agents (e.g., 
borohydride) for the synthesis of PSMNPs by using IMS coupled with Donnan effect in 
both cation exchange and anion exchange matrices results in their formation mainly 
near the surface of the polymer. This type of MNP distribution is favorable for many 
practical applications of polymer–metal nanocomposites such as reagent-free water 
disinfection, catalysis and some others. 

4. The general properties of polymer-metal nanocomposite are not determined only by the 
properties of the MNPs. The formation of MNPs within the polymer matrices may 
strongly modify the polymer morphology, for example due to the appearance of 
nanoporosity in gel-type polymers, which enhances the rate of mass transfer inside the 
nanocomposites as well as some other structural parameters of great importance in 
their practical applications.  
The polymer matrix also serves as the MNPs stabilizing media preventing their 
aggregation and release to the medium under treatment. The functional properties of 
the nanocomposites (e.g., catalytic or bactericide) are mainly determined by the 
properties of MNPs immobilized inside the matrix. 

5. The repetitive metal-loading-reduction (in case of cation exchangers) or reducer-loading-
metal-reduction (in case of anion exchangers) permits to synthesize MNPs of core-shell or 
even more complex structure provided with additional functional properties.  
For example, the IMS of core shell PSMNPs consisting of superparamagnetic cores 
coated with functional shells having for example, catalytic or bactericide properties 
provides the polymer–metal nanocomposites with additional advantages. In the case of 
catalytic applications, the nanocomposite can be easily recovered from the reaction 
mixture and reused. In water treatment applications, the magnetic nature of MNPs 
permits for preventing their uncontrollable escape into the treated water by using 
simple magnetic traps. 

6. Finally, the last and the most important in our opinion conclusion concern the general 
strategy in the development of novel nanocomposite materials. This strategy has to be 
focused not only on the desired properties of material, which is dictated by its further 
practical applications, but also on the material safety in both environmental and human 
health senses. The last point seems to be of particular importance for the further 
development of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology. 
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1. Introduction 

Silsesquioxanes (SQs: RSiO1.5), one class of the materials containing Si–O framework, have 
attracted much attention in the research fields of materials chemistry for academic and 
application reasons (Baney et al., 1995; Loy et al., 2000) because they can contain the various 
functional groups as side chains (R) and are inorganic materials indicating the remarkable 
compatibility with organic materials such as polymers (Choi et al., 2001; Kim & Chujo, 2003; 
Yu et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011), in addition to having superior thermal, mechanical, and 
chemical properties derived from Si–O framework with high bond energy compared with 
C–C bonds. 

However, even though various kinds of polyhedral oligomeric SQs (POSS) are known as 
SQs with controlled molecular structures (Scheme 1b) (Feher & Wyndham, 1998; Laine et al., 
1998; Zhang et al., 2007; Cordes et al., 2010; Tanaka et al., 2010; Tanaka & Chujo, 2012), the 
regularly structured polySQs (PSQs) have only been obtained in the limited cases. This is 
because PSQs are prepared by polycondensation of the trifunctional silane monomers such 
as organotrialkoxysilanes and organotrichlorosilanes. These multifunctional monomers 
generally result in the formation of insoluble polymers with irregular three-dimensional 
network structures of Si–O–Si bonds (Scheme 1a) (Loy et al., 2000). If the molecular, 
conformational, and higher-ordered structures of PSQs can be controlled, they are expected 
to be applicable for a wide range of materials research fields. 

Ladder-structured PSQs are one of a few PSQs with controlled molecular structures (Scheme 
1c) (Brown et al., 1960; Brown et al., 1964; Unno et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006; Seki et al., 
2010). These structures are classified into two types: “perfect ladder structure” (Scheme 1c-i) 
and “ladder-like structure” (Scheme 1c-ii) (Abe & Gunji, 2004). The latter has slight defects 

© 2012 Kaneko, licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
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in Si–O–Si bond main-chain. Even though oligomeric SQ with “perfect ladder structure” 
could be synthesized by a step-by-step method and its characterization methods were 
established (Unno et al., 2002), it is difficult to prepare PSQs with such structures and to 
characterize them. In most cases, the ladder-structured PSQs probably do not have “perfect 
ladder structure” but have “ladder-like structure” as shown in Scheme 1c-ii. 

 
Scheme 1. Preparation of silsesquioxanes (SQs) with various structures. 

The ladder-like PSQs exhibit rigidity and anisotropy in addition to the aforementioned 
superior physical properties of SQs because they have one-dimensional network structures 
of Si–O–Si bonds. Furthermore, ladder-like PSQs are colorless materials due to no 
absorptions of Si–O–Si bonds in the visible light region and can be used as transparent 
solutions owing to good solubility in any solvents. These properties of ladder-like PSQs 
would be useful for versatile applications, in particular, as inorganic fillers due to 
hybridization with organic functional materials. 

Furthermore, control of the higher-ordered structures (nanostructures) of PSQs would also 
be significant to apply to various supramolecular organic–inorganic hybrid materials. For 
example, it has been reported that trifunctional silane monomers containing long alkyl 
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chains were hydrolyzed to form amphiphilic molecules having silanol groups, resulting in 
the formation of multilayered PSQs by polycondensation (Scheme 1d) (Parikh et al., 1997; 
Shimojima et al., 1997). Another method for controlling higher-ordered structures of PSQs is 
sol–gel reaction (hydrolytic polycondensation) of 1,4-bis(trialkoxysilyl)benzene as a 
monomer in the presence of surfactants (Inagaki et al., 2002). The resulting material has a 
hexagonal array of mesopores and crystal-like frameworks. Self-organization of long alkyl 
chains by hydrophobic interactions is a driving force to form such regular higher-ordered 
structures. 

From the aforementioned background, it is evident that the development of PSQs with 
regularly controlled molecular and higher-ordered structures is one of the important issues for 
research fields of SQs. In this chapter, therefore, the author first describes the preparation of 
cationic PSQs with controlled molecular and higher-ordered structures by simple sol–gel 
method and their detailed characterizations in section 2. The resulting PSQs indicated the 
anion-exchange properties due to existence of cationic functional groups as side-chains. Then, 
the author also describes the anion-exchange behaviors with various organic and inorganic 
compounds such as anionic surfactants (section 3), a polymer (section 4), layered clay minerals 
(section 5), and a dye molecule (section 6) to obtain the functional hybrid materials.  

2. Preparation of ammonium group-containing ladder-like PSQs with 
hexagonally stacked structures 

The author and co-workers have developed a preparation method for ammonium group-
containing PSQs with controlled molecular and higher-ordered structures by hydrolytic 
polycondensation (sol–gel reaction) of organotrialkoxysilane monomers containing amino 
groups in aqueous inorganic acids (Kaneko et al., 2004a; Kaneko et al., 2005a; Kaneko & Iyi, 
2007; Kaneko & Iyi, 2010).  

2.1. Sol–gel reaction of 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane 

Preparation of ladder-like PSQs with hexagonally stacked structures was achieved by sol–gel 
reaction of organotrimethoxysilanes containing amino groups. The first example of monomer 
to form these materials was 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMOS) (Kaneko et al., 2004a). 

The sol–gel reaction of APTMOS was performed by stirring in an acid, e.g., a hydrochloric 
acid, aqueous solution at room temperature for 2 h, followed by heating (ca. 50–60 ºC) in an 
open system until the solvent was completely evaporated (Scheme 2). The resulting product 
was dissolved in water and this aqueous solution was lyophilized to obtain ammonium 
chloride group-containing PSQ (PSQ-NH3+Cl–). Here, a feed molar ratio of the acid to 
APTMOS is very important factor for the formation of the regular structures of PSQ. The 
higher-ordered structure of the product was characterized by the X-ray diffraction (XRD), 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and nitrogen 
adsorption–desorption isotherm measurements, and the molecular structure was 
characterized by 29Si NMR, XRD, and static light scattering (SLS) measurements.   
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Scheme 2. Preparation of an ammonium chloride group-containing ladder-like PSQ (PSQ-NH3+Cl–) 
with a hexagonally stacked structure by sol–gel method. 

 
Figure 1. XRD pattern of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. Relative humidity (RH) during XRD measurements was 50%. 

 

RH (%) 
d-Value 

(100) (110) (200) 
20 1.35 – – 
30 1.37 0.79 0.69 
40 1.40 0.81 0.70 
50 1.43 0.82 0.71 
60 1.45 0.84 0.73 
70 1.48 0.86 0.74 
80 1.52 0.88 0.76 
90 1.58 0.92 0.79 

Table 1. d-Values of diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns of PSQ-NH3+Cl– under various RH conditions. 
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For the XRD measurements, the films of the products on the glasses were obtained by 
drying the aqueous product solutions spread on flat glass substrates. The XRD pattern of 
PSQ-NH3+Cl– film showed diffraction peaks with the d-value ratio of 1 : 1/√3 : 1/2 : 1/3, 
strongly indicating that PSQ-NH3+Cl– had a hexagonal phase (Fig. 1). These three peaks were 
assigned to the (100), (110), (200), and (300) peaks, respectively. However, based on only 
these data, it could not be determined whether this hexagonal phase originated from a 
porous-type structure or a stacking of a rod-like polymer. Therefore, the influence of relative 
humidity (RH) was investigated on the d-value in the XRD measurements of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. 
As shown in Table 1, the d-values of the diffraction peaks changed by varying RH, i.e., the d-
value increased for a high RH and decreased for a low RH, although the d-value ratios of 
(110)/(100) and (200)/(100) did not change. Such a behavior cannot be expected for 
hexagonal-structured porous materials. Therefore, it was assumed that this hexagonal phase 
originated from the stacking of rod-like polymers. 

The TEM image of the product showed a stripe pattern, indicating that the rod-like PSQs 
were stacked parallel. In addition, the SEM image showed the aggregate, which lined up in 
a regular direction. This indicates that nano-ordered regular structure of PSQ affected the 
structures in the micro-ordered aggregate. Furthermore, the real image of PSQ-NH3+Cl– 
obtained by lyophilization seemed to be reflected by the regular nano- and micro-structures. 
The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area of the product evaluated by the nitrogen 
adsorption–desorption isotherm measurement at 77K was much too small (ca. 6 m2/g), 
indicating that the rod-like PSQ stacked densely. These results supported the regular 
higher-ordered structure of PSQ-NH3+Cl– characterized by the aforementioned XRD 
measurements, i.e., rod-like structure forming hexagonal phase. 

So far, decisive analysis methods to prove the regular molecular structure such as ladder-
like structure of PSQ have not been established. Therefore, necessary evidences for 
confirmation of the structures were collected by performing multiple analyses. The ladder-
like PSQ simultaneously satisfies the following conditions: i) to be soluble in any solvents, ii) 
relatively high molecular weight, iii) relatively narrow molecular width, and iv) observation 
of large T3 peak and small T2 peak in 29Si NMR spectrum. 

The PSQ-NH3+Cl– had a rod-like structure with relatively small diameter (ca. 1.6–1.7 nm, 
estimated from d-value of (100) peak in XRD pattern of Fig. 1) in spite of forming highly 
dense Si–O–Si bond network structure, which was confirmed by the observation of large T3 
peak in the 29Si NMR spectrum of Fig. 2. In addition, the PSQ-NH3+Cl– was soluble in water, 
despite its Mw was relatively high (ca. 12000, estimated by Zimm plot method using the SLS), 
which indicated no formation of three-dimensional network structure. These results satisfy 
the aforementioned conditions. All these things considered, it is reasonable to assume that 
the present PSQ has one-dimensional ladder-like molecular structure as shown in Scheme 
1c-ii. 

It was supposed that ladder-like PSQ-NH3+Cl– was twisted to form rigid rod-like structure 
in the solid state, resulting in the formation of the hexagonally stacked structure. The 
driving force for the formation of the twisted conformation is probably intramolecular 
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charge repulsion between the ammonium cations in side-chain groups of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. 
Therefore, to investigate correlation between intramolecular charge repulsion and regular 
structure of PSQ-NH3+Cl–, the XRD measurements were performed with changing RH. 
Stability of the ammonium cations is affected with RH because of hydration with water 
molecules. The XRD patterns of PSQ-NH3+Cl– with RH higher than 30% indicated three 
diffraction peaks derived from hexagonal phase, meanwhile those with RH lower than 20% 
did not show such the diffraction peaks. Because these results indicate the presence of 
correlation between the formation of the hexagonally stacked structure and higher RH, it is 
assumed that the twisted structure caused by intramolecular charge repulsion between the 
ammonium cations is plausible conformation of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. 

 
Figure 2. Solid-state 29Si NMR spectrum of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. 

On the basis of the aforementioned results, it was considered that self-organization of the 
ion pair composed of ammonium cations in the side-chains of the PSQ and chloride anions 
was the driving force for the formation of regular molecular, conformational, and higher-
ordered structures. 

2.2. Sol–gel reaction of (3-(2-aminoethylamino)propyl)trimethoxysilane 

As another monomer, organotrialkoxysilane containing two amino groups, i.e., (3-(2-
aminoethylamino)propyl)trimethoxysilane (AEAPTMOS), was employed for the 
preparation of rod-like PSQ with hexagonally stacked structure (Kaneko et al., 2005a). The 
procedure for sol–gel reaction of AEAPTMOS was similar to that of APTMOS.  

The XRD pattern of the resulting product film showed three diffraction peaks with the d-
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charge repulsion between the ammonium cations in side-chain groups of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. 
Therefore, to investigate correlation between intramolecular charge repulsion and regular 
structure of PSQ-NH3+Cl–, the XRD measurements were performed with changing RH. 
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molecules. The XRD patterns of PSQ-NH3+Cl– with RH higher than 30% indicated three 
diffraction peaks derived from hexagonal phase, meanwhile those with RH lower than 20% 
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correlation between the formation of the hexagonally stacked structure and higher RH, it is 
assumed that the twisted structure caused by intramolecular charge repulsion between the 
ammonium cations is plausible conformation of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. 

 
Figure 2. Solid-state 29Si NMR spectrum of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. 
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ammonium groups in one repeating unit also had a hexagonal phase, which originated from 
the stacking of rod-like polymers. The d-value of (100) peak of this PSQ (1.85 nm for RH of 
ca. 50%) was larger than that of PSQ-NH3+Cl– (1.43 nm for RH of ca. 50%). This is because of 
difference in side-chain lengths between these PSQs. 

 

RH (%) 
d-Value 

(100) (110) (200) 

20 1.68 0.97 0.84 
30 1.74 1.01 0.87 
40 1.80 1.04 0.89 
50 1.85 1.07 0.93 
60 1.93 1.12 0.97 
70 2.00 1.16 0.99 
80 2.06 1.20 1.03 
90 2.15 – – 

Table 2. d-Values of diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns of the PSQ obtained from AEAPTMOS under 
various RH conditions. 

3. Ion-exchange behaviors of ladder-like PSQ with fatty acids 

Because PSQ-NH3+Cl– has ammonium groups as side-chains and chloride anions (Cl–) as 
counterions, the anion-exchange property can be expected. Therefore, the ion-exchange 
reaction of the PSQs was performed with anionic organic compounds and the higher-
ordered structures of the resulting products were characterized. First, a fatty acid salt such 
as n-octanoic acid sodium salt was employed as an anionic compound (Scheme 3a) (Kaneko 
et al., 2004a). By pouring PSQ-NH3+Cl– aqueous solution into aqueous solution of n-octanoic 
acid sodium salt, precipitation immediately occurred. The XRD pattern of the resulting 
water-insoluble product showed peaks for a typical hexagonal phase and the d-value of 
(100) peak increase more than those of the original PSQs (PSQ-NH3+Cl–), indicating that the 
diameter of the rod-like PSQ increased when the Cl– as the counterion was exchanged with 
the bulky n-octanoate. Thus, the hexagonal phase of the rod-like PSQ was maintained, in 
spite of the increase in the d-value by ion-exchange reaction with n-octanoic acid sodium 
salt. 

On the other hand, when the ion-exchange reactions were performed using the fatty acid 
salts containing longer alkyl chains (n-decanoic acid sodium salt, n-dodecanoic acid sodium 
salt, and n-tetradecanoic acid sodium salt), the peaks due to the typical hexagonal phase 
were not obtained. This is because the hydrophobic interaction between the guest fatty acid 
salts containing longer alkyl chains was too strong to maintain the hexagonally stacked 
structure of rod-like PSQ. 
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Scheme 3. Ion-exchange reaction of PSQ-NH3+Cl– with (a) n-octanoic acid sodium salt and (b) 
poly(acrylic acid sodium salt). 

4. Preparation of organic–inorganic polymer hybrids by ion-exchange 
reaction of ladder-like PSQ with organic polymer 

Hybrids composed of organic and inorganic materials usually exhibit improved 
performance properties compared with conventional composites, mixtures on a micrometer 
scale (µm), due to their unique phase morphology and improved interfacial properties. For 
these reasons, nanostructured organic–inorganic hybrids have attracted considerable 
attention from both fundamental research and applications points of view (Usuki et al., 
1993; Chujo, 1996). In particular, the organic–inorganic hybrids obtained from the synthetic 
polymers as organic species are important industrial materials. 

In this section, the author describes the preparation of an organic–inorganic polymer hybrid 
(PSQ–PAA hybrid) with regular higher-ordered structure composed of the aforementioned 
PSQ-NH3+Cl– as the inorganic species and poly(acrylic acid sodium salt) (PAA-Na) as the 
organic species by the ion-exchange reaction (Kaneko et al., 2005b). To obtain PSQ–PAA 
hybrid, the ion-exchange reaction was performed by pouring PSQ-NH3+Cl– aqueous solution 
into PAA-Na aqueous solution (Scheme 3b). 
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The IR spectrum of PSQ–PAA hybrid displayed absorptions at 1044 and 1144 cm–1 assigned 
to the Si–O bond of the PSQ, and absorptions at 1407 and 1558 cm–1 due to the COO– of the 
PAA, indicating that the product consisted of both organic and inorganic polymers. The 
CHN elemental analysis data showed that the C/N molar ratio for the product was 5.92. 
From this value, the ratio of the functional groups of the two polymers, i.e., NH3+ and COO–, 
was calculated to be ca. 1 : 1. 

The XRD pattern of the resulting insoluble product showed formation of a hexagonal phase 
and the d-values of the diffraction peaks were different from those of PSQ-NH3+Cl–(Scheme 
3b), indicating formation of not a macroscopic mixture but the molecular-scale mixture of 
two polymers, i.e., organic–inorganic hybrid. 

5. Preparation of nanoporous materials composed of ladder-like PSQs 
and layered clay minerals by ion-exchange reaction 

There have been intense research activities on layered silicates pillared with inorganic or 
organic clusters, which are called pillared interlayer clays (PILCs) (Otsuka, 1997; Kloprogge, 
1998; Ding et al., 2001). PILCs have much higher surface areas and pore volumes than the 
original clays. Such properties make them useful catalysts, ion-exchangers, and adsorbents. 
These materials are normally prepared by the intercalative ion-exchange of layered clay 
minerals with a variety of nano-sized pillars, such as organic ions (Ogawa et al., 1994), 
inorganic ions (Pichowicz & Mokaya, 2004), and sol particles (Yamanaka et al., 1992). 

Even though the preparation of various polymers/clay hybrids (Pinnavaia & Beall, 2000) has 
already been reported, there have been a few studies on the preparation of PILCs using 
polymers. Because the polymers usually have a flexible structure, expansion of the 
interlayer space of clays by polymer incorporation is not enough for providing more free 
space. 

The aforementioned PSQ-NH3+Cl– has motivated the author and co-workers to develop new 
PILCs, because it has rigidity and bulkiness to expand the interlayer of clays and ability to 
intercalate molecules into the interlayer of anionic clays by ion-exchange reaction due to the 
presence of ammonium cations in side-chains of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. In this section, therefore, the 
author describes the preparation of a clay pillared with rod-like cationic PSQ-NH3+Cl– 
(Scheme 4) (Kaneko et al., 2004b). 

The synthesis was performed by pouring the PSQ-NH3+Cl– aqueous solution into an 
aqueous suspension of Na-saturated saponite (Na-SAP). After the mixture was vigorously 
stirred for 2 h at room temperature, the product was collected by filtration, washed with 
water, and then dried under reduced pressure at room temperature to obtain the clay 
pillared with PSQ-NH3+Cl– (PSQ–SAP). The resulting product was characterized by IR, CHN 
elemental analysis, XRD, and nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm measurements. 

The IR spectrum of PSQ–SAP showed an absorption band at ca. 1515 cm–1 assigned to the 
ammonium ion of the PSQ component, indicating that the PSQ was inserted into the 
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interlayer of SAP. On the basis of the CHN analysis data, the exchange amount of a 
repeating unit of the PSQ component in PSQ–SAP was calculated to be 126 meq/100 g SAP. 
This value is higher than that of the cation exchange capacity (CEC) of Na-SAP (92 meq/100 
g SAP) (Bujdák et al., 2002). The distance between the charges of PSQ would be shorter than 
that of SAP. Therefore, excess ammonium groups and counter anions (Cl–) of PSQ-NH3+Cl– 
were inserted into the interlayer of SAP, which was confirmed by a Cl elemental analysis. 
The XRD pattern of PSQ–SAP was completely different from that of Na-SAP and PSQ-
NH3+Cl–. Accordingly, PSQ–SAP was not a mixture, but an intercalated nano-order material, 
i.e., a hybrid.  

 
Scheme 4. Preparation of a clay pillared with PSQ by ion-exchange reaction of PSQ-NH3+Cl– with Na-
saturated saponite. 

From the nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms at 77K, the surface area and pore 
volume of PSQ–SAP derived from the t-plot were estimated to be 370m2/g and 0.15 cm3/g, 
respectively. This indicates that a porous material was prepared from the starting materials 
with dense structures (BET surface areas of Na-SAP and PSQ-NH3+Cl– were ca. 26 and 5 
m2/g, respectively). 

When a clay mineral with high CEC such as Li-saturated taeniolite was employed, such a 
porous material was not obtained by combination with PSQ-NH3+Cl– (BET surface area of 
the resulting product was ca. 53 m2/g), although a sufficient interlayer spacing existed as 
confirmed by the XRD measurement (d-value of the product was ca. 1.83 nm). Because the 
distance between the PSQs in the interlayer of taeniolite is short due to the higher CEC of 
the Li-saturated taeniolite (exchange amount of a repeating unit of PSQ was calculated to be 
140 meq/100 g taeniolite), sufficient space was not provided. Furthermore, when 
polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAA-Cl) —a common cationic polymer— was used for 
pillaring in the SAP interlayer, a porous structure was not obtained (BET surface area of the 
product was ca. 52 m2/g). It was difficult for PAA-Cl to pillar the interlayer of SAP due to the 
lack of rigidity and bulkiness. From these results, it was considered that the rigidity and 
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bulkiness of the guest polymers and a sufficient distance between charges in the host 
layered clay minerals are necessary for preparing clays pillared with polymers. 

6. Preparation of chiral ladder-like PSQs and hybridization with dye 
compounds by ion-exchange reaction 

Self-assembled hybrids formed by noncovalent interactions between photofunctional 
compounds and chiral molecules have attracted much attention because of their potential 
applications in circularly polarized luminescent (CPL) materials. To achieve the preparation 
of these hybrids by chiral induction from chiral molecules to photofunctional compounds, 
several combinations have been investigated with respect to supramolecular organization, 
e.g., anionic dye/cationic chiral surfactants (Franke et al., 2006), laser dye/cholesteric liquid 
crystal (Uchimura et al., 2010), pyrene derivatives/cyclodextrins (Kano et al., 1988), 
porphyrins/helical polyacetylene (Onouchi et al., 2006), and -conjugated 
polymers/polysaccharides such as amylose (Ikeda et al., 2006), and schizophyllan (Li et al., 
2005). On the other hand, there have been no reports regarding hybridization using 
inorganic compounds such as siloxane (SiO)-based materials as chiral inductors. The chiral 
inductors derived from SiO-based materials may enable the development of durable and 
thermostable hybrids with photofunctional compounds because the SiO-based materials 
exhibit superior thermal, mechanical, and chemical stabilities. In this section, therefore, the 
author describes the preparation of chiral ladder-like PSQs as the SiO-based chiral inductors 
and their chiral induction behaviors into dye compounds. 

 
Scheme 5. Preparation of ladder-like PSQs containing chiral and ammonium chloride side-chain 
groups by (a) copolycondensation method and (b) polymer reaction method.  
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6.1. Copolycondensation of 3-aminopropyltrialkoxysilane with chiral group-
containing trialkoxysilane 

To prepare chiral ladder-like PSQs, the introduction of a chiral moiety into the PSQs was 
first investigated by acid-catalyzed copolycondensation of two organotrialkoxysilanes 
containing chiral and amino groups, respectively (Kaneko & Iyi, 2009). 

The chiral trialkoxysilanes (R- and S-Monomers) were synthesized by reaction of 3-
(triethoxysilyl)propyl isocyanate with (R)-(+)- or (S)-(–)-1-phenylethylamine in 
dichloromethane at room temperature for 15 min, respectively, followed by evaporation of 
the dichloromethane. The sol–gel copolycondensation of the resulting chiral trialkoxysilanes 
with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTEOS) (feed molar ratio is 1 : 9) was performed in a 
mixed solvent of aqueous hydrochloric acid and methanol by heating in an open system 
until the solvent was completely evaporated (Scheme 5a). The products were isolated as the 
fractions insoluble in acetone, washed with acetone and chloroform, and then dried under 
reduced pressure at room temperature to yield the white powdered PSQs.  

The 1H NMR spectra in D2O at 60 ºC of the products showed the signals indicating the 
presence of both the components of the chiral trialkoxysilanes and APTEOS; this indicates 
that the products were copolymers composed of both trialkoxysilanes. The unit ratio of the 
chiral groups to the ammonium chloride groups in the products was calculated to be 6 : 94. 
Therefore, the resulting PSQs are denoted as R6- and S6-PSQs, according to the 
stereostructure and functionality of the chiral groups. The IR spectra of R6- and S6-PSQs 
showed absorptions at 1620 cm–1 attributed to the C=O bond of the urea groups, indicating 
the existence of the units of chiral groups in the products.  

In the IR spectra of R6- and S6-PSQs, large absorption bands at 1135 and 1040 cm–1 assigned to 
the Si–O–Si bonds were observed, indicating the formation of PSQs. In addition, the 29Si NMR 
spectra in DMSO-d6 at 40 ºC of these PSQs exhibit the large peaks in the regions of T3. These 
results indicate that the complete progress of sol–gel copolycondensations of the chiral 
trialkoxysilanes and APTEOS, and the formation of Si–O–Si bonds. The Mws of R6- and S6-
PSQs estimated by the Zimm plot method using SLS apparatus were assessed to be 10700 and 
9800, respectively, indicating that the products were not oligomeric compounds but polymers. 

The XRD patterns of the films of R6- and S6-PSQs showed three diffraction peaks with the d-
value ratio of 1 : 1/√3 : 1/2, indicating the formation of the hexagonal phases. Because these 
PSQs were soluble in water and DMSO, it was supposed that these hexagonal phases 
originated not from porous-type structures but from the stacking of rod-like polymers. The 
diameters of the rod-like PSQs calculated from d-values of (100) peaks (1.47–1.48 nm) were 
assessed to be ca. 1.7 nm. 

As aforementioned, R6- and S6-PSQs had rod-like structures with relatively small diameter 
(ca. 1.7 nm) in spite of the presence of large T3 peak in the 29Si NMR spectrum. In addition, 
these PSQs were soluble in water and DMSO, despite the Mws of the PSQs were relatively 
high (ca. 9800–10700). These results satisfy the aforementioned conditions for ladder-like 
structure of PSQ. Therefore, the present chiral PSQs would also have one-dimensional 
ladder-like structure. 
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The vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectroscopy, which is the extension of the 
electronic circular dichroism (ECD) into the IR region, is powerful technique to obtain 
conformational information of chiral molecules (Tang et al., 2007). The VCD spectra of R6- 
and S6-PSQs showed the reversed absorptions at ca. 1140–1165 cm–1, respectively (Fig. 3), 
corresponding to the absorptions assigned to Si–O–Si bond of polymer main-chains. These 
results indicate that R6- and S6-PSQs had chiral conformations of main-chains. 

 
Figure 3. Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectra in DMSO of R6- and S6-PSQs. 

6.2. Polymer reaction of chiral group-containing compound with PSQ-NH3+Cl– 

To prepare ladder-like PSQs containing higher compositional ratios of chiral side-chain 
groups, the aforementioned acid-catalyzed copolycondensation was investigated with a 
higher feed molar ratio of chiral trialkoxysilanes (>20%). However, the resulting PSQs were 
insoluble in all solvents owing to the formation of irregular three-dimensional cross-linked 
network structures. This is because the number of ion pairs formed by the amino groups of 
APTEOS and the acid-catalysts decreased.  

Therefore, to prepare soluble ladder-like PSQs containing higher ratio of chiral groups, i.e., a 
lower ratio of ammonium chloride groups, the introduction reaction (polymer reaction) of 
chiral isocyanate compounds into the aforementioned PSQ-NH3+Cl– was investigated 
(Kaneko et al., 2011). 

Synthesis was performed by reaction of (R)-(+)- or (S)-(–)-1-phenylethyl isocyanate (R- or S-
PEI) with PSQ-NH3+Cl– in the presence of triethylamine in DMSO/water (9 : 1 (v : v)) mixed 
solvent at room temperature for 10 min (Scheme 5b). The products were isolated by 
precipitation in acetone. The compositional ratios of chiral groups to ammonium chloride 
groups in the resulting products were estimated from their 1H NMR spectra and were found 
to depend on the feed molar ratio of PEI to ammonium chloride group of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. 
Here, soluble PSQs with the compositional ratio of chiral groups to ammonium chloride 
groups = ca. 80 : 20 were prepared. These PSQs are denoted as R80- and S80-PSQs, 
respectively. The Mws of R80- and S80-PSQs were estimated by the Zimm plot method using 
SLS apparatus and were assessed to be ca. 54000 and 46000, respectively. 
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The diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns of the PSQs were broadened compared with those 
of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. This is due to the decrease in the number of ion pairs, i.e., ammonium 
chloride groups. The ion pair has an important role in the construction of a regular higher-
ordered structure. However, because the XRD pattern of the product film showed 
diffraction peaks with d-value of 1.80 nm, indicating a relatively regular stacking structure, 
the rigid structures of PSQs would be maintained. 

The chiral conformations of many kinds of helical polymers are stabilized by intramolecular 
interaction, e.g., hydrogen bonding (Zhao et al., 2004). Therefore, specific rotations of these 
polymers are generally changed by varying the solvents because their intramolecular 
interactions are affected by the nature of the solvent. The specific rotations []D22 of R80- and 
S80-PSQs in methanol were +17.4º and –18.9º, respectively, while those in DMF were +8.6º 
and –8.5º, respectively. Because these PSQs have urea groups as side chains, which are 
involved in intramolecular hydrogen bonding, their []D22 values were probably affected by 
solvent effects. Such a solvent effect on specific rotations indicates the presence of chiral 
conformations of these PSQs. 

6.3. Chiral induction behavior of chiral PSQ to dye compound 

These chiral ladder-like PSQs were applied to chiral inductors for hybridization with a dye 
compound such as an anionic achiral porphyrin by the ion-exchange reaction (Kaneko & Iyi, 
2009; Kaneko et al., 2011). In this section, the author describes the chiral induction behavior 
from the aforementioned chiral ladder-like PSQs into an anionic achiral porphyrin such as 
tetraphenylporphine tetrasulfonic acid (TPPS). 

In the UV–Vis spectra of TPPS/R6- and S6-PSQs aqueous mixtures (4 mol/L and 100 mol 
unit/L, respectively), absorptions due to the Soret band of TPPS in these mixtures were blue-
shifted (to 400 nm) compared with that of TPPS alone indicated monomeric state with 
protonated (at 434 nm) and deprotonated (at 414 nm) species (Fig. 4a). These results indicate 
that the negatively charged TPPS formed H-aggregates along the positively charged 
ammonium groups as side-chains of the PSQs. 

The ECD spectra of these TPPS/PSQs aqueous mixtures showed the reversed absorptions 
due to the Soret bands of TPPS-aggregates, corresponding to R6- and S6-PSQs as templates, 
respectively (Fig. 4b), indicating that TPPS-aggregates have chiralities induced from the 
chiral PSQs. 

However, these mixtures did not show fluorescence emissions due to self-quenching of the 
excited state of the TPPS-aggregate. Therefore, to inhibit the formation of H-aggregates of 
TPPS by extension of the distance between the ammonium chloride side chains of PSQs, 
same analyses were performed using R80- and S80-PSQs as chiral inductors. 

ECD spectra of TPPS/R80- and S80-PSQs mixtures in methanol (4 mol/L and 100 mol unit/L, 
respectively) exhibited the reverse absorptions at 418 nm (Fig. 4d), corresponding to the 
absorptions assigned to the Soret bands of TPPS in the UV–Vis spectrum (Fig. 4c). The 
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The diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns of the PSQs were broadened compared with those 
of PSQ-NH3+Cl–. This is due to the decrease in the number of ion pairs, i.e., ammonium 
chloride groups. The ion pair has an important role in the construction of a regular higher-
ordered structure. However, because the XRD pattern of the product film showed 
diffraction peaks with d-value of 1.80 nm, indicating a relatively regular stacking structure, 
the rigid structures of PSQs would be maintained. 

The chiral conformations of many kinds of helical polymers are stabilized by intramolecular 
interaction, e.g., hydrogen bonding (Zhao et al., 2004). Therefore, specific rotations of these 
polymers are generally changed by varying the solvents because their intramolecular 
interactions are affected by the nature of the solvent. The specific rotations []D22 of R80- and 
S80-PSQs in methanol were +17.4º and –18.9º, respectively, while those in DMF were +8.6º 
and –8.5º, respectively. Because these PSQs have urea groups as side chains, which are 
involved in intramolecular hydrogen bonding, their []D22 values were probably affected by 
solvent effects. Such a solvent effect on specific rotations indicates the presence of chiral 
conformations of these PSQs. 

6.3. Chiral induction behavior of chiral PSQ to dye compound 

These chiral ladder-like PSQs were applied to chiral inductors for hybridization with a dye 
compound such as an anionic achiral porphyrin by the ion-exchange reaction (Kaneko & Iyi, 
2009; Kaneko et al., 2011). In this section, the author describes the chiral induction behavior 
from the aforementioned chiral ladder-like PSQs into an anionic achiral porphyrin such as 
tetraphenylporphine tetrasulfonic acid (TPPS). 

In the UV–Vis spectra of TPPS/R6- and S6-PSQs aqueous mixtures (4 mol/L and 100 mol 
unit/L, respectively), absorptions due to the Soret band of TPPS in these mixtures were blue-
shifted (to 400 nm) compared with that of TPPS alone indicated monomeric state with 
protonated (at 434 nm) and deprotonated (at 414 nm) species (Fig. 4a). These results indicate 
that the negatively charged TPPS formed H-aggregates along the positively charged 
ammonium groups as side-chains of the PSQs. 

The ECD spectra of these TPPS/PSQs aqueous mixtures showed the reversed absorptions 
due to the Soret bands of TPPS-aggregates, corresponding to R6- and S6-PSQs as templates, 
respectively (Fig. 4b), indicating that TPPS-aggregates have chiralities induced from the 
chiral PSQs. 

However, these mixtures did not show fluorescence emissions due to self-quenching of the 
excited state of the TPPS-aggregate. Therefore, to inhibit the formation of H-aggregates of 
TPPS by extension of the distance between the ammonium chloride side chains of PSQs, 
same analyses were performed using R80- and S80-PSQs as chiral inductors. 

ECD spectra of TPPS/R80- and S80-PSQs mixtures in methanol (4 mol/L and 100 mol unit/L, 
respectively) exhibited the reverse absorptions at 418 nm (Fig. 4d), corresponding to the 
absorptions assigned to the Soret bands of TPPS in the UV–Vis spectrum (Fig. 4c). The 
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absorption wavelength of this mixture was almost same as that of dilute methanol solution of 
sole TPPS (concentration = 4 mol/L), indicating that TPPS maintained the monomeric state in 
the mixture. These results indicate that the chiral induction from PSQs to TPPS was achieved 
without formation of H-aggregate of TPPS. In the present mixture, because of no formation of 
H-aggregate, the fluorescence spectrum excited at 420 nm showed an emission peak at 654 nm. 

 
Figure 4. (a) UV–Vis spectrum of aqueous mixture of TPPS/R6-PSQ, (b) ECD spectra of aqueous 
mixtures of TPPS/R6- and S6-PSQs, (c) UV–Vis spectrum of mixture in methanol of TPPS/R80-PSQ, and 
(d) ECD spectra of mixtures in methanol of TPPS/R80- and S80-PSQs. 

7. Conclusion 

In this chapter, the author described the preparation of cationic ladder-like PSQs with 
hexagonally stacked structures by the sol–gel reaction of amino group-containing 
trialkoxysilane monomers using acid-catalysts. Then, their detailed characterizations were 
performed. The resulting PSQs indicated the anion-exchange properties due to existence of 
cationic functional groups as side-chains. Therefore, it is also described that the anion-exchange 
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behaviors with various organic and inorganic compounds such as anionic surfactants, a 
polymer, layered clay minerals, and a dye molecule to obtain the functional hybrid materials. 
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1. Introduction 

Carbon nanomaterials are a new form of carbon based materials which have been receiving 
much attention for their interesting properties over the past three decades. The materials 
were initially discovered in 1952 [1] but were only scientifically recognized in 1991 when 
Iijima submitted a report [2]. An interesting feature of these allotropes of carbon has been 
the different forms in which they can exist. These include single-walled carbon nanotubes 
(SWCNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). These structures are depicted in 
Figure 1. The fundamental difference between these unique forms of carbon lies in their 
structural properties. SWCNTs and MWCNTs differ with respect to number of graphene 
carbon sheets. 

Nevertheless, these carbon based materials have demonstrated a vast array of physical  and 
chemical properties.  Such properties include outstanding mechanical properties, electrical 
properties, chemical and thermal stability and large specific surface areas [4].  Consequently, 
much emphasis has been placed on synthesizing these materials and using them in a 
number of applications which include nanodevices [5], field emissions [6], plasma apheresis 
[7], catalyst supports [8], biosensors [9] and chemosensors [10,11]. However, one application 
of much interest has been their use in environmental remediation. Such an application has 
arisen from their well-defined porosity and functionality [12]. This property has enabled 
them to demonstrate superior adsorption capabilities to that of conventional adsorbents like 
activated carbon [12].  Among, the numerous adsorption applications examined, metal ion 
uptake by these materials has featured quite prominently. However, the actual mechanism 
of metal ion adsorption by these materials has been poorly understood. 

This chapter therefore serves to examine the ion-exchange properties of carbon 
nanomaterials. The ability of wide range of nanomaterials namely carbon nanotubes to act 
as anion and cation exchangers are discussed. Such a discussion includes potential 

© 2012 Pillay, licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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modifications to these materials improve the ion exchange capacities. Such modifications 
include heteroatom doping and functionalisation of the surfaces of these materials. 

With regards to functionalisation acid-base treatment is discussed. The focus in this section 
of the chapter is mainly on the how the introduction of functional groups alters the surface 
of the nanomaterials thereby improving the ion exchange capacities. The influence of 
various functional groups on the point of zero charge is examined. Such effects are then 
extended to the effect of heteroatom doping such as sulphur-doping and acid-base 
treatment. 

Lastly, the ability of carbon nanomaterials to act as selective ion-exchangers is reviewed. 
This includes a discussion on how these materials can function as ion-exchangers in 
complex matrices. The use of these materials as ion-exchangers in real industrial effluents is 
also discussed. The way forward with respect to using carbon nanomaterials in analytical 
ion-exchange applications is discussed with some conclusions and recommendations for 
future research. 

 
Figure 1. The two main types of carbon nanotubes a) Single –walled carbon nanotubes ( b) Multi-
walled carbon nanotubes (from: http://www.cnano-rhone-alpes.org/spip.php?article57&lang=en [3] 

2. Problem statement 

Both SWCNTs and MWCNTs have been extensively used in a number of environmental 
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modifications to these materials improve the ion exchange capacities. Such modifications 
include heteroatom doping and functionalisation of the surfaces of these materials. 

With regards to functionalisation acid-base treatment is discussed. The focus in this section 
of the chapter is mainly on the how the introduction of functional groups alters the surface 
of the nanomaterials thereby improving the ion exchange capacities. The influence of 
various functional groups on the point of zero charge is examined. Such effects are then 
extended to the effect of heteroatom doping such as sulphur-doping and acid-base 
treatment. 

Lastly, the ability of carbon nanomaterials to act as selective ion-exchangers is reviewed. 
This includes a discussion on how these materials can function as ion-exchangers in 
complex matrices. The use of these materials as ion-exchangers in real industrial effluents is 
also discussed. The way forward with respect to using carbon nanomaterials in analytical 
ion-exchange applications is discussed with some conclusions and recommendations for 
future research. 
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adsorption. However, as far as the uptake of ions (especially metal ions) is concerned, ion-
exchange has been identified as one of the key mechanisms governing this process. The key 
question to be addressed here is how can these carbon nanotubes act as ion-exchangers? 
What properties of these materials enable them to possess ion-exchange characteristics? A 
number of researchers have attempted addressing these questions and the findings of the 
research conducted to date are reviewed below. 

3. Carbon nanomaterials as anion and cation exchangers 

In some recent studies conducted it has been shown that surface modifications to carbon 
nanotubes have played a key role influencing their ion exchange properties. It has been said 
that oxidized CNT’s show a better potential for cation uptake than unoxidised CNTs [4]. 
Conversely, it has also been shown that unoxidised MWCNTs are more effective for uptake 
of anions such as dichromate than oxidized MWCNTs [13]. In such observations it has been 
argued that oxidation has an impact on the point of zero charge (pHPZC) of these materials 
which ultimately governs the overall surface charge [4,13,14]. 

Typically, oxidation lowers the pHPZC of these materials thereby resulting in a 
predominantly negatively charged surface which is more favorable for cation uptake. 
Likewise, unmodified or unoxidised CNTs have a higher pHPZC which results in a 
predominantly positively charged surface which is more favorable for anion uptake. This is 
supported conclusively by experimental evidence where Rao et al. [4] have reported that 
oxidized SWCNTs showed a better uptake for Ni(II) and Zn(II) ions than unmodified 
MWCNTs. Further, Pillay et al. [13] have also shown conclusively that unmodified 
MWCNTs were more effective for removal of Cr(VI) than oxidized MWCNTs due to a 
higher (pHPZC). 

The question of how these surface modifications can be achieved so as to control the ion-
exchange properties of these materials has thus arisen. This can be achieved in two ways. 
One way includes the addition of surface functional groups and the other is via heteroatom 
doping. These methods are discussed below.  

4. Functionalisation of carbon nanotubes 

A number of functional groups have been added to the surface of CNTs. These have 
included mostly oxygen-containing functional groups which take on the form of both –OH  
and carboxyl groups. This type of functionalisation has been primarily via oxidation of the 
CNTs in acid which results in the introduction of carboxyl groups. Consequently, these 
types of CNTs have been extensively used in the uptake of a number cations. These studies 
are summarized in Table 1. 

Most of the above results conclusively support the fact that interaction between the 
functional groups and the cations are the primary means by which the cations are retained. 
The fact that an ion exchange mechanism predominates is also supported by the fact the 
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uptake of cations has been pH dependent in some cases. In general it has been observed that 
cation uptake is low at low pH and high at high pH. This suggests that electrostatic 
repulsions between the cations and excess H+ ions at low pH hinder the uptake of cations 
whereas electrostatic attractions between the cations and excess OH- ion at high pH 
enhances the uptake of the cations. 
 

TYPE OF 
NANOTUBE 

POLLUTANT
MAIN 
OBSERVATIONS 

COMMENTS REFERENCE 

SWCNTs and 
MWCNTs 
purified with a 
sodium 
hypochlorite 
solution 

Zn(II). 1. This purification 
method rendered the 
CNTs more 
favourable for the 
uptake of Zn(II) by 
making the CNTs 
more hydrophilic. 
2. The adsorption was 
also pH dependent. 
3. Both types of CNTs 
were better 
adsorbents than 
powdered activated 
carbon (PAC)   

1. The concentration 
range studied was 
10-80 mg L-1. 
 

Lu and Chiu[12] 

Oxidised 
MWCNTs 

Ni(II) Up to 93% Ni(II) 
could be desorbed 
from the oxidised 
MWCNTs at pH< 2 
using distilled water 
as the  desorbing 
agent. 
2. Lack of dependence 
on ionic strength. 
3. Equilibrium is 
attained within 40 
min of contact time 

 Chen and 
Wang[15] 

As grown and 
oxidised 
MWCNTs 

Ni(II) 1. Adsorption 
capacity of oxidised 
MWCNTs was 
superior.  
2. A short time was 
required to attain 
equilibrium and 
noted that the 
adsorption capability 

These workers also 
neglected to study 
the effect of 
competing cations 
and did not conduct 
any desorption 
experiments.  
 

Kandeh and 
Meunier[16] 
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TYPE OF 
NANOTUBE 

POLLUTANT
MAIN 
OBSERVATIONS 

COMMENTS REFERENCE 

of this material was 
also superior to that 
of peanut shell  

NaOCl 
oxidised 
SWCNTs and 
MWCNTs   

Ni(II) 1. More efficient at 
adsorbing and 
desorbing over 10 
cycles than granular 
activated carbon. 
 

None Lu et al. [17] 

Oxidised 
MWCNTs 

Cd(II) 1. MWCNTs oxidised 
with KMnO4 gave the 
best results.  
2. Oxidation also 
lowered the pHpzc of 
these materials and 
increased the quantity 
of surface functional 
groups.   

Did not examine the 
effects of competing 
anions or  
determine the 
regenerability of 
these materials. 

Li et. al[18] 

Acid-treated 
MWCNTs 

Pb(II). 1. The adsorption 
capacity reported was 
85 mg g-1 which is 
higher than that 
reported for 
unmodified  
MWCNTs and 
activated carbon. 
2. The equilibrium 
adsorption time was 
shortened to 20 
minutes. 
3. Provided 
experimental 
evidence that 
chemical interactions 
between Pb(II) and 
oxygen containing 
functional groups 
accounts for 75,3% of 
the Pb(II). 

The adsorbed Pb(II) 
aggregates occur 
mainly on the ends 
and defect sites of 
the MWCNTs. 

Wang et. al [19] 

Oxidised 
MWCNTs 

Ni(II) 1. The presence of 
polyacrylic acid 

The strength of the 
complexes of Ni(II) 

Yang et. al.[20] 
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TYPE OF 
NANOTUBE 

POLLUTANT
MAIN 
OBSERVATIONS 

COMMENTS REFERENCE 

(PAA) enhanced the 
uptake at low pH. 
2. That the adsorption 
was independent of 
the addition sequence 
of PAA and Ni(II). 
3. The presence of 
foreign ions had no 
effect at low pH. 

with PAA adsorbed 
onto the MWCNTs 
was higher than the 
strength between 
Ni(II) and oxygen 
containing 
functional groups. 

MWCNTs Cu(II) Adsorption was 
positively affected by 
the presence of humic 
and fulvic acids at 
pH>7.5 

Adversely affected 
at pH < 7.5.  

Sheng et. al [21] 

Activated 
carbon, carbon 
nanotubes and 
carbon 
encapsulated 
nanoparticles 

Co(II) and 
Cu(II). 

Both types of carbon 
nanomaterials had a 
superior adsorption 
capability to that of 
activated carbon. 

The carbon 
nanomaterials only 
lost 5-11% of their 
adsorption 
efficiency in saline 
environments 
where competing 
ions exist while 
activated carbon 
lost 30-50% of its 
adsorption 
efficiency. 

Pyrzynska and 
Bystrzejewski[22] 

Table 1. Some Cation Uptake Studies by Oxidised CNTs (from Pillay [14]) 

Another interesting feature of the above results has been the general observation that 
surface modified CNTs show superior adsorption capabilities than that of conventional 
adsorbents like activated carbon and other low cost adsorbents. Furthermore, the methods 
of functional group introduction have varied from acid-treatment to purification with 
sodium hypochlorite. The primary atom that seems to be governing the surface charge 
hence the pHPZC seems to be the oxygen atom.  Such an electron rich atom would impart a 
negative surface charge to these materials. However, it is by no means the only atom which 
can achieve this. 

Recently Cech et al. [23] showed that sidewall thiolation of MWCNTs can be achieved by 
treatment with P2S5. and Pillay et. al [24] modified this method to produce sulphur 
containing MWCNTs which showed improved and selective uptake of Hg(II). Thus, both 
functional group and heteroatom introduction can be controlled by well-defined chemical 
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treatment of CNTs. Such a method has been identified as acid and base treatment of the 
CNTs. 

5. Acid and base treatment of carbon nanotubes 

As discussed above acid treatment of CNTs leads primarily to the introduction of oxygen 
containing functional groups such as hydroxyl and carboxyl groups. The introduction of 
these functional groups subsequently leads to a negative surface charge which favours 
cation uptake. However, very little knowledge on the effect of base treatment is available. 
Pillay [14] attempted studying the effect of strong and weak acid mixtures on the uptake of 
both cations and anions. Here it was observed that treatment in both strong acid and base 
mixtures resulted in the introduction of oxygen-containing functional groups which 
favoured cation uptake by lowering the pHPZC of these materials. Conversely, treatment in a 
weak base like NH3 resulted in the introduction of nitrogen-containing functional groups 
which favoured anion uptake by increasing the pHPZC. Thus treatment in acid and base 
depends on the strength of the acid or base and the types of heterotoms which can be 
introduced. The ion exchange properties of the CNTs have therefore become dependent 
ultimately on heteroatom doping.  The methods of heteroatom include functional group 
addition but the effects of individual heteroatoms depends on the individual atoms added 
the method of introduction. 

6. The effect of heteroatom doping on the ion exhange properties of 
carbon nanotubes 

Thus far it has been noted that the addition of oxygen-containing functional groups and 
oxygen as a heteroatom favours cation uptake by lowering the pHPZC. Likewise sulphur-
containing functional groups and sulphur as a heteroatom have been shown to have a 
similar effect for the uptake of Hg(II) [24]. However, the effect of other heterotoms such as 
the nitrogen atom have been poorly understood. Nitrogen –doped carbon nanotubes (N-
CNTs) have been receiving much attention recently. Although the properties such as the 
semi-conducting properties of these materials are well understood [25] little is known about 
their function in metal ion exchange. Although Perez-Aguilar et al. [26] showed that 
oxidized nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes were more effective for the uptake of Cd(II)  and 
Pb(II) than undoped unoxidised MWCNTs the actual role played by the introduction of 
nitrogen as a heteroatom in this study was not clear. Pillay [14] investigated this further and 
found that the role played by the nitrogen atom depends largely on the form in which 
nitrogen occurs on the carbon nanotubes, For instance if quartenary nitrogen is present this 
can result in positively charged nitrogen centres which increase the pHPZC  and favour anion 
uptake. On the other hand if nitrogen is occurring in conjunction with oxygen this can lower 
the pHPZC thereby favouring cation uptake.  

Some emphasis has therefore been placed on the introduction of heteroatoms such as 
oxygen, sulphur and nitrogen atoms. The question of whether the introduction of other 
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heteroatoms particularly less electronegative atoms can also influence the ion-exchange 
properties of CNTs has arisen. Again this is an area which has not been extensively 
explored. Although Aguiar et  al [27] showed the SWCNTs doped with iron were effective 
for the removal of benzonitrile, the question of how this would affect metal ion exchange 
still needs to be investigated. Furthermore the introduction of other electronegative atoms 
such as the halogens needs to be explored. Tan et al [28] also showed the introduction of 
surfactants to these materials also influence the ion-exchange properties where such a 
system provided a counterion system for the uptake of Ni(II). The issue of whether the 
introduction of such atoms or groups of atoms can also impact on the selectivity of CNTs for 
specific target pollutants also needs to be addressed.  

7. Carbon nanotubes as selective ion exchangers 

Carbon nanotubes are therefore a new form of ion-exchangers which have demonstrated 
potential to extract a number of cations and anions based on the functional groups and 
heteroatoms which are present. However, the selectivity of these materials for specific 
pollutants is still questionable and limited studies in this area have been conducted. Li et al. 
[29] attempted addressing this issue by showing that MWCNTs are able to adsorb Pb(II) 
more efficiently in the presence of other competing cations such as Cd(II) and Cu(II). 
However, complete selectivity was not achieved. Pillay et al. [13] also showed that 
unfunctionalised MWCNTs were not selective to the uptake of Cr(VI) in the presence of 
competing anions such as chloride and sulphate ions. This also applied to industrial 
effluents where sulphites are present [14]. In fact, the only study to date which been the 
study in which sulphur-doped MWCNTs showed selectivity for Hg(II) in the presence of 
competing ions [24]. Thus the selectivity of these ion-exchangers needs improvement.  

8. Conclusion 

From the information reviewed in this chapter it is evident that carbon nanomaterials are a 
new form of ion-exchangers based on the diverse number of metal ion uptake studies which 
have been conducted using these materials. An interesting feature of these materials has 
been the fact that they can be modified to function as both cation and anion exchangers. This 
is carefully controlled by both the introduction of functional groups and heteroatoms which 
ultimately impact on the surface charge. However, the selectivity of these materials for 
specific ions still needs improvement. Furthermore, the heteroatoms introduced have been 
restricted to oxygen, sulphur and nitrogen. The effect of other heteroatoms also need to be 
explored. Even acid and base treatments contribute mainly to the introduction of oxygen 
and nitrogen atoms. Such topics now lend themselves to future research perspectives. 

Nomenclature: 

CNTs  Carbon Nanotubes 
SWCNTs Single-walled Carbon Nanotubes 
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MWCNTs Multi-walled Carbon Nanotubes 
S-MWCNTs Sulphur-containing Multi-walled Carbon Nanotubes 
N-MWCNTs Nitrogen-doped Multi-walled Carbon Nanotubes 
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1. Introduction 

Rare earth elements of high purity play a significant role in many areas of contemporary 
techniques. They also have many scientific applications. For example, their compounds are 
used as catalysts in the production of petroleum and synthetic products, lanthanides are 
used in lamps, lasers, magnets, phosphors, motion picture projectors, and X-ray intensifying 
screens. The addition of the pyrophoric mixed rare-earth alloy called Mischmetal or 
lanthanide silicates improves the strength and workability of low alloy steels. Therefore, the 
preparation of high purity rare earth elements is very important for such technologies.  

Mainly cation exchangers and elution by complexing agents are used for separation of rare 
earth elements using ion exchange methods. In this process the order of elution of 
individual rare earth(III) elements depends on the values of stability constants of formed 
complexes. They generally increase from light lanthanides(III) to heavy lanthanides(III). Ion 
exchange of rare earth elements in the presence of chelating ligands on anion exchangers is still 
a poorly studied field. However, the papers published during the last few years show 
particular applicability of anion exchangers to this end. The anion exchangers have been used 
so far for separation of thorium(IV) and uranium(IV,VI) from lanthanides(III) with mineral 
acid solutions and for the studies of chromatographic separation of rare earth(III) elements. As 
for isotopes of these elements separation processes were mainly of analytical or 
physicochemical character.  For separation of rare earth elements the impregnating resins are 
also used.   

In separation of rare earth(III) element complexes with chelating organic ligands strongly 
basic, gel polystyrene anion exchangers of quaternary ammonium groups proved to be the 
most effective. The research carried out dealt mainly with application of such complexing 
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agents as: ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), iminodiacetic acid (IDA), N’-(2-
hydroxoethyl)ethylenediamine-N,N,N’-triacetic acid (HEDTA) and trans-1,2-
cyklohexanediaminetetraacetic acid (CDTA) in lanthanides separation.  

Particular attention is also paid to separation and removal of rare earth(III) elements nitrate 
complexes by means of frontal analysis from the polar organic solvent-H2O-HNO3 on anion 
exchangers of various types. The affinity series of rare earth(III) elements nitrate complexes 
depends on the kind of functional groups, kind of the skeleton, porosity of skeleton, cross 
linking degree of anion exchanger skeleton as well as kind and concentration of polar 
organic solvent, concentration of nitric acid, addition of another organic solvent and 
concentration of rare earth(III) elements. 

In the paper the research on the applicability of different types of anion exchangers for the 
separation of rare earth elements in the presence of the complexing agents IDA, HEDTA and 
CDTA will be presented. The effect of the addition of a polar organic solvent (methanol, 
ethanol, acetone, 1-propanol, 2-propanol) on separation of rare earth(III) elements in such 
system will be also discussed. The examples of the removal of rare earth(III) elements nitrate 
complexes from the polar organic solvent-H2O-HNO3 will also be presented in detail.  

2. Rare earth elements occurrence 
The rare earth elements (REE) are an unusual group of metallic elements with unique 
properties: chemical, catalytic, magnetic, metallurgical and phosphorescent which consists 
of seventeen elements belonging to lanthanides. The lanthanide group includes rare earth 
elements with the atomic number  (Z) from 57 to 71 which are: lanthanum (La), cerium (Ce), 
praseodymium (Pr), neodymium (Nd), promethium (Pm), samarium (Sm), europium (Eu), 
gadolinium (Gd), terbium (Tb), dysprosium (Dy), holmium (Ho), erbium (Er), thulium (Tm), 
ytterbium (Yb) and lutetium (Lu). Yttrium (Y) and scandium (Sc) belonging to the scandium 
subgroup are grouped with rare earth elements because of their similar physicochemical 
properties (Spedding & Daane, 1961; Powell, 1964; Gschneidner, 1981; Stasicka, 1990)   

Generally, lanthanide elements with low atomic numbers are more abundant in the earth 
crust than those with high atomic numbers. Those with even atomic numbers are two to 
seven times more abundant than the adjacent lanthanides with odd atomic numbers. The 
lanthanide elements traditionally have been divided into two groups: the light rare earth 
elements group (LREEs) which contains elements from lanthanum to europium (Z from 57 
to 63) and the heavy rare earth elements group (HREEs) which contains elements from 
gadolinium to lutetium (Z from 64 to 71). Although yttrium is the lightest rare earth 
element, it is usually grouped with the HREEs to which it is chemically and physically 
similar (Kumar, 1994; Robards et al. 1998; Moustafa & Abdelfattah, 2010).  

The geochemical studies have revealed that rare earth elements are actually not rare at all.  
Rare earth elements as the lithophilous ones occur mainly as phosphates and silicates. Due 
to their chemical similarity, lanthanides occur side by side in the scattered form in about 200 
own minerals or as admixtures in the minerals of other elements. They occur in the crust of 
the earth in higher concentrations than Bi, I and Ag. For example, cerium, which is the most 
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abundant and its average amount is equal to 6.010-3% occurs in higher concentrations than 
Sn, Pb, Co and Mo. Thulium the least abundant of them (4.810-5%) is still more abundant 
than the platinum group metals (PGM). As for spread in the earth crust scandium occupies 
position 31 (2.210-3%) and occurs in higher concentrations than Pb, Cu and Ag, whereas the 
average content of yttrium is 3.310-3%.  

There are known abort 250 rare earth element minerals of which 10-20 are found to be useful 
and only 5 practically applicable. Over 90% of the world’s economically recoverable rare 
earth elements are found in primary mineral deposits i.e. in bastnaesite ores which are 
located in China and at Mountain Pass in California (USA) (Fig.1). Monazite deposits in 
Australia, South Africa, China, Brazil, Malaysia, India and Russia are the second largest 
concentrations of rare earth elements. Concerns over radioactive hazards associated with 
monazites because of thorium presence and high costs associated with its disposal have 
nearly eliminated it as a rare earth element source in the USA. Additional rare earth 
elements reserves and resources are found in Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Missouri and Utah. 
HREEs dominate in the Quebec-Labrador (Strange Lake) and Northwest Territories (Thor 
Lake) areas of Canada. There are high-grade deposits in Bayan Obo, Inner Mongolia, China 
and lower-grade deposits in South China provinces providing a major source of the HREEs. 
The areas considered to be attractive for rare earth elements development include also 
Karonga, Burundi and Wigu Hill in Southern Tanzania.  

 
1 Mountain Pass, USA; 2 Pajarito Mountain, USA; 3 Gallinas Mountains, USA; 4 Iron Hill, USA; 5 Bald Mountain, USA; 
6 Bear Lodge, USA; 7 Pea Ridge, USA; 8 Green Cove Springs, USA; 9 Carolina placers, USA; 10 Lemhi Pass, USA; 11 
Snowbird, USA; 12 Rock Canyon Creek, Canada; 13 Hoidas Lake, Canada; 14 Thor Lake, Canada; 15 Elliot Lake, 
Canada; 16 Strange Lake, Canada; 17 IIimaussaq complex, Greenland; 18 Araxa, Brazil; 19. Barro do Itapirapua, Brazil; 
20 Lovozero and Khibina complexes, Russia; 21 Tamazeght complex, Morocco; 22 Bou Naga, Mauritania; 23 Nile Delta 
and Rosetta, Egypt; 24 Etaner, Nambia; 25 Okorous, Namibia; 26 Steenkampskraal , South Africa; 27 Zandkopsdrif, 
South Africa; 28 Plinesberg Complex, South Africa; 29 Naboomspruit, South Africa; 30 Palabora, South Africa; 31 
Richards Bay, South Africa; 32 Kangankunde, Malawi; 33 Congolone, Mozambique; 34 Karonge, Burundi; 35 Chavara, 
India; 36 Amba Dongar, India; 37 Orrisa, India; 38 Perak, Malaysia; 39 Maoniuping/Dalucao, China; 40 Bayan Obo, 
China; 41 Weishan, China; 42 Xunwu/Longnan, China; 43 Dong Pao, Vietnam; 44 Eneabba, Australia; 45 Jangardup, 
Australia; 46 Mount Weld, Australia; 47 Brockman, Australia; 48 Nolans Bore, Australia; 49 Mary Kathleen, Australia; 
50 Olympic Dam, Australia; 51 WIM 150, Australia; 52 Dubbo Zirconia, Australia; 53 Fraser Island, Australia.  

Figure 1. The rare earth deposits (http://www.bgs.ac.uk/research/highlights/2010 /rare 
_earth_elements.html). 
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As for their distribution in the environment and in living organisms it should be stressed 
that they are found, as mentioned above, in the earth crust in a relatively wide range 
(Hedrick, 1993; Hedrick, 1995). Moreover, they are found in the North Atlantic Ocean 
waters in very low concentrations. The predominant species are carbonates, such as 
La2(CO3)3 with the concentration 0.002-0.005 ppb in the case of La(III), Ce(III) and Nd(III) 
and from 4 to 20 times less in the case of other lanthanides. The studies of the pathways of 
La(III), Ce(III), Th(IV) and Sm(III) from the soil to plants and farm animals show that 
sorption and soil abundance decrease in the following order:  Ce(III) > La(III) > Th(IV) > 
Sm(III) (Linsalata, et al. 1986). The levels of lanthanides in healthy human tissues have been 
reported as follows: liver 0.005 µg/g of ash, kidney 0.002 µg/g, lung 0.004 µg/g, bones 0.2-1.0 
µg/g  (Goering, et al. 1991).  

In the paper by Du & Graedel (2011)  the first quantitative life cycles (for the year 2007) for 
ten rare earth elements: La(III), Ce(III), Pr(III), Nd(III), Sm(III), Eu(III), Gd(III), Tb(III), 
Dy(III) and Y(III) were presented. In the charts it was shown that after extraction from ores 
using different separation processes the mixed rare earth element concentrates are 
produced. Thereafter, they are separated from each other into individual rare earth element 
compounds (i.e., oxides, chlorides, fluorides). The compounds are converted into pure 
metals or alloys and further transformed into intermediate products. Purification of metals 
is by electrolysis or vacuum reduction. Production of alloys is either by direct co-reduction 
of the rare earth element compounds or by melting and casting of metals. The intermediate 
products are manufactured into final goods. When the products containing rare earth 
elements are discarded at the end-of-life (EOL), the quantity of rare earth element material 
in use is lost unless recycling occurs. The idea of generic scheme for the REE cycle is 
presented  in Fig.2. Losses of rare earth elements occur at five points in the cycles: mining, 
separation, fabrication, manufacturing, and waste management. The authors also emphasize 
that recycling of rare earth elements is challenging and it appears possible for metallurgical 
applications, automobile catalysts, magnets in wind turbines and automobiles, in which 
REEs are used in fairly large quantities. 

 
Figure 2. The generic scheme of REE cycle (Du & Graedel, 2011) 
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3. Rare earth elements – physicochemical properties 

Lanthanides are characterized by great similarity with respect to chemical properties. This 
similarity is considered by approximate electron structure of exterior coating and ionic radii. 
Generally, the electron configuration of scandium, yttrium and lanthanum can be written as 
(n-1)d1ns2. The elements occurring after lanthanum do not develop the subcoating 5d (except 
gadolinium and lutetium, which possess the electrons 5d1)  but the subcoating 4f. 
Considering lanthanides as f-electron elements, the configuration 4f1-145d0-16s2 can be ascribed 
to them. According to some authors also lanthanum can be considered as f-electron element 
(Charewicz, 1990).  

The electrons reaching the subcoating 4f do not affect significantly chemical properties of the 
elements with the increasing atomic number. All lanthanides have the same oxidation number 
+3. Passing into the three positive ions, the lanthanide atom loses 6s electrons and one 5d 
electron (if it possesses) or 4f electron (in the case 5d electron does not occur). Cerium, 
praseodymium and terbium as well as neodymium and dysprosium can also have the 
oxidation number +4 but samarium, europium and ytterbium the oxidation state +2. Also 
cerium, neodymium and thulium form low stability compounds with the oxidation number +2. 

Passing from scandium to yttrium the atomic radius increases from 164.1 pm to 180.1 pm. 
Also the radius of the ions of the above mentioned elements increases with the oxidation 
number +3 (from 88.5 pm to 104 pm). In the case of lanthanides the situation is different. The 
number of electron coatings does not change with the increasing atomic number.  

The effect of electrons reaching the 4f subcoating on the atom size is small. An important 
factor is the increasing atomic number as well as increased attraction of valency electrons by 
the nuclei with its charge increase. This leads to the decrease of atomic and ionic radii. This 
phenomenon is called lanthanide contraction. The atomic radius decreases from 187.7 pm (for 
La) to 173.4 pm (for Lu) in the lanthanide series. Europium whose atomic radius is 204.2 pm 
and ytterbium of the radius 194.0 pm are the exceptions (Cotton, 2006).  

The contraction phenomenon is characteristic of lanthanide ions with different oxidation 
numbers and it is the most evident for the ions Ln3+. The ionic radius decreases more quickly 
from lanthanum to gadolinium reaching the value from 115 pm to 107.8 pm and more 
slowly from gadolinium to lutetium reaching the values: 106.3 pm for terbium, 105.2 pm for 
dysprosium, 104.1 pm for holmium, 103 pm for erbium, 102 pm for thulium, 100.8 pm for 
ytterbium and 100.1 pm for lutetium. In the case of gadolinium there occurs the so called 
gadolinium break.  

4. Rare earth occurrence and the market 

Consumption of rare earth elements in individual countries all over the world is the 
measure of their technological level and modernity. This is evidenced by concurrence of 
intensive development of production of many new materials and possession of rare earth 
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elements separation and purification technology. This is also reflected in the total number of 
papers registered in Chemical Abstracts of American Chemical Society (CA) which 
gradually increases (Fig.3). In 2007 the total number of papers in CA was around 1 million 
and the percentage of papers related with rare earths was about 3%.  

 
Figure 3. The number of papers related to rare earths in Chemical Abstracts of American Chemical 
Society (Adachi, et al. 2010). 

As follows from Fig.3 there has been the high leap of increase of the number of Chinese 
papers and a sharp decline in the Japanese one since 2001 probably due to greater research 
funding and reforming of research organization systems in China such as the foundation of 
the State Key Laboratory of Rare Earth Materials and Application and the State Key 
Laboratory of Rare Earth Resource Utilization.  According to Adachi et al. (2010) in 2008 in 
such fields of research as: separation, complexes, electrolysis, oxides, spectroscopy, RKKY 
interaction, Kondo effect, organometallics, magnet China, magnetism, crystal fields, 
superconductors, battery, hydrides, phosphors, capacitors, polishing agents, environment, 
recycling, catalysis and catalysts China is the leader in 16 of them (even in such sections as 
separation of rare earths, complexes, electrolysis, oxides and spectroscopy) and the growth 
is faster than in other countries (Fig.4a-d).  

In recent few years China has contributed about 97% of the supply on the world market of 
rare earth elements, whereas according to the United States Geological Survey in 2009 the 
total resources were about 99 million tons of rare earth. In that China had about 37%, CIS 
(Commonwealth of Independence States-the former Soviet Union) had about 19% and USA 
about 13% (Fig.5).  

This is reflected in a new supply risk index for chemical elements or element groups which 
are of economic value published by British Geological Survey (2011) (Table 1). The risk list 
highlights a group of elements where global production is concentrated in a few countries 
and which are at risk of supply disruption. On it rare earths (risk index 8.0, fifth position), 
antimony, platinum group metals, mercury, tungsten and niobium are included. The list 
also shows the current importance of China in production of many metals and minerals. 
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Figure 4. The number of papers related to (a) separation, (b) complexes, (c) electrolysis and (d) oxides 
of REEs published by Japan, USA and China (Adachi, et al. 2010). 

 
Figure 5. The global reserves of REEs (2009) (US Geological Survey, USGS). 

 

Element or element group Symbol Risk index Leading producer 
antimony Sb 8.5 China 

platinum group elements PGE 8.5 South Africa 
mercury Hg 8.5 China 
tungsten W 8.5 China 

rare earth elements REEs 8.0 China 
niobium Nb 8.0 Brazil 

Table 1. The risk index for chemical element group which are of economic value. 
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It should be mentioned that the rare earth elements resources were discovered by the 
Chinese scientists in Bayan Obo (Inner Mongolia) in 1927. The rare earth elements 
production started in 1957. At present, among 21 of Chinese Provinces and Autonomous 
Regions possessing rare earth elements resources (Fujian, Gansu, Guangdong, Guangxi, 
Guizhou, Hainan, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Jiangxi, Jilin, Liaoning, Nei Mongol, Qinghai, 
Shaanxi, Shandong, Shanxi, Sichuan, Xinjiang, Yunnan, and Zhejiang) the most important 
are Fujian, Guangdong, Jiangxi, Sichuan and Nei Mongol Autonomous Region.  

Among North American companies with combined resources of $ 52.7 billion the following 
should be mentioned:  Molycorp Inc., Avalon Rare Metals Ltd., Quest Rare Minerals Ltd. and 
Rare Element Resources Ltd.  

From the mid-1960s to the 1980s, Molycorp’s Mountain Pass mine was the world’s dominant 
source of rare earth oxides. In 2002 they ceased production and in 2008 resumed it based on 
rare earth oxides from stockpiled concentrates derived from the rare earth ore that was 
previously mined at Mountain Pass. Since that they have been testing the innovative new 
processes on a commercial scale. Three facilities e.g. Molycorp Mountain Pass (Califorina), 
Molycorp Sillamae (Estonia) and Molycorp Tolleson (Arizona) produced 5,000 tons in 2011 
and currently have been predicted to reach 8,000-10,000 tons in 2012. Avalon Rare Metals Ltd. 
from Canada it is a mineral developmentcompany with a primary focus on the rare metals 
and minerals at (Thor Lake, Ontario) which has one of the highest concentrations of heavy 
rare earth oxides (HREOs) in the world with 26.1% of their 4.298 million tons of total rare 
earth oxides (TREO) composed of more expensive HREOs. Moreover, Quest Rare Minerals 
Ltd., Canadian based the exploration company focused on the identification and discovery 
of new world class rare earth deposit opportunities. Their ‘Strange Lake’ project in Northern 
Quebec is believed to hold at least 2.1 million tons of TREOs in their important new rare 
earth elements mineralized zone named the B Zone, of which 39% is estimated to be HREOs. 
They expect to start production in mid-2015 to 2016, with the output initially expected to be 
12,000 tons of REO/yr. On the other hand, Rare Element Resources Ltd. the core project ‘Bear 
Lodge’ is believed to be one of the richest LREO deposits in the USA. And with the 
company expecting to begin production in 2015, with an anticipated output of 11,400 tons of 
REO/yr, it could be well-positioned to meet growth in demand for LREOs.  

The advanced stage projects of rare earth elements production in 2012 and 2013 are also 
proposed by Lynas Corporation Ltd.  (Mt. Weld, West Australia) based on the  richest 
known deposit of rare earth elements in the world, and a state-of-the-art Rare Earths 
processing plant, the Lynas Advanced Materials Plant (LAMP), currently under 
construction near Kuantan (Pahang, Malaysia). At the spearhead there are also Silmet 
(Estonian Republic) which is one of the biggest rare metal and rare earth metal producers in 
Europe.  

In Poland rare earth elements resources do not occur (Charewicz 1990; Paulo, 1993; Paulo 
1999). Since 1987 the apatite concentrates from the deposits of Chibiński Massif on Kola 
Peninsula have been imported to Poland as phosphorous raw material. Apatite deposits 
contain about 1% of REO. Therefore, the secondary resources of rare earth elements are in 
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the form of phosphogypsum dump in the area of the former Chemical Plant ‘Wizów’ near 
Bolesławiec. In 1948 the firm was set up as a producer of sulphric acid. In 1969 -1979 it 
started to produce phosphoric acid and then phosphoric salts. Up to the 80s the plant was 
only producer of tripolyphosphate. In its area there is localized a dump of phosphogypsum 
including mainly calcium sulphate(VI) originating from the extraction of phosphoric acid 
(obtained from the apatite raw material) and on the average 0.5% of rare earth element 
oxides. At present over 5 million tons of the waste are found in the dump. 

Despite the fact the Chinese resources are estimated to be 37% (Fig.5), due to intensive 
promotion of their exploitation and large expenditure of money on investigations, at present 
China is a monopolist imposing the prices of these elements. The latest policy of China – 
decrease of export by 40% and temporary ban of export to Japan is reflected in an immediate 
rise in raw materials prices (Fig.6).  

 
Figure 6. REO prices from 2007 to 2010 (Congressional Research Service report). 

High prices mostly affected HREO. The price of terbium oxide used in production of hybrid 
cars or solar systems increased from $600  in the end of 2010 to $ 3200 for a kilogram at the 
beginning of 2011. As follows from the data of the firm Shanghai Metals Market, despite 
over 20% decrease in the prices in the end of  2011, temporary stoppage of production by the 
largest Chinese firms (among others, Inner Mongolia Baotou Steel Rare-Earth, Hi-Tech Co.) 
is to stabilize the market and prevent from further drop in prices. According to the China 
authorities the high cost of mining is connected with huge environmental cost of rare earth 
processing. On one hand, the mining of rare earths causes the erosion of land and water, on 
the other, the emission after the mining further damages the environment. Additionally, the 
China government will not approve of any new rare earth separation projects before 2015. 
To protect rare earth resources, rare earth producers will be required to have a minimum 
mine output capacity of 300,000 tons/yr of ore for light rare earths and 3,000 tons/yr (REO) 
for ion adsorption rare earths. The Chinese government will ban monazite mining if the 
monazite contains radioactive elements. For rare-earth separation, producers will be 
required to have a separation output capacity of 8,000 tons/yr (REO) of mixed rare earths, 
5,000 tons/yr (REO) of bastnaesite, and 3,000 tons/yr (REO) of ion-adsorption rare earths. 
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Metal smelting producers must have an output capacity of 1,500 tons/yr. Rare earth 
producers will be required to meet the environmental emission standards; otherwise, they 
will be shut down (China Ministry of Environmental Protection, 2011; Tse, 2011). Therefore, 
the countries, which are potential miners of rare earth elements start to search for their 
deposits and exploitation. For example, based on the released data from USGS (2010) there 
is an interesting situation concerning rare earth elements sources from Brazil.  

5. Application of rare earth elements 

The rare earth elements export reduction introduced by China in 2009 caused anxiety 
among many world economies including the largest ones as these in the USA or Japan. The 
USA from being self-reliant in domestically produced rare earth elements over past 15 years 
became 100% reliant on imports, primary from China. Japan-based firms and the Japanese 
government made a number of joint venture agreements and potential partnerships around 
the world to secure supplies of rare earth elements (Sumitomo Corp. and Kazakhstan 
National Mining Co.; Toyota Tsusho and Sojitz with Vietnam’s Dong Pao to produce LREEs, 
Japan’s JOGMEC had also decided to seek investments in Australia’s Lynas Corporation).  

As follows from the market analysis for several years the exploitation of rare earth elements 
has been on the same level but the demand for rare earth element compounds has been 
growing. The total demand for rare earth elements is expected to grow from 128,000 tons in 
2011 to 170,000 tons by 2015 and to 255,000 tons in 2020 and a growth rate of about 7-10%/yr 
is estimated according to the data presented in Table 2. According to the Chinese Rare Earth 
Industry Association the global demand for rare earth elements may even reach 210,000 
tons/yr. However, the Industrial Minerals Company of Australia (IMCOA) estimates that 
the demand will be 185,000 tons in 2015. China’s output may reach 140,000 tons/yr in 2015 as 
China’s annual demand is estimated to rise from 73,000 tons. Such great demand for rare 
earth elements results mainly from their potential application in many fields of human life 
(Bünzli et al., 2007). 
 

Application Growth rate
[% p.a.] 

Demand in 2015 
[tones] 

Catalysts 0 25,500 
Glass additive 0 10,000 

Polishing powder 5-10 23-30,000 
Metal alloys 4-8 36-40,000 

Permanent magnets 10-15 40-45,000 
Phosphors and pigments 4-8 13-15,000 

Ceramics 5-8 9-10,000 
Other 8-12 12-14,000 
Total 7-10 170-190,000 

Table 2. Probable total demand for REE in 2015. 
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Rare earth elements find application in many advanced materials such as high performance 
magnets (Nd2Fe14B and SmCo5, Sm2Co17) which revolutionized technology by 
miniaturization of hard disc drives, in fluorescent materials, chemical sensors, high 
temperature superconductors, magnetoptical discs and rechargeable nickel-metal hybride 
batteries (NiMH). The alloy used for the battery’s positive pole consists of rare earth metals 
and this makes up 26%of the weight of the battery. Taking into account consumer products 
they are used in TVs, computer hard drives, plasma and LCD screens, laptop computers, 
cell phones, DVD players, cameras,  electric motors and generators of hybrid cars (Nd-Fe-B 
magnets and La batteries). For example, in Toyota Prius, Chevy Volt, Nissan Leaf etc. 
motors and generators of hybrid auto use approximately 25-27 kilograms of rare earth 
elements and only Toyota plans to sell 1 million of these cars till the end of 2012. In cars, rare 
earth elements are also used in fuel injectors, airbags and seat belt sensors, anti-lock brakes, 
power steering and seat adjustment motors and even in the fuel and car catalytic converters 
(Kucharczyk & Zabrzeski, 2001). The next example, are new wind turbines that are 70% 
more efficient than the standard ones. However, each requires about two tons of rare earth 
magnets (Nd-Fe-B magnets). The wind power industry is experiencing explosive growth. 
The Chinese have spent $150 billion and they plan to install 330 GW of the additional wind 
powers in the next 10 years. This would require about three times the world's total annual 
production and as follows from the World Wind Energy Report projects, the global wind 
power capacity will grow by almost four times in the next 10 years. Rare earth elements are 
also used in catalysts that can increase the capacity of  refinery equipment up to 30% and 
gasoline production by 5% (in the USA that is additionally 18 million gallons of production 
per day), commercial air conditioners, medical magnetic resonance imaging equipment, for 
peptide preparation  as well as microfertilizers that can increase certain crop yields by 15% 
etc (Chegwidden & Kingsnorth, 2002; Xu et al. 2002; O’Driscoll, 2003; Fricker, 2006; Li et al. 
2010).  

The main groups of rare earth elements application are presented in Fig. 7. 

  
Figure 7. The uses of REEs. 
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6. Separation of rare earth elements 

Lanthanides separation and preconcentration of high purity compounds is one of the most 
difficult problems in inorganic chemistry as it makes use of the subtle differences between 
the physicochemical properties of these elements and their compounds like solubility, 
basicity, volatility and possibility of occurrence with different oxidation numbers  
(Kowalczyk & Mazanek, 1990; Jimenez-Reyes, 1993; Uda et al. 2000).  

Most frequently used methods in the separation of rare earth elements are - fractional 
crystallization, selective precipitation, oxidation-reduction methods, ion exchange and 
liquid-liquid extraction. As the rare earth ions can be substituted for readily in crystal 
lattices and the most precipitates consist of crystals of almost the same rare earth mixture, 
the fractional precipitation is used for the nitrate(V), suphate(VI) and bromate solutions. 
However, fractional separation for adjacent heavy rare earths is extremely slow and tedious. 
If the lanthanides are differentiated in terms of their atomic number, their separation is 
simplified. It takes only a few partial precipitations, for example, to obtain a lanthanum–
cerium–praseodymium fraction completely free of erbium, thulium, ytterbium, and 
lutetium. The separation of La(III) and Ce(IV) is even easier. In this case only a few fractions 
should be enough for their separation. Consequently, fractional precipitation is used in 
operations of rare earth concentrate pre-treatment and pure lanthanum and cerium 
compounds have been commercially available for many years (Nash, 1994). 

The method of crystallization of phosphorus containing lanthanides at a temperature of 150-
200 oC depends on the acid concentration. This type of technology is used in the processing 
of apatites. The phosphate type mineral, apatite used in the production of phosphoric acid 
has rare earth oxide content between 0.4 and 0.9%. There are two main types of processing 
of apatites to phosphoric acid and fertilizers based on the decomposition of raw material 
with nitric(V) or sulphuric(VI) acids. In terms of recovery of rare earth elements favourable 
conditions occur during apatite dissolution in nitric(V) acid because this method provides a 
quantitative transition of lanthanides to liquid phase containing phosphoric(V) and nitric(V) 
acids as well as calcium nitrate(V). The concentration of lanthanide in this method can be up 
to 0.5% Ln2O3 in solution. However, with the continuous precipitation method to separate 
Ln(III) ions high concentrations of Ca(II) ions will result in their co-precipitation. 

It should be also mentioned that in the case of application of sulphuric(VI)  acid, depending 
on temperature, acid concentration, the ratio of the liquid phase to the solid phase as well as 
the phase contact time CaSO42H2O, CaSO40,5H2O or CaSO4 are obtained as byproducts. 
The concentration of lanthanides in phosphoric(V) acid is equal to 0.1%, while in the 
phosphogypsum exceeds 0.3%. One method of further processing consists in combining the 
process of hydration of CaSO40,5H2O to CaSO42H2O  with the simultaneous process of 
lanthanides extraction using e.g. D2EHPA. Also application of resin in the leaching (RIL) 
process instead of solvent extraction eliminates the need for a costly solid/liquid separation 
unit operation (Padayachee  et al. 1996). The authors found that hydrocycloning gypsum to 
concentrate the leachable rare earth elements into a smaller and finer particle size mass 
fraction resulted in the increasing rare earth elements concentration from about 2500 g/kg to 
about 9000 g/kg. Additionally, the application of ion exchange resins such as 
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aminophosphonic Duolite ES-467 and sulphonic Duolite C 20MB to extract rare earth 
elements from the cyclone gypsum shifted the equilibrium reaction and allowed to increase 
their leaching efficiency up to five times. The technology developed by the Institute of 
Chemistry and Inorganic Technology of the University of Technology in Cracow (Poland) 
eliminates the storage of phosphogypsum, by processing prostproduction wastes and stocks 
into commercial products: anhydrous calcium sulphate (anhydrite) and rare earth metal 
oxide concentrates of the content up to 99% recalculated into La2O3 (Kowalczyk & Mazanek, 
1987; Kowalczyk & Mazanek, 1990). The resulting product, which is a building material, 
maintains parameters of the cement anhydrite  produced from natural materials, and other 
parameters (such as strength or white colour). The resulting anhydrite, among others, can be 
applied for producing self-leveling floor screeds, fully meeting all requirements of this type of 
materials. This technology was tested on the experimental scale processing with 1ton/h 
phosphogypsum. The technology allows for the elimination of phosphogypsum storage and 
elimination of the existing waste dumps of phosphogypsum (Kowalski et al. 2006). 

7. Cation exchange 

Ion exchange separation of rare earth elements was initiated by Spedding and Powell to 
separate fission products obtained from nuclear reactors (Spedding et al. 1956; Powell, 1961, 
1964). For several years the cation exchange was the primary method used to obtain 
individual lanthanides(III). In previous years and at present the development of extraction 
methods for separation of rare earth elements(III) proceeded simultaneously to the ion 
exchange method which is the most successful to obtain these elements with a high degree 
of purity, as the final product of the concentrates obtained in the extraction process  [Preston 
1996; Preston et all, 1996]. 

In the process of cation exchange separation of rare earth elements(III) the polystyrene-
sulphonic cation exchangers are most often used and rare earth cations are exchanged with 
H+, ammonium ion or other cations derived from the ion exchange phase. The charge, size 
and degree of hydration of the exchanged ions are the most important factors affecting their 
affinity for the cation exchanger. In the case of ions with the same charge, the affinity 
depends on their size and degree of the hydration. 

In the lanthanide(III) group with the increasing atomic number decrease of the ionic radius 
is observed. However, due to similar values of ionic radii of individual lanthanide(III) ions 
there are not significant differences in their affinity for the polystyrene cation exchangers. 
Therefore, attempts to obtain individual rare earth elements from the solutions of mineral 
acids (HCl, HBr, HNO3 and H2SO4) did not yield positive results (Nelson et al. 1964; 
Korkish, 1967; Korkish & Ahluwalia, 1967). HCl and HNO3 can be used for the separation of 
lanthanide(III) from other metal ions occurring in the lower oxidation states (Strelow & 
Bothma, 1964).  This relationship is also used for the separation of cerium(IV) from other 
rare earth elements using nitric acid(V). Some improvement of the separation of rare earth 
elements(III) can be obtained by using mineral acid solutions containing organic solvents. In 
this case rare earth elements(III) are much harder sorbed on cation exchangers than using 
aqueous solutions of these acids (Starý, 1966). 
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Therefore, both on a laboratory scale and in industrial separations the elution technique is 
usually applied. The complexing agents used as eluents form complexes with rare earth 
elements with different values of stability constants. Separation of rare earth elements, 
without the introduction of a complexing agent is not possible due to small differences in 
the values of the separation coefficients. In the case of the complexation of cations by the 
anionic ligands cation exchanger prefers a cation which forms a complex anion with the 
lowest average number of ligands and in a series of analogous complexes the one which 
forms the weakest complex. 

The effectiveness of rare earth elements(III) separation on cation exchangers using 
complexing agents as eluents depends on both the affinity of a given element for the cation 
exchanger as well as on the kind of complexing agent. As the affinity of rare earths(III) 
elements is similar to the cation exchanger, the order of elution depends on the stability 
constants of complexes of individual elements. Thus the separation rate depends on the 
ratio of stability constants of these complexes. In this group: aminopolycarboxylic acids 
(EDTA, NTA, HEDTA, DTPA, CDTA), carboxylic acids (acetic acid, malonic acid, maleic 
acid, phtalic acid), hyroxylicacids (-hydroxyisobutyric acid, citric acid, lactic acid), 
ketoacids (pyruvic acid), aldehydeacids (glyoxilic acid), tioacids (tiodiglicolic acid), 
phosphonic (1-hydroxyethane-1,1-diphosphonic, HEDP) and aminophosphonic acids 
should be mentioned. The eluent selection and elution conditions are largely dependent on 
the composition of the mixture of separated rare earth elements. 

Among eluents used in the process of cation exchange separation of rare earth elements 
EDTA and NTA were of the greatest industrial application. Stability constants of the formed 
complexes generally increase from light to heavy lanthanides(III) because lanthanides(III) 
are eluted in the order of decreasing atomic numbers. Y(III) location in the elution sequence 
changes with the change of stability constants of its complexes, therefore, is dependent on 
the type of eluent, for example, yttrium(III) elutes between Dy(III)-Tb(III) with 1% EDTA 
solution at pH 3.5, near Nd(III) with DTPA, near Pr(III) with HEDTA, near Eu(III) with citrate 
10-20o C and Dy(III)-Ho(III) with citrate at 87-100o C, near Ho(III)-Dy(III) with lactate, near 
Dy(III)-Ho(III) with thiocyanate and between Sm(III)-Nd(III) with acetate (Powell, 1964). 

The advantages of EDTA, in comparison with other complexing agents, are its high 
efficiency separation of adjacent pairs of rare earth elements(III) with the exception of the 
pair Eu(III)-Gd(III) (KEu(III)=2.241017; KGd(III)=2.341017). The separation factors () of rare earth 
elements using EDTA are as follows: La(III)-Ce(III) 3.3; Ce(III)-Pr(III) 2.4; Pr(III)-Nd(III) 2.0; 
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1.8 and Yb(III)-Lu(III) 1.6.  EDTA is readily available, inexpensive and easy to regenerate. 
However, due to its low solubility elution can not be conducted in an acidic environment 
(pH <3) and on the cation exchanger in the hydrogen form. Using a solution of EDTA at 
higher pH values the separation process is carried out with a cupric-ion retaining bed.  Of 
the ions proposed by Spedding, Krumholz and Powell the most relevant retaining ions are 
Cu(II) and Zn(II) (Spedding et al. 1956; Powell, 1961). 
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Therefore, both on a laboratory scale and in industrial separations the elution technique is 
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The elution can be carried out even at elevated temperatures, which creates the possibility of 
recovery of EDTA and increases the separation factor of the Gd(III)-Eu(III) and Eu(III)-
Sm(III) pairs (Powell & Burkholder, 1967). The partial complexation method proved to be 
advantageous for obtaining concentrated heavy lanthanides(III) as well as for separation of 
lanthanum(III) from other rare earth elements(III). NTA as EDTA is available, although it is 
more expensive (Fitch et al. 1951, Courtney et al. 1958; Mąkowska, 1970). 

Of the group of salts of aminopolycarboxylic acids used as eluents in the process of cation 
exchange separation of rare earth elements(III), HEDTA proved to be effective for the 
separation of light and heavy lanthanides(III) (exhibits high separation efficiency of a 
mixture containing Er(III), Tm(III ), Yb(III) and Lu(III)) and for the separation of La(III) from 
other rare earth elements(III). However, it is completely useless for the separation of 
medium lanthanides (from Sm(III) to Ho(III)) (Powell, 1961). In the case of separation of rare 
earth elements(III) with the buffered solution of HEDTA on the cation exchanger Dowex 50 
there was reported over 7-fold reduction of the number of theoretical plates with the 
reduction in the degree of cross linking of the cation exchanger (from 12% to 2% DVB DVB). 
In this system, the decrease of the number of theoretical plates as a result of the addition of 
neutral salt solution such as LiCl, NaCl or KCl to the eluent and with the increasing 
concentration of these salts (Merciny & Duyckaerts, 1966). However, so far, there has not 
been theoretical explanation of this phenomenon. 

The other complexing agent - DTPA proved to be particularly useful for the separation of 
Y(III) from heavy lanthanides(III), since in a elution series with DTPA Y(III)occupies a 
position near the Nd(III) (Hale & Hammer, 1972). Of the group of carboxylic acids (acetic, 
malonic, maleic, phthalic acid) ammonium acetate is the cheapest and easily regenerated 
complexing agent. Elution using ammonium acetate gives good results in the separation of 
light lanthanides(III), yttrium(III) from the light and medium lanthanides(III). The best 
effects of separation were achieved using a solution of ammonium acetate at pH 6.8-6.9 and 
the gradient concentration 0.45-1.0 M. Yttrium(III) in the elution series occupies a position 
between Nd(III) and Sm(III).  

In the group of hydroxyacids (-hydroxyisobutiric (-HIBA), citric and lactic acids) used as 
eluents, of significant importance are -hydroxyisobutiric and -hydroxy-2-methtlbutiric 
acids (Faris, 1967). -HIBA is one of the most favourable eluents in this group. In 
comparison to citric or lactic acids, using -HIBA high rates of separation of neighbouring 
pairs of rare earth elements(III) were achieved (Smith & Hoffman, 1956; Choppin & 
Chopoorian, 1961). This also gives good results of separation of Gd(III)-Eu(III) pair (Hubicka 
& Hubicki, 1982). The eluent can be applied at room temperature using the ion exchangers 
of low cross linking, such as Dowex 50x4 and Dowex 50x8 (Smith & Hoffman, 1956). It 
should be mentioned that -hydroxyisobutiric acid is not used to on a commercial scale. The 
most favourable ion exchange separation of lanthanides(III), compared to the -HIBA can be 
achieved using 2-hydroxy-2-methylbutyric acid.  

As eluents of rare earth elements also other complexing agents such as pyruvic, glyoxylic 
and thiodiglycolic and 1-hydroxyethane-1,1-diphosphonic as well as aminophosphonic 
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acids were used (Jegorov &  Makarova, 1971; Hubicka & Hubicki, 1983a; Hubicka & 
Hubicki, 1983b). 

Of them, special attention should be paid to pyruvic acid (Hubicka & Hubicki, 1983a; 
Hubicka & Hubicki, 1983b). The pyruvic acid solutions at the concentration 0.15-0.4 M at pH 
3.5 and 5.0 proved to be useful for separating such pairs of elements as Y(III)-Nd(III), 
Sm(III)-Nd(III) as well as for separation of lanthanum(III) from other light lanthanides(III), 
yttrium(III) from heavy lanthanides using the cation exchanger Wofatit KPS with 4 and 8% 
DVB. Using pyruvic acid the elution of rare earth elements proceeds in the order of 
decreasing atomic numbers. Yttrium becomes similar to the medium lanthanides(III).  

In the case of thiodiglycolic acid application for the separation of rare earth elements, the 
unusual position of Y(III) in the elution series can be seen. It can be as follows:  Sm(III), 
Eu(III), Gd(III), Nd(III), Pr(III), Dy(III), Ho(III), Er(III), Yb(III), Lu(III), Y(III), La(III). 
Yttrium(III) elutes after heavy lanthanides, which enables its separation from Dy(III). The 
thiodiglycolic acid solution at the concentration 0.15 M and pH 5.5 can be applied for the 
separation of Y(III) from Nd(III); Sm(III) from light lanthanides(III) and Y(III) as well as 
Y(III) from Sm(III), Eu(III) and Gd(III).  

Using -hydroxoethylideno-1,1-diphosphonic acid proved that Y(III) behaves as a medium 
lanthanide(III) and can be separated from heavy lanthanides(III) (especially from Lu(III), 
Yb(III) and Tm(III)) as well as from Nd(III) (Hubicka & Hubicki, 1980). Availability and low 
price of this acid also provides an opportunity to use it as an eluent in the purification 
process of lanthanum(III). 

The disadvantage of ion exchange separation of mixtures of rare earth elements on the 
polystyrene-sulphonic cation exchangers is the lack of universal eluent, which would allow 
for selective separation of light, medium and heavy lanthanides(III) as well as to achieve 
high concentrations in the eluate. 

8. Anion exchange 

In the separation and preparation of rare earth elements with a high degree of purity and 
separation of macro quantities from micro quantities practical application of anion 
exchangers to this end took place much later than that of cation exchangers because the 
mechanism of the processes involved in anion exchangers was more complex and for a long 
time was not fully explained. 

Rare earth elements(III) show little tendency to form anionic complexes with simple 
inorganic ligands and are poorly sorbed on the anion exchangers from aqueous solutions of 
hydrochloric and nitric(V) acids. They are also weakly sorbed from sulphuric(VI), 
phosphoric(V) and mixture of hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acid solutions (Jegorov & 
Makarova, 1971). Much better results of rare earth elements(III) sorption were obtained  
from the solutions of such salts as chlorides, nitrates(III), nitrates(V), sulphates(IV), 
sulphates(VI), thiocyanates, thiosulphates  and carbonates (Marcus & Nelson, 1959), which 
for the chloride system was interpreted by  HCl2- formation which as a stronger anion than 
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HCl acid has greater affinity for the anion exchanger than Cl- ion (Minczewski et al. 1982). It 
was also shown that using the gradient elution of 6-3 M LiCl solutions at 351 K  the 
separated elements are eluted in the order: Cs(I), Ba(II), Yb(III), Eu(III), Sm(III), Nd(III), 
Pr(III), Ce(III), La(III). For 3 M solution of Mg(NO3)2 there was obtained the analogous 
elution series: Gd(III), Eu(III), Sm(III), Nd(III), Pr(III), Ce(III), La(III) and the heavy 
lanthanides are poorly separated. 

In practice, the anion exchangers were therefore used only for the separation of thorium(IV) 
and uranium(IV, VI) from rare earth elements(III) from the solutions of mineral acids 
(Buddery et al. 1959; Marhol, 1982). Thorium(IV) in the nitric(V) acid and  uranium(VI) in 
hydrochloric acid medium form stable, anionic complexes and therefore their separation 
from rare earth elements(III) forming less stable, cationic, neutral or anionic complexes is 
possible. Using 7 M HNO3 solution selective separation of thorium(IV) from rare earth 
elements(III) was achieved (Danon, 1960). 

Significant improvement in the sorption and separation processes of nitrate(V) complexes of 
rare earth elements(III), due to higher rates of separation, may be obtained by the addition 
of methanol to the aqueous solution of nitric(V) acid (Stewart & Faris, 1956, Faris & 
Wharton, 1962). A similar role is also played by higher order alcohols, derivatives of 
ethylene glycol, dioxane, acetone and tetrahydrofurane.  

In the case of such eluents as bufforic solutions of citric and -hydroxyisobutiric acids rare 
earth elements from strongly basic anion exchangers are eluted in the reverse order than in 
the case of their elution from the cation exchangers: La(III), Ce(III), Pr(III), Nd(III), Sm(III), 
Eu(III), Gd(III), Tb(III), Dy(III), Ho(III), Er(III), Tm(III), Yb(III), Lu(III). Yttrium(III) occupies 
the position near dysprosium(III). 

The studies begun by Dybczyński (Minczewski & Dybczyński, 1962a; Minczewski & 
Dybczyński, 1962b) on application  of complexing agents from the group of  
aminopolycarboxylic acids (EDTA, CDTA) for the micro quantities of rare earth elements 
separation reveal that their separation mechanism depends on the factors affecting 
differentiated anion exchange affinity in the studied system. 

Determined by Dybczyński for radioactive indicators the order of elution of rare earth 
elements(III) using EDTA from the strongly basic anion exchanger Dowex 1x4 in the EDTA 
form is as follows: Lu(III), Yb(III), Tm(III), Sc(III), Er(III), Y(III), Ho(III), La(III), Dy(III), 
Ce(III), Tb(III), Pr(III), Nd(III), Gd(III), Pm(III), Eu(III), Sm(III). While the elution order for 
radioactive indicators of rare earth elements(III) with CDTA from the same anion exchanger 
in the CDTA form is as follows: Lu(III), Yb(III), Tm(III), Er(III), Y(III), Ho(III), Dy(III), Tb(III), 
Sc(III), La(III), Gd(III), Eu(III), Ce(III), Pr(III), Sm(III), Nd(III), Pm(III). 

Selectivity coefficients of complexes of rare earth elements(III) with EDTA and CDTA in 
both systems initially grow with the increasing atomic number, pass through a maximum 
and then decrease (Dybczyński, 1964; Wódkiewicz & Dybczyński, 1968; Wódkiewicz & 
Dybczyński, 1972). The change of the maximum values of selectivity coefficients from the 
position of Sm(III) (when EDTA was used as the eluent) to the position of Pm(III) (when 
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CDTA was used as the eluent) can be conditioned by the necessity of the presence of metal 
ion with a larger ionic radius, in order to ensure optimal packing of ligands around the 
central ion. Selectivity coefficients of complexes of rare earth elements(III) with CDTA, in 
most cases, are lower than in the case of rare earth elements(III) complexes with EDTA. The 
higher values of the theoretical plates designated for the system with CDTA also 
demonstrated a less favorable kinetic reaction of ion exchange than in the case of EDTA. 

It was also shown that not only the type of eluent used affects the quality of the separation 
of the above mentioned complexes of rare earth elements(III). In the selected 
chromatographic system, the values of the  separation coefficients can also be modified by 
changes in temperature and the degree of cross linking of the anion exchanger (Dybczyński, 
1964). 

Increasing the temperature generally results in improvement of the kinetics of ion exchange 
(an increase of diffusion coefficients in the ion exchange phase and solution), which 
significantly reduces the height of the  theoretical plates. The temperature rise also affects 
the selectivity coefficients and separation factors, for example for CDTA the selectivity 
coefficients increase with the increasing atomic number from La(III) to Pm(III) and then 
decrease with further increase in the atomic number. At higher temperatures they reach the 
maximum value for Nd(III). The order of elution of rare earth elements(III) at 365 K is thus 
as follows: Lu(III), Yb(III), Tm(III), Er(III), Y(III), Ho(III), Dy(III), Tb(III), Gd(III), La(III), 
Eu(III), Sm(III), Ce(III), Pm(III), Pr(III), Nd(III). 

The temperature rise does not always lead to improvement of the separation process. 
Distribution coefficients and the values of the theoretical plates can either increase, decrease, 
or remain constant with the  increasing temperature, depending on the system. For elution 
of rare earth elements(III) with EDTA on the anion exchanger Dowex 1x4 in the EDTA form, 
for some pairs of elements as, for example, Pm(III)-Eu(III) and La(III)-Tb(III) reverse of 
selectivity takes place (Minczewski et al. 1982). 

Dybczyński (1970) examined the impact of the degree of cross linking of the anion 
exchanger Dowex 1  on the effectiveness of separation of rare earth elements(III). He stated 
that the separation coefficients generally increase on a regular basis with the increasing 
degree of cross linking. However, for the complexes [Ln(edta)]-  the change in the degree of 
cross linking from 4 to 16% of DVB causes increase of the value of the theoretical plate up to 
two orders of magnitude. This has an important impact on the separation. Resolving power, 
which is good for anion exchange resins with the optimal degree of cross linking (4% DVB 
for Dowex 1 - which corresponds to the smallest value of the theoretical plate) is less than 
unity for the anion exchange resins with a high degree of cross linking. This is related to the 
exclusion of large ions from the anion exchange phase by the ‘sieve effect’. 

On the basis of the thermodynamic studies of the anion exchange process with application 
of EDTA and CDTA it was stated that the unusual and non-monotonic affinity of the rare 
earth elements(III) complexes with the above mentioned complexing agents is associated 
with differences in the structure of these complexes and therefore with their different 
hydration (Surls & Choppin, 1957).  
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It is not bound, as in the case of cation exchange, with different values of their stability 
constants. Sizes of complex ions such as [Ln(edta)]- and [Ln(cdta)]- do not change on a 
regular basis with the change of the central ion radius. On a regular basis, the degree of 
hydration of these ions does also not change as evidenced by the designated value of the 
standard thermodynamic potential (Go). The hydration degree decreases (from La(III) to 
Nd(III)) and then increases (from Pm(III) to Ho(III)), then it increases but much more slowly, 
from Ho(III) to Lu(III) . 

The papers by Dybczyński (Minczewski & Dybczyński, 1962a) confirmed the hypothesis 
made by Speeding and Mackey according to which, together with the decreasing ionic 
radius of lanthanide(III) in the yttrium group a decrease of dentate of EDTA is observed. 
Edta4- and cdta4- anions  act as pentadentate  ligands for light and heavy(III) lanthanide(III) 
while their hexadentate character is enhanced in the group of  medium lanthanides (Fig.8). 

 
Figure 8. The structure of [La(edta)(H2O)3]- complex. 

The proposed model is also suggested by comparing the solubility of the complex salts of  
[MLn(edta)] and [MLn(cdta)] types (where M = Na+ or K+) to the ion exchange affinity of the 
complexes [Ln(edta)]- and [Ln(cdta)]- (Minczewski & Dybczyński, 1962a). Ion affinities of 
these complexes are arranged in the opposite order to the solubility of the corresponding 
salts. The selectivity coefficients increase from lanthanum(III) to europium(III), and then 
decrease to lutetium(III), while the solubility of salt decreases from lanthanum(III) to 
samarium(III), europium(III) and then rises to lutetium(III).  

Non-monotonic and different affinity of the complexes of rare earth elements(III) with 
EDTA and CDTA for strongly basic anion exchangers was used by Hubicka (Hubicka & 
Hubicki, 1986; Hubicka, 1989a) to separate the pairs of complexes of rare earth elements(III) 
in the macro-micro component system using the frontal analysis technique. It was shown 
that the efficiency of separation of rare earth elements(III) complexes with EDTA of 
[Ln(edta)]- type is affected by not only the type of anion functional groups, but also their 
form and degree of cross linking and porosity of the used anion exchanger. Good results 
were obtained by purification of yttrium(III) from neodymium(III), samarium(III) and 
terbium(III) as well as lanthanum(III) from neodymium(III) and erbium(III) from 
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skeleton was determined. Among the tested anion exchangers Dowex 2x8 and Dowex 1x8 in 
the form of EDTA proved to be most advantageous. Good results were also obtained for the 
macroporous, weakly basic anion exchanger Lewatit MP-7080 in the EDTA form. 

Studies on the separation of anionic complexes of rare earth elements(III) with CDTA 
[Ln(cdta)]- type, which is an analogue of EDTA showed that in the macro-micro system 
Y(III) from Sm(III), Eu(III) and Nd(III) can be separated (Hubicka, 1989a). It was found that 
the process of separation of these complexes affects the degree of cross linking and the anion 
exchanger form. As follows the best results of separation of Y(III) from Nd(III) and Sm(III) 
were obtained on Dowex 1x4 in the acetate form. 

Application of anion exchangers for separation of rare earth elements(III) complexes with 
EDTA and CDTA by the frontal analysis technique allows, in comparison with cation 
exchangers and elution process, to reduce the consumption of these chelating agents, 
obtaining higher concentrations of rare earth elements(III) in the eluate and shortening the 
process time which is important from the economical point of view. Additionally, alkali and 
alkaline earth metal ions forming unstable complexes with EDTA, and sometimes 
accompanying rare earth elements(III) have no effect on the separation result. 

Kutun and Akseli (1999, 2000) for the separation of milligram quantities (5 mg) of rare earth 
elements(III) in the anion exchange process used the solution of sodium trimethaphosphate 
as the eluent. The elution was carried out with a gradient of 0.007-0.01 M concentration on 
the strongly basic polystyrene anion exchangers of types 1 and 2. 

The advantage of anion exchangers over cation exchangers in the separation of rare earth 
elements(III) using aminopolycarboxylic acids as complexing agents is associated with their 
lower consumption in comparison to other eluents used, much faster process time, 
achieving higher concentrations in the eluate and the lack of negative impact of alkali(I), 
Ca(II) and Mg(II) ions on separation. 

A particular attention has been paid to separation and removal of rare earth(III) elements 
nitrate complexes by means of frontal analysis from the polar organic solvent-H2O-HNO3 on 
anion exchangers of various types. The addition of organic solvent to an aqueous solution of 
rare earth complexes generally improves their ability of separation. Selection of an organic 
component and its concentration in the mixture is to a large extent arbitrary. The separation 
process is frequently carried out with the HNO3, H2SO4, NH4SCN and CH3COOH solutions.  
The examples of such systems are presented in (Marcus, 1983). 

9. Separation using chelating ion exchangers 

Contrary to the cation and anion exchangers chelating ion exchangers have varying degrees 
of affinity and selectivity with respect to rare earth elements(III). Their properties depend 
mainly on the nature of the functional group and less on the beads size and other 
physicochemical properties. The sorption selectivity particularly affects the relative position 
of functional groups, their spatial configuration, etc. while the less important are the 
properties of the matrix. Ion exchange capacity of ion exchange resins depends on the 
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content of these groups and the pH of the solution. A negative feature is their low rate of 
sorption (Kunin & Gustafson, 1969). 

For the separation of rare earth elements(III) and their purification from uranium(IV, VI), 
thorium(IV), iron(III), chromium(III), copper(II), nickel(II), cobalt(II), manganese(II) the 
chelating ion exchangers with the following functional groups: phosphinic -PO(OH), 
phosphonic-PO(OH)2, phosphate -OPO(OH)2, iminodiacetate -CH2N(CH2COOH)2, 
iminodiacetate and aminoacetate > N-CH2COOH, -aminophosphonic -CH2NHCH2PO(OH)2 
carboxylic -COOH, etc are used. 

It is worth mentioning that the ion exchangers with the phosphonic functional groups in the 
medium acidic system effectively absorb the rare earth elements(III), uranium(VI) and 
iron(III). According to Hubicki (1989), uranium(VI) and thorium(IV) can be selectively 
separated from rare earth elements(III) on the phosphonic ion exchanger Duolite ES-63 by 
both the frontal analysis technique and elution with mineral acids. It was found that on this 
ion exchanger in the macro-micro component system Y(III) from Lu(III), Yb(III), Tm(III), 
Er(III), Dy(III) and Ho (III); La(III) from Pr(III) and Nd(III); Ce(III) from Pr(III), Nd(III), 
Sm(III), Eu(III), Y(III), Dy(III), Ho(III), Er(III), Tm(III), Yb(III) and Lu(III) can be separated 
(Hubicka & Hubicki, 1978a,b). For Duolite ES-63 the affinity series of rare earth elements(III) 
can be as follows:  Sc(III) > Lu(III) > Yb(III) > Tm(III) > Er(III) > Ho (III) > Dy(III) > Tb(III) > 
Gd(III) > Eu(III) > Sm(III) > Nd(III) > Pr(III) > Ce(III)  La (III).  

Very interesting are the results of the studies on selective separation of micro quantities of 
scandium(III) on Duolite ES-63 from other rare earth elements(III) at the maximum 
concentration of 500 g Ln2O3/dm3 (Hubicki, 1990). This ion exchanger is particularly useful 
for separation of micro quantity of scandium(III) and the preparation of scandium(III) with 
a high degree of purity. In the technology of processing of rare earth elements(III) 
concentrates also phosphonic ion exchanger KFP of Russia production was used for the 
selective removal of micro quantities of Th(IV) (Sozański, 1981). 

The selectivity of phosphonic ion exchangers can be increased by connecting different 
substituents to the phosphorus atom, which affects its electro-donor strength. In the case of 
the alkylphosphonic ion exchangers affinity for rare earth elements(III) increases with the 
increasing atomic number of the element, which can be used for the separation of individual 
rare earth elements(III) by the elution using mineral acid solutions. Separation coefficients of 
the heavy lanthanides (Lu(III), Yb(III), Tm(III), Er(III)) for alkylphosphonic ion exchangers 
are from 1.3 to 1.4. The ion exchangers with the phosphine groups are characterized by 
stronger affinity for lanthanide(III) than the phosphonic ion exchangers. The percentage of 
the complexation of europium(III) and ytterbium(III) in 0.5 M HCl using the phosphonic ion 
exchanger is 70% and 82%, while for the ion exchanger with the phosphonic groups is equal 
to 25% and 50%, respectively. 

Marhol (1982) which synthesized a number of ion exchange resins with the functional 
groups containing phosphorus found that the phosphinic ion exchangers are characterized 
by strong affinity for scandium(III) in agreement with the affinity series: Sc (III)> Fe (III)> In 
(III)> Ga (III)> Al(III) > La(III). 
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Szczepaniak and Siepak (1973) as a result of the cross linking reaction of (5% DVB) 
vinylbenzylamine with formaldehyde and phosphoric acid(III) in the hydrochloric acid 
medium obtained the ion exchanger containing  aminomethylphosphonic groups. The 
obtained K-AMF ion exchanger can be defined as a phosphonic analogue of the 
iminodiacetic ion exchanger  Dowex A-1 (Chelex 100). It can be recommended for separation 
of cations on the +2 and +3 oxidation states. Based on the volume distribution coefficients 
the affinity series of selected rare earth elements(III) for this aminophosphonic ion 
exchanger is as follows: La (III) > Gd (III) > Sm (III) > Nd (III) > Dy(III) > Pr(III) > Y(III). This 
series is not consistent with that obtained for the commercial ion exchange resins such as 
Duolite ES-467 and Lewatit OC-1060. These ion exchangers are used for the purification of 
micro quantities of lanthanum(III) from praseodymium(III) and neodymium(III) by means 
of both the frontal analysis technique and elution with mineral acids. 

The aminophosphonic ion exchangers were used for selective purification of rare earth 
elements(III) from U(VI), Th(IV), Fe(III), Zn(II), Co(II) and Ni(II); purification of yttrium (III) 
from micro quantities of  ytterbium(III), erbium(III), dysprosium(III) and holmium(III) as 
well as cerium(III) from rare earth elements(III). Of special interest are the values of 
separation  coefficients determined by Van der Walt and Coetzee (1996) for the commercial 
ion exchanger Purolite S-950, which shows that rare earth elements(III) can be selectively 
separated from a number of other elements. 

As for the phosphate ion exchangers cellulose phosphate is commercially produced. For 
cellulose phosphate, the mass distribution coefficients were determined for Cs(I), Li(I), 
Ba(II), Ca(II), Sr(II), Co(II), Ni(II), La(III), Pr(III), Yb(III), Cr(III) and Al(III) ions depending on 
the concentration of hydrochloric acid. There was made quantitative separation of rare earth 
elements(III) and earth metals(II); rare earth elements(III) and earth metals(II) and 
aluminum(III) as well as rare earth elements(III) and alkali and alkaline earth metals. High 
selectivity can be found in the case of cellulose phosphate ion exchangers. Passing the 
solution obtained from decomposition of monazite through such ion exchanger a relatively 
selective sorption of thorium(IV) is achieved with the capacity of the ion exchanger of about 
300 g/kg with respect to Th(IV). In the four-column battery (bed height 340 cm, flow rate 15 
cm3/min) of which two columns worked in the sorption cycle and two were eluted, the 
recovery of thorium(IV) exceeds 99% (Brown and Coleman, 1956). The recovery of pure 
mixed rare earth elements as well as Th(IV) and U(VI) from the monazite concentrate is 
based on the reaction with sulphuric acid. Then, after adding hydrazine sulphate, Ce(IV) is 
reduced to Ce(III). This treatment is also based on the fact that Th(IV) ion with sulphate(VI) 
ions forms anionic [(ThSO4)4]4-2n, that could pass freely through a cation exchange resin 
while the rare earth elements are completely adsorbed (Sherief & Almasy, 1968). Also the 
uranyl ionUO22+ forms anionic complexes of the type [UO2(SO4)n]2-2n where n=1, 2 or 3 
(Preuss & Kunin, 1958).  

The polyfunctional ion exchanger Diphonix Resin is commonly used for separation of rare 
earth elements(III) (Fig. 9). It contains phosphonic, carboxylic and sulphonic groups. 
Another ion exchanger is Diphonix A with the phosphonic and ammonium or pyridine 
functional groups (Horwitz et al., 1993). 
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Figure 9. The structure of DiphonixResin, Dipxonix A (type 1) and Diphonix A (type 2). 

These ion exchangers are characterized by high affinity for uranium(VI), plutonium(IV), 
neptunium(IV), thorium(IV), americium(III), europium(III) and a number of outside 
transient elements. The removal factor of europium(III) from 1 M HNO3 solution at the 
phase contact time 30 min. for  DiphonixResin is 98.3%. 

An important group of chelating ion exchangers used for lanthanide separations are those 
with the iminodiacetate functional groups. As follows from the literature data in the pH 
range 2.5-3.5 with the Ln(III) ions the cationic complexes are formed and in the pH range 
4.0-4.5 the anionic ones.  

Christell et al. (1961) showed that the standard iminodiacetic ion exchanger Chelex 100 has 
stronger affinity for La(III) than Lu(III), which is opposed to the values of stability constants 
of iminodiacetate complexes of these elements. Affinity for Chelex 100 in a lanthanide series 
increases with the increasing atomic number of La(III) to Eu(III), and then decreases to 
Lu(III). By contrast, based on the distribution coefficient determined by Schrobilgen and 
Lang (1968) for the iminodiacetic ion exchanger Dowex A-1 the affinity series is as follows: 
La(III) < Pr(III) < Nd(III) > Sm(III) > Gd(III) > Tb(III)  Dy(III) < Er(III) > Yb(III). 

The gel and macroporous ion exchangers, iminodiacetate ion exchangers Amberlite IRC 718, 
Diaion CR-10, Duolite ES 466, Lewatit TP 207 and Lewatit 208 as well as Wofatit MC 50 were 
tested for separation of rare earth elements(III) by both the frontal analysis technique and 
elution. The results of these studies revealed their great applicability in the process of rare 
earth elements separation as well as for obtaining individual lanthanides with a high degree 
of purity. Of the group of the above mentioned ion exchangers Wofatit MC-50 proved to be 
the most useful. Particularly favourable results were obtained for purification of the 
concentrate of yttrium(III) from ytterbium(III) (Hubicka & Hubicki, 1978; Hubicka, 1989b), 
which is one of the most common contaminants of yttrium(III). It was also very useful for 
the ion exchange purification of samarium(III) from ytterbium(III); samarium(III) from 
europium(III); yttrium(III) from neodymium(III); lanthanum(III) from praseodymium(III) 
and neodymium(III); cerium (III) from praseodymium(III), neodymium(III), samarium(III), 
europium(III), yttrium(III), dysprosium(III), holmium(III), erbium(III), thulium(III), 
ytterbium(III) and lutetium(III) as well as scandium(III) from other rare earth elements. The 
determined affinity series for heavy lanthanides(III), neodymium(III) and yttrium(III) can be 
as follows: Yb(III) > Er(III) > Dy(III) > Ho(III) > Nd(III) > Y(III) and this is consistent with the 
values of stability constants of their complexes with iminodiacetic acid (Inczedy, 1972). 
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Noteworthy is the unusual position of yttrium(III). It was also found that Yb(III) has higher 
affinity for this ion exchanger  than Er(III), Dy(III), Ho(III) and Tb(III), which is not 
consistent with the data obtained for Dowex A-l (Schrobilgen & Lang, 1968). 

The selectivity of the carboxylic acid ion exchange resins in relation to the rare earth 
elements (III) is highly variable. Arnold and Son Hing (1967) set the separation coefficients 
and investigated the mechanism of sorption of lanthanides on the carboxylic ion exchangers 
Amberlite IRC-50 and Amberlite XE-89. They showed that with the decreasing ionic radii of 
rare earth elements(III) their affinity for Amberlite IRC 50 increases reverse to that in the 
case of polystyrene-sulphonic cation exchangers. The determined separation coefficients for 
the selected pairs of elements are equal to: Ce(III)-La(III) 1.86, Pr(III)-La(III) 2.40; Nd(III)-
La(III) 2.60;  Nd(III)-Pr(III) 1.1; Pm(III)-La(III) 3.50; Tb(III)-La(III) 5.60; Tb(III)-Ce(III) 3.00, 
respectively.  

Both small ion exchange rate (compared to the polystyrene-sulphonic cation exchangers) 
and high affinity for the ion H+ excludes practical application of the carboxylic ion exchange 
resins for the separation of rare earth elements(III) in the acidic media. However, carboxylic 
ion exchangers, especially phenol-carboxylic ion exchangers can be used  for separation of 
uranium(VI) from rare earth elements(III). 

A relatively small number of selective ion exchange resins is produced commercially. 
Therefore, the authors propose various modifications of ion exchangers by sulphonated 
aromatic chelating agents. The development of new functional resins which have chelating 
properties, prepared by simple immobilization of complexing organic reagents by ion 
exchange or adsorption onto conventional anion exchange resins or non ionic adsorbents 
has acquired great importance.  

These modified resins can react with RRE ions by complex formation and can be used to 
preconcentrate their traces. For example, the research carried out by Hubicki (1989a) 
connected with the selective separation of micro quantities of  scandium(III) from macro 
quantities of yttrium(III) and lanthanum(III) (50g/dm3) on strongly basic anion exchangers 
with gel and macroporous skeleton modified with sulphonated organic reagents as 
prototypes of the new chelating ion exchange resins should be mentioned. To this  end the 
anion exchangers were modified by alizarin S, arsenazo I, arsenazo III, beryllonite II, thymol 
blue, phenol red, cresol red, pyrogallol red, chrome azurol S, 8-hydroxyquinoline-5-
sulphonic acid, sulphosalicilic acid, nitroso-R-soli, R-salt, SPANDS, tirone, torone as well as 
orange xylene. The best results of separation of Sc(III) from Y(III) and La(III) were obtained 
on the anion exchanger Merck MP-5080 in the chrome azurol S form. In addition, modified 
different types of anion exchangers were used for the purification of macro quantities of 
lanthanum chloride from micro quantities of Eu(III), Tb(III), Yb(III) and Lu(III). Of the anion 
exchangers tested for this purpose the most preferred proved to be the anion exchanger 
modified by 8-hydroxyquinoline-5-sulphonic acid (Hubicki, 1989a; Hubicki, 1989b). 

Amberlite XAD-4 functionalized with o-vanillinsemicarbazone has been applied for the 
preconcentration of lanthanum, cerium, thorium and uranium ions (Jain et al., 2001). 
Complexing properties of the XAD-4 resin functionalized with the bicine ligand (N,N-bis(2-
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hydroxyethyl) glycine) were investigated for La(III), Nd(III), Tb(III), Th(IV) and 
uranium(VI). Polydithiocarbamate chelating resin has been applied for the preconcentration 
of rare earth elements with Fe(III), Fe(II), Cr(VI), Cr(III), V(V), V(IV), Ti(IV), Mo(VI), W(VI), 
Th(IV) (Miyazaki & Barnes 1981). In the paper by De Vito et al. (1999) it was found that 
Amberlite XAD-7 resin with (o-[3,6-disulpho-2-hihydroxy-1-naphthylazo]-benzenearsonic 
acid) was successfully used for the separation and preconcentration of Sm(III), Eu(III) and 
Gd(III). The resin containing the fluorinated--diketone chelating group immobilized on 
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are divided, according to the Nernst division law, into two immiscible with each other 
phases: organic and aqueous. Tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) and D2EHPA are commonly 
applied extracting agents in separation of rare earth elements(III) (Preston & Du Preez, 
1990). Their application results mainly from their good extraction properties with a 
relatively law price. The advantages of this method are large concentration of elements in 
the organic and aqueous phases, thus large yield of multi-stage extraction. Others have 
discussed the use of bis(2-ethylhexyl)phosphonic acid (HDEHP) in rare earth elements 
separations (Jensen et al. 2001; Fontana & Pietrelli, 2009; Yin et al. 2010). HDEHP, a liquid 
cation exchanger that is also a chelating agent, most typically forms a tris complex with 
trivalent lanthanides in the organic phase, simultaneously releasing three H+ for each 
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trivalent metal ion transferred into the organic phase. The distribution ratios for the 
extraction of the lanthanides from mineral acid solutions vary by nearly 105 from La(III) to 
Lu(III) (Nilsson & Nash, 2007, Mel’nik et al. 1999).  

As follows from the literature data (Yan et al. 2006) the novel solvent extraction process and 
its application in industry for separating HREEs (thulium(III), ytterbium(III) and 
lutetium(III)), yttrium(III) and scandium(III) has been developed recently. The most popular 
solvent extraction method is using PC-88A (2-ethylhexyl phosphonic acid mono-2-
ethylhexyl ester) or Cyanex 272 (bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinic acid) as the extractant 
with lower equilibrium acidity. The additives of modified PC-88A were also adopted to 
separate Lu(III) in practice. Naphthenic acid or related carboxylic acid derivative were also 
used to separate the heavy rare earth elements in a very long cascade. Although the 
efficiency was not satisfactory, the chemical consumption was economical enough. The 
electrochemical method is also piloted to obtain Yb(III). This makes the separation of 
Tm(III), Yb(III) and Lu(III) more effective by solvent extraction. 

As for the purification of Y(III) its chloride salt is separated from heavy rare earth elements 
using PC-88A - HCl process. The contaminants of light rare earth elements and bivalent ions 
such as Ca(II) were removed in PC-88A-HCl cascade and then yttrium (≥99.999%) is co-
precipitated with Eu(III), Tb(III) and Zr(IV) by purified oxalic acid (Yan, et al. 2006). 

Solvent extraction is also the most commonly used and effective technique in Ce(IV) 
separation. Cerium(III) is most likely to be oxidized to a tetravalent state either by bubbling 
oxygen during rare earth hydroxide precipitation or by drying the rare earth hydroxide in 
the presence of air. In acidic solutions, the oxidation of Ce(III) to Ce(IV) may occur by 
chemical oxidation with strong oxidants, such as peroxosulphates(VI), permanganates, lead 
oxide or silver oxide or by electrochemical oxidation or photochemical oxidation. Separation 
of insoluble cerium(IV) from rare earth elements can be carried out by selective dissolution 
of the trivalent rare earth hydroxides or through its selective precipitation from acid 
solution (Ura et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2008; Luna et al. 2011). Many studies have been 
conducted on Ce(IV) separation using various extractants such as Cyanex 923, TBP, primary 
amine N1923, Aliquat 336, synergistic extractant and ionic liquids. The recovery of Ce(IV) 
and Th(IV) from rare earths(III) with Cyanex 923 has been applied in a industrial process. 
However, there are some disadvantages of solvent extraction of Ce(IV), for example such as 
a third phase formation. 

The extraction of rare earth elements by amine and quaternary ammonium salts has been 
investigated in detail by many authors. As follows from the paper by Kovalancik and 
Galova (1992) low values of separation factors in the rare earth elements extraction with 
amines may be enhanced by the addition of a complexing agent. The greatest differences in 
the stability constant values are found in the case of CDTA and HEDTA.  

In the extraction process the separation of Eu(III) from Gd(III) is exception. Similar to Zr(IV)-
Hf(IV) this pair is the most difficult one to separate. Among rare earth elements, which can 
be reduced to divalent ions, Eu(III) has the highest standard redox potential, which makes 
its selective reduction and recovery from a mixture containing the other trivalent rare earth 
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ions possible (Morais & Ciminelli, 1998). It can be accomplished by several techniques, such 
as chemical reduction by Zn or Zn-Hg, photochemical reduction and electrochemical 
reduction (Atanasyants & Seryogin, 1995; Preston et al. 1996). The recovery is finally 
accomplished by precipitation with sulphate, based on the fact that the chemical properties 
of Eu(III) are similar to those of the alkaline earth ions. Among different sulphate sources 
(NH4)2SO4, K2SO4, Na2SO4, NaHSO4 and H2SO4 can be used as precipitating agents. As 
follows from the Morais and Ciminelli  paper (2001) the precipitation with sulphuric(VI) 
acid led to higher-grade europium oxide by keeping pH in a range that does not favour 
gadolinium co-precipitation. The continuous addition of sulphuric(VI) acid is mainly 
responsible for the improvement of europium recovery. Maximum recovery was achieved 
within 2 h or more. Based on the experiments the product assaying 99.99% Eu2O3 can be 
obtained from the feed containing 5.0 Eu2O3 g/dm3 and 138.2 Gd2O3  g/dm3  in two stages of 
reduction–precipitation. The overall recovery is about 94%. 

To overcome inconveniences of the extraction of rare earth elements there should be used 
various impregnating substances. Solvent impregnated resins (SIRs) were developed by 
Warshawsky (1981). It is now well known that the extraction of metal ions with 
macroporous polymeric supports impregnated by extractants  is an attractive method for 
the separation and preconcentration of metal ions (Schmidt, 1987; Cortina & Warshawsky, 
1997; Horwitz and Schulz, 1999). Solvent impregnated resins for lanthanides separation are 
produced by adsorbing extractants such as TBP or D2EHPA on a macroporous resin 
without any functional groups. Different types of highly selective resins can be obtained by 
adsorbing various extractants. However, it should be mentioned that SIRs are characterized 
by smaller adsorption capacity and shorter life compared with the common ion exchange 
resins (Shibata & Matsumoto, 1998). The disadvantage of impregnating substances is slow 
kinetics due to the limited size of interfacial area and wet ability with the aqueous solution. 
An essential drawback is the irreversible loss of active substances. However, using Cyanex 
302 in industrial processes of scandium(III) purification should be highlighted. 

In the paper by Turanov (2010) bis(diphenylphosphoryl-methylcarbamoyl)alkanes were 
synthesized and studied as extractants for La(III), Ce(III), Pr(III), Nd(III), Sm(III), Eu(III), 
Gd(III), Tb(III), Dy(III), Ho(III), Er(III), Tm(III), Yb(III), Lu(III) and Y(III) from perchloric acid 
solutions. The influence of both HClO4 concentration in the aqueous phase and that of the 
extractant in the organic phase on the extraction of metal ions was  considered. The 
stoichiometry of the extracted complexes has also been determined. 
Bis(diphenylphosphoryl-methylcarbamoyl)alkanes possess a higher extraction efficiency 
towards Ln(III) than their monoanalogue Ph2P(O)CH2C(O)NHC9H19.  

In the paper the research on the applicability of different types of anion exchangers for the 
separation of rare earth elements in the presence of the complexing agents IDA, HEDTA and 
CDTA is presented. The effect of the addition of a polar organic solvent (methanol, ethanol, 
acetone, 1-propanol, 2-propanol) on separation of rare earth(III) elements in such system is 
discussed. The examples of the removal of rare earth elements nitrate complexes from the 
polar organic solvent-H2O-HNO3 are discussed in detail. 
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11. Experimental 
The strongly basic anion exchangers Dowex 1x1, Dowex 1x2, Dowex 1x4, Dowex 1x8 (type 
1), Dowex 1x16, Dowex 2x8 (type 2) and macroporous Dowex MSA-1 produced by the  Dow 
Chemical Company (USA) as well as Lewatit MonoPlus M 500, Lewatit MonoPlus M 600, 
Lewatit MonoPlus MP 500, Lewatit MonoPlus MP 64 and Lewatit MP 62 produced by 
Lanxess (Germany) were used in the investigations. From the group of polyacrylate anion 
exchangers Amberlite IRA 458, Amberlite IRA 68 and Amberlite IRA 958 (Rohm and Haas, 
France) were selected. Additionally, in the case of separations of rare earth elements  in the 
polar organic solvent systems there were used the following: Zerolite FF IP 2-3%, Zerolite FF 
IP 3-5%, Zerolite FF IP 7-9%, Lewatit MP 5080, Purolite A 850, Permutit SK, Wofatit 
SBWx2%, Wofatit SBWx4%, Wofatit SBWx6%, Wofatit SBWx8%, Wofatit SBWx12%,   
Wofatit SBWx16%, Wofatit SBKx7%. The bead size of these anion exchangers was 0.15-0.3 
mm. They were used in the appropriate form.  

In the case of rare earth elements separation in the presence of complexing agents (L=IDA, 
HEDTA, CDTA or EDTA) 1.5 or 2.5 g of the oxides of rare earth elements with 2% excess of 
stoichiometric quantities of complexing agent solution (in the Ln(III):L=1:1 or Ln(III):L=1:2 
systems) were mixed while heated. Moreover, in the case of the systems in the polar organic 
solvent the rare earth element solution of 2.5-100 g Ln2O3/dm3 for separation of Y(III) from 
Nd(III) and 1.5-5.3 g Ln2O3/dm3 for separation of Sm(III) from Y(III) were prepared by 
dissolving the appropriate rare earth element oxides in HNO3 and then the organic solvent 
was added. In order to measure affinity series the breakthrough curves  were determined 
using the solutions of rare earth elements at a concentration 0.01 M or 0.004 M. These 
solutions were passed continuously through 2 cm i.d. glass columns packed with the 
suitable ion exchanger keeping the flow rate 0.2 cm3/cm2min. The breakthrough curves 
were normally obtained using 40-80 cm3 of the anion exchanger in the appropriate form. The 
effluent was collected as fractions of 15-10 cm3 from which oxalates were  precipitated and 
converted to oxides. 

The percentage of micro component in macro component was determined by the 
spectrophotometric analysis using a SPECORD M 42 spectrophotometer (Zeiss, Germany). 
The determination was made by a direct method using the neodymium adsorption 
maximum =793.4 nm and the praseodymium adsorption =444 nm. Calculations were 
made by using the background adsorption elimination method. In some cases the 
determination was made using the XRF spectrometer (Canberra Packard). 

There were determined the affinity of rare earth element complexes and the effects of kind 
of functional groups  (basicity), kind of  skeleton, porosity of skeleton (microporous and 
macroporous), cross linking degree of anion exchanger skeleton as well as kind and 
concentration of complexing agent and polar organic solvent (methanol, ethanol, 1-
propanol, 2-propanol, acetone, dimethylformamide, dimethylsulphoxide). The effect of the 
nitric acid concentration, the addition of another organic solvent and the concentration of 
rare earth elements(III) (up to 100 g Ln2O3) on effectiveness of their sorption and separation 
were also studied.  
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12. Results 

As follows from the literature data little attention was paid to the purification of rare earth 
elements using complexing agents and separation of formed anionic complexes on strongly 
and weakly basic anion exchangers (Hubicka & Hubicki, 1992a; Hubicka & Hubicki, 1992b). 
For this aim such complexing agents as iminodiacetic acid (IDA), N’-(2-
hydroxoethyl)ethylenediamine-N,N,N’-triacetic acid (HEDTA), trans-1,2-cyklohexane-
diaminetetraacetic acid (CDTA) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) can be 
proposed. 

It was worth mentioning that iminodiacetic acid (IDA) as the eluent is not applied in the 
separation of rare earth elements(III) on cation exchangers. In the aqueous solution and the 
solid state the following complexes of [Ln(ida)]+, [Ln(ida)2]-, [Ln(ida)OH], [Ln(ida)2OH]2- and 
[Ln(ida)3]3- types with IDA are formed. Based on the breakthrough curves found the affinity 
series in the Ln(III):IDA=1:2 system and at pH 5.07-6.0 for most rare earth element 
complexes was found for the anion exchanger Dowex 1 in the acetate and IMDA forms to be 
as follows: Ho(III) Dy(III) > Gd(III) > Eu(III) > Er(III) > Y(III) > Yb(III) > Sm(III) > Tm(III) 
> Nd(III) > Pr(III)  >>La(III) (Hubicka & Drobek, 1998). 

The affinity series for the anion exchanger in the acetate and IDA forms is the same, but for 
the acetate form greater  differentiation in affinity of individual lanthanides was found. 
Additionally, it can be stated that the affinity of rare earth elements for the anion exchangers 
does not depend on the stability constants of Ln(III)-IDA complexes and  the obtained series 
is different from that of rare earth element complexes with EDTA, CDTA and HEDTA. 
Taking into account the position of individual lanthanides in the above mentioned series the 
possibility of  purification of La(III) from Nd(III) or Pr(III); Sm(III) from Ho(III); Nd(III) from 
Y(III); Y(III) from Dy(III), Ho(III) as well as Yb(III) from Ho(III) and Er(III) is possible.  

As follows from the obtained data the most effective separations of La(III) from Nd(III) or 
Pr(III) were achieved on Dowex 2 (type 2) with 8% DVB. Using Dowex 2x8 in the acetate 
form with an anion exchanger bed of 1 dm3, over 1285 g La2O3 was obtained, in which the 
Nd2O3 content (0.52%) was reduced to below 0.005% and 1100 g La2O3 in which the Pr6O11 
content (0.50%) was reduced to below 0.01% (Fig.10). It is also worth noting that the yield of 
obtained La2O3 is high about 96%. Comparing the earlier results of La(III) purification from 
Nd(III) on the anion exchanger of the same type with those obtained for EDTA, it follows 
that using IDA increases the amount of purified La2O3 by over 20 times. The analogous 
results were obtained on Dowex 1x8 (Hubicka & Drobek, 2000b). 

Satisfactory results were also obtained on Dowex MSA-1. On 1 dm3 of this anion exchanger 
in the acetate form 1100 g of La2O3 was purified from Nd2O3 and 600 g La2O3 from Pr6O11. 
Despite slightly worse performance separation of those pairs on Dowex MSA-1, in 
comparison with the analogous results obtained for Dowex 1x8 and Dowex 2x8, due to their 
favourable physicochemical properties, such as large resistance to chemical agents, well-
developed surface area and availability of all ion exchange groups, it can be recommended 
for the use on a macro scale (Hubicka & Kołodyńska, 2000).  
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Figure 10. Separation of La(III) from Nd(III) (0.52%) and La(III) from Pr(III) (0.50%) on Dowex 1x2, 
Dowex 1x4, Dowex 1x8 and Dowex 2x8 as well as Dowex MSA-1 in the acetate form (1 dm3 of anion 
exchanger in the Cl- form, Ln(III):IDA=1:2, pH 6.0, 2.5g Ln2O3/dm3). 

In next step the optimal conditions for sorption and separation processes of Sm(III)-Ho(III) 
on the polystyrene anion exchangers were studied. It was found that in the Sm(III) from 
Ho(III) separation the most effective was Dowex 2x8 (type 2). On 1dm3 of Dowex 2x8 about 
221 g of Sm2O3 was purified from Ho2O3 (Fig.11). 

 
Figure 11. Separation of Nd(III) from Y(III) (0.35%) and Sm(III) from Ho(III) (0.33%) on Dowex 1x2, 
Dowex 1x4, Dowex 1x8 and Dowex 2x8 as well as Dowex MSA-1 in the Ac form (1 dm3 of anion 
exchanger in the Cl- form, Ln(III):IDA=1:2, pH 5.0, 1.5g Ln2O3/dm3). 

It was found that for Dowex 1 the effectiveness of Sm(III)-Ho(III) pair separation (as pairs of 
LaIII)-Nd(III) and La (III)-Pr (III)) increases with the increasing degree of cross linking from 
2 to 8% DVB. The Ho(III) complexes with IDA exhibit the greatest affinity for the anion 
exchanger Dowex 1 in the acetate form of cross linking 8 % DVB and the smallest for Dowex 
1 in the acetate form of cross linking 2 % DVB. 

As for the Nd(III) separation from Y(III) it should be emphasized that in the ion exchange 
processes of rare earth elements(III) separation on cation exchangers using such eluents as 
ammonium acetate or DTPA, the yttrium(III) elutes close to neodymium(III), and partially 
overlaps the neodymium(III) (Fig.11). The above method obtaining high purity 
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neodymium(III) on Dowex 1x8 or Dowex 2x8 can be complementary to obtaining this 
element from the neodymium concentrates in the process of lanthanide(III) elution on the 
polystyrene-sulphone cation exchangers  (Hubicka et al., 1998).  

Due to the increasing demand for yttrium(III) in many branches of industry and technology, 
purification of yttrium(III) from heavy lanthanides(III) can be of significant applicative 
character. Its advantage is a simple method and low consumption of iminodiacetic acid. Based 
on the results of purification of the studied pairs of rare earth elemet(III) complexes on anion 
exchangers of polystyrene skeleton, it was proved that the anion exchangers Dowex 1 and 
Dowex 2 of the cross linking 8% DVB in the acetate form are the most effective. On 1 dm3 of 
strongly basic anion exchangers Dowex 1x8 and Dowex 2x8 it can be obtained more than: 

 113 g and 116 g Y2O3 in which the Ho2O3 content can be reduced from 0.34% to 0.05%; 
 115 g and 108 g Y2O3 in which the Dy2O3 content can be reduced from 0.365% to 0.035%; 
 103 g and 91 g Y2O3 in which the Er2O3 content can be reduced from 0.35% to 0.05%. 

The best results were obtained during purification of Y(III) from Ho(III) and Y(III) from 
Dy(III). However, the amount of Y(III) purified from Er(III) is smaller which is in accordance 
with the erbium position in the affinity series of rare earth element complexes with IDA 
compared to the strongly basic gel anion exchanger  Dowex 1x4. 

In the process of ion exchange separation of rare earth elements on cation exchangers, most 
eluents washe out ytterbium(III) in the first fractions. However, if the content of 
ytterbium(III) is small, it is eluted along with heavy lanthanides(III) and yttrium(III). 
Whereas separation of ytterbium(III) to ytterbium(II) using reduction with metallic 
limestone at elevated temperature in the argon atmosphere or using the reduction 
electrolytic method is a multi-stage expensive process (Hubicka & Drobek, 1999; Hubicka & 
Drobek, 2000a; Hubicka & Drobek, 2000b).   

The affinity series of anionic complexes of rare earth elements(III) with IDA for the strongly 
basic gel anion exchanger Dowex 1 in both acetate and iminodiacetate forms indicates 
atypical position of ytterbium(III) in it, which creates possibility of Yb(III) purification from 
accompanying heavy lanthanides(III) such as e.g. Ho(III) or Er(III). The process of Yb(III) 
separation from Ho(III) and Yb(III) from Er(III) in the acetate form was studied using the 
anion exchangers Dowex 1x4 and Dowex 1x8 by means of the frontal analysis technique 
(Fig.12). 

Assuming that 1:2 complexes are formed the sorption process of Ln(III)-IDA complexes can 
be written as: 

RCH3COO + [Ln(ida)2]- ⇄  R[Ln(ida) CH3COO]+ Hida- 

and  

RCH3COO + [Ln(ida)2]- ⇄  R[Ln(ida)2] + CH3COO- 

as well as for the IDA form 
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 RHida + [Ln(ida)2]- ⇄  R[Ln(ida)2] + Hida- 

 
Figure 12. Separation of Yb(III) from Er(III) (0.36%) and Yb(III) from Ho(III) (0.35%) on Dowex 1x4 and 
Dowex 1x8 in the acetate form (1 dm3 of anion exchanger in the Cl- form, Ln(III):IDA=1:2, pH 5.0, 1.5g 
Ln2O3/dm3). 

The acetate form of the studied anion exchangers shows greater differentiation in the 
affinity of individual complexes than in the iminodiacetate form. Structure and porosity of 
the skeleton of the anion exchanger and cross linking degree play a significant role in the 
sorption process. Taking into consideration the kind of functional groups, it was shown that 
in the separation process the anion exchanger Dowex 2x8 proved to be a little more effective 
for the pair La(III)-Pr(III) whereas the results are similar for all other pairs.  

HEDTA is more readily soluble in water than EDTA. It forms with rare earth element 
complex compounds in the ratio 1:1. For example, the following complexes are known: 
[Ln(hedta(OH)]-, [LnH(hedta)2]2- and [Ln(hedta)2]3-.  The studies of sorption of the Ln(III) 
complexes with HEDTA on anion exchangers were begun by (Brücher et al. 1975). The 
affinity of the rare earth element complexes with HEDTA at pH 7.5 (Ln(III):HEDTA=1:1) for 
the anion exchanger Dowex 1x2 in the HEDTA form is: Dy(III) > Ho(III) > Er(III) >  Gd(III) 
> Y(III) > Tm(III) > Tb(III) > Eu(III) > Sm(III) > Yb(III) > Nd(III) > Pr(III)  La(III) (Hubicka 
& Drobek, 1997a) and differs from that of rare earth element complexes with EDTA and 
CDTA.  

Based on the determined affinity the possibility of separation of Sm(III) from Ho(III) and 
Sm(III) from Y(III); Y(III) from Ho(III); Y(III) from Er(III); Y(III) from Dy(III); Nd(III) from 
Y(III) as well as Yb(III) from Ho(III) and Yb(III) from Er(III) complexes with HEDTA in the 
macro-micro component system by the frontal analysis technique is possible (Hubicka & 
Drobek, 1997b). 

Separation of Sm(III) from Ho(III) (Ln(III):HEDTA=1:1, pH 4.0 and 7.5) in the HEDTA form 
was conducted on the strongly basic polystyrene anion exchangers Dowex 1 with cross 
linking 2, 4 and 8% DVB as well as Dowex MSA-1.  

As follows from the comparison of the obtained data, the process of purification of Sm(III) 
from Ho(III) and Sm(III) from Y(III) is the most effective on the anion exchanger Dowex 1x4 
in the  HEDTA form at solution pH 7.5 (Fig. 13). On 1 dm3 of this anion exchanger it is 
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possible to obtain about 48 g Sm2O3 in which Ho2O3 content can be reduced from 0.33% to 
the value below 0.05% and about 15 g Sm2O3 in which Y2O3 content can be reduced from 
0.37% to the value below 0.03%. Using the macroporous  Dowex MSA-1 gave less 
advantageous results of Sm(III) purification from Ho(III). 

  
Figure 13. Separation of Sm(III) from Ho(III) (0.33%) on Dowex 1x2, Dowex 1x4, Dowex 1x8 and 
Dowex MSA-1 in the HEDTA form (1 dm3 of anion exchanger in the Cl- form, Ln(III):HEDTA=1:1, pH 
4.0 and 7.5, 1.5g Ln2O3/dm3). 

A smaller amount of Sm(III) purified from Y(III) compared with that of Sm(III) purified 
from Ho(III)confirms that the Ho(III) complexes exhibit greater affinity than that of Y(III) 
complexes which is in agreement with the determined affinity series of the rare earth 
elements(III) complexes with HEDTA.  

As follows from the series of rare earth elements(III) complexes with HEDTA for the anion 
exchanger Dowex 1x2 in the HEDTA form, also the Y(III) complexes are characterized by 
greater affinity for this anion  exchanger than corresponding Nd(III) complexes which 
indicates possibility of purification of Nd(III) from Y(III) in the macro-micro component 
system by the frontal analysis technique. In the process of Nd(III) purification from Y(III) the 
best separation results were obtained using the anion exchanger Dowex 1 of the 4% DVB 
cross linking. The amount of neodymium(III) purified from yttrium(III) (under the same 
conditions) obtained using the anion exchangers Dowex 1x2 and Dowex 1x8 is comparable 
and lower than using the anion exchanger Dowex 1x4. However, the anion exchanger 
Dowex 2x8proved to be useless in the process of Nd(III) purification from Y(III) (Fig. 14). 

The affinity of the complexes of the [LnH(hedta)2]2- type is greater for heavy lanthanides(III) 
such as  Dy(III), Ho(III) and Er(III) than for Y(III) which suggests possibility of purification 
of Y(III) macro quantities from Dy(III), Ho(III) and Er(III) micro quantities. As follows from 
the studies, similar to the pair Nd(III)-Y(III) the effectiveness of the pairs Y(III)-Ho(III) and 
Y(III)-Er(III) separation on strongly basic gel polystyrene anion exchangers is greater at 
solutions pH 7.5 than pH 4.0. Of all studied anion exchangers Dowex 1x4 gave the best 
results in purification of the above mentioned rare earth elements(III) complexes with 
HEDTA. The anion exchanger Dowex 1x4 was also used for separation of the pair Y(III)-
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Dy(III). The obtained results show that on 1 dm3 of this anion exchanger in the HEDTA form 
it is possible to obtain 16 g of yttrium(III) (counted over Y2O3) in which the dysprosium(III) 
content can be reduced over 10 times i.e. from 0.365% Dy2O3 to the value below  0.035%. 

 
Figure 14. Separation of Nd(III) from Y(III) (0.35%) on Dowex 1x2, Dowex 1x4, Dowex 1x8 and Dowex 
2x8 in the HEDTA form (1 dm3 of anion exchanger in the Cl- form, Ln(III):HEDTA=1:1, pH 4.0 and 7.5, 
1.5g Ln2O3/dm3). 

In the determined affinity series of rare earth elements(III) with HEDTA for strong basic 
anion exchangers of the polystyrene skeleton one can see atypical position of Yb(III). Using 
the strongly basic anion exchanger Dowex 1 with different DVB cross linking, it was proved 
that for  Dowex 1x2 in the HEDTA form, in the affinity series position of Yb(III) is near light 
rare earth: Yb(III) > Nd(III) >  Pr(III) > La(III). However, its position is different for Dowex 
1x4 in the HEDTA form:  Ho(III) > Y(III) > Sm(III) > Nd(III) > Yb(III) and Dowex 1x8 in the 
HEDTA form Ho(III) > Y(III) > Yb(III) > Sm(III) > Nd(III), which indicates that the 
purification process of Yb(III) from Ho(III) should be more effective on Dowex 1x4. 

Based on the results of Yb(III) separation from Ho(III), Yb(III) purification from Er(III) as a 
micro component was carried out at pH 7.5 using Dowex 1x2 and Dowex 1x4 in the HEDTA 
form. In this case the anion exchanger Dowex 1x4 also proved to be more effective than 
Dowex 1x2 (Fig.15).   

The obtained results of separation of the pairs Yb(III)-Ho(III) and Yb(III)-Er(III) are in 
agreement with the breakthrough curves and calculated values of distribution coefficients of 
the Yb(III), Ho(III) and Er(III) with  HEDTA on the anion exchanger Dowex 1x2 in the 
HEDTA form (Hubicka & Drobek, 1997c). The agreement of the results in Yb(III) 
purification from Ho(III) and Er(III) with the affinity series of rare earth complexes with 
HEDTA leads to the suggestion that it is also possible to purify Yb(III) macro quantities 
from Dy(III), Tm(III) and Y(III) (Hubicka & Drobek, 1997c). 

Non-monotonic and atypical the affinity series of anion lanthanide complexes with CDTA 
was also obtained for isotopes of these elements on the strongly basic anion exchanger 
Dowex 1x4 in the H2cdta2- form by Wódkiewicz and Dybczyński (1968):   Pm(III) > Nd(III) > 
Sm(III) > Pr(III) > Ce(III) > Eu(III) > Gd(III) > La(III) > Sc(III) > Tb(III) > Dy(III) >  Ho(III) > 
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Y(III)  > Er(III) > Tm(III) > Yb(III) > Lu(III). Higher affinity of the Nd(cdta)- and Sm(cdta)- 
complexes for the anion exchangers than that of [Y(cdta)]- complexes was used for yttrium 
purification in the macro-micro component system by the frontal analysis technique on the 
polystyrene anion exchangers Dowex 1x2 and Dowex 1x4 (Hubicka, 1989a). Based on the 
obtained results it was pointed out that the affinity depends not only on the type of 
complexes, their structure but also on physicochemical properties of anion exchangers such 
as their form. The most effective form in the separation of [Y(cdta)]- from [Nd(cdta)]-, 
[Sm(cdta)]- and [Eu(cdta)]- complexes proved to be the acetate from rather than the H2cdta2- 
one but the chloride form of the anion exchangers was completely useless.  

 
Figure 15. Separation of Yb(III) from Ho(III) (0.34%) on Dowex 1x2, Dowex 1x4 and Dowex 1x8 in the 
HEDTA form (1 dm3 of anion exchanger in the Cl- form, Ln(III):HEDTA=1:1, pH 4.0 and 7.5, 1.5g 
Ln2O3/dm3). 

Taking the above into consideration it was interesting to study applicability of the anion 
exchanger of the polyacrylate skeleton for separation of rare earth elements(III) complexes 
with CDTA (Hubicka & Kołodyńska, 2003). As follows from the breakthrough curves the 
Nd(III) and Sm(III) complexes with CDTA exhibit higher affinity for both strongly basic and 
weakly basic polyacrylate anion exchangers Amberlite IRA 458, Amberlite IRA 958 for the 
corresponding Y(III) complexes and their affinity is arranged in the same order as for 
strongly basic polystyrene anion exchangers. 

Assuming that the complexes 1:1 are formed, the anion exchange reaction can be written as: 

RCH3COO + Ln(cdta)- ⇄ RLn(cdta) + CH3COO- 

The obtained data indicate that the strongly basic, polyacrylate, gel anion exchanger 
Amberlite IRA 458 is more effective in purification of Y(III) from Nd(III) in comparison with 
the strongly basic, macroporous anion exchanger Amberlite IRA 958. 

It was shown that the weakly basic polyacrylate gel anion exchanger Amberlite IRA 68 is 
more effective than the strongly basic, gel anion exchangers of polyacrylate and polystyrene 
types (Fig. 16). On 1 dm3 of this anion exchanger it is possible to obtain about 90 g Y2O3 in 
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which the Nd2O3 content was reduced from 0.35% to below 0.005% and about 81 g Y2O3 in 
which the Sm2O3 content was reduced from 0.36% to below 0.015%. Therefore,  polyacrylate 
anion exchangers with respect to their applicability in purification of Y(III) from Nd(III) and 
Sm(III) complexes with CDTA can be arranged as follows: weakly basic, gel > strongly basic, 
gel > strongly basic, macroporous (Hubicka & Kołodyńska, 2003; Hubicka & Kołodyńska, 
2004).  

The analogous results were obtained using the monodisperse anion exchangers Lewatit 
MonoPlus M 500, Lewatit  MonoPlus M 600, Lewatit MonoPlus MP 500, Lewatit MonoPlus 
MP 64 and the heterodisperse anion exchanger Lewatit MP 62 (Hubicka & Kołodyńska, 
2008). The data indicate that Lewatit MonoPlus M 500 (type 1) in the acetate form is more 
effective in purification of Y(III) from Nd(III) and Y(III) from Sm(III) in comparison with 
Lewatit MonoPlus M 600 (type 2). 

 
Figure 16. Separation of Y(III) from Sm(III) (0.36%) and Y(III) from Nd(III) (0.35%) on Amberlite IRA 
458, Amberlite IRA 68, Amberlite IRA 958 and Dowex 2x8 in the CDTA form (1 dm3 of anion exchanger 
in the Cl- form, Ln(III):CDTA=1:1, pH 4.8, 1.5g Ln2O3/dm3). 

On 1 dm3 of this anion exchanger, it is possible to obtain approximately 79 g Y2O3 in which 
the Nd2O3 content was reduced from 0.35% to below 0.005% and approximately 70 g Y2O3 in 
which the Sm2O3 content was reduced from 0.35% to below 0.015% (data not presented). It 
was also shown that purification of Y(III) from Nd(III) in the system with CDTA on the 
polystyrene anion exchangers is less effective than in the system with EDTA (Hubicka & 
Kołodyńska, 2007). Smaller differentiation in affinity of the [Ln(cdta)]- complexes than the 
[Ln(edta)]– complexes on anion exchangers can be justified by larger ‘flexibility’ of EDTA 
compared with the ‘rigidity’ structure of CDTA.  

Ion exchange reactions proceed not only in the aqueous system but also in the non-aqueous 
solvents such as alcohols, ketones, glycols, etc. as well as in the mixed systems, e.g. water-
alcohol, water-ketone, etc. Application of non-aqueous and mixed solvents in the anion 
exchange of metal complexes has increased considerably by a number of possible 
separations. In most cases the distribution coefficients of metal complexes in mixed media 
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like water-alcohol, water-acetone etc. are larger than those in pure water solutions (Moody 
& Thomas, 1968; Marcus, 1983). Therefore, using an unusual order of affinity series of anion 
lanthanide complexes with EDTA of Ln(edta)- type for the strongly basic anion exchanger in 
the H2edta2- form (Dybczyński, 1964; Dybczyński, 1970): Sm(III) > Eu(III) > Gd(III) > Nd(III) 
> Pr(III) > Tb(III) > Ce(III) > Dy(III) > La(III) > Ho(III) > Y(III) > Er(III) > Sc(III) > Tm(III) > 
Yb(III) > Lu(III) and higher affinity of the [Nd(edta)]- complexes than that of [Y(edta)]- 
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of acetone to the system increases effectiveness of separation process compared to the 
aqueous solutions. 

Moreover the analogous studies were carried out for the IDA complexing agent. The data 
obtained indicate that Lewatit MonoPlus M 500 and Lewatit MonoPlus M 600 in the acetate 
form in aqueous solutions are the most effective in separation of the [Sm(ida)2]—[Ho(ida)2]- 
pair (Fig.18).  

 
Figure 18. Fig. 18. Separation of Sm(III) from Ho(III) (0.35%), Y(III) from Ho(III) (0.36%) and Y(III) from 
Er(III) (0.35%) on Lewatit MonoPlus M 500 in the H2O-20 % (v/v) CH3OH (1 dm3 of anion exchanger in 
the Cl- form, Ln(III):IDA=1:1, pH 5.0, 1.5g Ln2O3/dm3). 

Taking into account the effect of types of functional groups -N+(CH3)3 (Lewatit MonoPlus M 
500) and -N+(CH3)2C2H4OH (Lewatit MonoPlus M 600) on the results of separation of rare 
earth element(III) complexes with IDA both for the Sm(III)-Ho(III) and Y(III)-Ho(III) pairs, 
the anion exchanger Lewatit MonoPlus M 500 (type 1) of slightly larger basicity of the 
functional group compared with the anion exchanger Lewatit MonoPlus M 600 (type 2). 
However, the addition of 10% (v/v) or 20% (v/v) methanol proved to be disadvantageous 
both for Lewatit MonoPlus M 500 and Lewatit MonoPlus M 600. 

Due to the fact that the addition of polar solvent improves the efficiency of the separation of 
rare earth elements(III) only for the selected complexing agents, the possibility of selective 
separation of nitrate complexes of rare earth elements(III) in a polar organic solvent-H2O-
HNO3 by the frontal analysis was also examined in the case of the absence of complexing 
agents. In the studies the following parameters were taken into account: type of the 
functional groups, type of the anion exchanger skeleton, the degree of cross linking, porosity 
and grain size as well as the effect of type and concentration of polar organic solvent, the 
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90% v/v CH3OH-10% v/v 7M HNO3 – Wofatit SBWx4% 

Nd(III) > Pr(III) > Sm(III) > Ce(III) > La(III) > Eu(III) > Gd(III) > Tb(III) > Y(III) > Dy(III) > 
Tm(III)  Ho(III)  Er(III) > Yb(III), 

90% v/v CH3OH-10% v/v 7M HNO3 – Wofatit SBKx7% 

Pr(III)  Nd(III) > La(III) > Sm(III) > Eu(III) > Gd(III) > Tb(III) > Dy(III)  Ho(III) = Er(IIII) = 
Tm(III) = Yb(III) > Y(III), 

90% v/v C2H5OH-10% v/v 7M HNO3 – Wofatit SBWx4% 

Nd(III) > La(III)  Pr(III) > Sm(III) > Eu(III) > Gd(III) > Tb(III) > Dy(III) > Ho(III)  Er(III) > 
Yb(III)  Y(III)  Tm(III),  

90% v/v C2H5OH-10% v/v 7M HNO3 – Wofatit SBKx7% 

Yb(III)  La(III)  Y(III) = Pr(III) =  Nd(III) = Tb(III) = Er(III)   Eu(III) = Dy(III) = Ho(III)  
Sm(III) = Gd(III) = Tm(III), 

90% v/v CH3COCH3-10% v/v 7M HNO3 – Wofatit SBWx4% 

Nd(III) > La(III)  Pr(III) > Sm(III) > Eu(III) > Gd(III) > Tb(III) > Er(III) > Dy(III) > Ho(III) = 
Y(III)  Tm(III) > Yb(III), 

90% v/v CH3COCH3-10% v/v 7M HNO3 – Wofatit SBKWx7% 

Nd(III) > La(III)  Pr(III) > Sm(III) > Eu(III) > Gd(III) > Tb(III) > Dy(III) > Ho(III)  Er(III) > 
Yb(III)  Y(III)  Tm(III),  

it was found that the distribution coefficients have the largest values in the CH3OH system.  

The differences in affinity of rare earth(III) elements nitrate complexes for anion exchangers 
in individual systems, for example Y(III)-Nd(III), Sm(III)-Nd(III), are probably due to a 
different structure of complexes (degree of their solvation)  or different stability or kinetics 
of their formation in the anion exchanger phase. Probably in the resin phase the [Nd(NO3)5]2- 
complexes are formed, whereas Y(III) forms the complexes of [Y(NO3)4]- (Korkish, 1968). It 
was also found that macroporous anion exchangers give better separation results whereas 
using strongly basic anion exchangers with the pyridine functional group Permutit SK the 
obtained results were worse. The analogous situation was in the case of Amberlite IRA 938 
and Wofatit SBWx2% (Hubicki et al. 1996; Hubicki and Olszak, 1998a; Hubicki and Olszak, 
1998b; Hubicki and Olszak, 1998c; Hubicki and Olszak, 1998d; Hubicki and Olszak, 1998e).  

Additionally, it should be emphasized that these non-typical affinity series give the 
opportunity to obtain ion exchange separation of rare earth elements. Very interesting is the 
position of Y(III) in the obtained affinity series on Wofatit SBKx7%in the 90% v/v CH3OH-
10% v/v 7M HNO3 system (Hubicki and Olszak, 1994; Hubicki et al. 1995). As follows from 
the theory of yttrium(III) migration in the lanthanide series, it behaves like 
pseudolanthanide(III) when the central ion-ligand bonding in the complex is covalently 
shortened and behaves like heavy lanthanides(III) when this bonding is of ionic character. In 
the studied system yttrium(III) behaves like heavy lanthanide(III).  
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Noteworthy are also the results of treatment of macro quantities of yttrium(III) from 
neodymium(III) in the 90% v/v CH3OH–10% v/v 7 M HNO3 system on the strongly basic 
anion exchanger Wofatit SBW with the degree of cross linking 4 and 6% DVB. On this anion 
exchanger, the effect of nitric(V) acid concentration in the 90% v/v CH3OH–10% v/v 0.1-9 M 
HNO3 system as well as the effect of the addition of ammonium nitrate(V) in the 90% v/v 
CH3OH–10% v/v 0,1 M HNO3 –1-5 M NH4NO3 system were also studied (Fig.19).  

 

 
Figure 19. Mass (Dg) and volume (Dv) distribution coefficients as well as the number of the theoretical 
plates (N) of  Wofatit SBWx6% in the dependence of HNO3 concentration (0.1-9.0 M). 

It was shown that with the increasing concentration of nitric(V) acid, the efficiency of 
sorption and separation of nitrate complexes of rare earth elements(III) initially increases in 
the systems 7-8 M HNO3–CH3OH, 3 M HNO3–C2H5OH and 7 M HNO3–CH3COCH3 and 
then decreases. The results of the effect of HNO3 concentration on the efficiency of the 
purification process of Y(III) from Nd (III) (<0.001%Nd2O3) on the anion exchanger Wofatit 
SBWx4 with a varyingdegree of the cross linking is shown in Fig.20a. The analogous results 
obtained for the Sm(III)-Nd(III) pair are shown in Fig. 20b. 

The type of skeleton of the used ion exchanger is also an important parameter. For the 
polyacrylate anion exchangers Amberlite IRA 458, Amberlite IRA 958 and Purolite A 850 the 
efficiency of the sorption process is low. Mass of the purified yttrium oxide(III) 
(<0.001%Nd2O3) was equal to 0.18 kg/dm3 for Amberlite IRA 458; 0.26 kg/dm3 for Amberlite 
IRA 958 and 0.09 kg/dm3 for Purolite A 850. The anion exchanger Amberlite IRA 68 proved 
to be completely useless. However, the best results were obtained on the strongly basic 
anion exchangers of type 1. For example, using Lewatit MP 5080 with the macroporous 25 
skeleton structure there was achieved 1.9 kg Y2O3/dm3 (<0.001%Nd2O3) in the methanol 
system while in the acetone system 2.3 kg Y2O3/dm3 (<0.001%Nd2O3) (Fig.21). 
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Figure 20. a-b. Effect of the HNO3 concentration on the effectiveness of Y(III) from Nd(III) separation 
(<0.001%Nd2O3) on Wofatit SBWx4 (a) and Sm(III) from Nd(III) (<0.001%Nd2O3) on Wofatit SBWx6 (b) 
at different HNO3 concentrations in the methanol and acetone systems. 

 
Figure 21. Separation of  Y(III) fromNd(III) (<0.001%Nd2O3) on Lewatit MP 5080 in the 90% v/v 
CH3OH–10% v/v 7 M HNO3 and 90% v/v CH3COCH3–10% v/v 7 M HNO3 systems. 

Good results were also obtained on Zerolit FF IP 2-3%, Zerolit 3-5% FF IP and Wofatit 
SBWx6%. In in the case of Zerolit FF IP 7-9% more than two fold decrease of the efficiency of 
purification process of Y(III) from Nd(III) was obtained (Hubicki et a. 1994). 

The influence of cross linking degree on the effectiveness of separation of Y(III)-Nd (III) pair 
was also studied. For the ion exchanger Dowex it increases from 2% to 6% DVB and then 
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IP the highest sorption capacities were obtained at the degree of cross linking equal to 2-3%, 
which may be associated with the sieve effect (Hubicki & Olszak, 1996; Hubicki, et al. 1996). 
In comparison with the separation of yttrium(III) from neodymium(III) the effects of the 
purification process of samarium(III) from neodymium(III) are much lower. This is due to a 
smaller difference between the distribution coefficients of Sm(III)-Nd(III) in comparison 
with the Y(III)-Nd(III) pair. Taking into account the effectiveness of this sorption process gel 
and macroporous anion exchangers can be arranged as follows: in the Ln(NO3)3–90% v/v 
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CH3OH–10% 7 M HNO3 system: Lewatit MP 5080 (0.26 kg/dm3) > Wofatit SBWx6% (0.16 
kg/dm3) >  Dowex 1x4 (0.11 kg/dm3) > Wofatit SBKx7% (0.07 kg/dm3) > Wofatit SBWx7% 
(0.04 kg/dm3) > Dowex 1x8 (0.031 kg/dm3) > Dowex 1x2 (0.03 kg/dm3) > Wofatit SBWx4% 
(0.02 kg/dm3) > Dowex 1x10 (0.01 kg/dm3) > Dowex 1x1  (0.009 kg/dm3) (Hubicki & Olszak, 
2000a; Hubicki & Olszak, 2001). The strongly basic anion exchanger Lewatit MP 5080 proved 
to be the most effective (Hubicki & Olszak, 2001).  Depending on the separation system the 
obtained results are in the range from 0.26 to 0.24 kg of Sm2O3 (0.001 % Nd2O3) on 1 dm3 of 
the ion exchanger. The smaller results were obtained on Wofat SBWx6 - 0.18 kg Sm2O3 
(0.001% Nd2O3)/dm3). Much smaller yield of Sm(III) from Nd(III) purification compared 
with that of Y(III) from Nd(III) is caused by a smaller difference between the distribution 
coefficients of Sm(III)-Nd(III) compared with Y(III)-Nd(III). Different affinities of 
neodymium(III) and samarium(III) nitrate complexes in the systems Ln(NO3)3–90% v/v 
CH3OH–10% 1 M or 7 M HNO3 as well as in Ln(NO3)3–90% v/v CH3COCH3–10% 1 M or 7 M 
HNO3 are probably caused by the formation of neodymium nitrate complexes with a higher 
negative charge, e.g. [Nd(NO3)5]2- than that of samarium(III) complexes , e.g. [Sm(NO3)4]-) or 
by their different structures (possibly by the differences in the degree of solvation) and the 
kinetics of formation of neodymium(III) and samarium(III) anionic nitrate complexes 
(Hubicki, et al. 1996; Hubicki and Olszak, 2000a; Hubicki and Olszak, 2000b; Hubicki and 
Olszak, 2001; Hubicki and Olszak, 2002).  

 
Figure 22. a-c. Separation of Y(III) from Nd(III) (<0.001%Nd2O3) on Dowex 1 (a), Zerolit FF IP (b) and 
Wofatit SBW (c) with different cross linking in the methanol and acetone systems. 
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Determination which of the used organic solvents possesses the best sorption properties is 
not possible.  

However, it should be noted that using 1-propanol and 2-propanol the efficiency of the 
separation process is lower than for methanol and acetone (data not presented). It was also 
shown that for dimethylosulphoxide (DMF) in a 90% v/v DMF-10% v/v 7 M HNO3 system 
separation does not occur. 

In industrial processes of ion exchange separation of rare earth elements(III) on cation 
exchangers using aminopolycarboxylic acids or hydroxyacids as eluents, the concentration 
of lanthanides(III) in the eluate rarely exceeds a few grams per liter. In the present study, the 
effect of concentration of rare earth elements(III) on the efficiency of Y(III)-Nd(III) pair 
separation in the macro-micro component was investigated. It was found that in the 
methanol and ethanol systems the increase in the concentration of purified yttrium(III) to 50 
g Ln2O3/dm3 practically does not affect the efficiency of the process. However, further 
increase of Ln2O3 concentration decreases the efficiency of the ion exchange column. Very 
good results were obtained at a concentration of 50 g Ln2O3/dm3 in the acetone system. 

The effect of the percentage concentration of Nd(III) on the effectiveness of the separation 
process was also examined. Both, in the case of yttrium(III) and samarium(III) separation at 
0.1% of neodymium(III) content the effectiveness of the process is much better.  

The sorption of nitrate(V) complexes of rare earth elements(III) is also dependent not only 
on the type of solvent used but also on its concentration in the mixture. This fact was 
confirmed by the results of the separation of yttrium(III) from neodymium(III). The addition 
of an organic solvent such as methanol or acetone (with a lower polarity and dielectric 
constant than water) generally reduces the degree of dissociation of rare earth elements(III) 
and increases their tendency to form ion complexes. At the same time the distribution 
coefficients of lanthanides(III) on anion exchangers are also changed. 

It should be mentioned that the anion exchangers can be regenerated with water in the 
amount of 2–4 bed volumes after the purification process of rare earth elements. The relatively 
high yield of rare earth elements purification, the low costs and the simple and cheap 
regeneration of the anion exchanger bed when the purification process is over, as well as the 
possibility of methanol recovery from the eluate by using the distillation method suggest the 
possibility of using this process in technologies for high purity rare earth production. 

13. Conclusions 
Rare earth elements(III) are extremely important for the development of economy and 
technology. Among others, they are used for the production of electronic equipment, in 
automotive, aerospace, missile, military industries and even in medical diagnostics. 

Atypical affinity series create new possibilities of ion exchange separation of rare earth 
elements(III) which is very significant from a practical point of view. The results of rare 
earth elements nitrate complexes separation in the micro-macro component system as well 
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as in the presence of aminopolycarboxylic acids and organic solvents can be successfully 
applied in production of rare earth elements(III), particularly yttrium(III), ytterbium(III), 
samarium(III) and lanthanum(III) of a large purity degree. It is worth mentioning that 
regeneration of anion exchangers in these systems is very economical using distilled water 
as a regenerating factor. 
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1. Introduction 

The phenomenon of ion exchange in glasses in the practical application has been known 
since the Middle Ages when it was used for coloring glass. However, the application of this 
phenomenon for the production of changes in the glass refraction associates with the 
waveguide technology. The development of this technology has started in the second half of 
the 20th century and was dictated by the huge potential of the optical transmission of 
information in comparison to its classical form that uses the transmission of electrical signals 
through wired links. The optical transmission, in turn, uses dielectric fibers, known as 
waveguides. The materials that since the beginning have been used for producing the fiber 
waveguides are oxide glasses. However, their attenuation in this study period were of about 
1000 dB/km. In 1966 K.C. Kao and G.A. Hockman in their work [1] indicated the possibility 
of using for the near-infrared transmission a specially treated glass, devoid of impurities in 
the form of ions of iron, cobalt and copper, which are the main cause of the absorption of the 
energy in the propagating wave.  

In 1972, Corning Glass company has developed a technology of the production of preforms 
for extracting the optical fibers, whose attenuation was approximately 4 dB/km, using the 
technology of production of synthetic silica in the high temperature hydrolysis of silicon 
chloride, occurring in the presence of oxygen with admixtures of chlorides of boron, 
phosphorus and germanium (CVD technology - Chemical Vapor phase Deposition). In addition 
to the development of material technologies designed for the production of low-loss fiber 
waveguides, the research has begun on the production of passive waveguide structures on 
flat substrates made of oxide glasses of small size (area of a few to several cm2), which, by 
definition, were not designed for the long-distance transmission of optical signals. 
Therefore, the requirements for the purity of ingredients (from which the glasses used as 
substrates were produced) have become less important. The method, by which such 
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waveguide structures has started to be produced in glass, is called (from the physical 
phenomenon, which is its foundation) the ion exchange method [2,3]. This phenomenon is 
based on the mechanism of glass ionic conductivity [4], allowing in a sufficiently high 
temperature the substitution of natural components (called modifiers), by inserting, in the 
due process, the so-called admixture ions. In the result of their different properties, such as 
electric polarizability and ionic radius, the admixture ions introduced into the glass locally 
alter its optical properties (refractive index). Due to the diffusive nature of the ion exchange 
phenomenon and the fact that the admixture is introduced into glass by its surface, thus 
resulting waveguide structures are localized in the superficial area of glass substrate (planar 
structures), and the change in the glass refractive index has the gradient character. 

The first waveguide structures were prepared by the ion exchange method in the early 
seventies of the last century [5-7]. The advantages of this method include first of all: the ease 
of implementation of the basic technological processes (a highly specialized technological 
apparatus is not required here), low production costs associated with the possibility of using 
commercially available glass as substrates and relatively cheap materials as a source of 
admixture, very good repeatability of obtained elements, a very good time stability, low 
attenuation (<0.1 dB/cm), as well as good compatibility - in terms of producing changes in 
the refractive index - with the fiber waveguides used in telecommunications.  

2. Ion exchange in glass phenomenon 

The ion exchange in glass phenomenon is initiated in the phase boundary: glass - liquid 
admixture source. The system with a liquid source of admixture is the most common in the 
literature and its attractiveness is due to the main advantage: the simplicity of implementing 
such processes. In this case, subject to adequate conditions of the process realization, an 
unlimited source efficiency can be assumed in its theoretical description. For these reasons, 
the description of the ion exchange phenomena has been limited only to liquid phases of 
admixture sources. 

The assumption of the binarity of the ion exchange process’ character made in its 
description is rather a simplification. This postulate is commonly found in the literature [2,8-
11] and as the only one is acceptable for the examination of the effects of this phenomenon 
by optical methods only. In the next part, for the description of the ion exchange 
phenomenon, the following designations has been adopted: (A) for the admixture ions and 
(B) for the modifier ions.  

When discussing the ion exchange phenomenon in glass, which is realized through the 
contact of glass with liquid admixture at sufficiently high temperatures, the main aspects 
should be specified (Fig.1). These are:  

 determination of the balance of ion exchange process in the phase boundary: glass-
admixture source. The consequence of this balance is the relationship between the 
concentration of the admixture in the cAs source phase and the admixture concentration 
in the superficial area of glass cmax,  
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 time dependence cmax(t) in achieving the equilibrium value, 
 phenomenon of transport of ions in the glass phase resulting from its structure, whose 

effect is the migration of admixture into the glass - a model description of this process,  
 relationship between the concentration of admixture introduced into the glass cA(x) and 

the local change of the refractive index of glass n(x).  

 
Figure 1. The main aspects of the ion exchange phenomenon in glass 

The ion exchange phenomenon in the superficial area of glass, which is in contact with a 
source of admixture, can be described as a reaction in which the substrates are: in the source 
of ions A in the admixture source and ions B in the glass, and products are, respectively: 
ions A in the glass and ions B in the phase of the source. Thermodynamic equilibrium state 
of the exchange process at the phase boundary: glass - liquid source of admixture is then 
described by constant K [11,12]:  

 A B

A B

a a
K

a a





  (1)  

In the equation above Aa  and Aa  mean the thermodynamic activities of ions A, 
respectively: the glass phase and the source phase, likewise: Ba and Ba are the 
thermodynamic activities of ions B in the glass phase and the source phase.  

Knowledge of the quantitative determination of the equilibrium in the ion exchange process 
at the phase boundary: liquid admixture source - glass, is essential for the theoretical 
description of the formation of spatial distribution of admixture introduced into the glass in 
the exchange process. The determination of constant equilibrium (at a given temperature of 
exchange process) for a particular glass-admixture system therefore requires the 
experimental determination of the relationship between the molar fraction of admixture ions 
in the liquid phase of source and its molar fraction providing at the glass surface.  
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In equation (1) the ratio of activities of exchanged ions in the glass phase can be expressed 
with the Rothmund - Kornfeld relationship [12,13]:  

 
η
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a N
,

a N
 

   
 

  (2) 

where: iN  – means the molar fraction of ions in the glass phase (i = A, B) and  is expressed 
by the interaction energy of ions in the glass WA-B : 

 A BW
η 1 ,

RT
    (3) 

where: R – universal gas constant, T – temperature. 

In turn, the activities ratio of exchanged ions in the liquid phase of the source is given by 
their mole fractions Ni and activity coefficients i :  
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After taking into account (2) and (4) in (1), we obtain: 
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The equation above takes into account the relationship: 
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in which QA-B is the energy of interaction of ions in the source phase. 

The knowledge of QA-B for the systems of liquid mixtures used as the admixture source 
allows on the basis of (5) to calculate the parameters  and K. The process of establishing the 
maximum concentration of admixture cAmax introduced into the superficial area of glass will 
be characterized by a time constant –d. This should be considered in cases of carrying short-
term exchange processes. 

Glasses, which are used as the substrate of gradient waveguide structures, are, in the vast 
majority, the oxide glasses. The possibility of the realization of ion exchange phenomenon in 
glass is a consequence of its structure. There are many theories about the concept of this 
structure, among which one of the basic is Zachariasen theory [14] experimentally verified 
in studies of Warren [15]. It allows a pretty good description of the additive properties of 
glass, due to its composition. Based on this theory the mechanism of ion transport in glass 
can be explained, which is the basis of the ion exchange phenomenon [4]. This theory 
highlights the notion of a structural skeleton - called the glass network – which has features 
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of low-range ordering. The elementary unit of this structure (in the case of silicate glasses) 
are the coordination polyhedra in the shape of tetrahedra that are connected by corners. In 
the vertices of this tetrahedron there are the anions O2- surrouding the cation Si4+ which is 
located in the middle.  

The rules under which a merger of elementary cells occurs are determined by the conditions 
of Zachariasen vitrification [14]: 

 each oxygen anion O2- is directly related to only two cations, 
 the cation coordination number should be 3 or 4 at most, 
 the coordination polyhedra connect to the neighbors only with corners, not edges or 

walls, 
 at least three corners of each coordination polyhedron may be included in the other 

polyhedra 

.  

Figure 2. Possible energy positions of ion Na+ in glass structure as well as changes of the orientational 
polarization of the structure due to its hopping (by [4]) 

In the multicomponent oxide glasses in addition to the glass network there are also so-called 
modifiers, which are alkali metal ions, whose presence in the glass is required by giving it 
the appropriate physicochemical properties. When the sodium oxide (Na2O), for example, is 
introduced into the structure of glass in its melting process, the network connections in the 
emerging structure are reduced due to excess oxygen. So then the non-bridging oxygen 
arise. The most likely places for sodium in the structure of the glass are around non-
bridging oxygen, which have uncompensated negative charge (Figure 2). For alkali ions, it is 
possible to address more than one energetically equivalent position near the non-bridging 
oxygen. However, a suitable location for sodium ions is determined not only by the same 
oxygen bridges, but also throughout their environment - giving in the final effect a system 
with the lowest possible energy [4]. These fragments of glass network, surrounded by the 
trapping energy ions of modifiers that can fluctuate within a structural unit as a result of 
thermal induction, are polar elements of the glass network. In the thermally induced 
structure of glass, in addition to hopping to the local structural unit, hoppings of long range 
outside the polar unit are also more likely to appear. This is accompanied by dissociation of 
the polar unit, and the modifier ion migrates inside the glass network. Non-bridging oxygen 
ion remains fixed in the glass network, making a vacancy in it. The directions of migration 
of mobile modifier depends on the local environment of polar units. Each of them is able to 
intercept mobile cations after the dissociation. Since the structural units in glass forming its 
glass network don’t create an arrangement of long range, so a random network of the most 
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probable directions of hopping arises. Those hoppings create (on a microscopic scale) the 
system of paths shown in Fig 3.  

 
Figure 3. 2-D fragment of glass structure with marked preferential pathways of modifier ions (by [4]) 

The described ability of the modifier ions to move within the glass structure is the basis of 
the mechanism of glass ionic conductivity. In turn, this mechanism enables the ion 
exchange, which takes place in case of introducing other types of modifier ions (admixture) 
into the glass.  

The appearance of admixture ions in the superficial area of glass creates the opposite 
directed concentration gradients of both: admixture ions and modifiers. Consequently, in 
the glass there are two divergent streams of ions: a stream of admixture ions directed into 
the glass and a stream of modifier ions directed to the glass surface.  

Association of the diffusion coefficient D with the electrical conductivity  or mobility  of 
exchanged ions in the crystal structures is described by the Nernst-Einstein equation: 

 σ 2
kTμkTσD ,

qcq
     (7) 

where: c and q – are respectively: concentration and charge of diffusing ions, k is the 
Boltzmann constant, T - is the absolute temperature. 

The relationship between the diffusion coefficient D and the diffusion coefficient D* , which 
is set by the tracer diffusion method, is determined by the correlation coefficient f, which, in 
the case of vacancy diffusion mechanism of ions in the three-dimensional glass network, is 
equal to the Haven ratio H [11.16]:  
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So for the description of the two-component ion exchange process in glass the relationship 
between self-diffusion coefficients and electrical mobilities of both types of exchanged ions 
take the form:  
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The final effect of the ion exchange process in glass, which has practical application in the 
manufacture of optical structures, is the change of the refractive index within its admixture 
area. Local changes in the refractive index of glass, which are the effect of the ion exchange, 
are the result of the differences in their electric polarizability and ionic radii. 

According to the principle of additivity [9,17,18] refraction index of oxide glass consisting of 
a metal oxide MmOn can be represented as:  
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where: R0, V0 – are respectively: the refraction and the molar volume of oxide atoms 
constituting the glass, Ni – molar fraction of i-th component in the composition of the glass, 
ai, bi, C – empirical coefficients. 

The ion exchange process starts with the glass surface, which contacts with the admixture 
source phase. Defining the fraction of exchanged ions in glass u(x) as a function of depth 
measured from the surface of the glass, it can be written: 

      A A
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u x ,
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    (11) 

where: NA(x) – is the number of admixture ions (A), which replaced the glass ions at a depth 
x, N0 – is the number of exchangeable ions in the whole glass volume, cA(x) and c0 – are the 
concentrations corresponding to mentioned numbers of ions.  

Therefore, the refractive index after the ion exchange, according to (10), reaches a value:  
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and its increase n(x), assuming V<<V0, can be expressed as: 
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Assuming that in the contact of the glass surface with clean (undiluted) source phase all of 
the mobile ions at the glass surface (x = 0) are exchanged for admixture ions, then u(0)=1 and 
the relation occurs:  
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The linearity of the change of refractive index of the normalized concentration of admixture 
introduced into the glass u(x), expressed by equation (13), is taken as the fundamental 
relation describing the ion exchange processes [9,10].  

In the cases of diluted admixture sources, according to (11), the normalized concentration of 
ions introduced at the glass surface takes values u(0)<1. 

3. Technological processes of producing ion exchange in glass 

As mentioned before, the ion exchange phenomenon in glass substrates occurs as a result of 
introduction of foreign admixture ions into the glass. The used admixtures are alkaline 
metal ions: lithium [19], potassium [20-29], rubidium [30], cesium [31], and ions of heavier 
elements: copper [32,33], silver [6,34-43 ] and thallium [7.44]. The most common sources of 
these admixtures are molten nitrates. They are characterized by relatively low temperatures 
of the extent of their liquid state (Table 2.1). This is important for the ion exchange processes 
in oxide glasses, for which the limitation is the transition temperature Tg [45]. Among the 
admixture ions listed in Table 2.1 the largest changes of the refractive index ns are achieved 
when using thallium ions. However, due to the high toxicity of its compounds, it is not 
widely used. The second, in turn, in terms of the size of obtained changes in the refractive 
index, is silver ion (Ag+). It is often used because of the possibility of controlling the 
refractive index change by using matched solutions of silver nitrate AgNO3 in sodium nitrate 
NaNO3 as its sources.  

ion source Tmin (C) Tmax (C) ns 
Li+ LiNO3 261 600 0.012 
Na+ NaNO3 307 380 - 
K+ KNO3 334 410 0.01 
Rb+ RbNO3 310 370 0.015-0.02 
Cs+ CsNO3 414 510 0.04 
Ag+ AgNO3 212 444 0.1 
Tl+ TlNO3 206 430 0.1-0.2 

Table 1. Sources of admixture in the form of nitrates used in the ion exchange 

In [42] the applicability of such solutions with mole fractions of silver nitrate contained in 
the interval: 2,4810-4510-2 was presented. For such obtained admixture sources the 
refractive index changes at the surface of the waveguide in the terms of: 0.01ns0.09. The 
temperatures of ion exchange processes, with the use of these solutions, ranged from 315C 
to 375C. Other mixtures of nitrates, enabling a lower temperature processes, are also used. 
The [46] presents results of research into the possibilities of low-temperature admixture 
sources based on the nitrates of potassium and silver. The mixtures of KNO3:AgNO3 (50:50% 
mol) in the temperature range of 160270C were used. For those nitrates the eutectic 
mixture (62% mol AgNO3) has a melting point of 131C. Also in this work there are examples 
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of the use of mixtures of KNO3:NaNO3 (50:50% mol), with a melting point of 220C. For the 
latter mixtures the additives 0.0010.05% mol AgNO3 were also used changing the operating 
temperature of the source of the 230375C. It also shows the possibility of using the eutectic 
mixture of AgNO3:TlNO3 (48% mol TlNO3), whose melting point is 82.5C. 

3.1. Processes of the preliminary thermal diffusion 

The construction of the stand used for the thermal diffusion processes is shown in Fig.4a. It 
is an electric furnace. The molten salt is in the melting pot (crucible) with a glazed ceramic 
surface. The glass substrate is placed into a glass holder, at the same time fulfilling the role 
of the mixer (Fig.4b). This handle makes it easy to enter the plate into the crucible. Before 
each immersion of the substrate into the molten salt it is held over its surface for some time 
in order to equalize their temperatures. The connection of the tube holder with the pump 
generating pulsating pressure changes causes oscillating movements of molten salt in the 
holder, causing, as a result, mixing of the entire melted contents of the crucible. This way of 
implementation of the process ensures thermal and molar concentrations homogeneity of 
liquid admixture source. This is important during the long process of diffusion, because in 
no-mixed salt at the glass surface a layer with the poor admixture ions can be formed. A 
waveguide produced in such conditions would have a lowered refraction index at the glass 
surface. The element monitoring the temperature is a thermocouple placed in a silica glass 
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Figure 4. a) Cross section of the stands for the diffusion processes b) glass holder 
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3.2. Electrodiffusion processes 

These are the most technologically advanced processes of glass doping in the case of the 
liquid sources of admixture usage. However, they give a lot of opportunities to influence the 
final form of the function describing the distribution of the refractive index profile in the 
produced waveguide structure. Scheme of the stand [47] is presented in Fig.5a. Molten salt, 
which is a source of admixture introduced into the glass, is located in the two vessels placed 
inside the furnace. Salt temperature is controlled with a thermocouple. An essential part of a 
stand is a system of two symmetric, aluminum crucibles (Fig.5b) between which a glass 
substrate is clenched. The proposed construction of two independent crucibles enables the 
electrodiffusion processes, where it is possible to change the polarization direction of the 
electric field. The seal between the glass and the two crucibles is achieved by using silicone 
paste resistant to temperatures up to 350C. Both crucibles are mounted on a special holder 
which allows them a precise introduction into the furnace. Crucibles are attached to the 
tubes of silica glass. They are used for suction of the molten salt into the crucibles, using 
negative pressure generated by a vacuum pump. Each crucible is also connected to the lead 
supplying voltage from the power supply. Also the temperature of the crucible is monitored 
by thermocouples. Installation of the substrates between the crucibles is made outside the 
furnace. Special shackles enable quick disconnection of crucibles and removal of the 
substrate after the process. After entering the crucibles into the furnace chamber the glass 
substrate does not come into a contact with the molten salt until they reach the same 
temperature (which has a molten salt). The molten salt is then sucked with the vacuum 
pump into both crucibles. In this way on both sides of the glass substrate there is molten 
salt, which is a liquid source of admixture.  

 
Figure 5. a) Cross section of the stand for the electrodiffusion processes  b) the crucibles 
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The inclusion of appropriate polarization of crucibles enables conducting of the 
electrodiffusion process, during which both the direction of polarization and the value of 
voltage applied to the crucibles can be freely changed. During the process a current value 
flowing through the glass substrate is being recorded. To prevent a situation in which the 
molten salt could be sucked by the pump outside the chamber of the furnace, on the glass 
tubes between the two crucibles with a vacuum pump the special contacts are placed, which 
are capable of inspecting the level of molten salt in both crucibles. After completion of the 
process the vacuum pump is switched off and the molten salt returns to the vessels inside 
the furnace, and both crucibles are immediately lifted and discharged outside of the furnace. 
They are then separated and the glass substrate is released. With the applied solutions the 
release time of the plate does not exceed 1 minute.  

3.3. Heating processes 

Spatial distributions of admixture introduced into the glass, in the preliminary diffusion or 
the electrodiffusion, may be a subject of further modification. The process which is relatively 
easiest to use is called here the heating process. This is achieved as a secondary process, in 
relation to pre-doped glass. During the heating the glass is located in the furnace without 
any contact with the source of admixture. 

 
Figure 6. a) The stand cross section for heating processes b) the stage with a thermocouple 

Then is a redistribution of the existing concentration of admixture in the glass occurs. The 
maximum value of the concentration at the glass surface is reduced while expanding its 
reach into the glass. During the heating of glass in which the waveguide is produced, it is 
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desirable to maintain the process temperature at a given level. Then the final result of the 
heating will depend only on its duration. However, during the implementation of the 
heating process, when placing a heated structure into the furnace, a disturbance of the 
temperature is inevitable. The scale of this phenomenon obviously depends on the thermal 
inertia of the furnace. During the heating the glass substrate eventually reaches the 
maximum temperature corresponding to the conditions of the process. At this time, the 
diffusion processes are already taking place. In contrast to the initial diffusion, there is no 
possibility of early matching the temperature of the heated sample to the temperature of the 
furnace. The Fig.6a shows the stand used for the heating process. Its main part is the capsule 
made of aluminum alloy, which is placed into the furnace. It has a cover that closes it over 
the top. Inside there is a massive block (aluminum alloy), aimed at increasing the thermal 
capacity of the entire system. The thermocouple controlling the temperature is attached into 
this block. Into the cavity of the block the sample subject to the heating is inserted. This 
sample is located on a special stage (Fig.6b) to allow a quick entry and removing from the 
furnace. In order to obtain as precise control of the actual temperature of the heated sample 
as possible, there is an additional thermocouple mounted to the table.  

4. Measurements of ion exchange in glass’ effects using optical methods 

Determination of refractive index profile is a key issue in the metrology of waveguide 
structures. For the gradient waveguides produced in the glass substrates by ion exchange, 
many optical measuring methods using different phenomena directly related to the wave 
propagation in the waveguide structure have been developed. Among these methods, the 
most preferred one is the waveguide method, based on the measurements of effective 
refractive indexes of the modes [48-55]. This is a non-destructive method that provides at the 
same time the high-precision of determination of refractive index profiles. The basis of this 
method is the measurement of the synchronous angles m of the modes. Goniometric 
measurements of these angles, using a prism coupler, can be performed with very small 
uncertainties in the order of tens of seconds of arc. In terms of the effective refractive 
indexes of the modes Nm it gives the uncertainty of their determination Nm~10-4 [53,54]. 
Refractive index profiles of the tested waveguides are then reconstructed by means of 
procedures [48,49,51], based on the modal equation.  

4.1. Prism coupler 

Using a prism as an element enabling the introduction of an electromagnetic wave to a thin-
film structures is described in the work of Tien [56]. In later works of Ulrich [57] and 
Kernsten [58] there were presented the possibilities of using a prism coupler for the 
measurement of the properties of thin films. The analysis of the prism coupler work in the 
measurements of propagation characteristics of planar waveguide structures can be found 
in the papers [57-59]. In the measuring practice it is a prism having a refractive index greater 
than the refractive index at the surface of the tested waveguide. To allow it to fulfill the role 
of the measuring element, the calibration is required.  
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It involves the determination, with the greatest possible precision, of the breaking angle  
(Fig.7) and the determination of the refractive index np for the wavelength used in the 
measurements. In the case of spectral measurements it is also necessary to know the 
dispersion curve np() of the glass of the prism. When measuring with the use of the prism 
coupler the beam falling on the front wall at an angle m is refracted reaching its base which 
is bordering the waveguide at an angle m (Fig.7). This angle is bigger than the critical angle 
on the boundary: prism - the environment (air).  

In the presence of a third medium (waveguide), a phenomenon of tunneling the energy of 
the wave reflected in the prism to the area of the waveguide may occur. A necessary 
condition for the occurrence of this phenomenon is to provide a so-called optical contact 
between the prism base and the surface of the waveguide. This contact is produced right on 
the edge of the prism base with the use of a mechanical clamp (Fig.8a). Optical contact area 
is visible as a dark spot while watching to the inside of the prism in the scattered light. The 
pressure size of the prism should not be too big in order not to introduce significant stress in 
both: the prism and in the waveguide. In practice, the minimum value of the pressure is 
used, at which the realization of the measurements is still possible [57,59,60]. 

The thickness of the interspace s produced in the optical contact (Fig.7) is of the order of a 
fraction of the wavelength used in the measurements. Thus, the part of the evanescent field of 
the wave reflected from the prism base spans the area of the waveguide. It is presented in 
Fig.8b. The waves stimulated in the waveguide along the axis z through the beam illuminating 
the prism base interfere with each other. For certain angles of incidence m the interference is 
constructive in character, resulting in efficient energy transfer into the waveguide - stimulation  

 
Figure 7. The geometry of the condition of the mode stimulation using the prism coupler  

 
Figure 8. Coupling of a prism with a waveguide a), the penetration of the wave evanescent field in a 
prism to the waveguide area b), the resonant nature of the stimulation of the mode in the waveguide c) 
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of the mode (Fig.8c). This phenomenon is of a resonant character. The efficiency of energy 
tunneling into the waveguide modes, using a prism coupler, can reach a value of to tens of 
percent [57]. The coupler can also serve as an element, carrying a wave off of the waveguide. 

The angles m, for which there is a coupling, are called the synchronous angles. In Fig.9 a 
measuring system for recording these angles is shown. Still, the concept of synchronous 
angles m will be identified with the values of the angles of incidence m of the beam on the 
prism, because between these angles there is an unambiguous relationship expressed by the 
refraction index of the prism np and its breaking angle . Using the symbols of Fig.7 it can be 
easily shown that the equality holds: 

 2 2 2
p m p c m c mn sinθ sinδ n n sin n cosδ sin            (15) 

In the case of tunneling of the wave energy from the prism to the waveguide, the fulfillment 
of boundary conditions for the wave field on the bottom surface of the prism and the 
waveguide requires the equality of the wave vector components in both of them. This means 
that the z component of the wave vector in the prism is equal to the corresponding 
component of the wave vector in the waveguide. On the basis of the equation (15) the 
expression for the dependence of the effective refractive index Nm of the m-th mode from the 
synchronous angle m is achieved: 

   2 2 2
m m p c m c mN sinδ n n sin n cosδ sin ,           (16) 

where:  – breaking angle of the prism, m – synchronous angle calculated from the normal, np 
– the refraction index of the prism, nc – the refraction index of the environment (nc=1 the air). 

 
Figure 9. Scheme of a registration stand for synchronous angles of the waveguide modes 
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4.2. Procedure of refractive profile reconstruction based on the modal equation  

The measurement of the synchronous angles by goniometric method allows to determine a set 
of effective refractive indices of the own modes of the gradient waveguide or the step-index 
type. Due to the ease of the measurements made and their high accuracy, this method is used 
as a routine for determining the refractive index profiles of the examined structures. For the 
waveguides characterized by a monotonic character of the refractive index, a set of designated 
effective indices {Ni} will be able to determine the refractive index profile of the waveguide if it 
will have assigned a set of turning points {xi} of the corresponding modes. These are the 
distances xi calculated from the waveguide surface, for which the wave vector of the 
propagating wave (of i-th mode) has the only component in the direction of z (kx=0) (Fig.10).  

 
Figure 10. Determination of the turning point of the waveguide mode in the gradient waveguide of a 
monotonic profile 

Procedure for calculating of these turning points for all modes of the waveguide, using the 
modal equation, was proposed in 1976 by White and Heidrich [48]. The reconstruction of the 
refractive index profile obtained in this way is its approximation, made in the number of 
points equal to the number of own modes. Thus, the precision of reconstruction of the 
refractive index profile, on the basis of the modal equation, depends on the number of modes 
that may propagate in the waveguide. For this reason, the reconstructing procedures of the 
refractive index profile of the waveguide based on the modal equation can not be used for the 
single-mode structures. Also, in the case of the multi-mode waveguides, their application 
requires a caution in inferring on the resulting refractive index. The refractive index profiles of 
the planar waveguides, characterized by a monotonic function of changes in the refractive 
index, are created in the processes of preliminary diffusion (electrodiffusion). The maximum 
value of refractive index, reflecting the distribution of admixture introduced into the glass, is 
right on its surface. Assuming the denominations of the refractive indices: nb in the volume of 
the glass, ns at the surface of the waveguide and nc for the coating of the waveguide (Fig.11) 
and assuming the distribution of the refractive index in the glass given by a monotonic 
function n(x), it is possible to write a modal equation for the gradient waveguide, indicating 
the condition of propagation of the mode of m-th order [48]: 
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where: k0 – wave number of the electromagnetic wave in free space, xm –turning point of the 
mode of m-th order, Nm=m/k0 – effective refractive index of the mode of m-th order, m – 
propagation constant of the mode of m-th order, r=1 (TE polarization), r=(ns/nc)2 (TM 
polarization). 

 
Figure 11. A gradient waveguide with a monotonic change of the refractive index 

The White-Heidrich procedure is the simplest method that allows to specify monotonic 
profile of the planar waveguide n(x). An approximation by a function linear in segments can 
be made. From the assumption itself: the greater the number of modes that can propagate in 
waveguide is, the more accurate such approximation will be. This limits the application of 
this procedure for the multimode waveguides only. Let the desired function n(x) describing 
the distribution of the refractive index has the form (Fig.12): 
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  (18)  

for: xk-1<x<xk, where k = 0,1,2 ... M-1; M – is the number of the modes. 

Substituting expression (18) into the modal equation (17) one receives the phrase, in which 
the variable of integration occurs as a function of the square root. Then the left side of the 
equation (17) can be represented as: 
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After calculating the integrals, the m-th component can be distinguished now from the sum. 
Then a recursive expression is obtained allowing to calculate the turning points of 
individual modes: 
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Figure 12. Rys.3.6. Approximation of a refractive index profile by a function linear in segments.  

 
Figure 13. The criterion of smoothness of the reconstructed refractive index profile 
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From equation (17) it follows that to determine the turning point x0 of the zero-order mode it 
is needed to know the value of the refractive index at the surface of the waveguide  
(N-1=ns). In this method, it is not directly measured. This value is chosen here so that the 
designated points of the profile {xk ,Nk : k=-1..M-1} meet certain criteria. As a physically 
reasonable criterion the smoothness of the resulting profile is assumed, as a quality of the 
diffusion processes. As shown in Fig.13, the minimization of the sum of the areas of all 
triangles St , spread on the three adjacent vertices of the reconstructed profile, was adopted 
as the criterion.  

The Fig.14a illustrates a sample modes spectrum recorded in the measurement system of 
Fig.9. While the Fig.14b presents the refractive index profile of the waveguide calculated 
from the procedure mentioned above for the effective refractive indices resulting from the 
modes spectrum shown nearby.  

 
Figure 14. a) The recorded modes spectrum of the waveguide, b) its reconstructed refractive index 
profile. 

5. Mathematical model of binary ion exchange phenomenon 

The ion exchange processes are initiated in the glass as a result of the appearance of the 
admixture ions in its superficial area. This situation occurs when a glass of a sufficiently 
high temperature is in contact with the liquid phase of the ion source (see Part 3). Then the 
alkali ions from the liquid phase move into the glass, and mobile modifier ions leave the 
glass going into the liquid. This keeps the condition of electrical neutrality of the glass. By 
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the appearance of admixture ions at the surface of the glass, with a simultaneous decrease in 
the concentration of the modifiers, two opposite directed streams of exchanged ions arise in 
the glass, due to their concentration gradients. Due to the diffusive nature of these phenomena 
they will continue to be called diffusion processes. The ionic nature of the thermal transport 
phenomena in the glass makes it possible to stimulate it by an external electric field. These are 
called the electrodiffusion processes. These two types of processes are used for the initial 
introduction of admixture ions into the glass area. Their effect is a change of the optical 
properties of glass (change of the refractive index). This change is proportional to the local 
concentration of introduced admixture ions (Part 2). The resulting distribution of the refractive 
index in the glass area may be subject to later modifications in the so-called secondary 
processes (diffusion, electrodiffusion, heating). This is undoubtedly the biggest advantage of 
the ion exchange technology, which, despite the restriction on the values of the changes of the 
refractive index received in the glass, gives wide possibilities of modifying its distribution.  

Knowledge of the physical basis of the phenomenon of the ion exchange allows to create a 
theoretical model describing this process. It can be used to determine the kinetics of the 
exchange phenomenon for the concrete glass-admixture system.  

A model description of the exchange phenomenon is easiest to refer to the preliminary 
diffusion process, in which the technological parameters are: the temperature and its 
duration. Temperature determines the kinetics of this process, while time is only an 
integrating factor. Thus, the kinetics parameters of the ion exchange, determined on the 
basis of diffusion processes for the selected glass-admixture system, will be dependent only 
on the temperature of the process. 

The kinetics parameters of the ion exchange determined on the basis of diffusion processes 
should, by the assumed mathematical model, provide the opportunity to describe other 
cases of the ion exchange processes in the same glass-admixture system. The verification of 
the correctness of the model description of the ion exchange will be a confrontation of 
outcomes of specific processes calculated on its basis, with the measurement results of 
structures produced in the assumed conditions.  

For the ion exchange processes, carried out in the multicomponent glasses, various types of 
modifier ions from the glass can make their share. In order, therefore, to determine their 
effect on the production of change in the refractive index (see equation (10) and (12)), it is 
needed to know the weight factors of their participation in the process. Still, a two-
component model based on the ion exchange process has been adopted. For this model the 
following assumptions have been made: 

 there are only two types of ions in this process. On the part of the source, these are the 
cations of the metal introduced into the glass (ions of A type). On the part of the glass 
substrate, these are the modifier cations (ions of B type), having the lowest activation 
energy,  

 both types of ions have the same valence and diffuse by similar mechanisms, 
 for each type of ions the relationship between an individual diffusion constant Di and 

the electrochemical mobility i is given by the Einstein equation:  
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   ,  (22)  

where: e – elementary electrical charge, k – the Boltzmann constant, T – the absolute 
temperature, H – the correlation coefficient (0 H 1) [11] 

 the coupling between the streams of exchanged ions occurs only by the electrostatic forces,  
 self-diffusion coefficients of both types of exchanged ions can be a function of 

normalized concentration, given in the form [61]: 
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where: u, w – normalized concentrations of ions, respectively A and B type, T – the 
temperature on an absolute scale. 

The dependencies of the diffusion coefficients on the temperature are given by the 
Arrhenius equation: 
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where: Qi – activation energy of the ions i-type, R – universal gas constant. 

In addition, as outlined in Part 2, there is an assumption of proportionality of the changes in 
the refractive index of the glass to the concentration of introduced admixture.  

To describe the exchange processes in glass the arrangement geometry was assumed, as 
given in the Fig.15. In the glass, after the introduction of admixture (A), two streams of ions 
will occur due to their concentration gradients:  
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where: DA , DB – self-diffusion coefficients of exchanged ions (m2s-1), cA , cB – concentrations of 
ions A and B type (m-3), A , B – electrical mobility of ions A and B type (m2V-1s-1). 

 
Figure 15. The arrangement geometry 
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The vector 0E


 (Vm-1) in the equations (25) means the local electric field intensity in the glass: 

 0 e dE =E +E ,
  

  (26) 

where: eE


– external electric field (Vm-1),. dE


.–diffusion electric field, resulting from the 
differencies in the mobility of the exchanged ions (Vm-1). 

 
Figure 16. The concentration of the distributions of the admixture ions and modifier ions in the glass 
during the exchange process 

If there is a difference in the diffusion coefficients DA and DB of both types of ions involved 
in the process, then in the glass the so-called diffusion potential occurs, resulting from the 
difference in their mobility. The associated electric field dE


 is a coupling factor of the 

movement of the two streams (slower ions are accelerated and the faster ions are slowed 
down by this field). Taking into account an additional externally applied electric field eE ,


 

marked in the Fig.15, allows to generalize the considered ion exchange process to the 
diffusion with the electric field (electrodiffusion).  

In the area of the glass the equilibrium concentration c0 is determined, defined as the 
concentration of all the mobile ions. The Fig.16 demonstratively presents the one-
dimensional distributions of the concentration of exchanged ions, which in any place of the 
glass meet the condition: 

 cA(x) + cB(x) = c0  (27) 

The situation here shows the state, in which the maximum concentration of the admixture 
introduced into the glass reaches on its surface the value cAmax<c0. This means that at the 
glass surface only part of the exchangeable ions of the glass has been replaced by the 
admixture ions. Such a situation may take place when using diluted sources of admixture 
ions. When normalizing the equation (27) to the value of c0 , it is obtained: 

 
   A B

0 0

c x c x
1

c c
    (28) 

The case cAmax = c0 corresponds to the total replacement of ions of its modifiers at the glass 
surface, by admixture ions. The normalized concentrations of both types of ions u and w are 
introduced as: 
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From the above definitions the obvious relations result: 
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Using the relations (29), the equations (25) can be represented as: 
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  (31) 

In the area of glass in which there is no admixture (ions A type) cA=0  u=0 there is no 
electric diffusion field, so the local electric field is equal to the external field ( 0 eE =E

 
). 

Therefore the requirement of electrical neutrality of the glass puts the condition:  

 B eμ Eu w  
 

  (32) 

For the processes taking place without an external electric field, this condition reduces to the 
form: 

 0u w  
 

  (33) 

Considering the equations (31), the condition (32) can be expressed as:  

    A A 0 B B 0 B eD u u μ uE D w w μ wE μ E      
  

  (34) 

By introducing the quantity: 
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  (35) 

based on the equation (34), using the relations (30), an expression that describes a value of 
the local electric field in the glass is obtained:  

 e
0

E HkT α uE
1 αu e 1 αu


  

 




  (36) 

The first component in (36) is associated with an external electric field, while the second 
expresses the diffusion field. Attention should be paid to the fact, that the sign of the 
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diffusive component in the above equation is determined by the quantity , depending on 
the normalized concentration of admixture ions introduced into the glass.  

For the vector of normalized flow of admixture ions uΦ


, the continuity equation is valid in 
the whole volume of the glass: 

 
u 0
t u


  




  (37) 

Taking into account (31) in equation (37) we obtain: 

  A A 0
u D u u μ uE
t

       


  (38) 

For the volume of the glass for the external electric field vector the equality must be fulfilled:

eE 0.  


 Taking into account this fact in the calculation of the operator 0E 


 in the 
equation (38), after the transformations the final form of the equation is obtained, describing 
the spatio-temporal changes in normalized concentration of admixture in the glass:  
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  (39)  

where:    
 
A

B

D u
α u =1

D 1 u



  

Still, the dependence of the of diffusion coefficients from their normalized concentration was 
assumed in the form:  

      B 1-uAu
A 0A B 0BD u =D e , D u =D e   (40) 

In this case, for a one-dimensional diffusion with no external electric field, the equation (39) 
takes the form: 

 
     

 

2 B 1 u 2AuAu 2 0A 0B0A
2 2
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  (41) 

In the above equation:  
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α=1 exp u A B B

D
        (42) 
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Figure 17. Refractive index profile of the waveguide obtained by fitting the solution of the diffusion 
equation into measurement points, together with the designated parameters of the diffusion coefficients 

From the assumption of proportionality of the changes of refractive index, to the 
concentration of introduced admixture, results the relationship (one-dimensional case):  

    b sn x =n +Δn u x   (43) 

In the above equation n(x) is the absolute value of the refractive index of glass, nb is the 
refractive index of undoped glass, ns is the maximum change in the doping of the glass (for 
the preliminary diffusion - at its surface), and u(x) is the spatial distribution of normalized 
concentration of admixture introduced into the glass.  

5.1. Determination of diffusion coefficients by solving the diffusion equation  

This procedure is based on solving the equation (41) describing the process of thermal 
diffusion in the one-dimensional case. Determination of the parameters of the diffusion 
equation reduces to the problem of finding the minimum of the matching function  p


, 

defined on the four-dimensional vector of diffusion parameters: 0A 0Bp= D ,D ,A,B  


. The 
matching function  p


 is defined as the sum of squared differences between the solution 

of diffusion equation and the points, set of the measurements of the refractive index profile 
of the waveguide, then divided by the number of these points. Thus, the determined 
diffusion parameters are the coordinates of the vector minp


 minimizing the function 

 minp


. Fig.17 shows the example fitting of the theoretical profile to the measurement 
points and the values of the diffusion coefficients: D0A, D0B, A and B designated in this way. 
The shown example relates to the ion exchange of Ag+↔Na+ realized in the soda-lime glass 
in the diffusion process of the Ag+ ions from the source of AgNO3. The temperature of the 
process T=299ºC, time of the diffusion t=1h. 

5.2. Determination of the temperature dependences of exchanged ions’ coefficients 

The way of determining the diffusion coefficients (described in the previous part) is used to 
determine their dependencies on the temperature of these processes. This issue is very 
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important, because based on the diffusion coefficients the theoretical distributions of 
admixture concentration in the glass are calculated. The knowledge of the temperature 
dependencies D0A(T) and D0B(T) of the diffusion coefficients of glass-admixture system 
allows modeling the technological processes that can be implemented at different 
temperatures. A very important technological problem, which is the repeatability of 
produced optical structures’ properties, needs also to determine the impact of temperature 
changes on the final result of the process.  

Temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficients is exponential, given by the Arrhenius 
equation (24). To fully determine the relation of D0A(T) and D0B(T) two factors are needed to 
be known: D0i* and Qi (i=A, B).  

To determine these factors, one should realize a minimum of two thermal diffusion 
processes, at different temperatures, and then determine the coefficients of linear regression 
for dependence lnD0i(T-1). The duration of these processes must be chosen so as to produce 
the multimode waveguides in the glass, because for them the reconstruction procedure of 
the refractive index profiles ensures high reliability of restoring their shapes. An illustration 
of such proceedings, for soda-lime glass doped with silver ions, is set out below. 

 
Figure 18. The refractive index profiles of waveguides produced in soda-lime glass in different 
temperatures diffusion of Ag+ ions 

Fig.18 shows the refractive index profiles of the waveguides produced in soda-lime glass in 
the processes of diffusion of silver ions realized at different temperatures. Times of diffusion 
processes have been chosen so that each refractive profile had to at least 10-modes for the 
wavelength of =677 nm. Because, as a result of diffusion of silver ions into this type of glass, 
a significant stress birefringence in the emerging waveguide structures is not observed, 
therefore the measurements of the refractive index profiles are referenced only to one TE 
polarization state. For each refractive profile the parameters D0A and D0B of the diffusion 
equation were then determined. Results of the calculations of these parameters are 
summarized in Table 2. 
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temperature of the 
process T (C) / (K) 

T (K)
D0A 

(m2/h) 
D0B (m2/h)

253.3 / 526.5  0.5 0.296 3.77 
260.4 / 533.6  0.5 0.407 4.86 
271.4 / 544.6  0.5 0.658 7.28 
280.0 / 553.2  0.5 0.910 9.22 
288.0 / 561.2  0.5 1.21 11.9 
301.6 / 574.8  0.5 1.71 15.9 
314.7 / 587.9  0.5 2.79 25.1 

Table 2. The determined  D0A and D0B  parameters of the diffusion equation for the ion exchange of  
Ag+Na+ in soda-lime glass 

The Fig.19 presents the measurement points of the temperature dependencies of the 
diffusion coefficients D0A and D0B, according to data compiled in Table 2. After taking the 
logarithm form of equation (24) and matching it to these points, the activation energies of 
exchanged ions QA and QB and the values of the logarithms of diffusion coefficients *

0AD
and *

0BD are set.  

 
Figure 19. The dependencies of the diffusion parameters: a) D0A  and b)D0B from the temperature 
(according to the Table 2) 

The determined values are as follows: 

 QA = (92.2  2.7) kJ/mol  *
0Aln D 19.9 0.6    (44) 

 QB = (77.3  2.2) kJ/mol *
0Bln D 19.1 0.5   

The equations describing the temperature dependencies of the diffusion coefficients of 
exchanged ions have the form: 
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  (45) 

6. The real-time control of diffusion processes in glass 

Obtaining a repeatability of effects of diffusion processes (in terms of changes in refractive 
index of glass) requires a close monitoring of both time and temperature. Ensuring the 
stability of the diffusion process’ temperature of the order of C fraction at the typical for ion 
exchange Ag+↔Na+ level of ~300C is very difficult (practically impossible) to meet.  

It is however possible to control the diffusion on an ongoing basis. The kinetics of this 
process is linked to its temperature by the Arrhenius equation (24). In turn, in equation (41) 
describing the diffusion of admixture ions into the glass, there are (in a transparent manner) 
the diffusion coefficients of exchanged ions D0A(T) and D0B(T), which are the functions of the 
temperature. Therefore, it is possible, by monitoring the temperature in the real time during 
the diffusion process, to determine the current values of these coefficients. Solving the 
equation (41) describing a one-dimensional diffusion is to integrate it in time. It takes a 
certain time step t. This step can be identified with the actual time, while not giving the 
upper cut-off time for the process of integrating the diffusion equation. By measuring the 
temperature in the crucible in certain moments of time tp, which are the total multiples of the 
time step t, by the known temperature dependence D0A(T) and D0B(T), the current values of 
diffusion coefficients D0A(tp) and D0B(tp) can be calculated. 

 
Figure 20. Illustration of the control of the diffusion process. a) Temperature dependence from the time 
b) Calculated refractive index profiles and the corresponding effective refractive indices of modes 
(λ=677nm, TE polarization) for the selected moments of time  
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In that case, if the duration of the integral equation (41) will run parallel to the actual time of 
the diffusion process, then the solution of this equation, at the current time t described by 
the function u(x,t), will present the current distribution of normalized concentration of the 
admixture introduced into the glass. On the basis of the function u(x,t) and equation (43), in 
which the disperse values nb(λ) and ns(λ) are known, the refractive waveguide profile 
n(x,λ,t) is calculated for the current time t corresponding to the wavelength λ. Solving the 
mode equation (17) for the assumed polarization, which would be propagated in a 
waveguide with a refractive index n(x,λ,t), one can calculate all the effective refractive 
indices of such modes of the waveguide.  

This shows that such a way of monitoring the diffusion process creates the possibility of an 
ongoing control of the resulting waveguide, both in terms of its own modes and changes 
during their effective refractive indices. Figure 20 illustrates the example of the control of the 
diffusion process using this method. Glass substrate was immersed in the molten salt by 
means of the handle (Fig.21). It provides a direct contact of the thermocouple with the glass 
substrate. Pressure pulsations allow the continuous stirring of the contents of the crucible. 
The Figure 20 shows the temperature curve of a selected diffusion process. This method of 
process control also includes the process of cooling the substrate after removing it from the 
crucible. Time step of monitoring the process temperature was tp=2 s. Fig.20b shows the 
refractive index profiles of the resulting waveguide, calculated at selected moments of time, 
with the resulting effective indices of modes. The calculated refractive index profiles 
correspond to the moments of time marked in Fig.20a. The Fig.20b also marks the effective 
indices obtained from measurements of the resulting waveguide for wavelength λ=677nm 
with TE polarization. Their measurement uncertainties were Nm=0.0004. From the results 
shown in Fig.20b it can be seen that the calculated effective indices are slightly smaller than 
the measured values. This difference is the smallest for the TE0 mode and is of 0.0006. For 
higher order modes it increases, reaching the highest value of 0.004 for the TE4 mode. These 
differences result from the numerical modeling of the process, and also from the  

 
Figure 21. The glass holder 
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measurement method of the temperature of the substrate. The measurement thermocouple 
visible in the Fig.21 is placed in a protective glass tube. Therefore it has a rather large 
thermal inertia. As a result, the temperature recorded with its use does not reflect the actual 
temperature of a glass substrate, which it has at any given moment of time. The largest 
differences of the temperature indications occur at stages of heating and cooling of the glass 
substrate. Therefore the significance of these differences in made calculations will be large, 
especially for the short periods of diffusion. 

Fig.22 presents the results of the seven diffusion processes of Ag+ ions into the soda-lime 
glass. The aim of these processes was to obtain uniform waveguide structures in terms of 
both quantity and value of effective refractive indices of modes. All produced waveguides 
were 5-modes for the wavelength λ=677 nm, with TE polarization. Fig.22a shows the time 
dependences of each process’ temperature. While the Fig.22b shows dispersion (Nm,max-
Nm,min), of the measured effective refractive indices, shown as a function of the order of the 
modes. The measurement uncertainties of all effective refractive indices were: Nm=0.0004. 
The obtained results show good repeatability of the realized processes.  

 

 
Figure 22. The repeatability of the diffusion processes (soda-lime glass, ion exchange: Ag+↔Na+, 
admixture source: AgNO3) a) time dependences of the temperatures of the processes b) dispersion of the 
measured effective refractive indices for the individual orders of modes 

Fig.23 shows the enlarged fragments of the recorded temperatures of the processes from 
Fig.22a. This shows that the temperature differences are, in extreme cases, even of a few 
Celsius degrees. With such a dispersion of temperatures, obtaining the repeatability of 
effective refractive indices of produced waveguides would not be possible without the use 
of the proposed process control. The method used to monitor the diffusion process makes its 
final effect independent from the temperature. The same result is achieved in a shorter time 
of diffusion process, when the average temperature is higher and vice versa. This regularity 
is clearly visible in Fig.23. 
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Figure 23. The temperature differences of the diffusion processes 

7. Ion exchange in glass application 

The method of ion exchange as a technology tool to produce changes in refraction in the 
glass is still in use. Most of these applications takes place in optoelectronics. There are, of 
course, limits of its application. They arise from the possibility of physical effects generated 
by this method. The main limitation is the obtained maximum increment of refractive index 
of the glass n. The value of this increase depends on the type of glass and the type of 
admixture ions. The maximum reached value of n is of the order of 0.1. However, the big 
advantage of this method is its low price. Equipment requirements here are much smaller 
(cheaper) than in the case with other methods, such as vacuum technology. Also the 
materials used in this method: the glass substrates and ion admixture sources are relatively 
inexpensive.  

A characteristic feature of the effect of changes in refractive index of glass obtained by this 
method is the gradient nature of those changes. This creates the possibility of implementing 
gradient micro-optic components. The greatest use of this method in optoelectronics are 
taking place in the production of waveguide structures. Attractive in particular are 
application of this method in the manufacture of optical amplifiers in glasses doped with 
rare earth ions, the production of the structures of planar lasers in glasses doped with rare 
earth elements Er3+ and Yb3+ (glass MM-2 of Kigre company [62], glass IOG-1 of Schott 
company [63]), and the production of the sensor structures. The combination of the ion 
exchange method and the zol-gel method is also interesting. The zol-gel method enables the 
production of thin (of the order of a fraction of micrometer) layers whose refractive index 
can take values in the range of 1.452.2 [64]. These layers are the glasses received in the low-
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temperature polymerization and gelation processes of the suitable solutions. Large 
(compared with the ion exchange) values of the refractive index of these layers make this 
method attractive for integrated optics. The waveguide structures produced in the glass 
substrates by ion exchange method are homogeneous structures, extending from the glass 
surface at a depth of several to tens (in some cases even more) μm. For example, for typical 
values of the refractive index of glass ~1.5, with a maximum change of the refractive index 
of ~0.1, the depths of the waveguide areas, providing the conditions for single mode 
propagation, are of the order of 1 μm. On the other hand, using diluted admixture sources, 
which increments of the refractive index can be very small, to obtain single-mode structures 
requires a depth of doped glass in the range from a few to several μm. Greater depths of 
doped regions in the glass are formed by the multimode structures. Whereas the 
homogeneous waveguide layers, produced by the zol-gel method, because of their small 
thickness (tens to hundreds of nm) are single-mode structures with large values of the 
refractive index as compared to the waveguides produced by ion the exchange method. This 
combination of small changes in the refractive index with the large depths of glass doping 
areas at the same time, in the case of ion-exchange method with very small layer thicknesses 
(obtained by the zol-gel method) with a high refractive index, enables the production of 
hybrid waveguide structures. In this case, at the glass surface, in which the gradient 
structure is manufactured, a thin uniform layer of dielectric material is prepared by the zol-
gel method. By appropriate selection of the refractive index and thickness of this layer in 
such a structure, the effect of conducting zero-order mode in the homogeneous layers, while 
propagating higher order modes in the gradient area of the glass, can be achieved. Such 
gradient-homogeneous waveguides may constitute a new category of leading light 
structures, with specific modes properties.  

With the use of the zol-gel method the silica layers can also be applied to the glass surface. 
The use of photolithographic processes of shaping the topology of these layers makes that 
they can act as a dielectric masking coverings in technological processes of ion exchange. 
This method can also produce strip waveguide structures of rib type [65]. Therefore the 
combination of ion-exchange method and the zol-gel method creates new possibilities for 
creating the elements of integrated optics. The combination of both methods is also justified 
in the case of constructing the structures of amplitude optical sensors, using the evanescent 
field spectroscopy. In this case, the waveguide path is produced in the glass substrate by the 
ion exchange method, which refractive index profile can be shaped to a fairly large range, 
e.g. by the electrodiffusion processes. Then, by the zol-gel method, a sensor layer which 
covers the gradient waveguide [66, 67] is prepared. Another area of application of the ion 
exchange method is surface hardening of the glass. When using certain admixture ions (e.g. 
K+) in the admixture area of the glass, a significant stress induces arising from the difference 
in radii of exchanged ions. These stresses are of a clamping character, and their magnitude is 
of the order of hundreds of N/mm2. When taking into account the depth of glass doping of 
tens of μm typical for ion exchange processes, the considerable stress gradients in the 
superficial area of glass are achieved. This gives the effect of its hardening. 
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Having regard to those facts, it can be stated that the ion exchange method remains as an 
attractive technological tool for both: technical and economical reasons. Therefore a further 
research related to its use for producing the gradient structures in the glass is very useful. 
Ensuring a high repeatability of processes, guaranteeing the established tolerance of the 
optical properties of produced structures, is a task that has made this method an effective 
technological tool. 
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1. Introduction 

Environmental pollution by toxic metals occurs globally through military, industrial, and 
agricultural processes and waste disposal (Duffus, 2002). Fuel and power industries 
generate 2.4 million tons of As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Se, V, and Zn annually The metal 
industry adds 0.39 million tons/yr of the same metals to the environment, while agriculture 
contributes 1.4 million tons/yr, manufacturing contributes 0.24 million tons/yr and waste 
disposal adds 0.72 million tons/yr. Metals, discharged or transported into the environment, 
may undergo transformations and can have a large environmental, public health, and 
economic impact (Brower et al. 1997; Nriagu & Pacyna, 1988; Gadd & White, 1993). 

Among different techniques used for removal of high concentrations of heavy metals, 
precipitation-filtration, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, oxidation-reduction, solvent 
extraction, as well as membrane separation should be mentioned (Hubicki,et al. 1999; 
Dąbrowski et al. 2004). However, some of the wastes contain substances such as organics, 
complexing agents and alkaline earth metals that may decrease the metal removal and result 
in unacceptable concentrations of heavy metals in the effluents. The pollutants of concern 
include cadmium, lead, mercury, chromium, arsenic, zinc, cobalt and nickel as well as 
copper. They have a number of applications in basic engineering works, paper and pulp 
industries, leather tanning, petrochemicals, fertilizers, etc. Moreover, they have also 
negative impact on human health. 

Cadmium is a metal of great toxicological concern. An important source of human exposure 
to cadmium is food and water, especially for the population living in the vicinity of 
industrial plants, from which cadmium is emitted to the air. In the case of exposure to 
occupational cadmium compounds, they are absorbed mainly by inhalation. Through the 
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gastrointestinal tract less than 10% cadmium is absorbed. An important source of human 
exposure to cadmium is food and water. In natural water its typical concentration lies below 
0.001 mg/dm3, whereas, the upper limit recommended by EPA (Environmental Protection 
Agency) is less than 0.003 mg/dm3. The maximum limit in drinking water is 0.003 mg/dm3.  

Cadmium accumulates in kidneys, pancreas, intestines and glands altering the metabolism 
of the elements necessary for the body, such as zinc, copper, iron, magnesium, calcium and 
selenium. Damage to the respiratory tract and kidneys are the main adverse effects in 
humans exposed to cadmium compounds. In humans exposed to fumes and dusts chronic 
toxicity of cadmium compounds is usually found after a few years. The main symptom of 
emphysema is that it often develops without preceding bronchitis. The second basic 
symptom of chronic metal poisoning is kidney damage. It includes the loss and impairment 
of smell, pathological changes in the skeletal system (osteoporosis with spontaneous 
fractures and bone fractures), pain in the extremities and the spine, difficulty in walking, the 
formation of hypochromic anemia. The most known ‘Itai-Itai’ disease caused by cadmium 
exposure is mixed osteomalacia and osteoporosis. However, an important source of 
cadmium in soils are phosphate fertilizers. Large amounts of cadmium are also introduced 
to soil together with municipal waste. The high mobility of cadmium in all types of soils is 
the reason for its rapid integration into the food chain. Daily intake of cadmium from food 
in most countries of the world is 10-20 mg. 

Lead is a toxic metal, which accumulates in the vital organs of men and animals and enters 
into the body through air, water and food. According to the WHO (World Health 
Organization) standards, its maximum limit in drinking water is 0.05 mg/dm3 but the 
maximum discharge limit for lead in wastewater is 0.5 mg/dm3. Its cumulative poisoning 
effects are serious haematological damage, anaemia, kidney malfunctioning, brain damage 
etc. Chronic exposure to lead causes severe lesions in kidney, liver, lungs and spleen.  

Lead is used as industrial raw material in the manufacture of storage batteries, pigments, 
leaded glass, fuels, photographic materials, matches and explosives. Lead being one of very 
important pollutants comes from wastewaters from refinery, wastewaters from production 
of basic compounds containing lead, wastewaters with the remains of after production 
solvents and paints. Large toxicity of lead requires that its contents are reduced to the 
minimum (ppb level). To this end there are applied chelating ions with the functional 
phosphonic and aminophosphonic groups. Also weakly basic anion exchangers in the free 
base form can be used for selective removal of lead(II) chloride complexes from the 
solutions of pH in the range 4-6. Also a combined process of cation exchange and 
precipitation is often applied for lead(II) removal form wastewaters (Pramanik et al. 2009). 
The average collection of lead by an adult was estimated at 320-440 mg/day. Acute 
poisoning with inorganic lead compounds occurs rarely. In the case of acute poisoning in 
man, the symptoms are burning in the mouth, vomiting, abdominal cramps, diarrhea, 
constipation progressing to systolic, blood pressure and body temperature. At the same time 
there is hematuria, proteinuria, oliguria, central nervous system damage. Alkyl lead 
compounds are more toxic than inorganic lead connections. Tetraethyl lead toxicity 
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manifested primarily in lead damage of the nervous system. Toxic effects of lead on the 
central nervous system are observed more in children. In adults, the effects of lead toxicity 
occur in the peripheral nervous system. Symptoms of chronic poisoning may vary. The 
acute form of poisoning known as lead colic is the general state of various spastic internal 
organs and neurological damage in the peripheral organs. Long-term lead poisoning can 
lead to organic changes in the central and peripheral nervous systems. Characteristic 
symptoms include pale gray skin colour and the lead line on the gums (blue-black border). 

In nature, natural circulation of mercury vapour has a significant influence on the content of 
the soil and water. Elemental mercury in the rain water creates compounds by oxidation to 
divalent mercury. Both the chemical reaction, and under the influence of biological factors, 
and especially the activity of bacteria in the sediments of water bodies methyl and dimethyl 
mercury compounds are formed. Mercury, a fixed component of the waste water treatment 
that may be used for soil fertilization is a major threat to the inclusion of the metal in 
nutritional products. Drinking water may contain up to 300 ng Hg/dm3, in highly 
industrialized areas it can reach up to 700 ng/dm3. Daily consumption of mercury from food 
in the general population is less than 20 g/day. 80% of mercury absorbed by the respiratory 
system is retained in the body. In the case of ingestion of inorganic mercury salts, salivation, 
burning in the throat, vomiting, bloody diarrhea, necrosis of the intestinal mucosa and 
kidney damage, leading to anuria and uremii can occur. The concentration of mercury 
vapour over 1 mg/m3 damages lung tissue and causes severe pneumonia. The classic 
symptoms of metallic mercury vapour poisoning are manifested by tremor, mental 
disorders, inflammation of the gums. Its maximum limit in drinking water is 0.0005 mg/dm3. 

Chromium, occurring as Cr(III) or Cr(VI) in natural environments, is an important material 
resource, an essential micronutrient or toxic contaminant. Cr(III) is required for normal 
development of human and animal organisms but Cr(VI) activates teratogenic processes, 
disturbs DNA synthesis and can give rise to mutagenous changes leading to malignant 
tumours (WHO, Report 1998). Natural sources of chromium include weathered rocks, 
volcanic exhalations and biogeochemical processes and, in the man-polluted environment, 
mainly wastes after processing and utilization of chromium compounds. Chromium is an 
important and widely applied element in industry. The hexavalent and trivalent chromium 
is often present in electroplating wastewater. Other sources of chromium pollution are 
leather tanning, textile, metal processing, paint and pigments, dyeing and steel fabrication. 
To remove toxic chromium compounds from sewages there are used such methods as: 
precipitation, coagulation, solvent extraction and various kinds of membrane processes, ion 
flotation, adsorption and ion exchange (Bajda, 2005). The maximum limit in drinking water 
is 0.05 mg/dm3. The Polish drinking groundwater chromium content ranges on the average 
from 0.07 to 2 mg/dm3. 0.02 mg/dm3 is accepted as the permissible content of chromium in 
groundwater. The daily dose taken by the adult can be 50-200 mg/day (or 60-290 mg/day). 
Cr(III) cation predominates in most tissues except the liver. Chromium is associated with 
nucleic acids and is the subject to the concentration in liver cells. It plays an important role 
in the metabolism of glucose, certain proteins and fats, is part of enzymes and stimulates the 
activity of others. All compounds of chromium, with the exception of chromate, are rapidly 
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cleared from the blood. Chromium also accumulates in the liver and kidneys. High 
concentrations of chromium, observed in the lungs of people exposed to this metal, indicate 
that at least part of chromium is stored in this organ in the form of insoluble compounds. 
The binding of chromium with the elements of the blood and transport of chromium by the 
blood depends mainly on its valence. Hexavalent chromium readily crosses the membranes 
of red blood cells and after reduction to trivalent chromium is bound to hemoglobin. The 
reduction of hexavalent to trivalent chromium, occurring within cells, considered as the 
activation of the carcinogenic chromium, increases because the probability of interaction of 
trivalent chromium on the DNA. Clinical signs of acute toxicity of chromium compounds 
are characterized by severe abdominal pain, vomiting and bloody diarrhea, severe kidney 
damage with hematuria leading to anuria, observed gastrointestinal ulceration. Chromium 
compounds and chromic acid are especially dangerous and cause serious damage to internal 
organs. Chronic exposure leads to chronic disorders in the body. 

Arsenic is present in over 160 minerals. It is readily bioaccumulative and therefore its 
concentration in polluted waters may reach 430 mg/dm3 in plants and 2.5 mg/dm3 in fish. 
The upper limit of arsenic recommended by US EPA, EU and WHO is 0.01 mg/dm3. 
However, many countries have retained the earlier WHO guideline of 0.05 mg/dm3 as their 
standard. 

Arsenic accumulates in tissues rich in keratin, like hair, nails and skin. Arsenic and its 
inorganic compounds can cause not only cancer of the respiratory system and skin, but also 
neoplastic lesions in other organs. Arsenic compounds enter the body from the 
gastrointestinal tract and through skin and respiratory system. Arsenic compounds have 
affinity for many enzymes and can block their action, and above all disturb the Krebs cycle. 
Inorganic arsenic compounds are more harmful than organic and among them AsH3 and 
As2O3 should be mentioned. 70-300 mg of As2O3 is considered to be the average lethal dose 
for humans. The dose of 10-50 ppb for 1 kg of body weight can cause circulatory problems, 
resulting in necrosis and gangrene of limbs. The dominant effects of arsenic in humans are 
changes in the skin and mucous membranes as well as peripheral nerve damage. There are 
xerosis soles and palms, skin inflammation with ulceration. In addition, there is perforation 
of the nasal septum. The values of the maximum allowable concentration (NDS) in Poland 
set for inorganic arsenic compounds are 0.3 mg/m3 and 0.2 mg/m3 for AsH3. 

In nature, zinc occurs in the form of minerals. An important source of zinc pollution is the 
burning of coal, petroleum and its products. Incineration of municipal solid waste can 
introduce about 75% zinc to urban air. Also, municipal wastewater generally contains 
significant amounts of zinc. The use of municipal and industrial waste in agriculture results 
in the accumulation of zinc in the surface layers of soil. Another source of this metal in soils 
are some preparations of plant protection products, as well as phosphatic fertilizers. The 
degree of toxicity of zinc is not big, but it depends on the ionic form, and changes under the 
influence of water hardness and pH. The daily average download of zinc by an adult is 
estimated at about 10-50 mg /day. The toxic dose is 150-600 mg. It is necessary for the proper 
functioning of living organisms and it is involved in the metabolism of proteins and 
carbohydrates. High doses of zinc cause damage to many biochemical processes followed by 
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its deposition in the kidneys, liver, gonads. Kidney play an important role in maintaining 
zinc homeostasis in the body. Zinc is relatively non-toxic to humans and animals. Hazard 
zinc mainly connected with secondary copper deficiency does not give specific symptoms.  

Nickel is a moderately toxic element as compared to other transition metals. It is a natural 
element of the earth’s crust; therefore its small amounts are found in food, water, soil, and 
air. Nickel occurs naturally in the environment at low levels. Nickel concentrations in the 
groundwater depend on the soil used, pH, and depth of sampling. The average 
concentration in the groundwater in the Netherlands ranges from 7.9 μg/dm3 (urban areas) 
to 16.6 μg/dm3 (rural areas). Acid rain increases the mobility of nickel in the soil and thus 
might increase nickel concentrations in the groundwater. In the groundwater with a pH 
below 6.2, nickel concentrations up to 0.98 mg/dm3 have been measured, whereas the upper 
limit recommended by FAO (Food & Agricultural Organization of the United Nation) for 
nickel in water is 0.02 mg/dm3. According to the Polish standards the maximum discharge 
limit for nickel in waste water is 2-3 mg/dm3. The maximum limit in drinking water in 
Europe is 0.01 mg/dm3. Although it has been suggested that nickel may be essential to plants 
and some animal species as well as in human nutrition, this metal causes damage to 
humans. Nickel occurs in seams of coal in the amount of 4-60 mg/kg. Crude oil contains 
about 50-350 mg/kg of the metal. The most dangerous is tetracarbonyl nickel occurring 
mostly in nickel refineries. The content of this metal in industrial and municipal wastewater 
ranges 20-3924 mg/kg. An important source of nickel pollution is its emissions to the air, the 
combustion of coal and liquid fuels, primarily by diesel engines. It is assumed that the 
concentration of nickel in the waters of the rivers should be about 1 g/dm3, while in most 
rivers of Europe it is as high as 75 g/dm3. Large amounts of nickel are given to surface 
waters from municipal wastewater in which the concentration exceeds 3000 ppm s.m. The 
permissible concentration should be 20 g/dm3. Nickel readily accumulatives particularly in 
phytoplankton or other aquatic plants. The daily absorption of nickel by humans ranges 0.3-
0.5 mg. In humans, the absorption of nickel from the gastrointestinal tract is less than 10%. 
Nickel taken with food and water is poorly absorbed and rapidly excreted from the body. It 
accumulates mainly in bones, heart, skin and various glands. Nickel inhalation of 
atmospheric air is largely accumulated in the lungs. Practically fatal or acute poisoning with 
nickel or its salts is not found. The most toxic compound is carbonyl nickel. An excess of 
inhaled nickel causes damage to the mucous membranes. Moreover, its symptoms are 
allergic disorders (protein metabolism disorder in plasma, changes in the chromosomes and 
changes in bone marrow and cancer. It is known that inhalation of nickel and its compounds 
can lead to serious problems, including, among others, respiratory system cancer. Moreover, 
nickel can cause skin disorder which is a common occupational disease in workers who 
handle its large amounts. Also dermatitis is the most common effect of chronic dermal 
exposure to nickel. Chronic inhalation exposure to nickel in humans also results in 
detrimental respiratory effects. 

Copper is generally found in the earth's crust, usually in the form of sulphides. Municipal 
and industrial waste waters are an important source of pollution of rivers and water 
reservoirs. Copper accumulating plants may be the cause of poisoning. Copper is present in 
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all types of water, and its content is subject to large variations (Barceloux, 1999). The natural 
content of copper in the river water ranges 0.9-20 g/dm3 and for saline waters 0.02-0.3 
g/dm3. Copper is an essential nutritional element being a vital part of several enzymes. It is 
one of the components of human blood. The estimated adult dietary intakes are between 2 
and 4 mg/day. The demand for copper is increased in pregnant women, children and the 
elderly. Good dietary sources of copper include animal liver, shellfish, dried fruit, nuts and 
chocolate. In some cases drinking water may also provide significant levels of copper. 
Copper in the body is involved in oxidation-reduction processes, acts as a stimulant on the 
amount and activity of hemoglobin, in the process of hardening of collagen, hair 
keratinization, melanin synthesis as well as affects on lipid metabolism and properties of the 
myelin sheath of nerve fibers. In animal cells it is mainly concentrated in the mitochondria, 
DNA, RNA, and the nucleus. Copper readily forms a connection with various proteins, 
especially those of sulphur. Although copper is an essential metal, it can, in some 
circumstances, lead to toxic effects including liver damage and gastrointestinal disturbances. 
Such as Wilson's disease (also known as hepatolenticular degeneration), Indian Childhood 
Cirrhosis (ICC) which are characterised by an accumulation of copper-containing granules 
within liver cells. Ingestion of high levels of copper salts is known to cause gastrointestinal 
upsets. Additionally, absorption of copper compounds by inhalation causes congestion of 
the nasal mucosa, gastritis, diarrhea and toxic symptoms such as chronic lung damage. 
Copper compounds act on the intact skin, causing it to itch and inflammation. They can 
cause conjunctivitis, ulceration and corneal opacity, nasal congestion and as well as sore 
throat and nasal septum. The upper limit recommended by WHO for copper is less than 1.3 
mg/dm3. The maximum limit in drinking water is 0.05 mg/dm3 (Fewtrell et al. 1996). 

2. Ion exchange (IX) 

Ion exchange may be defined as the exchange of ions between the substrate and 
surrounding medium. The most useful ion exchange reaction is reversible. When the 
reaction is reversible, the ion exchanger can be reused many times. Generally resins are 
manufactured in the spherical, stress and strain free form to resist physical degradation. 
They are stable at high temperatures and applicable over a wide pH range. Ion exchange 
resins, which are completely insoluble in most aqueous and organic solutions, consist of a 
cross linked polymer matrix to which charged functional groups are attached by covalent 
bonding (Sherrington, 1998). The ion exchangers which contain cations or anions as counter-
ions are called cation exchangers or anion exchangers, respectively. The usual matrix is 
polystyrene cross linked for structural stability with 3 to 8 percent of divinylbenzene (3-8 % 
DVB) (Kunin, 1958; Helfferich, 1962). The resins of higher cross linking (12-16% DVB) are 
more costly, both to make and to operate and they are specially developed for heavy duty 
industrial applications. These products are more resistant to degradation by oxidizing 
agents such as chlorine, and withstand physical stresses that fracture lighter duty materials. 
Typical ion exchangers are produced with a particle size distribution in the range 20-50 
mesh (for separation of anions from cations or of ionic species from nonionic ones). For 
more difficult separations, materials of smaller particle size or lower degrees of cross linking 
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are necessary. Moreover, when the separation depends solely upon small differences in the 
affinity of the ions, a particle size of 200-400 mesh is required and when the selectivity is 
increased by the use of complexing agents, the particle size in the 50-100 mesh is adequate. 
The ion exchangers finer than 100 mesh are employed for analytical purposes and for 
practical applications on the commercial scale the materials finer than 50 mesh are used.   

Depending on the type of functional groups of exchanging certain ions, the ion exchangers 
with strongly acidic e.g., sulphonate -SO3H, weakly acidic e.g., carboxylate -COOH, strongly 
basic e.g., quaternary ammonium -N+R3 and weakly basic e.g., tertiary and secondary amine 
-N+R2H and -N+RH2 should be mentioned. The strong acidic cation exchangers are well 
dissociated over a wide pH range and thus reaching its maximum sorption capacity. On the 
other hand, weak acidic cation exchangers containing, for example, carboxylic functional 
groups reach the maximum sorption capacity at pH> 7.0 as presented in Fig.1. 

 
Figure 1. The sorption capacity of ion exchangers depending on pH. 

Additionally, ion exchangers possess: the iminodiacetate functional groups (-
N{CH2COOH}2), phenol (-C6H4OH), phosphonic (-PO3H2) and phosphine (-PO2H) functional 
groups. These groups are acidic in nature and are dissociated with the exchange of H+ or 
Na+ ions for other cations from the solution. Negative charge of the functional groups is 
offset by an equivalent number of mobile cations so-called counter ions. Counter ions can be 
exchanged for other ions from the solution being in the contact with the resin phase. 

There are also amphoteric exchangers, which depending on the pH of the solution may 
exchange either cations or anions. More recently these ion exchangers are called bipolar 
electrolyte exchange resins (BEE) or zwitterionic ion exchangers (Nesterenko & Haddad, 
2000). The aminocarboxylic amphoteric ion exchangers AMF-1T, AMF-2T, AMF-2M, ANKB-
35 as well as the carboxylic cation exchanger KB-2T were, for example used for recovery of 
Ni(II) from the Mn(NO3)2–H2O system (Kononowa et al. 2000).  

The individual ions present in the sample are retained in varying degrees depending on 
their different affinity for the resin phase. The consequence of this phenomenon is the 
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separation of analyte ions, such as metal ions, however, the nature and characteristics of the 
resin phase determine the effectiveness of this process (Fritz, 2005). The affinity series which 
for various types of ion exchangers are as follows: 

2.1. Cation exchangers with the sulphonic functional groups 

It is well known that the affinity of sulphonic acid resins for cations varies with the ionic size 
and charge of the cation. The affinity towards cation increases with the increasing cation charge: 

Na+< Ca2+<Al3+<Th4+,  

and in the case of different cations with the same charge the affinity increases with the 
increasing atomic number:  

Li+< H+< Na+< NH4+ < K+< Rb+< Cs+< Ag+< Tl+ 

Mg2+ < Ca2+ < Sr2+ < Ba2+ 

Al3+ < Fe3+. 

Generally, the affinity is greater for large ions with high valency. 

For the strong acidic cation exchanger the affinity series can be as follows:  

Pu4+ >> La3+ > Ce3+ > Pr3+ > Nd3+  Sm3+  Eu3+  Gd3+  Tb3+  Dy3+  Ho3+  Er3+  Tm3+  Yb3+  
Lu3+ > Y3+ > Sc3+ > Al3+ >> Ba2+ > Pb2+ > Sr2+ > Ca2+ > Ni2+ > Cd2+ > Cu2+ > Co2+ > Zn2+ > Mg2+ > UO22+ 

>> Tl+ > > Ag+ > Cs+ > Rb+ > K+ > NH4+ > Na+ > H+ > Li+  

and for Lewatit SP-112 it is as: Ba2+ > Pb2+ > Sr2+ > Ca2+ > Ni2+ > Cd2+ > Cu2+ > Co2+ > Zn2+ > Fe2+ 

>Mg2+ > K+ >NH4+ > Na+ >H+. 

2.2. Cation exchangers with the carboxylic functional groups 

Cation exchangers with the carboxylic functional groups show the opposite the affinity 
series for alkali and alkaline earth metal ions. Noteworthy is the fact that the cations exhibit 
a particularly high affinity for H+. The affinity of this type of cation is therefore as follows: 

H+ > Mg2+ > Ca2+ > Sr2+  Ba2+  Li+ > Na+ > K+ > Rb+ > Cs+. 

2.3. Anion exchangers with the quaternary ammonium functional groups 

The charge of the anion affects its affinity for the anion exchanger in a similar way as for the 
cation exchangers: 

citrate > tartrate > PO43- > AsO43- > ClO4- > SCN- > I- > S2O32- > WO42- > MoO42- > CrO42- > C2O42-  

> SO42> SO32-> HSO4- >HPO42- > NO3- > Br- > NO2- > CN- > Cl- > HCO3- > H2PO4- > CH3COO- 

> IO3- > HCOO- > BrO3- > ClO3- > F- > OH-  
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for Dowex 1 (type 1): 

ClO4- > I- > HSO4- > NO3- > Br- > NO2- > Cl- > HCO3- > CH3COO- > OH- > F-,  

for Dowex 2 (type 2): 

ClO4- > I- > HSO4- > NO3- > Br- > NO2- > Cl- > HCO3- > OH- > CH3COO- > F- 

2.4. Anion exchangers with the tertiary and secondary amine functional groups  

Only with the exception of the OH- ion, the affinity of the anion exchangers with the tertiary 
and secondary functional groups is approximately the same as in the case of anion 
exchangers with the quaternary ammonium functional groups. These medium and weakly 
basic anion exchangers show very high affinity for OH- ions. 

Anion exchange materials are classified as either weak base or strong base depending on the 
type of exchange group. These are two general classes of strong base anion exchangers e.g. 
types 1 and 2 depending on chemical nature. The synthesis of the weak base anion 
exchangers with the tertiary amine groups is usually provided by the chloromethylation of 
PST-DVB followed by the amination by secondary amine (Drăgan & Grigoriu, 1992). Weak 
base resins act as acid adsorbers, efficiently removing strong acids such as sulphuric and 
hydrochloric ones. They are used in the systems where strong acids predominate, where 
silica reduction is not required, and where carbon dioxide is removed in degasifiers. 
Preceding strong base units in demineralizing processes, weak base resins give more 
economical removal of sulphates and chlorides. The selectivity for the bivalent ions such as 
SO42- depends strongly on the basicity of the resin, the affinities of various functional groups 
following the order: primary > secondary > tertiary > quaternary. Therefore among the 
factors affecting the sorption equilibrium the most important are: first of all nature of 
functional groups and the concentration of the solution (Boari et al. 1974). At low 
concentration the resin prefers ions at higher valency and this tendency increases with 
solution diluting. It should be also mentioned that obtaining resins with the primary amine 
functional groups is difficult by chemical reactions on polystyrene-divinylbenzene 
copolymers. Weakly basic anion exchangers can be used, for example for zinc cyanide 
removal from the alkaline leach solutions in the Merrill Crowe process (Kurama & Çatlsarik, 
2000).  

2.5. Gel and macroporous resins 

The development in polymerization technique has provided novel matrices for a series of 
new ion exchangers. They differ from the earlier corresponding copolymers that are 
characterized by being essentially cross linked gels of polyelectrolytes with pore structure 
defined as the distance between polymeric chains.  

It is well known that the fouling of the resin by organic compounds and mechanical stress 
imposed by plant operating at high flow rates are the most important problems encountered 
in the use of the ion exchange resins (De Dardel & Arden, 2001). To overcome these 
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problems the ion exchangers with a high degree of cross linking containing artificial open 
pores in the form of channels with diameters up to 150 nm were introduced (Fig. 2).  

 
Figure 2. The structure of gel and macroporous ion exchangers (http://dardel.info/IX/index.html) 

The first macroporous ion exchanger was a carboxylic resin made by Rohm and Haas, which 
covered a wide variety of acrylic compounds copolymerized with polyvinyl cross linking 
agents to make insoluble, infusible weakly acidic resins. By 1948 AmberliteTM IRC-50, made 
by the copolymerization of methacrylic acid and divinylbenzene was in production and 
possessed the ‘sponge structure’ (Abrams & Milk, 1997). According to the definition by 
Stamberg and Valter (1970) the macroporous resin should be characterised by measurable 
inner surface by any suitable method resulting from pores 5 nm, even in the completely 
dried state. In contrast, the gel materials did not show any porosity in the dry state. Then the 
term ‘macroreticular’ (sometimes abbreviated to MR) was selected to distinguish resins with 
a particular type of porosity obtained by application of precipitating diluents such as t-amyl 
alcohol. In 1979 Amber-Hi-Lites stated that ‘macroreticular’ resins are those made by a 
copolymerization technique which brings about precipitation during the polymerization, 
thus resulting in a product which has two phases, a gel phase in the form of microspheres 
formed during the phase separation and the pore phase surrounding the microspheres 
(Kunin, 1979). Later when quantitative porosity measurements were used it was shown that 
other methods of preparation gave products similar to those declared as ‘macroreticular’. 
Therefore classification of resins should be based on their properties and function (Ion 
exchange resins and adsorbents, 2006). 

During last decades the great progress was made by the development of the macroporous 
ion exchange resins. It should be mentioned that macroporous resins can also perform as 
adsorbents because of their pore structure. For organic ion exchange resins based on cross 
linked polystyrene the porosity was originally selected by the degree of cross linkage. These 
gel type resins are able to sorb organic substances from water according to their degree of 
porosity and the molecular weight of the adsorbate. They not only allow for large molecules 
or ions to enter the sponge like structure but also to be eluted during the regeneration. 
Therefore they perform two functions: ion exchange by means of the functional groups and 
the reversible adsorption and elution due to the macroporous structure. They are also 
resistant against organic fouling which results in a longer resin life compared with the 
conventional gel type ion exchangers as well as the quality of the treated water is much 
better because of the adsorption of organic species by the macroporous structure. The SEM 
scan of the macroporous anion exchanger Lewatit MonoPlus MP 500 is presented in Fig. 3.  
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Figure 3. SEM scans of macroporous resins. 

Ion exchange applications can be performed by either column (flow continuous) and batch 
technique. In column operations the ion exchange resin is placed in the vertical column to 
form a bed. Once the application is completed, the resin can be regenerated to use in another 
cycle. In batch operations the resin is shacked in a vessel with the solution to be treated. 
After the application is completed, the resin can be regenerated in place or transferred to a 
column for regeneration.  

While the main aims in the production of conventional ion exchangers were focused on 
obtaining a high ion exchange capacity and improved chemical resistance and thermal and 
mechanical strength, in the case of monodisperse ion exchange resins, these efforts directed 
towards improvement of kinetic parameters. Heterodisperse ion exchangers are usually 
characterized by a standard grain size of 0.3-1.2 mm and uniformity coefficient (UC) within 
the limits of 1.5-1.9. In the case of monodisperse ion exchange resins during the 
manufacturing process the grain size from 0.6 mm and uniformity coefficient within the 
limits 1.1-1.2 is usually achieved. In addition, monodisperse ion exchangers, due to the 
uniform packing of the column, show more than 12% higher ion exchange capacity, faster 
kinetics of exchange and a much higher mechanical strength, which is extremely important 
from the economical point of view. As the particle size of the ion exchanger material and its 
uniformity are the most important parameters influencing the hydraulics and kinetics of the 
ion exchange therefore the monodisperse ion exchangers provided better flow 
characteristics in column applications in comparison to the conventional heterodisperse ion 
exchangers (the flow rate decreases with the decreasing particle size, however, smaller 
particles have larger outer surface, but cause larger head loss in the column processes) 
(Scheffler, 1996; Krongauz & Kocher, 1997). The visualization of the monodisperse and 
hetrodisperse ion exchangers is presented in Fig. 4a-b.  

For example the research carried out by Zainol & Nicol (2009a) shows that in the the 
sorption process of Ni(II) and other metal ions the monodisperse resin (Lewatit MonoPlus 
TP 207) proved to be superior to the conventional heterodisperse ones in terms of loading 
capacity for Ni(II) and also the kinetics of adsorption. This makes it a preferred choice for 
different applications. 
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Figure 4. The monodisperse and hetrodisperse ion exchangers. 

The influence of temperature on the equilibrium properties of ion exchange resins was 
studied extensively. The decrease of the capacity of the cation exchange resins based on the 
polystyrene matrix due to the operation temperature is not a significant problem. However, 
the relatively slight decomposition gives enough decomposition products to cause 
significant problems elsewhere. This may be decomposition of the bone polystyrene matrix, 
resulting in styrene sulphonic acid derivatives or as a substitution of the sulphonic group 
giving sulphate. Further decomposition of styrene sulphonic acid derivatives will also result 
in sulphate as one of the end products (desulphonation). The amount of sulphate produced 
is sometimes high. The information on the stability of the ion exchange resins mainly deals 
with the anion exchange resins. The mechanism of the degradation of quaternary 
ammonium salts and tertiary anions is well-known (Reynolds, 1982; Fernandez-Prini, 1982; 
Fisher, 2002). The effect of temperature on the properties of chelating ion exchangers was 
also described in the paper by Ivanov (1996). 

3. Application of ion exchangers for heavy metal ions removal 

Ion exchange technique can remove traces of ion impurities from water and process streams 
and give a product of desired quality. Ion exchangers are widely used in analytical 
chemistry, hydrometallurgy, antibiotics, purification and separation of radioisotopes and 
find large application in water treatment and pollution control (Clifford, 1999; Luca et al. 
2009). The list of metals which are recovered and purified on an industrial scale by means of 
ion exchange include: uranium, thorium, rare earth elements (REEs), gold, silver, platinum 
metals (PGM), chromium, copper, zinc, nickel, cobalt and tungsten. 

In some of these cases, the scale of operations is relatively small, for instance in the rare 
earth elements or noble metals, but the values of recovered metals are very high. Ion 
exchange process is particularly suitable for purification of metal ions with a high value and 
low processing. The alternative is also a process of large-scale recovery of trace amounts of 
metals from waste streams, such as cadmium and mercury, chromium, or copper and zinc. 
The use of ion exchange processes in hydrometallurgy is high and every year continues to 
grow. It is associated mainly with the progress of what is observed in the synthesis of new 
selective chelating ion exchangers containing complexing ligands (Minczewski, et al. 1982;  
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4. Chelating and special ion exchangers 
Typical disadvantage of lack a of the selectivity towards heavy metal ions and alkali and 
alkaline earth metal ions of most widely used functionalized ion exchangers such as Chelex 
100 is overcome by introducing chelating ligands capable of removing selective metal ions. 
It exhibits high affinity for heavy metal ions: Cu2+ > Hg2+ > Pb2+ > Ni2+  Zn2+  Cd2+ > Co2+ > 
Fe2+ > Mn2+ > Ca2+ > Mg2+ > Sr2+ > Ba2+ >>> alkali ions > H+, whereas for sulphonic ones the 
analogous affinity series can be as presented earlier (for Lewatit SP 112).  

Generally, the functional group atoms capable of forming chelate rings usually include 
oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur. Nitrogen can be present in a primary, secondary or tertiary 
amine, nitro, nitroso, azo, diazo, nitrile, amide and other groups. Oxygen is usually in the 
form of phenolic, carbonyl, carboxylic, hydroxyl, ether, phosphoryl and some other groups. 
Sulphur is in the form of thiol, thioether, thiocarbamate, disulphide groups etc. These 
groups can be introduced into the polymer surface by copolymerization of suitable 
monomers, immobilization of preformed ligands, chemical modification of groups 
originally present on the polymer surface. However, the last two are most often used 
(Warshawsky, 1987). Chelating resins with such type of ligands are commonly used in 
analysis and they can be classified according to Fig.1. (Kantipuly et al. 1990). The choice of 
an effective chelating resin is dictated by the physicochemical properties of the resin 
materials. These are the acid-base properties of the metal species and the resin materials, the 
polarizability, selectivity, sorptive capacity, kinetic and stability characteristics of the resin. 
The sorption capacity of chelating ion exchangers depends mainly on the nature of 
functional groups and their content as well as solution pH as for their selectivity it depends on 
the relative position of functional groups, their spatial configuration, steric effects, and 
sometimes their distance from the matrix and to a lesser extent on the properties of the matrix. 
Their use allows the recovery of valuable metals from ores and sludge, sea water and 
industrial effluents. They are used as flotation agents, depressants, flocculants and collectors.  

It is worth emphasizing that these resins are invaluable wherever it is necessary to 
concentrate or remove elements present in very low concentrations. 

With a range of well known chelating ion exchangers only a few types are produced on an 
industrial scale. Among the most important ones these with the functional groups: 
amidoxime, dithiocarbamate, 8-hydroxychinoline, iminodiacetate, aminophosphonic, 
bispicolylamine, diphosphonic, sulphonic and carboxylic acid groups, thiol, thiourea as well 
as isothiourea should be selected (Sahni & Reedijk, 1984; Busche et al. 2009). Among them 
the chelating ion exchangers possessing methylglucoamine, bis(2pirydylmethyl)amine also 
known as bispikolilamine, thiol etc. are used for special applications such as removal of 
precious metal ions, heavy metal ions from the acidic medium, boron and special oxoanions 
removal. A separate group are ion exchangers of solvent doped type used for In, Zn, Sn, Bi, 
etc. separation. The advantages of ion exchangers from these groups include good 
selectivity, preconcentration factor, binding energy and mechanical stability, easy 
regeneration for multiple sorption-desorption cycles and good reproducibility in the 
sorption characteristics. 
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5. Chelating ion exchangers with the hydroxamic and amidoxime 
functional groups  

The choice of hydroxamic acids is based on their application in mineral processing as 
collectors in flotation of haematite, pyrolusite or bastnaesite ores. The copolymer of malonic 
acid dihydroximate with styrene-divinylbenzene was used for uranium(VI) removal from 
sea water (Park & Suh, 1996). In the paper by Ahuja (1996) it was found that glycin 
hydroximate resin shows maximum adsorption for Fe(III), Cu(II) and Zn(II) at pH 5.5; for 
W(VI), U(VI), Co(II) and Ni(II) at pH 6.0 as well as for Cd(II) at pH 6.5. It can be 
recommended for separation of Cu(II) from Co(II) and Ni(II) at pH 5.5. However, the 
iminodiacetic– dihydroximate resin can be applied for U(VI), Fe(II), Cu(II) separation 
according to the affinity series: UO22+ > Fe3+ > Cu2+ > Zn2+ > Co2+ > Cd2+ > Ni2+ > Zn2+. 
Hydroxamic acids exist in the two tautomeric forms:  

 

and metal ions are coordianated by the hydroxamide functional group (a).  

Chelating resins with the amidoxime functional groups such as Duolite ES-346, and Chelite 
N can be applied for the concentration of solutions containing Ag(I), Al(III), Cd(II), Co(II), 
Cr(III), Cu(II), Fe(III), Hg(II), Mn(II), Ni(II), Mo(VI), Pb(II), Ti(IV), U(VI), V(V) and Zn(II) in 
the presence of alkali and alkaline earth metal ions (Samczyński & Dybczyński, 1997; 
Dybczyński et al. 1988). Alkali and alkaline earth metal ions are poorly retained by these 
resins. Duolite ES-346 is commonly used to extract uranium(VI) from seawater and As(III) 
from aqueous solutions. It can be also applied for Pd(II) removal (Chajduk-Maleszewska & 
Dybczyński, 2004). It is characterized by high selectivity towards Cu(II) ions due to the 
presence of amidoxime groups and small quantities of hydroxamic acid (RCONHOH): 

 

where: R is the resin matrix. 

It was found that for the amidoxime resins the selectivity series can be as follows: Cu(II) > 
Fe(III) > As(III) > Zn(II) > Ni(II) > Cd(II) > Co(II) > Cr(III) > Pb(II). Interesting results were 
obtained by observing the impact of acidity on the behaviour of this ion exchanger. At low 
pH values (<3) there was a decrease in the chelating ability of Duolite ES 346 for heavy metal 
ions as well as degradation of its functional groups according to the reactions (Ferriera et al. 
1998):  
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However, the second reaction is the representative of the degradation of amidoxime groups 
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concentration of Mn(II), Pb(II), Cd(II), Cu(II) , Fe(III) and Zn(II) from complex matrices 
(Yebra-Biurrun et al. 1992). The copolymer of poly(iminoethylo)dithiocarbamate was used 
for sorption of VO2+, Fe(II), Fe(III), Co(II), Ni(II) and Cu(II) (Kantipuly et al. 1990) 

7. Chelating ion exchangers with the 8-hydroxyquinoline functional 
groups  

A simple method for immobilization of 8-hydroxyquinoline in a silica matrix is described by 
Lührmann (1985). The sorbent was used in the sorption of Cu(II), Ni(II), Co(II), Fe(III), 
Cr(III) , Mn(II), Zn(II), Cd(II), Pb(II) and Hg(II) at pH from 4 to 6. It was shown that the 
sorption capacity varies in the range from 0.2 to 0.7 mM /g, and the partition coefficients 
from 1103 to 9104. Ryan and Weber showed (1985) that this type of sorbent has better 
sorption properties with respect to Cu(II) than Chelex 100 with the iminodiacetate 
functional groups. Th sorbents based on 8-hydroxyquinoline can be used, e.g. for 
concentration of the trace metal ions Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II), Pb(II) and 
Cr(III) from sea water (Pyell & Stork, 1992). 

8. Chelating ion exchangers with the iminodiacetic functional groups  

Recently the attention has been paid to the ion exchangers with the amino- or iminoacids 
groups. The presence of two carboxyl groups and the tertiary nitrogen atom provides strong 
preference for chromium(III) and copper(II) (Marhol & Cheng, 1974). Therefore, for the 
commercial chelating ion exchangers such as Chelex 100, Dowex A 1, CR-20, Lewatit TP 207, 
Lewatit TP 208, Purolite S 930, Amberlite IRC 748 (formely Amberlite IRC 718) or Wofatit 
MC-50 the sorption process of metal ions proceeds according to the order: Cr3+ > Cu2+ > Ni2+ 
> Zn2+ > Co2+ > Cd2+ > Fe2+ > Mn2+ > Ca2+ >> Na+. This type of ion exchangers also exhibis high 
affinity for Hg(II) and Sb(V) ions. It should be noted that depending on the pH value they 
may occur in the following forms (Zainol & Nicol. 2009a):  

 

At pH <2.0 the nitrogen atom and the two carboxylic groups are protonated. In this case the 
chelating ion exchanger with the iminodiacetic functional groups behaves as a weakly basic 
anion exchanger. At pH ~ 12, the nitrogen atom and the two carboxylic groups undergo 
deprotonation – the ion exchanger behaves as a typical weakly acidic cation exchanger. For 
pH medium values, the iminodiacetic resin behaves as an amphoteric ion exchanger. The 
iminodiacetate groups provide electron pairs so that the binding force for the alkaline earth 
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metals is 5000 times as large as that for alkali metals like Ca(II), which react with divalent 
metals to form a stable coordination covalent bond. Therefore, the affinity series determined 
for the iminodiacetic ion exchanger can be presented in the order: Hg2+ > UO22+ > Cu2+ > Pb2+ 
> Ni2+ > Cd2+ > Zn2+ > Co2+ > Fe2+ >Mn2+ > Ca2+ > Mg2+ > Ba2+ > Sr2+ >> Li+ > Na+ > K+. 

Amberlite IRC 748 in the K(I) form was also used for removal of Ca(II), Mg(II) from the 
potassium chromate solution (Yua et al. 2009). The optimum pH obtained for Ca(II) and 
Mg(II) adsorption onto Amberlite IRC 748 from the potassium chromate solution is 9.8 and 
9.5, respectively. It was also noted that an increase of temperature and resin dosage resulted 
in their higher adsorption and the equilibrium conditions were attained within 480 min. The 
experimental data were relatively well interpreted by the Langmuir isotherm and the 
monolayer adsorption capacities of Ca(II) and Mg(II) were equal to 47.21 mg/g and 27.70 
mg/g, respectively. This is of great importance because manufacturing of chromium trioxide 
by electrolyzing chromate salts, as a green process with the zero emission of waste, is 
studied widely now (Li et. al 2006). It should be also pointed out that separation factors 
between Mg(II) and Ca(II) and other divalent metal ions on an iminodiacetate resin are 
much smaller than those expected from the stability constants of their IDA complexes in 
solutions. Such phenomena were qualitatively described as the ‘polymer effect’ or operation 
of ion exchange as well as complexation reactions. Pesavento et al. (1993) gave a quantitative 
explanation for these anomalies on the basis of the Gibbs-Donnan model. Ca(II) and Mg(II) 
ions are adsorbed forming the R(Hida)2M complexes in acidic media and R(ida)M in neutral 
and alkaline systems whereas Ni(II) or Cu(II) etc. forms the R(ida)M complexes:  

 

Commercially available chelating resins with the iminodiacetate functional group 
(Amberlite IRC 748, Lewatit TP 207, Lewatit TP 208, Purolite S 930, Lewatit MonoPlus TP 
207) have been evaluated for their suitability for the adsorption of Ni(II) and other metal 
ions (Al(III), Ca(II), Co(II), Cr(III), Cu(II), Fe(II/III), Mg(II), Mn(II) and Zn(II)) from the 
tailings of a pressure acid leach process for nickel laterites. The Amberlite IRC 748 and TP 
MonoPlus 207 resins were found to be the most suitable in terms of loading capacity for 
nickel and kinetics of adsorption. Although all the five resins studied have the same 
functional groups their performance is not identical. The observed differences are possibly 
caused by variations in the synthesis procedure which results in variations in the structure 
of the matrix, degree of cross linking, density of functional groups, proportion of 
iminodiacetate groups and also the particle size (Zainol & Nicol, 2009a) 

Additionally, the research carried out by Biesuz et al. (1998) shows that in the case of Ni(II) 
and Cd(II) sorption the structure of formed complexes is different. Ni(II) forms complexes of 
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R(ida)M type, whereas Cd(II) R(idaH)2M. However, in the paper by Zagorodni & 
Muhammed (1999) it was stated that the complexes R(Hida)2M should be extremely weak or 
even impossible. The adsorption equilibrium of Ni(II), Co(II), Mn(II) and Mg(II) on 
Amberlite IRC 748 has been discussed in (Zainol & Nicol, 2009b). The resin proves to have 
high selectivity for Ni(II) and Co(II) which suggests that these metals can be easily separated 
from Mg(II) and Mn(II) at pH 4 and 5. The following order of selectivity of the resin was also 
found: Ni(II) > Co(II) > Mn(II) > Mg(II).  

The kinetics of Cd(II) sorption from separate solutions and from the mixtures with the 
nonionic surfactant Lutensol AO-10 (oxyethylated alkohols) in the hydrogen form of 
chelating iminodiacetic ion exchanger has also been investigated (Kaušpėdieniė et al. 2003). 
It was stated that the sorption of Cd(II) from separate solutions and from the mixture with 
AO-10 is controlled by the intraparticle diffusion in acidic (pH 5) and alkaline media (pH 
7.6). The presence of AO-10 leads to a decrease in the rate of intraparticle diffusion. The 
iminodiacetate resin has a large collective adsorption with Cr(III) ion. The Cr(III) form 
bearing waste water can be removed at any pH in the range 3-6 at 2h of the phase contact 
time. Therefore for treatment of leather tanning, electroplating, textile and dyeing waste 
water the application of this resin is economical (Gode & Pehlivan, 2003) 

Adsorption of trivalent metal ions on iminodiacetate resins was not studied as extensively 
as that of divalent metal ions. The known selectivity order of trivalent metal ions on an 
iminodiacetate resin can be presented as: Sc3+ > Ga3+ > In3+ > Fe3+ > Y3+ > La3+ > Al3+ (Yuchi et 
al. 1997). 

Also since the end of the 1960s fibrous adsorbents with the iminodiacetic acid groups have 
been studied. For example, the capacity of a commercially available iminodiacetic acid fiber 
named Ionex IDA-Na was established to be 0.9-1.1 mmol/g for Cu(II). The fibrous materials 
containing iminodiacetate groups were developed by the group of Jyo et al. (2004) . 
Although the metal ion selectivity of the present fiber was close to that of iminodiacetic acid 
resins, the metal adsorption rate of chloromethylstyrene-grafted polyethylene coated 
polypropylene filamentary fiber is much higher than that of commercially available 
granular exchangers of this type having cross-linked polystyrene matrices. In the column 
mode adsorption of Cu(II), breakthrough capacities of Cu(II) were independent of the flow 
rates of feeds up to 200-300/h. The main reasons for the extremely fast adsorption rate of 
sorbent can be ascribed to the diameter of the fiber being much less than those of the resins 
as well as to the fact that the functional groups were introduced onto non cross linked 
grafted polymer chains. Their chemical and physical stabilities are comparable to those of 
commercially available iminodiacetic acid resins.  

9. Chelating ion exchangers with the phosphonic and aminophosphonic 
functional groups  

Among various types of ion exchangers with the acidic ligands, those having phosphonate 
functionality are of particular interest since they are selective towards heavy metal cations. 
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Development of this type of ion exchangers started in the late 1940s with phosphorylation of 
poly(vinyl alcohol) using various phosphorylating agents (Trochimczuk & Streat, 1999; 
Trochimczuk 2000). Besides phosphate, phosphinic and phosphonic resins, containing –
OPO(OH)2, –PO(OH) and -PO(OH)2 functional groups, respectively, they also contain 
methylenediphosphonate, ethylenediphosphonate and carboxyethyl phosphonate ones 
(Marhol et al. 1974;  

Kabay, 1998a; Ogata et al. 2006). In all cases they display good selectivity towards metal ions 
even at very low pH (except for ethylenediphosphonate and carboxyl containing resins, 
being less acidic, more selective at the pH value from 1 to 2).  

Chelating ion exchangers with the phosphonic functional groups are characterized by 
extremely high selectivity towards Th(IV) and U(IV,VI) as well as Cu(II), Cd(II), Zn(II), 
Ni(II), Ag(I), Au(III) and Fe(III) ions. Commercially available resins containing the 
phosphonic groups are Diaion CRP200 and Diphonix Resin. In the case of Diphonix Resin 
besides the diphosphonic functional groups in the structure of the ion exchanger, there are 
also carboxylic and sulphonic functional groups whose presence determines better 
hydrophilic properties. Diphonix Resin as well as Diphonix A with the functional 
phopshonic and ammonium (type 1) or pyridyne (type 2) groups have been of significant 
interest lately (Chiarizia et al. 1993; Horwitz et al. 1993; Chiarizia et al. 1994; Chiarizia et al. 
1996, Alexandratos, 2009). Diphonix Resin was developed by the Argonne National 
Laboratory and University of Tennessee. It is synthesized by a patented process involving 
copolymerization of tetraalkylvinylidene diphosphonate with styrene, divinylbenzene, and 
acrylonitrile followed by sulphonation with concentrated sulphuric acid. Finding a method 
for effective copolymerization of vinylidene-1,1-diphosphonate (VDPA) ester was a major 
achievement because of the steric hindrance imposed on the vinylidene group by the 
diphosphonate group. This difficulty was overcome by using another relatively small 
monomer, acrylonitrile, as a carrier to induce polymerization of vinylidene-1,1-
diphosphonate (Horwitz et al. 1994; Horwitz, et al. 1995). The protonation constants of 
Diphonix Resin® which are pK1 and pK2 < 2.5 pK3=7.24 and pK4=10.46 appear almost equal 
to the protonation constants of the starting material VDPA which are pK1=1.27, pK2 = 2.41, 
pK3=6.67 and pK4=10.04 (Nash et al. 1994). 

In the past few years there were many publications on the separation of lanthanides and 
actinides on the chelating resins with the phosphonic groups. Lanthanides in minerals occur 
in small amounts, usually in the form of mixtures, often isomorphic, so that their extraction 
and separation create many problems. To this end also Diphonix Resin can be used 
especially at low pH. It is characterized by high affinity for U(VI), Pu(IV), Np(IV), Th(IV), 
Am(III) and Eu(III). It was found that from 1 M HNO3 solutions the distribution coefficient 
of Diphonix Resin for U(VI) ions is 70,000 compared to 900 for sulphinic acid resin 
(Alexandratos, 2007) and the recovery coefficient for Eu(III) under the same conditions is 
98.3, whereas for the sulphonic acid resin 44.9 (Ripperger & Alexandratos, 1999). In the 
paper by Phillips et al. it was demonstrated that Diphonix Resin® can be successfully used 
for removal of uranium from the solutions of pH > 5 including high concentration of NO3- 
ions as it is less sensitive to interference by such ions as carbonates, nitrates(V), 
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sulphates(VI), Fe(III), Ca(II) and Na(I) (Philips et al. 2008). It can be also used for removal of 
V(V), Cr(III), Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Zn(II), Cd(II), Hg(II) and Pb(II) form waters and waste 
waters; V(V), Cr(III), Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II), Hg(II) and Pb(II) from 
drinking water; Mn(II), Co(II) and Ni(II) from waste waters of the oil industry; Cr(III) from 
acidic solutions, Fe(III) from the solutions containing complexing agents in the process of 
removing scale and radionuclides from radioactive waste waters. Smolik et al. (2009) 
investigated separation of zirconium(IV) from hafnium(IV) sulphuric acid solutions on 
Diphonix Resin®. It was found that the best medium for separation of hafnium(IV) and 
zirconium(IV) is 0.5 M sulphuric acid. A decrease in temperature lowers the degree of 
metals separation, while lower flow rates through the column increases zirconium(IV) from 
hafnium(IV) separation. Recent studies have shown that Diphonix Resin® can also be used 
for removal of Cd(II) and Cr(III) from the phosphoric acid solutions through column tests. 
Kabay et al. (1998b) found that the acid concentration strongly determines the resin 
behaviour with respect to the sorption/elution of Cd(II) and Cr(III). In the paper by Cavaco 
et al. it was pointed but that Diphonix Resin® has strong affinity for Cr(III) ions and high 
selectivity towards Fe(III) and Ni(II) (Cavaco et al. 2009). The mechanism of sorption on 
Diphonix Resin® can be written as (Hajiev et al. 1989):  

R(PO3H2)22- + M2+ ⇄ R(PO3H2)2-→M2+  

where: R is the resin matrix. 

However, according to the literature, Diphonix Resin® has the best selectivity for transition 
metals such as Fe(III), Cu(II) and Ni(II) over Cr(III). High affinity of Diphonix Resin® for 
Fe(III) compared to the mono- and divalent ions e.g. Ca(II) was reported in several papers. 
Owing to its very good separation capability, Diphonix Resin® was also applied in the project 
FENIX Iron Control System to remove iron from the spent copper electrolyte in Western 
Metals Copper Ltd. (Queensland, Australia). In this plant, copper(I) sulphate(VI) was used as a 
reducing agent at the reaction temperature of 85 °C to increase the elution of Fe(III):  

Fe2(SO4)3 + 6HR ⇄ 2Fe(R)3 + 3H2SO4 

CuSO4 + Cu ⇄ Cu2SO4 

2Fe(R)3 + 3H2SO4 + Cu2SO4 ⇄ 2FeSO4 + 2CuSO4 + 6HR 

where: R is the resin matrix. 

In the paper by Lee & Nicol (2007) it was proved that sorption capacities of Diphonix 
Resin® for Fe(III) and Co(II) ions in the sulphate(VI) system at pH 2 are equal to 130 mg/g 
and 90 mg/g, respectively. 

The obvious disadvantage of this ion exchanger is therefore the fact that it is difficult to 
remove Fe(III) ions. To this end 1-hydroxyethane-1,1-diphosphonic acid (HEDP) is used. In 
the case of Cr(III), Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II), Hg(II), Sn(II) and Pb(II) ions 
2M H2SO4 can be also applied. 
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In the group of chelating ion exchangers containing phosphonic and aminophosphonic 
functionalities the resins with aminoalkylphosphonic functional groups, such as Duolite C-
467, Duolite ES-467, Lewatit OC 1060, Purolite S 940, Purolite S 950 and Chelite P occupy a 
significant position. In the sorption of heavy metal ions on this kind of chelating ion 
exchangers the following affinity series is obtained: Pb2+ > Cu2+ > UO22+, Zn2+, Al3+ >Mg2+ > 
Sr2+ > Ca2+ > Cd2+ > Ni2+ > Co2+ > Na+ > Ba2+. These ion exchangers as well as the previously 
mentioned phosphonic ones exhibit poor affinity for Ca(II) and Mg(II). The effectiveness of 
sorption of the above mentioned metal ions, however, decreases with the decreasing pH. It 
is worth mentioning that depending on pH value, the aminoalkylphosphonic groups may 
occur in the following forms: 

 

and therefore the selectivity of metal ions sorption depends on the degree of ionization of 
phosphonic groups. In the case of acidic solutions due to protonation of the nitrogen atom of 
aminophosphonic group there are formed combinations with the following structure:  

 

One of the most favourable modes of chelation of the phosphonic acid group is the 
formation of a four-membered ring through determination of two P-OH groups. 

Additionally, in the case of the aminoalkylphosphonic groups, due to the fact that between 
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group, the increase of the electron density on the nitrogen atom of the amino group is 
expected. It affects the growth of its protonation. Therefore, this preferred zwitterion form 
can be as follows: 
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OH groups and coordination of the oxygen atom has also been reported. These structures 
are presented below:  

 

Chelating ion exchangers with the aminoalkylphosphonic functional groups, like picolylamine 
resins - Dowex M 4195 exhibits moderate selectivity for Cu(II) over Fe(III) in the acidic 
sulphate(VI) solutions compared to the iminodiacetic acid resins which show no or limited 
selectivity depending on pH. The stability constants for divalent metal ions with 
aminomethylphosphonic acid have been found in the order: Ca2+ < Mg2+ < Co2+ < Ni2+ < Cu2+ > 
Zn2+ (Sahni et al. 1985). In the paper by Milling and West (1984), it was found that Duolite ES-
467 possesses a higher capacity for copper(II) ions compared to nickel(II) and iron(III) and that 
the capacity decreases with the decreasing pH and metal ion concentration in the solution.  

Besides Duolite ES-467, Purolite S 950 has been proved to have a high affinity for various 
heavy metal ions and it is successfully applied in metallurgical and wastewater treatment 
processes. In the paper by Koivula et al. (2000) Purolite S-950 was used for purification of 
effluents from metal plating industry containing Zn(II), Ni(II), Cu(II) and Cd(II) ions. 
Among others, it was stated that Purolite S-950 showed lower sorption capacity equal to 1.2 
eq/dm3 for zinc chloride compared to zinc solutions containing KCl and NH4Cl (1.3 eq/dm3). 
Under analogous conditions the sorption capacity for Cd(II) was 1.1 eq/dm3. Recovery of 
Ni(II) and Co(II) from organic acid complexes using Purolite S 950 was also studied by 
Deepatana & Valix (2006). They found that sorption capacities for nickel sulphate(VI) for 
Dowex M4195 (94.51 mg/g), Amberlite IRC 748 (125.03 mg/g) and Ionac SR-5 (79.26 mg/g) 
are much higher than those for Purolite S-950 in the case of sorption of Ni(II) complexes 
with citric acid (18.42 mg/g), malic acid (14.45 mg/g) and lactic acid (19.42 mg/g) mainly due 
to the steric hindrance. For Co(II) ions analogous results were obtained (citric (5.39 mg/g for 
citric acid; 7.54 mg/g for malic acid and 10.48 mg/g for lactic acid). The elution efficiencies of 
these complexes from Purolite S-950 resins were high (82–98%) therefore it would appear 
that the adsorption process involves weak interactions. However, in the case of the sorption 
of Cu(II) and Zn(II) ions from the sulphate solutions at pH 1.9 on the 
aminomethylphosphonic resin Lewatit R 252K and the iminodiacetic resin Lewatit TP 207 it 
was found that separation factors were much lower for Lewatit R 252K (83.0 at 10 oC and 
30.0 at 80 oC) than for Lewatit TP 207 (1.67 at 10 oC and 1.4 at 80 oC) (Muraviev et al. 1995). 

10. Chelating ion exchangers with the methylglucamine functional groups  

Selective ion exchange resins also include chelating ion exchangers containing N-methyl 
(polyhydroxohexyl)amine functional groups also called methylglucamine. Commercially 
available ion exchangers of this type are: Amberlite IRA 743, Duolite ES-371, Diaion CRB 02, 
Dowex BSR 1, Purolite S 108 and Purolite S110. 
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These ion exchangers show high selectivity for boron (in the form of trioxyboric acid H3BO3) 
(Alexandratos, 2007; Alexandratos, 2009). The boron sorption process proceeds according to 
the scheme: 

 

Besides boron the following components of waste water should be also taken into account: 
Na(I), K(I), Ca(II), Mg(II), Cl-, SO42-, HCO3-, CO32- and effects should be also considered. Ion 
exchangers of this type can be used in the removal of Cr(VI) and As(V) (Dambies et al. 2004; 
Gandhi et al. 2010) although the mechanism of sorption of chromate ions(VI) involves both 
electrostatic interactions with the protonate amino group and the reduction of Cr(Vl) to 
Cr(III): 

 

As for arsenate removal the process should be conducted from aqueous solutions at neutral 
pH. The percent removal of arsenate from the aqueous solution of 100 mg/ dm3 arsenate and 
560 mg/dm3 sulphate on NMDG resin is 99% and the reaction is unaffected by the presence 
of phosphate ions and the solution pH above 9.0, indicating that it can be regenerated with 
the alkaline solution. It was determined that the key variable in its selectivity is that the 
resin has to be protonated prior to contact with the aqueous solution (Alexandratos, 2007). 

11. Chelating ion exchangers with the bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine 
functional groups  

The ion exchange resins with the bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine (bpa) functional groups also 
known as bispicolylamine are capable of selective sorption of transition metals, particularly 
Cu(II) ions due to the presence of donor atoms (nitrogen atoms) which are capable of 
coordination reaction with Cu(II). Due to this fact, such chelating ion exchange resins can 
combine ion exchange and complexing reactions and then exhibit high selectivity for metal 
ions. Dowex M 4195 possessing such functional groups is commercially available. It was 
synthesized in the early 1970s by Dow Chemical Co. and formerly known as Dowex XFS-
4195 or DOW 3N. Also two others: Dowex M4196 (formerly Dowex XFS-4196) N-(2-
hydroxyethyl)picolylamine or Dowex XFS-43084 (DOW 2N) with N-(2-
hydroxypropyl)picolylamine were recognized (Jones & Pyper, 1979; Grinstead, 1984). 
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Bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine (bpa) is an uncharged tridentate ligand having the ability to 
form charged complexes with most divalent metals. The 1:1 complexes with the metal ions 
of [M(bpa)]2+ type are stable (Hirayama & Umehara, 1996). Based on the pKa values of bis(2-
pyridylmethyl)amine (pK1=0.5, pK2=2.2, pK3=3.4), it can be stated that at low pH values three 
nitrogen atoms would be protonated, while in the middle range of pH only one. For 
instance, Cu(II) ions (the coordination number is equal to 4) with the bis(2-
pyridylmethyl)amine group and water molecule coordinate to it giving a square planar 
structure. In the next stage the H2O molecule can be replaced by the anion, which is able to 
coordinate Cu(II) by a ligand exchange reaction:  

RN(bpa)2 + H+ ⇄ RNH+(bpa)2 

 2RHN+(bpa)2 + M2+ ⇄ [RHN+(bpa)2]2→M2+  

 

The complexes formed in the resin phase possess the following structure:  

 
The obtained complex ion exchanger provides a new mode for the recognition of ions in the 
chromatographic analysis. Dowex M-4195 is a weak base ion exchanger and 1 M H2SO4 is in 
the protonated form (pKa = 3.2). It is also resistant to osmotic shock. Diniz et al. (2000, 2002, 
2005) showed that the affinity series of metal ions determined in the one-component system 
for Dowex M 4195 is as follows: Cu(II) > Ni(II) > Co(II) > Pb(II) > Fe(III) > Mn(II) and it is 
slightly different from that in the multicomponent system: Cu(II) > Ni(II) > Pb(II) > Fe(III) > 
Co(II) > Mn(II). The affinity of the transition metal cations for Dowex M 4195 in most cases 
was in agreement with the Irving-Williams order (Irving and Williams, 1953): Fe(II) < Co(II) 
< Fe(III) < Ni(II) < Cu(II) > Zn(II). It can be used for purification of chloride solutions after 
leaching of Mn(II) containing trace amounts of Co(II), Pb(II), Ni(II) and Cu(II). It can be also 
used for gold recovery (Tuzen, 2008). 
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On a commercial scale Dowex M 4195 has been used, among others, for separation of Ni(II) 
ions in the presence of Co(II) at INCO’s Port Colborne refinery in Canada and Zambia 
Chambishi Cobalt Plant (Diniz et al. 2005) for purifying cobalt electrolytes. The efficiency of 
sorption of both ions is affected not only by pH, but by also by the concentration of 
sulphate(VI) ions and temperature. It is worth mentioning that separation of the twin pair 
Co(II)-Ni(II) is one of the most difficult tasks in inorganic chemistry. Contrary to Lewatit TP 
207 and Amberlite IRC 718 with the iminodiacetate functional groups, Dowex M-4195 is 
characterized by the maximum sorption capacity towards Cu(II) ions in the pH range 1-4 
(Melling and West, 1984). The sorption process can be presented in the following reaction: 

RHn + Cu2+ ⇄ R–Cu2+ + nH+ 

where: R is the resin matrix, n is the stoichiometric ratio, for n2 the SO42- ions sorption 
occurs.  

Partial washing out of copper(II) ions proceeds by means of 4M H2SO4, whereas the total 
one by means of NH3H2O. In the case of sorption of Cu(II) ions sorption in the presence of 
Fe(III) ions, the ion exchange mechanism must be assumed. Sorption of both ions is affected 
not only by pH, but also by concentration of sulphate(VI) ions and temperature. Fe(III) ions 
sorption increases significantly with the temperature rise from 293 K to 303 K, whereas it 
does not change for Cu(II) ions.  

The ion exchangers with the picolylamine functional groups can be the basis for obtaining 
the polymeric ligand exchanger (PLE) with the structure presented above (Zhao et al. 1998; 
Kołodyńska 2009c):  

 

Such kind of ion exchanger consists of the cross linked polystyrene-divinylbenzene matrix, 
covalently attached bispicolylamine functional groups and Lewis acid cations (such as Cu2+, 
Ni2+, Fe3+, Co2+ according to the series: Cu2+ > Ni2+ > Fe3+ > Co2+) coordinated to the functional 
groups and without neutralization of their positive charge so that the anion exchanger is 
obtained. It is expected to show high affinity not only for phosphates(V) HPO42-, arsenate(V) 
HAsO42- and chromate(VI) CrO42- ions but also oxalates ox2-, perchlorates ClO4-, tartaric acid 
as well as simultaneous and selective removal of heavy metal and chromate ions (contrary 
to other ion exchangers) (Saygi et al. 2008; Dimick, 2008; Du et al. 2008). It was found that for 
phosphates(V) HPO42- removal, the sorption efficiency is much higher than that for the 
strongly basic macroporous anion exchanger Amberlite IRA 958 and proceeds according to 
the reaction: 

Cu2+ Cu2+ Cu2+

L2- L2-L2-
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R–M2+(2Cl-) + HPO42- ⇄ R–M2+(HPO42-) + 2Cl- 

The desorption process can be written as follows: 

R–M2+(HPO42-) + 2Cl- + H+ ⇄ R–M2+(2Cl-) + H2PO4- 

R–M2+(HPO42-) + 2Cl- ⇄ R–M2+(2Cl-) + HPO42- 

Four chelating ion exchange polymeric resins were tested to remove Ni(II) and Co(II) from 
synthetic solutions on the commercially available ion exchangers Dowex M4195, Amberlite 
IRC 748, Ionac SR-5 and Purolite S930. Among the selected resins, Dowex M4195 showed 
the best results for Ni(II) and Co(II) selective sorption from acid liquors in the whole pH 
range and with small influence of other elements. Even at pH 1 Dowex M4195 was the most 
effective (Mendes & Martins, 2004).  

12. Chelating ion exchangers with the thiol, thiourea and isothiourea 
functional groups  

In the group of ion exchangers with the thiol functional groups (Chelite S, Duolite ES-465, 
Imac GT 73) Imac TMR resin is very important. It is the macroporous ion exchanger with the 
PS-DVB matrix, which besides the thiol ones, also possesses the sulphone groups. Imac TMR 
is used for selective sorption of Hg(II) ions from the process solutions as well as Ag(I), 
Au(III), Pt(IV) and Pd(II). The sorption process of Hg(II) with the saline solution proceeds 
according to the reaction: 

 

Also ion exchangers with the isothiourea functional groups (Ionac SR 3, Lewatit TP 214, 
Purolite S 920, Srafion NMRR) exhibit high affinity for Hg(II) ions. They are also selective 
for noble metal ions. Depending on the pH, the isothiourea groups occur in the following 
forms: 

 

For the first form, coordination bond formation is possible, whereas for the second one the 
sorption process proceeds in accordance with the anion exchange mechanism: 
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13. Retardion 11A8 

Dowex Retardion 11A8 is an example of a very interesting ion exchanger of the type ‘snake 
in a cage’ with the quaternary ammonium and carboxylic functional groups (amphotheric 
resin) (Dybczyński, 1987). It is produced by polymerizing acrylic acid monomer inside an 
anion exchange resin. Polyacrylic chains are (snake) alternate with the PS-DVB matrix (cage) 
and therefore they are trapped inside the cross linked ion exchange resin and cannot diffuse 
out. As a result, cationic and anionic sites are so closely associated that they partially 
neutralize their electric charges. Mobile ions, such as chlorides, nitrates(V) are attracted and 
retained on these unique sites until they are eluted with hot water.  

Dowex Retardion 11A8 can be used for selective separation of Cd(II) ions in the presence of 
other heavy metal ions (Samczyński & Dybczyński, 2002). Cd(II) ions are sorbed from 2 M 
HCI and 2 M NH4OH with 0.1 M NH4Cl systems according to the reactions: 

 

In the case of separation of Ga(III), In(III), Tl(III), Pt(II), Pd(II) and Na(I), Ni(II), Cu(II) and 
Zn(II) mixtures in acidic media the resin acts mainly as an anion exchanger. For the elements 
that can exist as both cations and anions in solution (e.g., Ni, Co, Cu and Zn), the 
amphoteric properties of Retardion11A8 permit more specific isolation of certain elements 
from complex mixtures than would be possible with the use of monofunctional ion 
exchangers (Dybczyński & Sterlińska, 1974). 

14. Impregnated ion exchangers  

The impregnated resins obtained by physically loaded organic reagents on a solid inert 
support material such as Amberlite XAD resins are an attractive material for separation and 
preconcentration of heavy metal ions (Prabhakaran & Subramanian, 2003). They are 
characterized by good porosity, uniform pore size distribution, high surface area as a chemical 
homogeneous, non-ionic structure. For instance, it was found that Amberlite XAD-2 
functionalized with dithiocarbamate ligand, 1,8-dihydroxynaphthalene-3,6-disulphonic acid 
(chromotropic acid), 2(2-thiazolylazo)-p-cresol, l-(2-pyridylazo)-2-naphthol, calmagite, xylenol 
orange (Abollino et al. 1998; Ferreira & Brito, 1999, Ferreira et al. 1999; Ferreira et al. 2000a; 
Ferreira et al. 2000b; Tewari & Singh, 1999; Tewari & Singh, 2000; Tewari & Singh, 2001; 
Tewari & Singh, 2002) can be used for selective sorption and preconcentration of heavy metal 
ions. Amberlite XAD-4 loaded with sodium diethyl dithiocarbamate; 2,3-dihydroxy benzoic 
acid (DHBA), ammonium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate (APDC) and piperidine 
dithiocarbamate (pipDTC) were used for preconcentration and determination of metal ions in 
various matrices (Uzun et al. 2001; Hosseini et al. 2006; Ramesh et al. 2002). However, the most 
promising polymeric support with a larger surface area is Amberlite XAD 16. Amberlite XAD-
16 loaded with quercitin (Sharma & Pant, 2009) is characterized by good adsorbent properties 
for large amounts of uncharged compounds (Tokaloğlu et al. 2010). The solid phase extraction 

(n-2)RCl + [CdCln]2-n R([CdCln]2-n) + (n-2)Cl-

2RCOONH4 + [Cd(NH3)n]2+ (RCOO)2[Cd(NH3)n-x] + 2NH4
+ + nNH3
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(SPE) process with the application of such materials is characterized by important advantages 
such simplicity, flexibility, economical, rapid, higher enrichment factors, absence of emulsion 
and low cost because of lower consumption of reagents.  

In general, sorption selectivity of a resin can be affected by both sorbate-sorbent and 
sorbate-solvent interactions. It has been well recognized that resin matrix and functional 
groups can strongly affect ion exchange capacity and selectivity. Therefore in the presented 
paper the chelating ion exchangers Diphonix Resin® containing diphosphonic, sulphonic 
and carboxylic acid groups and Dowex M 4195 with the bis(2-pyridylmethyl) amine 
functional group were used for the sorption of Cu(II), Zn(II), Co(II), Pb(II) complexes with 
Baypure CX 100 (IDS) and Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II), Pb(II) complexes with Trilon M (MGDA). 
The presence of the sulphonic functional groups determines better hydrophilic properties of 
Diphonix Resin® compared to the traditional monofunctional ion exchangers. 

15. Experimental 

In the paper the results of the sorption of heavy metal ions such as Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and 
Pb(II) in the presence of the complexing agents of a new generation Baypure CX 100 (IDS) 
and Trilon M (MGDA) on commercially available chelating ion exchangers are presented.  

The essential physicochemical properties of these chelating agents are given in Table 1. 

16. Characteristics of the chelating ion exchange resins 

The chelating ion exchange resins Dowex M 4195 and Diphonix Resin® were tested. Their 
short characteristics are presented in Table 2.  

 
Properties IDS MGDA
Structure HOOC

HOOC

COOH

COOHN
H  

N

COOH

HOOC

COOH

 
Form supplied liquid liquid 

Molecular weight 337.1 271.0 
Appearance colourless to light yellow clear yellowish 

pH 10.3-11.4 11.0 
Density [g mL-1] 1.32-1.35 g/mL 1.31 g/mL 
Solubility in H2O in any ratio in any ratio 

Solubility in NaOH in any ratio in any ratio 
Biodegradability [%] > 80% > 68% 

Termal stability in any range in any range 

Table 1. Physicochemical properties of IDA and MGDA.  
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Properties Dowex M 4195 Diphonix Resin® 

Matrix PS-DVB PS-DVB 
Structure macroporous gel 

Functional groups bis(2-pyridylmethyl) amine 
bis-picolylamine 

diphosphonic sulphonic 
carboxylic 

Commercial form weak base, partially H2SO4 salt H+ 

Appearance brown to green, opaque beige, opaque 
Total capacity 1.3 [eq/dm3] 5,6 [mol/kg] 

Moisture content 40-60 % 58.3 % 
Bead size 0.300-1.200 [mm] 0.074-0.150 [mm] 
Density 0.67 [g/cm3] 1.05-1.11 [g/cm3] 

Max temp. range 353 K 313 K 
Operating pH range 2 – 6 0 – 12 

Table 2. Physicochemical properties of Dowex M 4195 and Diphonix Resin®.  

Before the experiments, the resins were washed with hydrochloric acid (0.1 M) or sulphuric 
acid (0.5 M) to remove impurities from their synthesis. After pre-treatment they were 
washed with deionised water.  

The solutions of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) complexes with Baypure CX 100 and Trilon 
M with the desirable concentrations were prepared by mixing appropriate metal chlorides 
or nitrates with the complexing agents solutions, respectively. For the studies the obtained 
solutions were used without pH adjustment. The pH values of the solutions of Cu(II), Zn(II), 
Cd(II) and Pb(II) complexes with IDS were as follows: 6.7, 6.5, 69 and 7.3, respectively. For 
the Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) complexes with MGDA these values were equal to 8.3, 
9.8, 10.5 and 10.4. The other chemicals used were of analytical grade.  

In batch experiments, 50 cm3 of sample solution and ion exchanger (0.5 g) were put into a 
conical flask and shaken at different time intervals using the laboratory shaker Elpin type 
357, (Elpin-Plus, Poland). After the pH of solutions was stabilized and equilibrated, the ion 
exchangers were filtered. The experiments were conducted in three parallel series. The 
reproducibility of the measurements was within 5%. Adsorption isotherms were obtained 
with different initial concentrations varying from 1×10-3 M to 2.5 ×10-2 M of metal ions and 
ligands while keeping the constant amount of resins at room temperature (295 K). The 
equilibrium between the solid and liquid phases was modelled by the Langmuir and 
Freundlich equations as presented earlier (Kołodyńska, 2010a; Kołodyńska 2010b; 
Kołodyńska 2010c). Kinetic studies were carried out at different time intervals varying from 
1 to 120 min keeping the constant amount of resins at room temperature (295 K). The 
shaking speed was 180 rpm to maintain resin particles in suspension. 

The amount of heavy metal complexes sorbed onto the resins was calculated by the 
difference between the amounts added and already present in the solution and that left in 
the solution after equilibrium. 
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The pH values were measured with a PHM 84 pH meter (Radiometer, Copenhagen) with 
the glass REF 451 and calomel pHG 201-8 electrodes. The concentrations of heavy metals 
were measured with the AAS spectrometer Spectra 240 FS (Varian, Australia). 

17. Results 

As for the removal of toxic metal ions many different methods are available. Among them, 
the most commonly used are ion exchange, adsorption, reduction and precipitation. In 
many cases, the environmentally most compatible and cost-effective solutions include 
combination of two or more of these processes. From different waste waters those 
containing heavy metal ions and complexing agents require special attention. 

18. Complexing agents 

For over fifty years synthetic chelating agents from the group of aminopolycarboxylic acids 
(APCAs) have been the basis in many technological processes. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid (EDTA), nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) and diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) are 
the best known traditional complexing agents. They are commonly applied in many branches 
of industry forming stable, water soluble complexes with various metal cations or as a 
masking agent. Nowadays there are a number of alternative products on the market which 
claim to be as effective as EDTA and NTA. Among them, IDS and MGDA should be listed.  

Iminodisuccinic acid (IDS) also known as Baypure CX 100 is a medium-strong chelator 
consisting of: iminodisuccinic acid sodium salt > 32%, aspartic acid sodium salt < 7%, 
fumaric acid sodium salt < 3.5 %, hydroxysuccinic acid < 0.9 %, maleic acid sodium salt < 0.9 
% (IDS Na-salz, 1998; Vasilev et al. 1996; Vasilev et al. 1998; Reinecke et al. 2000, Kołodyńska 
et al. 2009; Kołodyńska, 2009a). Iminodisuccinic acid sodium salt can form quintuple-
bonded complexes with metal ions. In this case, complexing occurs via the nitrogen and all 
four carboxyl groups. As a result of the octahedric structure of the complete complex, a 
water molecule is required for the sixth coordination point (Kołodyńska, 2009b). In the 
paper by Hyvönen it was found that for low pH conditions (less than 3), the tendency for 
M(II)/M(III) ions to form complexes with IDS may be assumed as: 
Cu(II)>Fe(III)>Zn(II)>Mn(II), whereas for pH >7 it can be as follows: Cu(II)>Zn(II)> 
Mn(II)>Fe(III) (Hyvönen et al. 2003; Hyvönen & Aksela, 2010). IDS is able to replace EDTA 
when rather moderate chelating agents are sufficient for masking alkaline earth or heavy 
metal ions. As a substitute for EDTA it is used in a variety of applications, including 
detergent formulations, corrosion inhibitors, production of pulp and paper, textiles, 
ceramics, photochemical processes, and as trace nutrient fertilizers in agriculture. 

Methylglycinediacetic acid (MGDA) was patented by BASF and marketed under the brand 
name Trilon M. The active ingredient contained in Trilon M is the trisodium salt of 
methylglycinediacetic acid. The acid dissociation constants pKa of MGDA are as follows: 
pK1=1.6, pK2=2.5 pK3=10.5 (Jachuła et al. 2011; Jachuła et al. 2012). The most important 
property of Trilon M is the ability to form complexes (MGDA is a tetradentate chelating 
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ligand where chelation involves three carboxylate groups and nitrogen atom) with metal 
ions, soluble in water in the large pH range 2-13. These complexes remain stable, especially 
in alkaline media and even at temperatures of up to 373 K. It is worth mentioning that 
MGDA chelating capacity was investigated by Tandy et al. (2004) in soil washing. It was 
found that 89-100% of MGDA can be degraded in 14 days, 90% of EDDS in 20 days while no 
EDTA was degraded in 30 days.  

Fig. 5a-b shows the comparison of the logarithmic stability constants (log K) for the 
complexes of IDS and MGDA and selected metal ions with the stability constants for EDTA. 

 
Figure 5. a-b. Comparison of conditional stability constants values of some complexes of metals with 
EDTA and IDS (a) as well as EDTA and MGDA (b).  

A high or moderately high value for log K of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) and first of all 
Fe(III) with IDS and MGDA indicates that these chelating agents have a high affinity for 
particular metal ions and they provide a preliminary indication of whether the chelating 
agent is suitable for the specific application. 

As these complexing agents are widely applied, removal of their complexes with heavy 
metals is essential, especially when typical chemical precipitation methods are ineffective, 
even if solutions with high metal concentrations are treated. Therefore, more advanced 
techniques are required for cleaning up such contaminants and retardation of heavy metal 
ions mobility. Among these, the ion exchange with application of selective resins appears to 
be a more promising method for the treatment of such solutions. 

Generally, chelating properties and selectivity of ion exchangers have been enhanced by: (i) 
immobilization of ligands with multiple coordinating sites such as bifunctional polymers or 
polyfunctional polymers possessing different functional groups, (ii) immobilization of low 
molecular weight complexing agents, (iii) by preparation of ion imprinted polymers (IIP), 
(iv) preparation of reactive ion exchangers (RIEX), (vi) immobilization of specific donor 
groups through application of Pearson’s hard soft acid base theory, (vii) immobilization of 
macrocycles e.g. crown ethers, calixarenes, resorcinarenes etc. These approaches correspond 
to both chelating ion exchangers Dowex M 4195 and Diphonix Resin®. Additionally, their 
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sorption selectivity can be affected by sorbate-sorbent and sorbate-solvent interactions. It 
has been well recognized that the resin matrix and the functional groups can strongly affect 
ion exchange capacity and selectivity (Clifford & Weber, 1983; Barron & Fritz, 1984; Li et al. 
1998). Therefore, in the case of chelating ion exchangers, where the formation of 
coordination bonds is the basis of the sorption process, besides the parameters related to 
physicochemical properties of the resins, the effect of the presence of complexing agents 
should be also taken into account.  

In the presence of the complexing agents, IDS and MGDA, there are formed: 

M2+ + Hnidsn-4 ⇄ [M(Hnids)]n-2 where n=1,2,3      

and 

M2+ + Hnmgdan-3 ⇄ [M(Hnmgda)]n-2, where n=1,2. 

Therefore using selective chelating ion exchangers the sorption effectiveness will be dependent 
on the decomposition of neutral or anionic species of [MH2L], [MHL]- and [ML]2- type, where 
L=ids4-, mgda3-. Additionally, the ‘sieve effect’ is also important (Kołodyńska, 2010b; 
Kołodyńska 2010c; Kołodyńska 2011). In the case of the chelating resin Dowex M 4195 
possessing the bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine (bpa) functional groups, depending on the pH value 
the mechanism of sorption can be as presented earlier. Additionally, the ionic interaction 
mechanism between the protonated amines and the anionic complexes of the [ML]2- and [ML]- 

is also possible (Kołodyńska 2011). Therefore, appropriate reactions can be as follows: 

2RHN+(bpa)2 Cl- + [ML]2- ⇄ [RHN+(bpa)2]2[ML]2- + 2Cl-       

RHN+(bpa)2 Cl- + [MHL]- ⇄ [RHN+(bpa)2][MHL]- + Cl-       

or 

RHN+(bpa)2 Cl- + [ML]- ⇄ [RHN+(bpa)2][ML]- + Cl-        

where: R is the Dowex M 4195 skeleton (PS-DVB), L is the ids4- or mgda3- ligand. 

The analogous mechanism of sorption in the case of Diphonix chelating ion exchanger 
should be considered. 

Kinetic studies 

For the kinetic data, a simple kinetic analysis was performed using the pseudo first order 
and the pseudo second order equations:  
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where: qe is the amount of metal complexes sorbed at equilibrium (for the pseudo first order 
model also denoted as q1 and q2 for the pseudo second order model) (mg/g), qt is the amount 
of metal complexes sorbed at time t (mg/g), k1, k2 are the equilibrium rate constants (1/min), 
respectively. 

The sorption of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) complexes with IDS on Dowex M 4195 in the 
M(II)-L=1:1 system is presented in Fig.6a. The analogous data for the Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) 
and Pb(II) complexes with MGDA sorption on Dowex M 4195 are presented in Fig.6b and 
for Diphonix Resin® in Figs.6c and 6d.  

 
Figure 6. a-b. The effect of the phase contact time on the sorption capacities of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and 
Pb(II) complexes with IDS on Dowex M 4195 (a) and Diphonix Resin® (c) as well as the Cu(II), Zn(II), 
Cd(II) and Pb(II) complexes with MGDA on Dowex M 4195 (b) and Diphonix Resin® (d) (c0 110-3 
mol/dm3, shaking speed 180 rpm, shaking time 1-120 min, room temperature). 

The straight lines of t/qt vs. t suggest the applicability of the pseudo second kinetic model to 
determine the qe, k2 and h parameters (from the intercept and the slope of the plots). These 
kinetic parameters are presented in Tables 3 and 4.  

It was shown that the equilibrium was reached very quickly. More than 90% of metal ions 
were bound to Dowex M 4195 and Diphonix Resin® within 10-20 min of the phase contact 
time and therefore a slight increase until a plateau was reached after about 2 h was 
observed. The values of the theoretical qe for the studied resins were in good agreement 
with those obtained experimentally (qe,exp). On Dowex M 4195 about 95 %, 100 %, 99 % and  
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System qe.exp [mg/g] q2 [mg/g] k2 h R2 

Cu(II)-IDS=1:1 5.63 5.61 1.012 5.789 0.9987 
Zn(II)-IDS=1:1 5.91 5.88 1.007 4.897 0.9988 
Cd(II)-IDS=1:1 9.81 9.89 0.987 12.456 0.9999 
Pb(II)-IDS=1:1 19.10 19.00 0.845 16.789 0.9992 

Cu(II)-MGDA=1:1 6.05 5.98 2.335 9.237 0.9999 
Zn(II)-MGDA=1:1 4.17 4.03 1.017 16.783 0.9996 
Cd(II)-MGDA=1:1 12.55 12.23 0.924 10.123 0.9999 
Pb(II)-MGDA=1:1 17.77 17.46 0.688 7.525 0.9999 

Table 3. The pseudo second order kinetic parameters for the sorption of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) 
complexes with IDS and MGDA on Dowex M 4195. 

 

System qe.exp [mg/g] q2 [mg/g] k2 h R2 
Cu(II)-IDS=1:1 6.12 6.21 2.211 10.207 0.9999 
Zn(II)-IDS=1:1 6.01 6.09 1.345 7.123 0.9991 
Cd(II)-IDS=1:1 10.21 10.11 0.988 23.434 0.9999 
Pb(II)-IDS=1:1 20.39 20.26 0.876 37.551 0.9998 

Cu(II)-MGDA=1:1 5.66 5.61 3.469 11.111 0.9999 
Zn(II)-MGDA=1:1 4.48 4.48 2.395 48.077 0.9999 
Cd(II)-MGDA=1:1 10.23 10.24 0.024 2.475 0.9999 
Pb(II)-MGDA=1:1 18.94 18.93 0.188 67.568 0.9999 

Table 4. The pseudo second order kinetic parameters for the sorption of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) 
complexes with IDS and MGDA on Diphonix Resin®.  

97.5 % of the Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) complexes with IDS and 94 %, 98 %, 96 % and 
95 % complexes with MGDA are sorbed at this time, respectively. On Diphonix Resin® for 
the Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) complexes with IDS and MGDA the adequate values are 
as follows: 94 %, 89 %, 97 % and 98 % as well as 97 %, 86 %, 99 % and 96 %. These results 
indicate that the sorption process of metal ions in the presence of IDS and MGDA on Dowex 
M 4195 and Diphonix Resin® followed a pseudo second order kinetics, which meant that 
both the external mass transfer and intraparticle diffusion together were involved in the 
sorption process. The correlation coefficients (R2) obtained for the pseudo second order 
kinetic model are in the range 0.9991 -1.000 for all metal complexes. The pseudo first order 
parameters were not shown because the correlation coefficients for this model are low 
(0.7438-0.8745 for the IDS complexes and 0.919-0.986 for the MGDA complexes on Diphonix 
Resin®.  

The breakthrough curves for Cu(II) ions in the presence of MGDA on Dowex M4195 from 
single metal ion solutions of a concentration 1x10–3 M are shown in Fig. 7. Typical ’S’ shaped 
curves were obtained in the experiments. Analogous results were obtained on Diphonix 
Resin®. It should be mentioned the UV exposition does not have a significant effect on the 
decomposition of the complexes in the resin phase. 
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System qe.exp [mg/g] q2 [mg/g] k2 h R2 

Cu(II)-IDS=1:1 5.63 5.61 1.012 5.789 0.9987 
Zn(II)-IDS=1:1 5.91 5.88 1.007 4.897 0.9988 
Cd(II)-IDS=1:1 9.81 9.89 0.987 12.456 0.9999 
Pb(II)-IDS=1:1 19.10 19.00 0.845 16.789 0.9992 

Cu(II)-MGDA=1:1 6.05 5.98 2.335 9.237 0.9999 
Zn(II)-MGDA=1:1 4.17 4.03 1.017 16.783 0.9996 
Cd(II)-MGDA=1:1 12.55 12.23 0.924 10.123 0.9999 
Pb(II)-MGDA=1:1 17.77 17.46 0.688 7.525 0.9999 

Table 3. The pseudo second order kinetic parameters for the sorption of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) 
complexes with IDS and MGDA on Dowex M 4195. 

 

System qe.exp [mg/g] q2 [mg/g] k2 h R2 
Cu(II)-IDS=1:1 6.12 6.21 2.211 10.207 0.9999 
Zn(II)-IDS=1:1 6.01 6.09 1.345 7.123 0.9991 
Cd(II)-IDS=1:1 10.21 10.11 0.988 23.434 0.9999 
Pb(II)-IDS=1:1 20.39 20.26 0.876 37.551 0.9998 

Cu(II)-MGDA=1:1 5.66 5.61 3.469 11.111 0.9999 
Zn(II)-MGDA=1:1 4.48 4.48 2.395 48.077 0.9999 
Cd(II)-MGDA=1:1 10.23 10.24 0.024 2.475 0.9999 
Pb(II)-MGDA=1:1 18.94 18.93 0.188 67.568 0.9999 

Table 4. The pseudo second order kinetic parameters for the sorption of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) 
complexes with IDS and MGDA on Diphonix Resin®.  

97.5 % of the Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) complexes with IDS and 94 %, 98 %, 96 % and 
95 % complexes with MGDA are sorbed at this time, respectively. On Diphonix Resin® for 
the Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) complexes with IDS and MGDA the adequate values are 
as follows: 94 %, 89 %, 97 % and 98 % as well as 97 %, 86 %, 99 % and 96 %. These results 
indicate that the sorption process of metal ions in the presence of IDS and MGDA on Dowex 
M 4195 and Diphonix Resin® followed a pseudo second order kinetics, which meant that 
both the external mass transfer and intraparticle diffusion together were involved in the 
sorption process. The correlation coefficients (R2) obtained for the pseudo second order 
kinetic model are in the range 0.9991 -1.000 for all metal complexes. The pseudo first order 
parameters were not shown because the correlation coefficients for this model are low 
(0.7438-0.8745 for the IDS complexes and 0.919-0.986 for the MGDA complexes on Diphonix 
Resin®.  

The breakthrough curves for Cu(II) ions in the presence of MGDA on Dowex M4195 from 
single metal ion solutions of a concentration 1x10–3 M are shown in Fig. 7. Typical ’S’ shaped 
curves were obtained in the experiments. Analogous results were obtained on Diphonix 
Resin®. It should be mentioned the UV exposition does not have a significant effect on the 
decomposition of the complexes in the resin phase. 
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Figure 7. The breakthrough curves of Cu(II) complexes with MGDA on Dowex M 4195 without and 
with UV exposition (c0 110-3 mol/dm3, bed volume 10 cm3, flow rate 0.6 cm3/min) 

It is well known that the particle size of ion exchange resins influences the time required to 
establish equilibrium conditions and two types of diffusion must be considered in an ion 
exchange equilibrium e.g. the film diffusion (the movement of ions from a surrounding 
solution to the surface of an ion exchange particle) and the internal diffusion (the movement 
of ions from the surface to the interior of an ion exchange particle). Film diffusion is usually 
the controlling reaction in dilute solutions whereas the internal diffusion is controlling in 
more concentrated solutions. The particle size of an ion exchange resin affects both the film 
diffusion and the internal diffusion (Kołodyńska, 2011).  

According to the manufacturer data the particle size of Dowex M 4195 is 0.300-1.200 mm. 
However, Diphonix Resin® available on the commercial scale is in the range 0.30-0.85 mm, 
0.15-0.30 mm and 0.075-0.15 mm. 

In the presented paper Diphonix Resin® with the particle size 0.075-0.150 mm was used to 
study the sorption process of Cu(II), Zn(II), CdII) and Pb(II) in the presence of IDS and MGDA. 
In the paper by Cavaco et al. (2009) it was found that for the range 0.15-0.30 mm, 50 % of the 
particles have diameters less than 0.223 mm. As follows from the obtained results, the bead 
size of the used chelating ion exchangers has also approximately the Gaussian distribution 
(Fig. 8 a-b). It was found that with the increase of bead dimensions, the volume fractions of 
disc-similar beads decrease and the beads are more spherical (Kołodyńska, 2011). 

A decrease in the particle size thus shortens the time required for equilibration of particle 
size and pore characteristics have an effect on equilibrium concentration and influence 
sorption kinetics. Therefore this factor is essential, especially when the sorption of metal 
complexes, not metal ions is taken into account. In the case of large complexes the sieve 
effect is observed. 

Kinetic sorption experiments were also carried out with the increased complexes 
concentrations from 110-3 mol/dm3 to 210-2 mol/dm3 and these results were presented in 
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Figure 8. a-b. Comparison of the distribution of the bead size of Dowex M 4195 (a) and Diphonix Resin® 
(b) based on the Zingg classification.  

(Kołodyńska, 2011). It was found that with an increase of metal complexes concentrations a 
continuous increase in the amount adsorbed per unit mass of ion exchanger was observed 
till the equilibrium was achieved. For the pseudo second order kinetic model, the rate k2 
values decrease with the increasing initial concentrations, while h increases.  

19. pH effects 

The effect of pH was studied for the Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) in the M(II)-IDS=1:1 and 
M(II)-MGDA=1:1 systems at the pH varied from 2 to 12. The optimal sorption range of the 
Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) complexes with IDS practically does not change in the pH 
range from 4 to 10 both on Dowex M 4195 and Diphonix Resin® whereas, at high pH values, 
decrease in removal efficiency is observed. In the case of the Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) 
complexes with MGDA a slight decrease in sorption efficiency with the increasing pH was 
also shown.  

20. Adsorption studies 
The Langmuir equation was applicable to the homogeneous adsorption system, while the 
Freundlich equation was the non-empirical one employed to describe the heterogeneous 
systems and was not restricted to the formation of the monolayer. The well-known 
Langmuir equation was represented as: 

0 0

1 1 1

e eq bq c q
   

where: qe is the equilibrium M(II) ions concentration on the ion exchanger, (mg/g), ce is the 
equilibrium M(II) ions concentration in solution (mg/dm3), q0 is the monolayer capacity of 
ion exchanger (mg/g), b is the Langmuir adsorption constant (L/g) related to the free energy 
of adsorption.  

The values of q0 and b were calculated from the slope and the intercept of the linear plots 
ce/qe vs. ce. On the other hand, the Freundlich equation was represented as: 
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bF
eFe cKq   

where: KF and 1/n are the Freundlich constants corresponding to the adsorption capacity 
and the adsorption intensity. 

The plot of ln qe vs. ln ce was employed to generate the intercept KF and the slope 1/n. 

The exemplary results presented in Fig.9a-b indicate that for the studied range of 
concentration of Cu(II) complexes with MGDA (110-3 M - 210-2 M) the sorption capacity of 
Dowex 4195 and Diphonix Resin® increases. 

 
Figure 9. a-b. The effect of the concentration on the sorption capacities of Cu(II) complexes with MGDA 
on Dowex M 4195 (a) and Diphonix (b) (c0 110-3 -20x10-3 mol/dm3, shaking speed 180 rpm, shaking time 
1-120 min, room temperature). 

The experimental data obtained for the sorption of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) in the 
presence of IDS and MGDA on Dowex M 4195 and Diphonix Resin® were well represented 
by the Langmuir isotherm model (Table 5). The correlation coefficients of the linear plot of 
ce/qe vs. ce obtained from them were high, ranging from 0.9512 to 0.9999 (Kołodyńska, 2011). 
The highest values of the Langmuir parameter q0 were obtained in the case of Pb(II)  
 

System Langmuir Freundlich 
qe, exp q0 KL R2 KF n R2 

Cu(II)-IDS=1:1 38.23 37.56 0.023 0.9876 9.54 3.21 0.9865 
Zn(II)-IDS=1:1 21.07 20.87 0.046 0.9923 6.23 2.45 0.9456 
Cd(II)-IDS=1:1 88.00 87.65 0.008 0.9998 4.23 4.58 0.9687 
Pb(II)-IDS=1:1 122.37 121.58 0.012 0.9989 1.23 5.69 0.9623 

Cu(II)-MGDA=1:1 37.99 38.05 0.026 0.9932 12.48 4.23 0.9758 
Zn(II)-MGDA=1:1 16.78 17.01 0.052 0.9983 7.56 3.69 0.9823 
Cd(II)-MGDA=1:1 65.78 63.21 0.061 0.9996 6.23 6.11 0.9877 
Pb(II)-MGDA=1:1 98.78 97.64 0.042 0.9999 2.48 9.25 0.9837 

Table 5. The Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm parameter values for the sorption of Cu(II), Zn(II), 
Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions in the presence of IDS and MGDA on Dowex M4195. 
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complexes with IDS and MGDA on Dowex M 4195 and Diphonix Resin®. They are equal to 
121.58 mg/g and 97.64 mg/g on Dowex M 4195 and 112.37 mg/g and 100.20 mg/g on 
Diphonix Resin®, respectively. 

For the studied systems regeneration tests were conducted using HCl, HNO3, H2SO4 and 
NaCl at 1M and 2M concentrations. Based on the series of five experiments using known 
amounts of Cu(II) complexes with IDS and MGDA sorbed, it was established that the 
overall recoveries of Cu(II) eluted from Dowex M 4195 and Diphonix Resin® by 2M HCl 
and H2SO4 were above 98 %, suggesting that the recovery is quantitative. 

21. Conclusions 

The presence of biodegradable complexing agents of a new generation that is IDS and 
MGDA affects the sorption process of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions on Dowex M4195 
and Diphonix Resin®. The effectiveness of sorption depends on the type of complexes and 
their stability that facilitates their decomposition in the resin phase. The batch equilibrium 
was relatively fast and reached equilibrium after about 10-20 min of the contact. The 
experimental data have been analyzed using the Langmuir and Freundlich models. The 
sorption of studied metal ions in the presence of IDS and MGDA Dowex M 4195 and 
Diphonix Resin® followed the pseudo second order kinetics. As follows from the 
experiment pH does not have a significant effect on the sorption of Cu(II), Zn(II), Cd(II) and 
Pb(II) ions in the presence of IDS and MGDA on the chelating ion exchanger under 
consideration. The affinity of the above analyzed heavy metal complexes with IDS and 
MGDA Dowex M 4195 and Diphonix Resin® were found to be as follows: Pb(II) > Cd(II) > 
Cu(II) > Zn(II) for IDS and MGDA. The studied complexing agents can be proposed as 
alternative chelating agents to EDTA or NTA for the removal of heavy metal ions from 
waters and wastewaters. 
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1. Introduction 

Layered Na+-titanosilicate (Na4Ti2Si8O22·4H2O) [1-5] has interesting potential applications. It 
contains titanosilicate layers composed of tetrahedral SiO4 units and square pyramidal TiO5 
polyhedral [3]. The interlayer surfaces are composed of five-coordinated titanium (IV), and 
thus, are less coordinated than the octahedrally-coordinated microporous and layered 
titanosilicates [5]. The existence of five-coordinated titanium (IV) in interlayer surface makes 
Na+-titanosilicate a promising material for oxidation catalysis. Each layer is separated by 
water molecules solvated around interlayer Na+ ions [4]. Furthermore, this layer structure 
allows the intercalation of large organic and inorganic molecules.  

Roberts et al. [3] synthesized Na+-titanosilicate using Ti-alkoxide, and Ferdov and co-
workers [5] described an effective means of producing Na+-titanosilicate using TiCl4 as a 
titanium source without an organic template. Kostov-kytin and co-workers [6] also 
investigated on the phase transition of Na+-titanosilicate during heating at 300-700 oC. 
However, studies of Na+-titanosilicate are still in the early stage. For industrial applications, 
in which Na+-titanosilicate is used as a catalytic support, studies on surface chemistry, 
surface area, and porosity are needed, and on the relations between its surface properties 
and basic intercalation chemistry.  

The galleries are normally occupied by exchangeable cations such as Na+, Ca2+, and Mg2+. 
They happen easily an ion exchange reaction with quaternary ammonium ions or other 
organic cation in water [7]. The acid treatment of Na+-titanosilicate can also produce Si-OH 
groups in interlayer surface by an ion exchange of exchangeable cations for H+. Si-OH 
groups can offer an excellent bonding site for an organic base or alkoxysilane compound. 

Pillaring of metal oxides in layered silicate, such as, natural and synthetic layered silicate is 
being increasingly studied [8–13]. In general, pillaring is achieved by the direct introduction 
of bulk inorganic (polyoxocations) or organic precursors (metal alkoxides) between the 
interlayers of layered silicate. Pillaring processes that use metal alkoxide are facilitated by a 

© 2012 Park, licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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preswelling step where by interlayer regions are exposed to quaternary ammonium [8,9,13]. 
However, preswelling procedures are problematic because they are complex, non-
quantitative and require reagents. Recently, we reported a method of introducing metal 
alkoxides or organic precursors into H+-layered silicates without a preswelling step [14–18].  

Layered materials have been often used to design and construct organic–inorganic 
nanomaterials because of the ease and variety of modifications possible by the introduction 
of organic and inorganic compounds into the interlayer space [19–27]. In recent years, the 
chemical modification into the interlayer surface of layered materials has become the focus 
of increased research. Ruiz-Hitzky and Rojo [28,29] grafted trimethylsilyl groups to the 
interlayer silanol groups of H+-magadiite starting with intercalation compounds from polar 
organic molecules. Shimojima et al.[30], Okutomo et al. [31], Ogawa et al. [32] and 
Yanagisawa et al. [33] reported on the trimethylsilylation, diphenylmethylsilylation and 
octyldimethylsilylation of magadiite, kenyaite and kanemite using the quaternary 
ammonium-exchanged form of silicates as intermediates. Thiesen et al. [34] also reported on 
the silylation of H+-kenyaite using alkylamines together with a silylating agent. 

We now report on the silylation of organic functional groups in the interlayer surface of a 
layered material. Functional organo-layered silicates with a functional group silylate in the 
interlayer surface can offer new opportunities for designing nanocomposites with the 
desired function because of their highly accessible interactions with various chemicals. In 
polymer–clay nanocomposite, physical properties depend on the interaction between 
exfoliated clay surfaces and the polymer. Interlayer surfaces bonded chemically by 
functional groups can interact with active groups in the polymer [35]. In particular, attached 
amine groups in the surface can chemically bond with epoxy [36], nylon [37], and urethane 
polymers [38], creating a bridge between the exfoliated layered surface and the polymer 
[35]. Their expanded gallery of functional groups can also store expensive reagents, such as 
drugs or enzymes. Layered materials with attached amine groups may be used to adsorb 
heavy metal ions for photosensitive species.  

Here, we found that the H+-titanosilicate (formed by proton exchange of Na+-titanosilicate) 
produced H+-titanosilicate/DDA (dodecylamine)/TEOS (tetraethylorthosilicate) intercalation 
compounds in DDA–TEOS solution. In these intercalation compounds, the long chain amine 
DDA appears to act as a gallery height expander and as a base catalyst during TEOS 
hydrolysis. Furthermore, it also appears to act as a liquid crystal template that forms 
surfactant-like molecular assemblies in galleries. The physical properties of the SPT 
derivatives produced were investigated by XRD (powder X-ray diffraction), BET (Brunauer, 
Emmett and Teller)-surface area, and SEM (scanning electron micrographs), and these 
investigations confirmed that SPT derivatives are mesoporous materials with large surface 
areas, highly ordered gallery structures, and high thermal resistances. 

Intercalation and silylation were easily achieved by entropy differences between the 
interlayer gallery and the outside, which were caused by vaporizing the relatively more 
volatile ethanol. The ethanol on the outside vaporizes more rapidly than that in the 
interlayer gallery. DDA can also have a role as gallery expander and silylation catalyst. 
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Ethanol can quantitatively control the amount of OTES (octyltriethoxysilane) and DDA 
needed for gallery silylation, and the residual water from vaporization catalyzes the 
silylation reaction. This process was achieved by a quantitative procedure under 
atmospheric conditions without consumption of expensive reagents or an effluence of waste 
liquid. Our method is a promising route in leading to the preparation of new functional 
nanomaterials to bond with a variety of functional groups in the interlayer surface of 
layered materials. 

2. Experimental section  

2.1. Synthesis of Na+-titanosilicate and H+-titanosilicate 

Na+-tanosilicate was prepared by the method described by Ferdov et al.[5]. SiO2 (14.8 g; particle 
size 200 μm, Merck) and 11.0 g NaOH (Junsei, Japan) were added to 200 ml of distilled water 
and completely dissolved by heating to boiling. Subsequently, 3.3 ml of TiCl4 (Yakuri Pure 
Chemicals Co., Japan) hydrolyzed in 100 ml distilled water was added to the above solution. 
The gel obtained was then transferred into 1000 ml Teflon-lined autoclaves. The crystallization 
was performed under static conditions at 180 oC for 50 h. The reaction product was filtered and 
washed with deionized water and dried at 40 oC. H+-titanosilicate was obtained by the ion 
exchange of Na+ in Na+-titanosilicate by H+ using 0.1 N HCl solution. A suspension of Na+-
titanosilicate (10 g) in deionized water (200 ml) was titrated slowly with 0.1 N HCl solution to a 
final pH 2.0 and then maintained at this value for 24 h. H+-titanosilicate was recovered by 
filtering, washing with deionized water (until Cl- free), and drying in air at 40 oC.  

2.2. Silica-pillared H+-titanosilicate (SPT)  

Silica-pillared H+-titanosilicate derivatives were prepared using methods similar to those 
reported by Kwon et al. [14,15], which introduce TEOS and DDA into the interlayer regions 
of H+-layered silicates without a separate preswelling step. Mixtures of H+-titanosilicate, 
DDA (Aldrich), and TEOS (Aldrich) at molar ratios in the range 1:10:14–20 were allowed to 
react for 1 h at room temperature. Here, DDA molecules intercalated into H+-titanosilicate 
interlayers by forming hydrogen bonds with interlayer surface Ti–OH groups. TEOS also 
intercalated with DDA by solvation. Mixtures at this stage were composed of DDA/TEOS 
co-intercalated H+-titanosilicate gels. Unreacted DDA and TEOS were removed by vacuum 
filtration, which resulted in the isolating of DDA/TEOS co-intercalated H+-titanosilicate gels. 
The hydrolysis of TEOS in interlayer spaces was conducted in pure water. The reaction was 
conducted by dispersing DDA/TEOS intercalated H+-titanosilicate gels in deionized water at 
room temperature, when the viscous gray gels became white solids. Bubbles and heat were 
also produced at 5 min into this reaction. After soaking for 30 min, the solid products 
obtained were filtered, washed three times with ethanol, and oven dried at 90 oC. Resultant 
powders were siloxane-pillared H+-titanosilicates. These powders were then heated for 5 h 
at 500 oC in air to remove template DDA, and organic by-products resulting from the 
hydrolysis of TEOS, to produce silica-pillared H+-titanosilicate (SPT) derivatives. 
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The SPT derivatives so obtained were also then heated for 5 h at 600 or 700 oC in air to 
examine their thermal resistances. 

2.3. Silylation of H+-titanosilicate  

DDA–OTES mixed solutions were prepared by dissolving OTES and DDA in ethanol (95%). 
The concentration of OTES in solution was between 0.01 and 0.1 M, and the DDA 
concentration was held constant at 0.1 M. H+-titanosilicate(DDA–OTES–TS) with 
intercalated OTES and DDA preparation H+-titanosilicate (0.321 g, 0.5 mmol) was then 
dispersed in 6 mL (0.01, 0.05, 0.1 M OTES 3 mL + 0.1 M DDA 3 mL) of these solutions 
(ultrasound, 20 min, at room temperature) and evaporated and dried for 24 h at 50 oC. 
OTES–TS was recovered by filtering, washed with ethanol until free of DDA using DDA–
OTES–TS, and then dried in the air at 50 oC.  

3. Characterization  

X-ray diffraction data were recorded using a Bruker diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. 
The chemical compositions of Na+-titanosilicate and H+-titanosilicate were analyzed by 
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS; Link system AS1000-85S) and by thermo-gravimetric 
analysis (TGA; Dupont 9900 thermoanalyser, 10 oC/min to 900 oC, 100 ml/min N2 purge). 
Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) measurements were carried out using a JEOL JSM-
840A SEM. Samples, were stuck onto adhesive tape, sputter coated with gold and 
morphological variations were examined. Transmission electron micrographs (TEM) were 
obtained with a JEOL JEM-200 CX transmission electron microscope operating at 200 kV, 
using a thin-section technique. Powdered samples were embedded in Epoxy resin and then 
sectioned with a diamond knife. Microtome sectioned samples were examined. Solid-state 
29Si MAS NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker DSX-400 spectrometer (KBSI 
Daegu center, Korea) operating at 79.5 MHz. 29Si MAS NMR spectra were obtained using 30-
40o pulse width at a spinning rate of 6 kHz. Cross-polarization experiments were carried out 
with delay times of 3 s, 90o pulse of 5 s, and contact times of 2000 μs. The chemical 
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by CHN analysis (CHNS-932 (Leco)). The FT-IR spectrum was recorded on a Digilab FTS-40 
FT-IR unit using the KBr disk method. Raman spectra were obtained using a Jobin 
Yvon/Horiba LabRAM spectrometer equipped with an integral microscope (Olympus BX 
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The SPT derivatives so obtained were also then heated for 5 h at 600 or 700 oC in air to 
examine their thermal resistances. 
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positions of this synthetic sample agreed closely with previously reported values [3,5]. Slow 
titration of Na+-titanosilicate  with 0.1 N HCl produced H+-titanosilicate by exchanging Na+ 
for H+ in interlayers. The X-ray powder diffraction pattern of air-dried H+-titanosilicate (Fig. 
1(b)), exhibited 00l reflections corresponding to a basal spacing of 0.92 nm. This decrease in 
basal spacing relative to the Na+ form indicates a loss of interlayer H2O due to H+ for Na+ 
exchange. Also, the general broadening of diffraction peaks indicated that stacking disorder 
had occurred during this proton exchange. SEM morphologies of Na+-titanosilicate and H+-
titanosilicate are shown in Fig. 2. Na+-titanosilicate particles were composed of plates, and 
H+-titanosilicate exhibited a similar morphology. The chemical compositions of Na+-
titanosilicate and H+-titanosilicate were determined by TGA and EDS analysis. The TGA 
curve (Fig. 3(a)) indicated that air-dried Na+-titanosilicate lost 8.5 wt% of its total initial 
weight as water below 200 oC. An additional 1.5 wt% was lost between 200 and 1000 oC, 
which was assigned to the dehydration loss of surface bound -OH groups. The chemical 
compositions of Na+-titanosilicate and H+-titanosilicate are shown in Table 1. By combining 
Na2O, SiO2, TiO2 and weight loss, we obtained an empirical composition for synthetic Na+-
titanosilicate of Na4Ti2Si8O22·4H2O, which compares well with those reported previously [3-
6]. H+-titanosilicate, as shown in Fig. 3(b), showed an initial weight loss of 7.5% below 250 oC 
due to H2O desorption, and a 6 wt% weight loss above 300 oC, which was attributed to the 
elimination of -OH groups from the structure. Based on water loss and the absence of 
sodium, we obtained an empirical unit cell composition of H4Ti2Si8O22·4H2O or H+-
titanosilicate.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) Na+-titanosilicate  and (b) H+-titanosilicate. 
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Figure 2. SEM micrographs of (a) Na+-titanosilicate  and (b) H+-titanosilicate.  

 

 
Figure 3. TGA curves of (a) Na+- titanosilicate  and (b) H+-titanosilicate.  
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Figure 3. TGA curves of (a) Na+- titanosilicate  and (b) H+-titanosilicate.  
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 Weight percent Total Atomic ratio 

Samples Na2Oa SiO2a TiO2 H2O Naa Sia Tia H2O 

Na+-
titanosilicate 14.80 58.50 18.20 8.50 100 3.92 8.00 1.90 3.89 

HT - 69.05 23.15 7.80 100 - 8.00 2.01 3.02 

a EDS data. HT = H+-titanosilicate. 

Table 1. Composition of Synthetic Na+-titanosilicate and H+-titanosilicate 

4.2. Silica-pillaring 

Mixtures of H+-titanosilicate, DDA and TEOS produced intercalation compounds in which 
DDA and TEOS were simultaneously intercalated into the interlayer regions. Intercalation 
compounds of the gel type were recovered by vacuum filtration, which allowed unreacted 
DDA and TEOS to be removed. The recovered gels were DDA/TEOS co-intercalated H+-
titanosilicates. In these compounds, DDA molecules between layers are solvated by TEOS 
molecules, which results in an additional interlayer expansion. Addition of water to the 
gels caused the rapid hydrolysis of TEOS in interlayer spaces. This hydrolysis occurred 
rapidly (within 5 min) in pure water because of the catalytic effect of DDA, and resulted 
in the formation of siloxane-pillared H+-titanosilicates. The calcination of siloxane-pillared 
H+-titanosilicate derivatives for 5 h at 500 oC resulted in the formation of silica-pillared 
H+-titanosilicate (SPT) derivatives. Fig. 4 shows X-ray diffraction patterns of SPT 
derivatives prepared at H+-titanosilicate:DDA:TEOS reaction stoichiometries of 1:10:14 
(SPT-1), 1:10:16 (SPT-2), 1:10:18 (SPT-3) and 1:10:20 (SPT-4). SPT derivatives exhibited 
refractions corresponding to a basal spacing of 4.16–4.32 nm, which depended on the 
molar ratio of DDA to TEOS (with the exception of SPT-1). These results indicate that the 
molar ratio of DDA to TEOS is an important factor for successful pillaring. If the 
DDA/TEOS ratio is too high, the interlayer space is maintained by template DDA, and 
gallery TEOS cannot form a pillar firm enough between layers. Accordingly, in this 
situation the removal of DDA by calcination can cause the disordered collapse of 
interlayer spaces, which results in severe peak broadening or peak disappearance, as 
observed in SPT-1. Since the H+-titanosilicate layer sheet thickness is 0.92 nm, the 
corresponding gallery heights are 3.24–3.40 nm, which are nearly double the chain length 
of DDA (1.65 nm). This implies that DDA molecules in the gallery are arranged as 
molecular assemblies as lamellar bilayers and that TEOS produce firm enough silica-
pillars to prop the expanded gallery after the removal of DDA. Moreover, gallery height 
was found to increase slightly as the molar ratio of TEOS was increased. This implies that 
pillar size and strength depends on the quantity of gallery TEOS. The basal spacings and 
gallery heights of SPT derivatives are summarized in Table 2. 
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Figure 4. X-ray diffraction patterns for calcined silica-pillared H+-titanosilicate prepared at H+-
titanosilicate:DDA:TEOS reaction stoichiometries of: (a) 1:10:14 (SPT-1), (b) 1:10:16 (SPT-2), (c) 1:10:18 
(SPT-3) and (d) 1:10:20 (SPT-4).  

 

Samples d-spacing(nm) SBET Smic S H-K pore size (nm) 

SPT-1 - 618 511 106 1.4 

SPT-2 
4.16 

(3.24) 
535 406 129 2.8 

SPT-3 
4.25 

(3.33) 
538 415 123 3.0 

SPT-4 
4.32 

(3.40) 
570 420 150 3.4 

HT 0.92 5 - -  

SPT = silica-pillared H+-titanosilicate; ( ) = gallery height; gallery height = basal spacing – 0.92 nm (thickness of H+-
titanosilicate); HT = H+-titanosilicate. 

Table 2. Basal spacing, gallery heights and surface area analyses (m2/g) for SPT products. 

Fig. 5 also exhibits XRD peaks for SPT derivatives heated for 5 h at 600 or 700 °C in air. 
XRD peaks of SPT samples were well preserved after heat treating to 700 oC. Basal 
spacings and gallery heights are shown in Table 3. Basal spacing was also not altered by 
exposure to high temperatures. This indicates that control of DDA/TEOS ratio and the 
rapid hydrolysis of TEOS in water contribute to the formation of firm silica-pillars. Here, 
TEOS is not lost from interlayer spaces during hydrolysis, because of its waterinsolubility 
and rapid hydrolysis.  
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Figure 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of SPT derivatives heated for 5 h at 600 or 700 oC in air.  

Typical SEM images of SPT are exhibited in Fig. 6. Most of the platelets in samples were 
unaffected by hydrolysis, though they swelled slightly more than H+-titanosilicate. The 
small particles observed around platelets were probably broken platelets and amorphous 
SiO2 caused by the hydrolysis of surface TEOS. The amount of platelet destruction was 
found to be related to the hydrolysis conditions used, e.g., reaction time pH of solution, and 
polarity of the solvent. However, this platelet destruction did not reflect SPT gallery 
structure destruction, probably because the gallery structure within broken platelet particles 
is preserved. 

 
Figure 6. SEM micrographs of SPT derivatives: (a) SPT-1, (b) SPT-2, (c) SPT-3, and (d) SPT-4.  
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Figure 7. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms of SPT derivatives.  

Fig. 7 illustrates typical N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms for SPT. All isotherms, except 
for SPT-1, showed a well-defined step indicative of framework-confined mesoporosity 
similar to MCM-41 related materials [39]. The nearly linear portions of the adsorption curves 
in the partial pressure region 0.03–0.35 are also indicative of small mesopores (~0.2–3.0 nm 
diameter) [40]. BET surface areas and microporous and non-microporous surface areas for 
SPT products are summarized in Table 3. Surface areas were obtained by fitting adsorption 
data below P/P0 = 0.1 to the BET equation [40]. H+-titanosilicate had a total surface area of 5.0 
m2/g due to adsorption at non-porous external surfaces, but SPT products had dramatically 
larger total surface areas of between 535 and 618 m2/g, which depended on the DDA/TEOS 
molar ratio used. Furthermore, most this surface area was attributable to the presence of 
micropores of <2 nm in diameter. 
 

Samples 
Basal spacing (nm)

SBET Smic S 
H-K 

pore size 
(nm) 600 oC 700 oC 

SPT-1 - -     

SPT-2 
4.14 

(3.22) 
4.07 

(3.15) 
    

SPT-3 
4.23 

(3.31) 
4.14 

(3.22) 
    

SPT-4 
4.28 

(3.36) 
4.22 

(3.30) 
551a 
505b 

429a 
394b 

122a 
111b 

3.2a 
3.0b 

SBET is the N2 BET surface area; Smic and S are the microporous and nonmicroporous surface areas, respectively, 
obtained from t-plots of the nitrogen adsorption data. H-K pore size = Horvath and Kawazoe pore size (obtained from 
nitrogen adsorption data). a,bdata heated at 600 oC and 700 oC, respectively. 

Table 3. Basal spacing, gallery height and surface area analyses (m2/g) for SPT derivatives heated for 5 
h at 600 oC and 700 oC. 
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Figure 8. Pore size distributions of SPT derivatives.  

Horvath and Kawazoe analysis [41] of the N2 adsorption data (Fig. 8), yielded pore sizes of 2.8–
3.4 nm, which is similar to the gallery height (3.24–3.40 nm). This indicates that DDA plays an 
important structure-directing role during silica-pillaring. Furthermore, pore size distributions 
depended to some extent on DDA/TEOS molar ratio, which reflects differences in DDA 
molecular assemblies in the interlayer space caused by changing DDA/TEOS molar ratios. 

 
Figure 9. Pore size distributions and nitrogen adsorption isotherms of SPT-4 heated at (a) 600 oC or (b) 
700 oC.  

Fig. 9 shows typical isotherm and pore size distributions for SPT-4 heat treated at 600 or 700 
oC. Surface areas and pore sizes are also shown in Table 3. Heat treatment hardly affected 
the pore size distribution and surface area of SPT-4, demonstrating the thermally stability of 
SPT derivatives.  
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Figure 10. Schematic for the preparation of mesoporous silica-pillared H+-titanosilicate. 

Fig. 10 presents a schematic representation of mesoporous silica-pillared layered 
titanosilicate. 

The XRD patterns of DDA–OTES–TS treated with 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 M OTES-0.1 M DDA-ethanol 
solution are shown in Fig. 11. Treatment of H+-titanosilicate with the OTES–DDA mixed 
solution ensured successful silylation by OTES. Dried OTES–DDA–TS powder consists of 
H+-titanosilicate with intercalated OTES and DDA. In the gallery, DDA changes into 
dodecylammonium cations [CH3(CH2)11NH3+] as a result of the interaction with acidic 
silanol groups. Here, condensation between adjacent layers can not occur because of the 
large expansion of the interlayer space, with basal spacing between ~3.87 nm (Fig. 11(b-d)) 
by DDA. However, increasing concentrations of OTES broaden the reflections and decrease 
the basal spacing because of the high degree of grafting that reduces the amount of 
intercalated DDA. The XRD patterns of DDA–OTES–TS after washing with ethanol to 
remove the DDA showed that an increasing concentration of OTES broadened the 
reflections and decreased the basal spacing, because a high degree of grafting reduces the 
amount of intercalated OTES (Fig. 11(e-g)). The interlayer space had a basal spacing of ~2.95 
nm (Fig. 11(e-g)). This small increase in basal spacing indicates that OTES molecules arrange 
with paraffin-type in the gallery.  
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OTES–TS, (c) 0.1 M DDA-0.05 M OTES–TS, (d) 0.1 M DDA-0.1 M OTES–TS, (e) 0.01 M OTES–TS, (f) 0.05 M OTES–TS 
and (g) 0.1 M OTES–TS.  

Figure 11. XRD patterns of (a) as-prepared H+-titanosilicate, (b) 0.1 M DDA-0.01 M 

The FT-IR spectrum of H+-titanosilicate and OTES–TS is shown in Fig. 12. The band at 1469 
cm-1 has been assigned to the asymmetric –CH3 deformation of –Si–CH3 [42,43], while the 
2852, 2922 and 2960 cm-1 bands corresponded to –CH2CH3. The –OH stretching band is seen 
at 3208 cm-1 in –OH form and the H2O bending vibration is seen at 1619 and 1645 cm cm-1. In 
the OTES–TS spectrum, the absorption band from the Si–O–Si type of motion overlaps with 
strong Si–O–Ti absorption bands at 586 and 866 cm-1. However, additional bands were 
observed at 631, 699, 776, 909, 1054, 1149 cm-1 in the OTES–TS spectra. These bands were 
also observed in the spectrum of titanosilicate [44–47] and probably arose from Ti–O–Si 
linkages formed by silylation. The bonding of the alkylsilyl groups with the silicate layers 
was revealed by the Raman spectra (Fig. 13). Titanosilicate is composed of –(Si–O)4–Ti–O– 
units with their Si-O-Si environments observed at around 600 cm-1, Ti–O–Si: 960 cm-1 and –
OH: 970, 1100, 3600 cm-1 [48–51]. The reaction products exhibit Raman bands at 223, 328, 
385, 429, 477, 600, 920, 1029, 1078 and 1301 cm-1, respectively. The spectra also showed a 
substantial increase in the relative intensity of Ti–O–Si signals due to the increase in formed 
Ti–O–Si units by the silylation of interlayer Ti–OH groups. 
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Figure 12. FT-IR spectra of (a) as-prepared H+-titanosilicate, (b) 0.01 M OTES–TS, (c) 0.05 M OTES–TS 
and (d) 0.1 M OTES–TS. 

TGA data from DDA–OTES–TS and insert of OTES–TS treated in N2 at a heating rate of 10 
oC/min are shown in Fig. 14. The weight loss of DDA–OTES–TS in the temperature range 
from 100 to 250 oC was ~23.0 wt.% and was probably caused by water and DDA contained 
between the interlayers. A weight loss of ~25 wt.% was recorded between 250 and 650 oC, 
because the TS surface organic chains group was thermally cracked in this temperature 
range (Fig. 14). These values represent the loadings of organic functions on OTES–TS and 
are in agreement with the C, H, N contents of 9.4–20.6 wt.% obtained by chemical 
analysis. The composition of the products determined by the C, H, N analysis is 
summarized in Table 1. The C, H, N content in OTES–TS increased with increasing OTES 
concentration. The C content in DDA–OTES–TS decreased with increasing OTES 
concentration because DDA adsorption decreases at higher OTES content. The almost 
constant N content indicates that the sum of OTES and DDA remain nearly independent 
from the degree of silylation. 
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Figure 13. Raman spectra of (a) as-prepared H+-titanosilicate, (b) OTES, (c) 0.01 M OTES–TS, (d) 0.05 M 
OTES–TS and (e) 0.1 M OTES–TS.  

 

 
 

Figure 14. TGA of (a) 0.1 M DDA-0.01 M OTES–TS, (b) 0.1 M DDA-0.05 M OTES–TS, (c) 0.1 M DDA-0.1 
M OTES–TS, (d) 0.01 M OTES–TS, (e) 0.05 M OTES–TS, (f) 0.1 M OTES–TS.  
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Silylated-TS 
Composition Weight Percent 

C 1) H 1) N 1) CHN 2) SiO2, TiO2 (%) 

0.10 M DDA-0.01 M OTES 
0.10 M DDA-0.05 M OTES 
0.10 M DDA-0.10 M OTES 
0.01 M OTES 3) 
0.05 M OTES 3) 
0.10 M OTES 3) 

16.80 
22.08 
23.05 
9.38 

14.53 
20.60 

3.55 
4.27 
4.80 
2.65 
3.45 
4.00 

1.75 
1.92 
1.67 
0.81 
0.99 
1.08 

20.1 
25.2 
29.0 
1.4 
7.1 
14.2 

77.9 
71.73 
70.48 
87.16 
81.03 
74.32 

1) Evaluated by CHN analysis  
2) Evaluated by CHN calculation (Contains CHN of 0.1M DDA, 0.01, 0.05, 0,1M-OTES)  
3) Washed with EtOH 

Table 4. Chemical composition of silylated titanosilicate. 

The solid-state 29Si MAS NMR spectra for silylated H+-titanosilicate show Q3 (-105.7 ppm), 
Q4 (-110 to -112 ppm), and T2 (-50 to -60 ppm) signals with diverse environments of silicon 
(Fig. 15). The increase of the Q3/Q4 ratio compared with H+-titanosilicate clearly indicates the 
grafting of OTES molecules to the surface silanol groups. The new peaks (T2) near -59.5 
ppm, in 0.1 M OTES–TS were attributed to the Si atoms of the grafted OTES molecules. In 
general, Si atoms of the silicate network exhibited signals (Q3 and Q4) in the range of -102 
and -112 ppm, whereas Si atoms in the silylating agent grafted to the surface showed signals 
(T2) at -50 to -60 ppm. Caravajal et al. [52], Impens et al. [53], Lin et al. [43] and D’Amore and 
Schwarz [54] all reported the mechanism and solid NMR data for the silylation of 
amorphous silica, alumina and Ti-MCM-41 with alcoxysilane. The Si signals for OTES 
silylated on silica was in the range of -49 to -68 ppm, depending upon the bonding type. 
Caravajal et al. [55] and Shimojima et al.[30] also showed that Si signals for 
alkyltrichlorosilane grafted on kanemite appeared between -56 and -65 ppm. The signals 
from 0.5 M DDA-0.1 M OTES–TS were similar to signals of kanemite silylated by 
alkyltrichlorosilane. The TEM image (Fig. 16) explains the reason why OTES–TS samples, in 
spite of partial destruction of platelets in the outer appearance in the SEM, exhibit uniform 
distance distributions and ordered basal spacing. The crosssection of an OTES–TS platelet 
shows several silicate sheets with uniform spacing of ~2.95 nm. A hypothetical diagram for 
the silylation by OTES and the intercalation of DDA during the evaporation of the solvent is 
shown in Fig. 17. The evaporation of ethanol starts at the outside of the particles, resulting in 
a higher concentration of DDA and OTES on the external surface and subsequently 
promoting the intercalation of OTES and DDA (Fig. 17(b and c)). The evaporation of 
residual ethanol in the gallery results in the silylation of OTES (Fig. 17d). The water 
molecules contained in ethanol catalyze the interlayer surface silylation of OTES during the 
evaporation of ethanol. The condensation of alkoxysilane is known to be catalyzed by bases. 
DDA as a gallery expander can also play a role as catalyst for the grafting of OTES into the 
surface silanol groups.  
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Figure 15. 29Si MAS NMR spectra of (a) as-prepared H+-titanosilicate, (b) 0.01 M OTES– TS, (c) 0.05 M 
OTES–TS and (d) 0.1 M OTES–TS.  

 
Figure 16. Transmission electron micrographs for OTES–TS.  

The narrow pore size distributions (~0.7 nm peak width at half peak maximum) of SPT 
derivatives are similar to those of the related MCM-41 (~0.5 nm peak width), which is 
produced using a surfactant template [39]. This indicates that DDA molecules play a decisive 
role in pore formation in SPT derivatives, and that they form molecular assemblies similar to 
those formed by surfactant micelles. An optimal DDA/TEOS molar ratio in interlayer regions 
could afford near ideal conditions for the formation of micellar neutral amine assemblies, and 
such conditions favor the DDA-templated hydrolysis of TEOS. Tanev and Pinnavaia [56] 
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demonstrated that the assembly of hexagonal mesoporous metal oxides can also be achieved 
by hydrogen bonding between neutral amine and TEOS. In porous materials formed by this 
gallery-templated reaction, specific surface areas are composed of the surfaces of micropores, 
where pore walls act as pillars and mesopores. Therefore, the lateral spacing between pillars in 
conventional pillared layered materials is not the sole contributor to increased microporosity. 

 
Figure 17. Schematic representation of the intercalation and silylation of DDA and OTES for H+-
titanosilicate.  

SPT derivatives exhibit a broad pore size distribution as compared with MCM-41. 
Furthermore, they offer new opportunities for the rational design of heterogeneous catalyst 
systems because of their complementary chemical functionality, thermal stability, and stable 
pore size distribution to the small mesopore range (1.0–2.0 nm). In addition, the existence of 
five-coordinated titanium(V) in the interlayer surfaces of SPT derivatives makes then 
promising potential oxidation catalysts.  

5. Conclusion  

The simultaneous intercalation of DDA and TEOS into H+-titanosilicate interlayers and 
subsequent intragallery DDA-catalyzed hydrolysis of TEOS resulted in mesoporous silica-
pillared H+-titanosilicate (SPT) derivatives. These derivatives exhibited refractions 
corresponding to a basal spacing of 4.16–4.32 nm, a uniform pore size of 2.8–3.4 nm and 
large surface areas of 535–618 m2/g. The structural and physical properties of SPT 
derivatives exhibited excellent thermal resistance, i.e., they remained stable after heating for 
5 h at 700 oC in air. Our results indicate that DDA plays a decisive role in pore formation, 
because it acts as a base catalyst and as a micelle-like template during the hydrolysis of 
TEOS. In particular, the rapid hydrolysis of TEOS in water controls TEOS outflow from 
interlayers and contributes to the formation of firm silica-pillars.  

Our results show that intercalation and silylation proceeded more effectively by the 
evaporation of solvents than by filtration and drying. This evaporation process should be a 
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very efficient method for the intercalation and silylation of silane coupling agents into 
layered compounds and organic–inorganic materials. 
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1. Introduction 

Intensive studies of natural and synthetic zeolites properties are being held from the middle 
of 60-70-ies. Among the various examples of zeolites application it is sufficient to mention 
emission and purification of normal paraffin hydrocarbons, catalytic reactions of 
hydrocarbons, extraction of radioactive isotopes, obtaining carriers for catalysts, release of 
enzymes and removal of impurities polluting the atmosphere [1-3]. The interest of 
researchers towards such alumosilicates is connected with unique properties of zeolites: an 
extremely high adsorption capacity, catalyzing action, thermal stability and resistance in 
different chemical environments. The relative simplicity along with relatively low cost 
thereof stipulates for a significant availability for mass application.  

Zeolitic rocks are widely distributed in the territory of Kazakhstan and are economically 
and ecologically cost-efficient raw material for creating unique ion-exchange sorbents with 
selective properties. Development of natural zeolites modification methods opens a 
possibility of purposeful construction of chemically modified inorganic sorbents able to 
substitute synthetic analogues and of obtaining new compositions with a prospect of 
widening the range of ion-exchange materials. The results of the study of structural, 
physicochemical and ion-exchange properties of natural alumosilicates allow developing the 
theoretical bases for the directed alternation of the complex of useful properties of natural 
minerals, meeting the main criteria required for sorption materials. 

2. Investigation of physico-chemical properties of natural zeolite 

Natural zeolites fields explored in Kazakhstan determine the intensive development of 
studies in different application areas. In spite of the numerous publications, the 
physicochemical properties of natural zeolites are still not sufficiently studied. 

© 2012 Akimkhan, licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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A quick diagnosis of natural zeolites can be significantly enhanced through a combination of 
such methods of analysis as X-ray phase and thermographic study. Recording the diffraction 
pattern makes it possible to state a presence of zeolites isostructural to heulandite even in the 
mixtures [4]. Analysis of thermogram allows determining the species within this group 
qualitatively. To that effect you can use the low-temperature area up to 4000С. According to XRF 
data, the main phase of zeolite tuff studied is clinoptilolite-heulandite (Figure 1). The distinct 
peaks 9,58; 8,68; 7,42; 5,69; 5,07; 4,58; 4,37; 3,69; 3,62; 3,45; 3,23 ; 3,03 Å typical for clinoptilolite 
appear on natural zeolite’s diffraction pattern. There are montmorillonite, plagioclase and quartz 
among other phase components. Comparison of the results with literature data obtained for 
monophasic clinoptilolite shows that the material in question is close to clinoptilolite 
according to the composition but it has higher sodium, calcium and iron contents (Table 1). 
The study thereof showed that it was characterized by Si/Al ratio equal to 3,83.  

As a result of the studies held it was stated that zeolite tuff of Shankhanai field of 
Kazakhstan contained up to 70% of the plate-like shape main product with high ratio 
between silica and aluminum oxides (heulandite – clinoptilolite). Brown-red colouring 
thereof specifies to the presence of fine iron oxides.  

 
Figure 1. Derivatogram of natural zeolite. 1 – TG; 2 – DTA. 

№ НСl, N The composition of clinoptilolite, % SiO2/ 
Al2O3 SiO2 Al2O3 Na2O К2О CaO MgO Fe2O3 

1 --- 58,08 15,16 2,30 1,42 4,92 2,53 5,95 3,83 
2 3 (20-220С, 24 h) 58,19 15,09 1,75 1,27 4,02 2,28 5,60 3,86 
3 12 (20-220С, 24h) 58,86 15,05 1,77 1,25 4,05 2,34 5,54 3,91 
4 1,5 (96-980С, 6h) 69,16 15,43 1,67 1,18 2,24 1,41 4,95 4,48 
5 Concentration

(96-980С, 6h)
79,10 6,20 1,24 1,01 0,58 0,29 0,70 12,80 

Table 1. Changing the chemical composition of clinoptilolite. 

The results of thermographic studies are given in the Figure 2. Differential thermal analysis 
(DTA) data show that the dehydration of clinoptilolite-containing tuff begins from the 
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lowest temperatures, approximately from 60°C, and proceeds continuously over a broad 
temperature range up to 400°C. The mass loss at this temperature reaches 3,3%. The total 
mass loss while heating zeolite up to 700°C is 6,7%. Water release in zeolite proceeds 
continuously and smoothly, as evidenced by the mass loss (TG) curve. The DTA curve of the 
raw zeolite exhibits several endothermic effects with minimums at 100; 180; 280; 550 and 
660°C. The character of DTA and TG curves over the entire temperature range of 50–700°C 
is indicative of several forms of bound water in minerals [4]. The presence of two 
endothermic effects due to the release of adsorbed water indicates that active sites in 
clinoptilolite microcavities are inhomogeneous in energy. The natural zeolite heating curve 
shows the loss of weakly bound adsorption water and capillary-condensation water at 
100°C. The energy of interaction of water molecules with potassium ions is lower, and the 
endothermic effect at 170°C is due to the desorption of water molecules bound as K+, as well 
as due to zeolite oxygen framework. Weakly expressed endothermic effects displayed by 
zeolitic rock thermograms are caused by foreign impurities. At 550°C it is stipulated by the 
detachment of hydroxyl groups. As follows from the given experimental data, the initial 
natural zeolite exhibits a fairly high thermal stability (above 700°C). 

 
1 –natural zeolite (№1); after treatment: 2 – 3 N HCl solution, 22-250С (№2); 3 – 12 N HCl solution, 22-250С (№3); 4 – 
1,5 N HCl solution, 96-980С (№4); 5 – concentrated solution of HCl, 96-980С (№5) 

Figure 2. The diffractograms of the zeolite samples 
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It is known that in the process of natural mineral sorbents treatment with acids their pore 
structure develops. Therefore, we tested different ways of acid processing of natural zeolite 
with hydrochloric acid. From the standpoint of environmental friendliness of the process 
(simplicity of purication and regeneration of spent solutions), HCl was used as a 
modifying acid for sorbent treatment, since the wastes of dilute hydrochloric acid are much 
easier to purify of leaching products and to neutralize. 

In the experiments, we varied the acid concentration, temperature and duration of 
processing. The effectiveness of activation was evaluated in terms of the total porosity of a 
sorbent and specific surface area thereof. 

Activation typically involves three stages: removal of exchangeable cations, framework 
dealumination and formation of an amorphous silicon-oxygen phase. The sequence and 
intensity of the stages are determined by processing conditions and the specific features of 
zeolites. Acid modification of the investigated zeolite with 3 and 12 N HCl solution within 
the day (№ 2 and №3) at room temperature showed that the value of silica modulus (Table 
1) was not changing essentially. More stringent processing conditions lead to a sharp 
increase in the silica modulus (Si / Al). At modification by 1,5 N HCl solution by heating (№ 
4) clinoptilolite is subject to dealumination and removal of cations without significant 
destruction of the crystal lattice in comparison with the treatment thereof under the same 
conditions with a concentrated acid (№ 5). In the latter case the amorphous phase of zeolite 
forms. These results confirm the XRF data (Figure 1). Comparison of natural and modified 
samples radiographs indicates to a decrease in the intensity of main reflection characteristics 
of the mineral up to complete disappearance due to the amorphization of the structure and 
changes in zeolite cation composition after mineral acid treatment. 

The obtained results show that removal of cations and dealumination are insignificant 
under milder conditions of acid processing. More severe activation conditions result in 
intensication of these processes. The removal of exchangeable zeolite cations and 
occupation of the free sites by protons have an effect on the cationic density of the 
framework and can change the sizes of channel windows. The removal of aluminum from 
mineral framework also results in partial degradation of zeolite crystal structure. 

Location and exploration of large deposits of natural zeolites in different regions of 
Kazakhstan creates significant scientific-technical prospects for the complex use of natural 
sorbents, especially for the creation of nanomaterials on their basis.  

For the study of morphology of the porous structure of natural zeolites and those ones, 
activated by acidic treatment, adsorption-desorption measurements have been carried out 
(Table 2). Natural zeolite (sample №1) is characterized, by the isotherm data, by mesoporosity. 
It also contains some micropores, because nitrogen vapors are absorbed to some degree at low 
pressures (p/pS less than 0,1). Its treatment with a 3 N НСl solution (№2) pracically does not 
change the surface characteristics of the sorbent, and the treatment by a 12 N НСl solution 
(№3) results in an increase in the total pore volume by a factor of about 2. Porocity increases 
considerably with the activation with a 1,5 N НСl upon heating (№4). For the initial sample 
the total pore volume constitutes 0,019574, whereas for the activated ones – 0,19611 (№2); 
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0,031348 (№3); 0,064101 (№4); 0,122297 (№5) сm3/g. Chemical treatment increases porosity of 
zeolite by a factor of 6. Differential curves of the pore size distribution have shown that the 
studied samples possess mainly mono- and bi-dispersion structures. Natural zeolite possesses 
the mono-dispersion structure with a large maximum in the area of mesopores d ~ 30 Å. For 
the sample №3, besides, an increase in the field of d~ 20 Å is observed, i.е. the activation of the 
mineral with 12 N acid in the usual conditions results in the development of micropores, the 
volume of which increases more than 5 times (Table 2). Differential dimensional spectra of 
such samples are characterized by the narrow distribution. The sample №4 is characterized by 
bioporosity, the volume of mesopores increases by a factor of 1,5 and microporosity – by a 
factor of 217. The further activation of zeolite also leads to an increase in the micro- and 
mesoporous structure with an extension of the range of the mesopores (№5).  
 

№ 
sample 

SБЭТ, m2/g St-diagram, 
m2/g

Vmicropores, cm3/g Vmesopores, 
cm3/g

ΣVpores,  
 cm3/g 

1 5,8714 7,8482 0,000162 0,019412 0,01957 
2 6,8487 8,1363 0,000379 0,019232 0,019611 
3 9,8917 9,9675 0,000841 0,030507 0,031348 
4 108,5298 21,8786 0,035250 0,028851 0,064101 
5 181,8055 47,9273 0,050992 0,071305 0,122297 

Table 2. Surface area and porosity of the zeolite samples 

In the NMR spectra of the zeolite samples № 4 and №5 alongside with the signals from 
aluminum atoms in the tetrahedral coordination (56 ppm), show the signals with the size of 
chemical shift of 3 and 11 ppm., characteristic for the atoms of aluminum in the octahedral 
medium by oxygen (Figure 3). With an increase in decationation their intensity increases. An 
increase in decationation of zeolite leads to an increase in the intensity of the signal from the 
atoms of alluminum in the octahedral coordination. On the whole the predominant part of 
aluminum atoms remains in the structure of the carcass also after removal of cations of zeolite. 

 
Figure 3. 27Al NMR spectra of zeolite after acid treatment. 1 - sample №4 (1,5 N solution of HCl, 96-
980С); 2 - sample № 5 (conc. solution of HCl, 96-980С) 

ppm 
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3. Investigation of ion-exchange properties of natural zeolite 

The intensive use of zeolites in various fields of science and practice is based largely on their 
ion exchange properties, which are one of the main parameters that characterize their 
sorption and technological properties. The use of zeolites as selective sorbents can solve a 
number of important problems of technology and environment (Table 3). In this regard, 
commercial development of deposits of natural zeolites, which due to low cost can be 
applied in various fields where the use of synthetic analogues is marginal, is required. 
 

Method of 
application 

Zeolite Fields of application 

Without 
regeneration 

clinoptilolite 
mordenite 

Cleaning of waste water from the radioactive ions 
137Cs, 90Sr, followed by burial of the zeolites. 

Treatment of domestic wastewater from 
ammonium nitrogen with followed by the use of 

zeolite as ammonium fertilizer 
clinoptilolite Purification of wastewater from the nonferrous 

metals using zeolites as a flux 
With the self refresh clinoptilolite 

mordenite 
The use of zeolites as filter material for water 

treatment 
clinoptilolite The introduction of zeolites in the soil to increase 

the duration of fertilizer 
Regeneration with 

solutions 
clinoptilolite 
mordenite 

Concentration and separation of alkali metals 
from technological solutions and natural waters 

clinoptilolite Concentration of Sr from the waste and natural 
waters 

clinoptilolite 
mordenite 

Concentration of non-ferrous metals from 
technological solutions, waste and natural waters 

Table 3.  Use of natural zeolites in ion-exchange process 

Acid resistance is crucial to the technological application of clinoptilolite. The study of the 
conditions for maintaining its crystallinity allows creating a basis to obtain the samples 
intermediate in the degree of cations removal and dealumination which have acidic properties. 

It is established [5] that two stages of acid activated cation removal - ion exchange and 
dealumination – are observed as a result of zeolite reaction with dilute solutions. The former 
may be connected with polycationicity of mineral. In the latter case, the divalent cations Ca2+ 
are harder replaced by hydrogen than monovalent ones. In processing zeolites with more 
concentrated acid solutions there is a shift to the solution of aluminum from tetrahedron 
with the formation of high-silicon core. The crystal structure thereof can be preserved up to 
a very high degree of cations removal and dealumination. 

In practice, in most cases, clinoptilolite containing material is rarely used in its natural form 
and it is usually subjected to additional chemical pre-treatment to improve its sorption, 
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mainly ion-exchange properties. The most common method of zeolite adsorbent targeted 
modification is a cation-exchange modification, consisting in the transfer of polycationic 
natural material into one of monocationic form (H-, Na, Ca, NH4-, etc.). 

When processing high-silicon zeolites with strong acids a sequential substitution of cations 
hydroxonium ions [6] occurs. Hydrogen forms of zeolites can be regarded as solid 
crystalline alumosilicic polyacids. Therefore, the method of potentiometric titration with 
alkaline solutions which allows evaluating the active groups’ acidity usual for ion exchanger 
may be used for hydrogen forms of zeolites. For high-silicon natural zeolites (clinoptilolite, 
mordenite) with enhanced stability in acidic solutions in comparison with other zeolites, the 
hydrogen forms can be obtained directly by treatment of acid solutions. The high stability of 
clinoptilolite to heating and acids can be explained by an increase in the stability of skeleton 
associated with a decrease in the number of weaker bonds Al-O (1,66 Å) and an increase in 
the number of strong bonds Si-O (1,62 Å). 

To study the acid-base properties of the investigated zeolite air-dried sample, previously 
modified with 3 N hydrochloric acid was being treated with 0,1 N alkali solutions within 
one day at room temperature. Analysis of the potentiometric titration curve (Figure 4) 
shows that the hydrogen forms of zeolite obtained by treatment with acid are titrated with 
KOH solution. At alkali charge 0,5 mg-eq / g there is a clear inflection point.  

Consequently, the hydrogen forms of zeolites obtained by treatment with HCl have a more 
acidic hydroxyl grouping. The other exchange centers are subacid and uniformly distributed 
in the mineral structure. The static exchange capacity of the activated zeolite is 2,7 mg-eq /g. 

 
Figure 4. Potentiometric titration curve of the H + form of zeolite. 

The capacity for chemical modification of natural zeolites gives the possibility of obtaining a 
large variety of adsorbents, catalysts and other fine general-purpose bodies. The results of 
these studies contribute to the establishment of limits of clinoptilolite in the presence of 
acidic reagents, and in addition, the identification of opportunities for obtaining the 
modified forms with novel properties. The successful implementation of technology of 
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sorption metal extraction is realized by a comprehensive study of the processes occurring in 
a complex system ion exchanger-solution. The study of adsorption on decationated and 
dealuminated clinoptilolite samples revealed their ability to selective adsorption of large 
cations [7,8]. This is apparently due to the proximity of the ions sizes and the kinetic 
diameters of clinoptilolite channels, which defines a strong Coulomb interaction with 
structure of the zeolite. In addition, it may be due to the presence of stronger acid sites and 
stabilizing role of the major cations in conditions of a significant reduction in their number 
in the internal space stipulated by a decrease in tetrahedral aluminum content. 

Analysis of the kinetic curves of lead ions sorption in zeolite under study showed that the 
time to reach equilibrium decreased as the concentration of original solution increased and 
the grain size [8] decreased. The obtained results indicate that the rate of exchange of lead 
ions on the H-form of clinoptilolite is controlled by internal diffusion mechanism of the 
process. The effective diffusion coefficient depends linearly on the radius of the incoming 
ion and does not depend on the concentration of external solution. 

The problem of waste water treatment is largely due to the lack of low-cost multifunctional 
sorbents stable during operation. Existing industrial sorbents with high sorption capacity 
are economically unfeasible due to their high cost. The results of experiments with 
investigated zeolite show that sorption of phenol on the natural sample and aminated form 
thereof happens with high degree of extraction from dilute solutions [9]. Modification of the 
PAV sorbent allows adsorbing phenol from aqueous solutions to the level of MPC and 
increasing the efficiency of the process in the presence of organic impurity compounds. 

The presence of commercial deposits of clinoptilolite and experience of its application in 
various sorption processes make it possible to use it in the process flow sheets designated to 
extract a number of metal cations from solutions and wastewater. Significant amounts of the 
latter require the methods of treatment to have low cost and high efficiency. Addressing 
these issues is also associated with an additional yield of these metals which are being 
irretrievably lost currently. 

One of the criteria of the waste water condition is nonferrous and heavy metal ions content 
in it. The latter are contained in waste water of nonferrous and ferrous metallurgy 
enterprises, concentration plants, galvanizing rooms of plants. There are different methods 
either physical or chemical which enable to retrieve ions of metals from solutions and 
industrial waste. The treatment of this sewage by ions isolation in the form of hydroxides 
cannot provide the required drop of concentration of the latter in sewage. Metals deposition 
in a form of sulphides is connected with the use of toxic reagents such as Na2S and H2S. The 
effective sewage treatment can be obtained by the sorption process which is easy to control 
and allows reducing relative detection limits.  

The sorption of copper ions (II) under static conditions at different concentrations of mother 
solution, pH medium and in presence of various metals ions was conducted on investigated 
natural zeolite. 

The effectiveness of sorption in many respects is determined by kinetics of the process. The 
curves of copper ions sorption are presented in the Figure 5. The equilibrium in distribution 
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of metal ions among the sorbent and solution at room temperature is established within 
short period of time (30 min). Short time of process is determined by the presence of 
chemically active groups in surface layers and high selectivity of sorbent toward metal ions. 
The results of conducted studies showed that natural zeolite has high activity at sorption of 
Cu2+ even in lower concentrations (0,125 g/l). Within 30 minutes the degree of 
recovery/extraction is 92% and it reaches 95% with increase of content of metal ions up to 0,5 
g/l. At sorption of Cu2+ in areas of ions metal concentrations in natural waters 0,001-0,0005 
mg/l high degree of recovery/extraction (90%) for 30 minutes is also reached, that shows the 
effectiveness of used sorbent. Hyperactivity of the latter at low contents stipulates for the 
suitability of use of metal ions for extraction of trace contaminants. 

Due to the fact that waste outlet waters may contain both different composition and variable 
acidity, there is a need to study the influence of pH degree on sorption of copper ions. The 
curves of recovery degree dependence on acidity of solution under constancy of 
concentration Cu2+ (0,25 g/l) show (Figure 6) that the degree of metal ions recovery in 
studied conditions decreases with increase of acidity of solution due to competitive effect of 
hydrogen ions. Thus, in рН<4 area the extracting ability of zeolite falls to 10%. With increase 
of pH medium to more than 4-5 the sediments of basic salts and hydroxides delayed by 
ionite are generated and sorption occurs additionally due to adhesion of generated 
sediments (recovery is 90-91%). Under collective concentration of Cu2+, Pb2+, Co2+, Ni2+ with 
cumulative content of metals ions 0,5 g/l (concentration of each ion is 0,125 g/l) sorption of 
copper ions occurs with delayed kinetics (Figure 7). The maximum degree of recovery is 
67% for 120 minutes. According to the obtained data under accepted conditions natural 
zeolite equally sorbs copper and lead ions.  

It is determined that ratio of the solution volume to sorbent mass influences recovering 
ability thereof. Growth of zeolite content in the solution from 0,5 g to 2 g (V=50 ml) leads to 
increase of recovery effectiveness by 3%. Degree of sorption reaches 97% within 30 minutes. 

 
Figure 5. Degree Cu2+ by natural zeolite as a function of the process duration t. Cs: 0,125 (1); 0,25 (2); 0,5 
(3); CСu2+=0,5 g/l; V=50 ml; m=0,5 g. 
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Figure 6. Degree of Cu2 + by natural zeolite as a function of the pH. CСu2+=0,25 g/l; V = 50 ml; m = 0,25 g / 
l; = 30 min. 

 
Figure 7. Degree Pb2+ (1); Cu2+ (2); Co2+ (3); Ni2+ (4) by natural zeolite as a function of the process 
duration t. CМе2+=0,5g/l; V=50 ml; m=0,5 g. 

Thus, the suggested sorbent effectively recovers copper ions from model solutions within 
short periods of time. Cheap natural zeolites may be used in the processes which do not 
provide regeneration of ionites. The opportunity of its one-time use with subsequent burial 
provides application thereof in such spheres where synthetic zeolites or ion-exchange 
polymers cannot be used under economical reasons. 

4. Features of the sorption of various substances vapors by activated 
forms of natural zeolite 
The comparative ease of zeolites chemical modification opens up wide possibilities for 
controlled changes in their structure and properties. This makes them very convenient 
objects for studying the nature of sorption interactions, molecular-sieve effects. The vast 
majority of these studies were conducted with synthetic zeolites. The natural forms of such 
minerals which are multicomponent systems complex and variable according to 
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Figure 6. Degree of Cu2 + by natural zeolite as a function of the pH. CСu2+=0,25 g/l; V = 50 ml; m = 0,25 g / 
l; = 30 min. 

 
Figure 7. Degree Pb2+ (1); Cu2+ (2); Co2+ (3); Ni2+ (4) by natural zeolite as a function of the process 
duration t. CМе2+=0,5g/l; V=50 ml; m=0,5 g. 
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composition are much less known. Their physicochemical properties essentially depend on 
the content of zeolitic phase in the rock, such as cation exchange form and nature of 
impurities. Even with the same content of the zeolitic phase in the rock a mismatch in the 
properties of individual samples may be observed. Natural zeolites are biporous systems; 
the primary porosity of them is determined by the micropores of crystals, and the secondary 
one – by the transitional pores and macropores. The latter are the main transport arteries for 
the supply of a substance; they determine the absorption of relatively large molecules and 
play an important role for a number of sorption and catalytic processes. 

Hydrophilic inorganic sorbents, which include zeolites, are practically useless for 
adsorption of many organic substances from aqueous solutions since water molecules 
interact with the OH - groups to form strong hydrogen bonds (5-10 kcal/mol) energy of 
which exceeds the energy of adsorption of most organic molecules [10]. In this connection, it 
is important to study the sorption of vapours of various substances on the surface of such 
minerals. 

We used acidoactive (processing for twenty four hours by 3 and 12 N hydrochloric acid 
solution) air-dried and dehydrated (600ºС) natural zeolite samples as the adsorbate. 
Sorption was determined by the increase in mass of the sorbent (initial sample 1 g) placed in 
open weighing cup over liquid adsorbate in a desiccator under normal conditions.  

Porous crystals of zeolites are of great interest as highly specific adsorbents both on the 
molecular sieve effect and also on the nature of their channels’ surface. Adsorption 
peculiarities are connected with the fact the delicacy of the crystal structure creates a large 
adsorption volume (up to 0,54 cm3/g for faujasites), and its geometry determines the 
molecular sieve properties. The presence of acceptor centers (cations, the Lewis acid centers) 
firmly holding the electron donors, or OH - groups, strongly binding bases (Bronsted 
centers), causes strong interaction of adsorbed molecules with the adsorbent. 

Depending on the nature of these molecules, various types of interactions may occur 
between them and zeolites. The specificity of zeolites with respect to the molecules of this 
adsorbate is determined by the values of the interaction energies of different types. In case 
of the heteropolar adsorbent, the polarization of the adsorbate molecules occurs by its 
electrostatic field. High adsorption energy of zeolite by molecules capable for specific 
interaction with cations having a peripheral dipoles (water, aether), the large quadrupoles 
and -electron bonds (nitrogen, olefins, benzene) are typical for zeolites. The energy of 
dispersive attraction makes decisive contribution to the specificity of the process. For 
zeolites, the prevalence of the energy may be due to the dense environment of adsorbate 
molecules by the atoms of oxygen frame. Therefore, it is very high energy of adsorption of 
organic molecules with peripheral functional groups having atoms with free electron pairs 
and -bonds for them. 

The ratio of Si/Al in natural zeolites can be improved by chemical treatment of the crystals, 
resulting to the removal of part of aluminum from the frame. Herewith, dealumination can 
occur without significant changes in their characteristic structural features. A simple option 
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thereof is the treatment of crystals with acid solutions. The result of this chemical action is 
the artificial increase of the adsorption volume and the effective pores’ size. 

The curves of the kinetics organic solvents vapours sorption on dehydrated and non-
dehydrated zeolite samples are given in the Figure 8. For each of them, they are close to each 
other, and according to the value of weight gain of the solvent they are in the following 
order: acetonetoluenecarbon tetrachloride. This range correlates with the size of Vander 
Waals molecules. Not less important role is played by well-known sorption activity of the 
polar solvent (acetone). For molecules of hydrophobic solvents water sorbed and bound 
with cations in the crystallographic positions of the mineral blocks the entrance windows in 
its cavity. It is shown [11] that the sorption of carbon tetrachloride vapours occurs only on 
the outer surface of both natural and activated clinoptilolite, and sorption of acetone – in the 
micropores of the latter. If we assume that water molecules are completely desorbed in 
zeolite pores dehydrated at 6000C, then the process of sorption of these compounds on the 
active sites of sorbent runs with displacement of pre-sorbed water. 

The results of acetic acid and water vapours sorption on zeolites treated with 3 and 12 N 
hydrochloric acid are given in the Figure 9. A slight difference in the values of weight gain 
of the substance on the original forms of mineral is shown in this Figure; a small difference 
in weight gain of water and organic acid on non-dehydrated and dehydrated zeolites 
treated with 3 N solution of mineral acid is due to insufficiently developed micro porosity of 
the mineral. Specific adsorption of water molecules by zeolite is mainly represented by 
interaction of free electron pairs of oxygen atoms with cations of zeolite cavities surface. The 
polar molecules of water penetrating into its micropores are sorbed, including as a result of 
ion-dipole interaction with the active centers (cations, compensating the excess charge of 
zeolite frame). Water molecules bond with the cations and the frame is predominant in the 
case of natural zeolites [12]. The adsorbate-adsorbent interaction completely determines the 
process. 

 
Figure 8. Degree of the mass gain of solutions as a function of the process duration t. sample №2: 
dehydrated zeolite 1 – toluene; 3- acetone; 5- carbon tetrachloride. air-dry zeolite 2- toluene; 4- acetone; 
6- carbon tetrachloride. 
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Figure 9. Degree of the mass gain of acetic acid and water as a function of the process duration t. acetic 
acid: (sample №2) 1 - dehydrated zeolite; 2 - air-dry zeolite; (sample №3) 5 - dehydrated zeolite; 6 - air-
dry zeolite; water: (sample №2) 3 - dehydrated zeolite; 4 - air-dry zeolite 

Large scale polarizability (in comparison with water) and low dielectric permeability of the 
organic acid that increase the binding energy of the cation-fixed ion create preconditions for 
more effective development of the dispersion forces which play an important role in the 
mechanism of weak organic acid absorption by ionites.  

Acid treatment of zeolite samples with 3 N hydrochloric acid under normal conditions 
practically does not lead to significant changes in the structural properties of the sorbents, as 
it is shown above (Table 2). The values of specific surface area for them according to BET 
and t-graphic have small differences [4]. However, increase of acid concentration under 
comparable conditions leads to an increase of micro- and mesopores volume. Therefore, 
zeolite activated by 12 N acid has a higher sorption capacity. Such treatment fosters the 
expansion of the input windows of mineral channels, and water allocation on ignition 
contributes to the displacement of cations inside and improvement of primary porosity 
which depends on the nature of zeolite. This effect seems to be the result of changes in the 
chemical nature of adsorption sites and porous structure of the mineral in the process of 
activation. This condition is caused by changes in relative positions of aluminum-oxygen 
and silicate-oxygen tetrahedrons of the core. 

It is shown by example of acetic acid (Figure 9, 10) that there is an evident divergency 
between the curves of sorption of vapours of the studied substance on non-dehydrated and 
dehydrated zeolite. Study of the kinetics process showed that for 200 h there is a saturation 
of natural mineral and sorption volume, is 47 and 89 mmol/g, accordingly.  

Increasing of activating acid concentration leads to development of micro-cavities and 
channels interconnected within the frame of zeolite free of exchangeable cations that 
promotes the growth of the volume of adsorbed acetic acid. The latter circumstance 
indicates that the activation process in comparison with the amorphization of zeolite 
prevails under these conditions; this characterizes the studied mineral as an acid-resistant.  
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Figure 10. Degree of the sorbtion S of acetic acid vapors by natural zeolite as a function of the process 
duration t. 1- dehydrated zeolite; 2- air-dry zeolite 

The results of spectroscopic (Figure 11) and X-ray studies of natural zeolite activated by 3 
and 12 N hydrochloric acid solutions give evidence of preservation of mineral crystal 
structure due to acid resistance thereof. 

 
Figure 11. IR spectra of zeolites. 1 - natural zeolite;2 - activated 3 N hydrochloric acid; 3 - activated 12 N 
hydrochloric acid; 4 - after the sorption of acetic acid vapors. 

The absorption bands at 464, 640, 776, 950 cm-1 typical for Si-O-Al intratetrahedral 
deformative and symmetric valence vibrations are prescribed in original zeolite spectrum. 
When treating it by 3 and 12 N hydrochloric acid, all the characteristic frequencies become 
more apparent. The position of the peak at 464 cm-1 is kept and there is a shift of the 
absorption bands at 640 and 776 to the long-wave area (672; 680 and 800;832 cm-1, 
accordingly) without changing the intensity of the spectrums. This gives evidence of 
preservation of samples crystallinity degree after activation. In the spectrums of zeolite 
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saturated by acetic acid vapours frequencies of adsorbate molecules methyl groups 
vibrations appear at 1380 cm-1 and the absorption band broadens at 1640 cm-1 due to overlap 
of the deformation vibrations of water molecules and asymmetric COO— valent groups. 

Dealumination is accompanied by rupture of Si-O-Al bonds and the resulting shift of 
asymmetric valent intratetrahedral vibrations frequency from 1040 to 1056 and 1100 cm-1. 

The studies showed that an increase in acid concentration leads to an increase in sorption 
ability of mineral connected with an increase of mineral porosity in the cation removal 
process. Thus, depending on the nature of adsorbate and adsorbent type, the appropriate 
modes of activation can be selected. 

5. Investigation of mechanochemical modification of natural zeolite with 
various substances 

Diversity of centers formed in zeolites explains the fact that zeolites can be used in a wide 
range of chemical and technological processes. One of the effective ways of intensification of 
processing different types of mineral raw materials is mechanical activation, which 
determines the formation of a significant number of defects in the structure of minerals, 
which should lead to a change in surface properties of the constituent particles [13, 14]. 

Mechanochemical modification allows, first of all, intensifying the process of solids 
dispersing. As a result, the chemisorbed polymer layer passivates the surface of dispersed 
particles and lyophilized highly dispersed filler is formed. At the same time, the conditions 
for emergence of chemical interaction at the interface of filler-polymer are created, that leads 
to a deeper change in the surface. 

Environmental cleanness and the possibility of simplifying the process flow sheet determine 
the prospects for such studies. In this regard, we conducted mechanochemical modification 
of natural zeolite with aminoacetic acid and epoxy resin for the first time ever. 

5.1. Solid-phase interaction of natural zeolite with aminoacetic acid 

Layered silicates and zeolites are characterized by the presence of both basic and acid active 
sites on their surface [4,15]. The solid-phase interaction of these sites with amino acids is of 
interest [16]. In the sorption on solid supports, amino acids containing two functional 
groups can form different surface complexes. The structure and chemical properties of the 
surface and also theoretical and practical aspects of adsorption and catalysis on zeolites are 
studied by various methods. Widely used spectral methods provide valuable information 
on the structure and properties of supports [16].  

The aim of this work was to study the interaction of α-aminoacetic acid (α-glycine) with 
natural zeolite during their mechanochemical activation. Natural aluminosilicate, zeolite 
from Shankhanai deposit (Kazakhstan), was used. To remove nonstructural impurities 
readily washed out with acids, zeolite was preliminarily activated with a 10% HCl solution 
for a day. Aluminosilicate samples were dried at 130°C for 2 h; α-glycine was used without 
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additional purication. The mechanochemical activation of initial compounds (the amount 
of glycine was 30% of that of the zeolite) was performed in an agate mortar for 30 min. The 
IR absorption spectra of powders pressed into pellets with optically pure KBr were recorded 
on a UR-20 spectrophotometer.  

α-Glycine has a layered crystal structure [14]. Glycine molecules are present in crystals as 
zwitterions, which are bound with each other by relatively short (therefore strong) N–H···O 
hydrogen bonds and form antiparallel layers, 

 
Scheme 1. Scheme 1 

The spectra of the samples are presented in the Figure 12. Carboxylic acids form very strong 
hydrogen bonds; therefore, OH group stretching vibration frequencies are characteristic 
frequencies. A broad absorption band and several weaker peaks are observed over the range 
3000–2500 cm–1. In the spectra of aminoacetic acid and its activated mixture with zeolite, the 
main peak is observed at 3000 cm–1, and weaker peaks, at 2720, 2616 and 2700, 2600 cm–1, 
respectively; these peaks can be assigned as combination tones corresponding to C–O (1420 
cm–1) and O–H (1300 cm–1) vibrations [17]. The band of stretching vibrations shifts toward 
lower frequencies, 3488; 3424 cm–1. A pronounced secondary band at 2175 cm–1 in the 
spectrum of α-glycine is evidence of the presence of a bipolar ionic structure; in the 
modied sample, this band is observed at 2170 cm–1.  

Both samples exhibit absorption in the range 1420–1340 cm–1, which is assigned to C–O 
vibrations closely related to planar bending vibrations of OH groups. In the spectrum of the 
modied sample, νë=é and antisymmetric stretching vibrations in α-glycine(1720–1540 cm–1) 
and Si–O stretching vibrations in zeolite (1060 cm–1) are shifted toward longer wavelengths 
(1700–1500 and 1040 cm–1, respectively). Absorption in the range 1700–1500 cm–1 can also be 
assigned to hydrogen bonds of aminoacetic acid with OH surface groups. This assignment is 
based on the results obtained for the intra- and intermolecular association of carboxylic 
acids [18]. 

Thus, the NH3+ stretching vibration and СOO- antisymmetric vibration frequencies shift 
toward lower frequencies. Similar results were obtained in the mechanochemical activation 
of caolinite and the amino acid with the formation of a salt with the NH2CH2COO- [14]. 

It is known [16] that, along with the absorption band of the ionized carboxyl group (1600–
1550 cm–1), all amino acids containing the group exhibit two characteristic bands at 1600–
1500 cm–1. One of these is observed at 1640–1610 cm–1. For the amino acid under study, 
bending vibrations occur at 1640 and 1608 cm–1. These bands are also present in the 
spectrum of the modied zeolite sample; the band at ~1640 cm–1 is, however, broadened. 
This band is a superposition of antisymmetric stretching vibrations of COO– groups and 
bending vibrations of water molecules and NH2 groups. The other characteristic band of  
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Figure 12. IR spectra of (1) natural zeolite, (2) activated mixture, and (3) aminoacetic acid. 

amino acids (1540–1420 cm–1) is, as a rule, more intense than the rst characteristic band. In 
the zeolite activated with the amino acid, this band is shifted toward lower frequencies 
(1500–1400 cm–1). A similar result was obtained in [14]; however, in the spectra of activated 
caolinite samples, the absorption band of NH2 groups was observed at 1550–1450 cm–1 and 
had a low intensity or even disappeared against the background of the maximum at 1640 
cm–1. 

The absorption band in the frequency range 960–900 cm–1 is assigned to OH group bending 
vibrations. In the spectrum of the modied zeolite sample, this band is narrowed and is 
observed at 940–900 cm–1.  

To summarize, the solid-phase neutralization reaction in the mechanochemical activation 
of zeolite and the amino acid results in the formation of chemical bonds between carboxyl 
groups of the acid and basic sites of the aluminosilicate and also coordination bonds 
between aluminum atoms in the zeolite lattice and nitrogen atoms of amino acid 
molecules. 

5.2. Mechanochemical modification of natural zeolite with epoxy resin 

The joint dispersion of fillers with polymers of different nature leads to the breakdown of 
macromolecules with formation of free radicals, which react with the active centers of 
minerals to form surface chemical compounds [19].  

The specific features of zeolite structure, its high affinity to polar groups, the developed 
surface area, adsorption capacity determine the possibility of combining the filler with high-
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molecular compounds. Herewith, the additional intermolecular bonds form and the ability 
to structure the macromolecule as a result of adsorption at the interface appear. In this 
regard, the results of the study of the joint dispersion of natural aluminosilicate with an 
industrial epoxy resin ED-20 [20] were considered. 

The results of the study of dependence of the value of epoxy resin weight gain on the 
surface of zeolite on its concentration showed that epoxy cycles open and the chemisorption 
of free radicals (Figure 13) takes place. Resin content change from 1 to 20 mass % in the 
process of dispersion system for 0,5 h leads to an increase in the value of the polymer 
grafting from 3,2 to 5,7%.  

Modification of zeolite for 1 h contributes to a sharp increase in polymer weight gain on the 
surface, which reaches 7,5% at 1:10 mass parts components ratio (Figure 11). The maximum 
for these conditions dispersion of zeolite in the presence of ED-20 occurs within the first 
hour of grinding (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 13. Degree of the grafting of polymer (Q) on the surаce of zeolite ) as a function of the content of 
epoxy resin (dispersion for 0,5 h) 

 
Figure 14. Degree of the grafting of epoxy resin (Q) and the specific surface area (S) minerals (2) as a 
function of the process duration t. (Resin: Zeolite = 1:10 mass part by weight) 
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The data obtained shows that at mechanochemical interaction of natural aluminosilicate 
with an epoxy resin a number of transformations with the components of the system take 
place. Spectroscopic studies found the significant changes in the chemical structure of 
polymer as a result of the modification. It is observed that with the increase of process 
duration a decrease in the intensity of absorption band at 832 cm-1 and disappearance of 
frequency at 916 cm-1 are observed, characterizing the epoxy groups’ vibrations (Figure 15). 
This indicates the mechanochemical activation of the latter. Free radicals formed as a result 
of disclosure thereof contribute to the dispersion and intensify the process of grafting, which 
affects certain increase in polymer weight gain. Thus, with increasing of grinding time up to 
1 h, zeolite specific surface increases and the grafting of polymer (Figure 14) takes place. The 
process is intensified due to the interaction of freshly formed surface with products of 
mechanodestruction of macromolecules and its modification as a result of epoxy resin free 
radical grafting. A further increase in the duration of system dispersion up to 2 h leads to a 
decrease in the specific surface of modified aluminum silicate stipulated by the grafted layer 
of polymer the amount of which at this time is the maximum. 

 

Figure 15. IR spectra of epoxy resin. 1 - in the absence of dispersion; 2 - dispersion for 0,5 h; 3 - 
dispersion for 1 h. 

Extraction data of polymer-zeolite system showed the physical and chemical nature of the 
adsorption bonds between molecules of resin and aluminum silicate surface. Herewith, the 
contribution of chemisorption bonds varies depending on the ratio of the components and 
process duration. 

Thus, a modified aluminum silicate which can be used effectively to create a variety of 
organo-mineral systems with a complex of valuable properties was obtained by combined 
dispersion of natural zeolite and epoxy resin. 

6. Сonclusion 

The study of sorption activity of natural and modified sorbents has made it possible to 
substantiate the decisive role of the nature of the acid-base properties of a mineral in the 
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process of extraction, as well as the influence of the porous structure upon sorption of 
organic compounds (acetone, toluene, acetic acid) and inorganic ions (the ions of nonferrous 
metals).  

Physico-chemical study of the composition and thermal stability of natural zeolite allowed 
to determine the ratio of Si / Al as a 3,8, a high thermal stability, and to find optimal 
conditions for acid activation of the zeolite with the aim further modification of the samples 
with epoxy and amine reagents. It is shown that, depending on the nature of adsorbate and 
adsorbent type can be selected appropriate modes of activation of natural zeolite as a result 
of vapor sorption studies of various organic solvents, water and acetic acid. 

It has been shown for the first time by the method of IR-spectroscopy that a chemical 
interaction takes place between the main centers of natural zeolite and carboxylic groups of 
aminoacetic acid in the process of their mechanic-chemical activation, as well as the 
formation of a coordination bond between the aluminum atoms of its lattice and nitrogen of 
aminoacid. Stereoscopic studies have established considerable changes in the chemical 
structure of the polymer as a result of mechanic-chemical modification of natural zeolite by 
epoxy resin. The extraction data of the system polymer-zeolite testify to the physical and 
chemical nature of adsorption bonds between the molecules of resin and the surface of 
alumosilicate. Incidentally, the contribution of chemosorption bonds is different in 
dependence of the ratio of the components and duration of the process.  

Development of methods for modification of natural zeolite by various oligomers and 
functional materials opens up the possibility of synthesis of chemically modified materials 
for ion-exchange technology. Therefore, an interest is evoked by a profound research of the 
processes, proceeding on the surface of the modified natural sorbents, the state of 
engrafted compounds and creation of methods of purposeful alternation of the structure of 
the engrafted layer and the properties of the modified sorbents, connected with this 
structure, as well as establishing of a possibility to use them in the modern sorption 
processes, creation of new competitive technologies for the extraction of metal ions from 
technological solution. 

The profound theoretical and practical studies of the methods of modification of natural 
sorbents will result in the development of available methods of obtaining of organomineral 
sorbents as the most problematic aspect of the development of the modern ion-exchange 
technology and related fields. And the achievements in this field should be connected, first 
of all, with the physical-chemical approach to the assessment and generalization of the 
existing vast experimental and theoretical material. 
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1. Introduction 

Species of toxic heavy metals cause serious damage to the ecosystem and as a result of this 
fact there is an increase in research on processes for wastewater treatment. Many of these 
processes are based on adsorptive properties or ion exchange some of these materials which 
immobilize the heavy metal species. Recently, various materials of natural or synthetic 
origin, such as bagasse, coal ash, carbonates, phosphates and zeolites, have been tested for 
its sorption capacity. Zeolites are commonly used for sorption of heavy metals due to their 
physical and chemical properties (thermal stability, defined molecular structure and ion 
exchange capacity). 

The synthesis of zeolites from some mineral phases has been investigated by several 
researchers. It is well established that the coal ash composed mainly of phases such as 
quartz (SiO2), mullite (Al4+2xSi2-2-xO10-x), hematite (Fe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4) can produce 
zeolites from alkaline hydrothermal treatment. But the mechanism of hydrothermal 
synthesis is still not very detailed. In general, increasing the temperature tends to favor the 
formation of hydrated aluminosilicate phase.  

Zeolites synthesized from the coal ash, its adsorptive capacity are dependent on certain 
reaction conditions, for example, the concentration of metal cation in solution and the 
temperature at which sorption occurs. However, temperature and reaction time in the stage 
of the synthesis zeolite are also considered important variables affecting the behavior of the 
adsorptive materials such as zeolites of heavy metals in solution. 

This chapter presents a study based on the sorption of cations of heavy metals by zeolites 
synthesized from hydrothermal treatment of coal ashes produced in Brazil. 

© 2012 Nascimento et al., licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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2. Literture review 

2.1. Coal 

With the progress of humanity and its new challenges, we started to research the various 
types of energy production coupled with environmental preservation as a tool for 
sustainable development. Nowadays, the search for new processes using renewable energy 
sources is increasing, but the non-renewable energy sources occupy yet a large portion of 
production[1].  

Although the use of coal represents a small share in electricity generation, its use is 
extremely important because it's the non-renewable energy resource most abundant of the 
globe. 

The main environmental problems related to use of coal in power generation are: changes in 
vegetation and geomorphology of mining activities, formation of acidic water in the 
handling of coal due to the presence of pyrite, a large amount of waste in the process of 
improvement, gaseous emissions after combustion and the generation of potentially toxic 
waste. 

One way to reduce the environmental impacts of disposal of these wastes in the 
environment involves the expansion of the potential for their use. An alternative use of 
these residues is the processing of coal ash in an sorbent low cost. The ashes of coal are 
composed mainly of silica and alumina, and you can convert them into zeolitic material 
after hydrothermal treatment in alkaline medium. The zeolitic material is characterized by 
high cation exchange capacity and good sorption allowing numerous potential 
applications. 

The ashes of coal are composed mainly of silica and alumina, and you can convert them into 
zeolitic material after hydrothermal treatment in alkaline media. The zeolitic material is 
characterized by high cation exchange capacity and good sorption allowing numerous 
potential applications [2].  

2.2. Coal ashes 

Coal ashes ares inorganic solid wastes generated after burning coal in power generation 
processes in power plants worldwide. The formation of ash is achieved by the direct 
combustion of lignite, which is a solid raw material, consisting of two intimately mixed 
fractions, an organic (volatile matter more fixed carbon) and a fraction (mineral clay, quartz, 
pyrite, carbonates, etc.). By the action of heat, generates volatile organic fraction and coke, 
while the mineral fraction becomes gray with a mineralogy modified in view, the water loss 
of clays, carbonates and decomposition of sulfide oxidation [3].  

The combustion of pulverized coal occurs at high temperatures, between 1200 and 1600º C 
in an oxidizing gaseous environment and for total or partial melting of matter [4].Three 
main wastes are generated from coal combustion in power plants, which are: 
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- Light Gray or steering wheel: they are extremely fine particle size of less than 0.15 mm, 
is collected in cyclones mechanical or released into the atmosphere; 

- Heavy ash, are coarser particle size, is typically agglomerated at the bottom of the 
furnace being removed by a water flow; 

- Slag or ash thick, coarse grain size and has high content of unburned carbon from 10 to 
20%; 

The fly ashes are usually composed of 30-60% SiO2, 10-20% Al2O3, 5-10% Fe2O3, 5-10% MgO 
and 2-4% CaO, and other compounds. 

In the process of coal combustion, these minerals are partially fused particles form ashes and 
light in which the crystalline phases such as quartz (SiO2) and mullite (3 Al2O3.2SiO2) 
remain in the core, while the aluminosilicate (Al2O5 Si) remains the surface [5]. 

The ash generated from burning coal in power plants in Brazil are comprised 65-80% fly ash 
and bottom ash of 15-35% [6]. 

In general, mineral coal ashes are aluminosilicates formed by amorphous and crystalline 
phases and the pH of ash ranges from 4.5 to 12 depending on the characteristics of the 
carbon precursor geochemical [7]. 

From the standpoint of generating electric power, coal ash waste are considered as residues, 
however, to evaluate its characteristics and possible uses, these can be considered as a 
resource that can be widely used and exploited [8]. 

The storage of the dry coal ash has the major advantage that its physicochemical properties 
of the ash remain unchanged, which constitutes a buffer for further use [9]. 

Several potential applications of coal ash have been developed or are under development at 
research centers all over the world. These applications are directed primarily to remove 
toxic metals present in industrial wastes [10] in the building materials industry [11], and the 
synthesis of zeolites that have been studied by many researchers [12]. 

2.3. Zeolites 

Zeolites are hydrated aluminosilicates formed by three-dimensional crystal structures of 
SiO4 tetrahedra and AlO4, linked together by four oxygen vertices.In this configuration, the 
negative charges of AlO4 tetrahedra are compensated by interstitial cations (Na+, K+, Ca2+ 
and Ba2+) and form an open structure with large channels, where water and other molecules 
can stay and have considerable freedom of movement, permitting ion exchange and 
reversible hydration [13] . 

Zeolites include a wide range of mineral and synthetic products, whose structure has an 
electrical imbalance, as it has an excess negative charge on each atom of aluminum 
present.Therefore, atoms of alkali metals and alkaline earth metals cause the balancing of 
charge, can easily be exchanged for other ions. This transfer of material between the spaces 
intracristalinos is limited by the pore diameter that ranges from one to another zeolite. 
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In nature, are usually found in deposits associated with the activation of alkaline volcanic 
rocks. As naturally occurring normally have a high content of impurities and / or do not 
possess the properties required for their use, therefore, be synthesized zeolites started [14] . 

Zeolites exhibit features as high selectivity, high stability and high exchange capacity, which 
together with the properties of sorption and catalysis, provide their technological 
application in various sectors [15] . 

One advantage of synthetic zeolites is to provide uniformity in size and shape of the 
channel, another is its chemical composition pre-defined in relation to the purposes 
intended. Considering, however, its high cost, synthetic zeolites are reserved for 
applications that require features more uniform structure and composition, as in the 
catalysis of hydrocarbons and in the detergent industry. The zeolites type A, X and Y are the 
predominant for commercial use as ion exchangers and adsorbers [16] . 

Among various uses, natural zeolites can be applied to wastewater treatment for removal of 
toxic metals, in removing odors in the air purification and in the conditioning of soil [17]. 

The fly ash are sources of aluminum and silicon, which are the main elements in the 
composition of the zeolites, because of this, the high content of reactive stages of ash and 
fine particle size thereof, are considered excellent feedstock for the synthesis of zeolites[12] . 

2.4. Hydrothermal synthesis of zeolites 

The synthesis of zeolites from some mineral phases has been investigated by several 
researchers. It is well established that the coal ash composed mainly of phases such as 
quartz (SiO2), mullite (2SiO2.3Al2O3), hematite (Fe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4) can produce 
zeolites from alkaline hydrothermal treatment. By doing the necessary adjustments in the Al 
/ Si, the ashes can be used for the synthesis of zeolites such as Zeolite Na-A, faujazita, zeolite 
Na-P and philipsita [18] . [19] report the synthesis of zeolite-type Na from coal ash. The 
synthesis methodology is focused on so-called "activation" of gray, or was more popularly 
known as "hydrothermal synthesis" in closed systems for solutions of NaOH or KOH. 

Pure zeolites are synthesized from supersaturated solutions of silicates and aluminates 
under stringent experimental conditions [20] . 

It is therefore possible to synthesize zeolite from coal ash by the hydrothermal treatment or 
in aqueous solution at elevated pressure and temperature [14] .Several articles have 
proposed various methods for the hydrothermal activation of coal ash in zeolite synthesis, 
using for this variation of several parameters involved in this synthesis [12,21-24]. 

The zeolites that have been obtained by hydrothermal treatment of the coal ash with sodium 
hydroxide (NaOH) are analcime, zeolite A, zeolite P (gismondina), zeolite X and Y 
(faujasite), sodalite, chabazite, gmelinite and cancrinite . 

All methods are developed based on the dissolution of the phases of fly ash supported by Al 
and Si with alkaline solutions and subsequent precipitation of the zeolitic material [12]. 
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According to [25], the hydrothermal reaction mechanism involves stages of dissolution, 
condensation or gelation and crystallization. 

The dissolution of the ash is between 20-120° C. The amorphous silica, quartz and 
mullite, which are the phases of Al and Si are present in the ash dissolved. The kinetics is 
very dependent on the concentration of OH-, which is responsible for dissolving the 
reagents and keeps them in solution, providing its saturation to occur the formation of 
zeolites. 

The next step is the condensation or gelation which is the phase where the reaction occurs 
between aluminate and silicate ions with the formation of aluminosilicate gel (hydrogel). In 
the final stage of crystallization the hydrogel is transformed into a zeolite crystal (the 
reaction speed is dependent on the amount of Na+). The crystallization of zeolites generally 
results in a final product containing 40-60% of zeolite. 

The zeolite sinthesis from the coal ash is therefore an equilibrium reaction between the 
alkaline solution and solid phase. By raising the temperature, the solubility of silica and 
alumina ions increases and condensation reactions for the formation of crystal nuclei are 
initiated. The crystal growth leads to a complete dissolution of the original material for the 
formation of amorphous phases zeolite. 

Depending on the experimental conditions and the chemical composition of the ash used, 
one obtains different zeolites. The most important parameters in the processes of 
zeolitização by hydrothermal process are the chemical composition of ash concentration and 
type of agent activation, the ratio liquid / solid, temperature, reaction time and intensity of 
agitation [9]. 

Each zeolitic material obtained has application in accordance with its characteristics and 
properties. At least 15 different types of zeolites can be produced from a gray by varying the 
activation parameters. The activation conditions may be optimized to maximize the 
adsorptive capacity of the product obtained and the production costs [12] . 

Most studies on the use of zeolites derived from coal ash describes a major potential 
applications of this zeolites as the sorption of toxic metal ions from solutions of pollutants 
under laboratory conditions [12]. 

2.5. Sorption 

The sorption process is the separation of components of a mixture through a mass transfer 
phenomenon when a component in the mixture which may liquid or gaseous called 
adsorbate is in contact with a solid called sorbent. When the two phases are in contact, the 
dilute component in the mixture is transfered the liquid phase to the surface of the sorbent 
[2] .The sorption process depends on several factors such as nature and concentration of the 
adsorbate, the characteristics of sorbent and the sorption conditions (pH, temperature, ratio 
solid\liquid). 
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The sorption phenomena are classified into two types: physical sorption and chemisorption. 
In physical sorption occurring weak interactions like Van der Waals, featuring a reversible 
process . By not having any sort of change in the nature of the species involved, the physical 
sorption is a non-specific, and can occur for different adsorbates [26] .In the chemical 
sorption or chemisorption, the chemical species involved are altered, as there is an effective 
exchange of electrons between the solid and the adsorbed molecule, resulting in the 
formation of a monolayer on the solid surface [27] . 

If the sorption of one or more ionic species is accompanied by simultaneous desorption of 
an equivalent amount of ionic species, this process is regarded as ion exchange. The shapes 
of sorption usually encountered in environmental studies are the physical sorption, 
chemical sorption and ion exchange [2] .Being essentially a phenomenon of sorption surface, 
that has an sorption capacity of sorbent significant, must have large surface area, which 
implies a highly porous structure. 

The sorbent materials, in turn, are natural substances or synthetic crystalline structure 
whose inner surface of the pores is accessible by a selective combination between the solid 
and solution [26] . 

The sorption isotherms are the main way of studying the capacity to remove toxic metals 
from different solid sorbents [28] . 

2.6. Sorption isotherms 

To obtain the sorption isotherms is the first step for quantitative evaluation of the sorption 
mechanisms. The data obtained from the isotherms can be used to project and define the 
operating conditions of industrial equipment that are based on the principle of sorption [1]. 

Isotherms relates the concentration of the adsorbate fluid phase and solid phase at a certain 
temperature and are represented in graphic form, presenting in various ways that reflect the 
behavior of the mechanism of sorption. In general, the isotherms convex represent usually 
the solid microporous sorbent. The more complex shapes may be associated with multilayer 
sorption or the varying sizes of pores of the sorbent material. 

We can cite as examples, the isotherms of Henry, Langmuir, Freundlich, BET and Radke-
Prausnitz. The Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms are the most commonly used to 
demonstrate the balance of removing a metal ion sorption, and are the most used models to 
describe the mechanisms of sorption on zeolites [29]. 

To provide us with data on the mechanisms of sorption isotherms can be linearized and 
applied to mathematical models. 

3. Materials and methods 

The fly ash used in this study originated from a coal thermo power station located in 
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produced by hydrothermal treatment were previously characterized chemically and 
mineralogically and subsequently used in sorption experiments. These experiments were 
performed with synthetic solutions of sulphate salts of Pb (II), Cu(II), Zn(II), and Mn(II) 
prepared with analytical grade reagents in deionized water. 

3.1. Zeolite preparation 

The coal fly ash was submitted to hydrothermal treatment at different temperatures, 
reaction times, NaOH concentrations, solid/ liquid ratios (S/L) and aluminum/silicon (Al/Si) 
ratios as shown in Table 1. A Plackett–Burmann experimental design (25-2 fractional 
factorial design) was used in order to identify the most important variables in a preliminary 
analysis [30]. The tests were performed in duplicate. The molar ratio Al/Si was modified by 
adding analytical grade Al2O3 in the reaction media. 

The hydrothermal treatment was carried out in a 450 ml reactor PARR-4562, made of 
Nickel-200 equipped with a turbine impeller and stirred constantly at 300 rpm. The reaction 
products were filtered and washed with water to remove the excess of sodium hydroxide. 

The mineralogical characterization of the zeolites as well as of the ashes was carried out by 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) in a Bruker – AXS D5005 powder diffractometer with Goebel mirror 
and CoKa (35 kV/40 mA) radiation. 

Tests Concentration
(mol\l) NaOH 

Temperature
(ºC) 

Time (h) Ratio 
Al\Si 

Ratio 
Solid\Liquid 

( S\L) 
1 2.0 100 0.5 1.00 1\6 
2 5.0 100 0.5 0.51 1\8 
3 2.0 150 0.5 0.51 1\6 
4 5.0 150 0.5 1.00 1\8 
5 2.0 100 6.0 1.00 1\8 
6 5.0 100 6.0 0.51 1\6 
7 2.0 150 6.0 0.51 1\8 
8 5.0 150 6.0 1.00 1\6 

Table 1. Experimental conditions of the hydrothermal experiments 

3.2. Preliminary evaluation of the response variable  

The zeolites as well as the coal fly ash were washed up to pH 9 and subsequently dried at 
60oC for 24 h before the sorption experiments. The sorption capacity was determined by 
contacting, 50 ml of Mn and Cu solutions (100 mg/l) with 0.5 g of zeolites in plastic bottles. 
The solution pH of each test was chosen conveniently, between 4 and 5 to avoid cation 
precipitation. 
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The bottles were shaken for 2 h at 180 rpm in a KS501 IKA shaker and the solids were 
filtered with Whatman filter paper. The concentrations of metal ions of all tests were 
determined in a Varian Atomic Absorption Spectrometer - model Spectra 50B. 

The sorption capacity was defined as a percentage and calculated by the equation (1): 

 Sorption capacity (%) = ((Ci - Ce )\ Ci ) x 100    (1) 

Ci and Ce are respectively initial and final concentrations of the metal ion in solution. 

3.3. Sorption experiments 

The sorption experiments for the heavy metals, Cu2+, Pb2+, Zn2+, and Mn2+ with synthesized 
zeolite were carried out using the shaking device and methodology described previously in 
Section 3.2. A concentration range from 100 to 3000 mg/l was used for each cation. Only the 
zeolitic material from test 8 (Table 1) was used as sorbent. 

The obtained data were plotted and adjusted with isotherm sorption models to analyze the 
cations sorption onto the sorbents. 

3.4. Investigation of temperature effect – Thermodynamic study 

Samples of 30 g ash were mixed with 150 ml of a 3 mol/L NaOH solution. This mixture was 
reacted in an autoclave Parr - 4562, made of nickel alloy 200, equipped with a turbine 
impeller for 2 hours and 350 rpm agitation and temperatures of 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 ° C. 
The product formed after cooling was filtered, washed with 2 liters of distilled water and 
dried at 60 ° C for 24 hours. 

4. Experimental results 

4.1. Characterization and preparation  

The XRD analysis of the ashes used for zeolite preparation is shown in figure 1. In according 
to the results of X ray diffraction, the sample ash is mainly formed by mullite phases 
(Al6Si2O13) and quartz (SiO2) with some traces magnetite (Fe2O3), shown in Figure 1. 
Chemical analysis carried content was 56.8% of SiO2, 24.5% of Al2O3 and SiO2/ Al2O3 ratio of 
2.32. 

Figure 2 shows the XRD of all products of the hydrothermal treatments. It can be observed 
that treatments resulted in formation of zeolitic phases as zeolite A, cubic analcime, 
philipsite, hydroxycancrinite and Na8(AlSiO4)6(OH)2 .2H2O. Table 2 shows the sorption 
capacity obtained for the zeolitic products. The results show that a hydrothermal treatment 
can increase 10–25 times the % sorption when comparing with the value of the original 
ashes. The sorption of Mn+2 is higher than 85% and the absorption of Cu+2 reaches up to 99%. 
In the case of a solution with 100 ppm of Mn the sorption increased about 25 times when 
compared with the results of the test for the same Mn concentration performed with ashes 
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with no hydrothermal treatment. The increasing was about 16 times for Cu+2. The tests 1 and 
2 showed small sorption capacity for cations tested. In figure 2, these tests did not show 
zeolitic phases. 

 
Figure 1. XRD pattern of coal fly ash. Mineral abbreviations: M, mullite; Q , Quartz. 

 
 

Test Cu+2 Cu+2 Mn+2 Mn+2 
 Ce (mg/l) Sorption 

capacity % 
Ce (mg/l) Sorption 

capacity % 
1 37.43 62.57 42.80 57.20 
2 34.36 65.64 66.19 33.81 
3 1.66 98.34 15.98 84.02 
4 0.37 99.63 26.48 73.52 
5 1.11 98.89 24.19 75.81 
6 0.02 99.98 21.77 78.23 
7 0.11 99.89 15.25 84.75 
8 0.22 99.78 14.40 85.60 

Coal fly ash 93.95 6.05 96.60 3.40 

Table 2. Results of Cu+2 and Mn+2 sorption 
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Figure 2. XRD pattern of modified coal fly ash. Phases abbreviations: M, mullite; Q, quartz; Z, zeolite 
Na8(AlSiO4)6(OH)2 . 2H2O; C, hydroxycancrinite; A, zeolite A; An, analcime; P, zeolite P. the legends 
LC01 to LC08 are related with tests 1-8 from Table 1. 

Figure 3 and 4 show the results of preliminary statistical analysis and the effects of the 
variables. The F-test was used to identify the most significant variables in the hydrothermal 
process. The significance level (p-value) adopted was 0.05. Temperature and time were the 
most significant variables in the synthesis of the zeolites. An increase of the level of these 
variables tends to increase the sorption capacity for Mn and Cu. 
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Figure 3. Pareto chart of standardized effects to fatorial planning - % Mn sorption ( p-level = 0.05) 

 
Figure 4. Pareto chart of standardized effects to fatorial planning - % Mn sorption ( p-level = 0.05) 
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Several authors suggest that changes in synthesis temperatures lead to different zeolitic 
phases. The differences among sorption capacities of the various zeolites synthesized may 
be credited to the different zeolitic phases present in the products of the hydrothermal 
synthesis [25,31-32]. An increase in the reaction time tends to promote a better 
crystallization of the phases formed, which it might also explain the increase in the of 
sorption capacity [33].  

4.2. Sorption studies  

The sorption of different metal ion concentrations onto synthetic zeolite at 250 C was studied 
for Cu+2 , Pb+2, Zn+2, and Mn+2 in the range 100-3000 mg\L keeping all other variables 
constant. The results are shown in figure 5. The sorption for Cu+2,, Pb+2, Zn+2, and Mn+2 
increases with increasing metal concentration in aqueous solutions. These results indicate 
that energetically less favorable sites become involved when the concentration of metal in 
solutions increases. The metal uptake can be credited to different mechanisms of both ion-
exchange and sorption. During the ion-exchange process, metal ions have to move through 
the pores of the zeolite, but also through channels of the lattice, and they have to replace 
exchangeable cations (mainly sodium and calcium). Difusion is faster through the pores and 
is retarded when ions move through channels of small diameter. In this case the metal ion 
uptake can mainly be credited to ion- exchange reactions in the porous of the zeolitic 
samples [34].  

 
Figure 5. Sorption isotherms of de Mn+2 ,Cu+2 ,Zn+2 , Pb+2 . 
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The preferred order observed for sorption was Pb>Cu>Zn>Mn. In the literature, similar 
results were obtained when the sorption capacity of a large variety of zeolite minerals for 
cadmium, copper and zinc and revealed that zinc had the lowest sorption for all zeolites 
synthesized [31,35-36]. Zeolites obtained under same conditions as philipsite and chabazite 
had limited sorption capacity (CA) for zinc as compared to copper [37]. The sorption 
characteristics of Zn (II) onto pure fly ash showed that the solution pH was the key factor 
affecting the sorption characteristics [38-39].  

4.3. Investigation of temperature results – Thermodynamic study  

According to figure 6, near the temperature of 100°C, the X-ray diffraction indicates that no 
phase transformation occurs. According to literature, the reaction kinetics is highly 
temperature dependent, and it is believed that in this case, a larger reaction time would be 
required. 

 
Figure 6. XRD analysis of samples of gray (blue) and the products of the tests at 50 and 100°C (green 
and black, respectively) 

From a temperature of 150ºC (Figure 7), zeolite P was identified in the X-ray diffractograms 
have been replaced by analcime 200°C (Figure 8), which was later replaced by 
hydroxycancrinite phase at 250° C (figure 9). 
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Figure 7. XRD analysis of the product for testing at 150 ° C 

 
Figure 8. XRD analysis of the test product at 200 ° C 
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Figure 8. XRD analysis of the test product at 200 ° C 
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Figure 9. XRD analysis of the product for testing at 250 ° C 

From the experimental results, we performed a thermodynamic study, to investigate the 
effect of temperature on the synthesis of these zeolite phases. For the species treated zeolite 
in this work, whose thermodynamic properties were not known, estimates have been 
proposed. Was used for this study a variation of the equation developed by [40] for 
estimating enthalpies of formation for the species treated in this work, to enable the 
calculation of free energies at several temperatures. 

The proposed equation for calculating the enthalpy of formation of species (kJ/mol) is 
shown in equation 2, in which 1 is a parameter calculated by nonlinear regression of data 
made from enthalpy of known species. 

 
 

   

o o o
f NA f Al f 3

o o
Si f f 2 1 Na Na4

DH n DH NaOH   n DH Al OH  

 n DH Si OH y x DH H O  b n R

       
        

    (2) 

The magnitudes nNa, nAl, NSi, are the stoichiometric coefficients of the respective Na, Al and 
Si present in the molecular formula of each species. The quantity y is the coefficient of 
oxygen stoichiometric, x the stoichiometric coefficient of water incorporated and RNa the 
radius of sodium ion (0.102 nm). The values of enthalpies of formation (Hof) and the 
standard molar entropies (Sof) species used in the calculations were taken from the database 
program HSC Chemistry 7.0  

The calculation of nonlinear regression allowed us to estimate 1 equal to 613.231, with a 
correlation coefficient of 0.999. In Table 3 are the values estimated by the model and the 
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waste from the values taken from the database. One can observe that the maximum residue 
was 3.08% for the species andalusite. 

Species 
Hof

(kJ/mol) 
Hof (model)

(kJ/mol) 
Residues

% 
Residues 

 
Cianite -2581.097 -2604.19 0.894 23.091 

Caulinite -4119.599 -4085.29 0.832 -34.313 
Pirofilite -5637.900 -5618.33 0.347 -19.568 

Paragonite -5944.209 -5901.83 0.712 -42.374 
Analcime 1 -3282.348 -3286.31 0.120 3.958 

Jadeita -3032.760 -3011.82 0.690 -20.943 
Albita -3927.659 -3921.25 0.163 -6.404 

Analcime 2 -3309.841 -3297.65 0.368 -12.194 
Metasilicate de sodium -1561.511 -1600.57 2.501 39.058 

Andalusite -2686.965 -2604.19 3.080 -82.777 

Table 3. First estimation results for the model enthalpy of formation 

The estimation of standard molar entropy (Sof) was performed using a simple regression, 
taking into account only the stoichiometric coefficients of each species (Equation 3). The best 
results were achieved with a correlation coefficient of 0.97 for the model. 

 Sof = 27.148 + 46.608 nNa – 11.321nAl + 5.111nSi + 16.147 nO + 43.487 nH2O  (3) 

The thermodynamic data used for the calculation and the values estimated by the model Sof 
and residues, are shown in Table 4. 

Species Na Al Si O H2O Sof

(J/molK)
Sof (model)

(J/molK) Residues Residues 
% 

Cianite 0 2 1 5 0 86.680 90.353 -7.667 8.845 
Caulinite 0 2 2 7 2 205.016 214.744 -6.993 3.411 
Pirofilite 0 2 4 11 1 239.171 246.059 -8.905 3.723 

Paragonite 1 3 3 11 1 276.833 276.235 0.379 0.137 
Analcime 1 0.96 0.96 2.04 6 1 226.776 211.822 11.577 5.105 

Jadeite 1 1 2 6 0 133.499 169.542 -19.060 14.277 
Albite 1 1 3 8 0 226.400 206.948 11.397 5.034 

Analcime 2 1 1 2 6 1 223.802 213.029 10.129 4.526 
Andalusite 0 2 1 5 0 104.600 90.354 -24.169 23.106 
Sillimannita 0 2 1 5 0 95.790 90.354 10.778 11.251 

Nefeline 1 1 1 4 0 123.000 132.136 2.572 2.091 

Table 4. Results estimated of Sof by linear regression model. 
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To check the validity of the models surveyed, we compared the values of the standard 
energies of formation (Gof) of some species sodium zeolite, whose values of Gof were 
already known. Using the values of Hof estimated by the model developed Sof the value at 
298 K calculated by linear regression is calculated to Gof values for each species to be 
compared (Table 5). 

Species Gfo Gfo (calculated) Residues (%) 

Analcime 1 -6144.3 -6138.166 0.100 

Analcime 2 -6172.2 -6116.414 0.904 

Analcime DH1 -5648.3 -5679.663 0.555 

Analcime DH2 -5625.2 -5662.739 0.667 

Na-clinoptilolite -10270.1 -10218.262 0.505 

Natrolite -5330.7 -5384.351 1.006 

Na-phillipsite -7444.2 -7693.379 3.347 

Zeolite 4A -5214.3 -5174.898 0.756 

Zeolite 13X -5767.7 -5711.523 0.974 

Table 5. Comparison between the values of Gof at 298K (in kJ/mol) calculated from the models. 

These values of Gof were estimated using the program HSC Chemistry 7.0, using the values 
of enthalpy of formation and standard molar entropy of the species included in the required 
database program, and using the balanced chemical equation as the model reaction 
represented by Equation 4: 

 aNa + bAl + cSi + dO2(g) + eH2(g) => estimated species     (4) 

Where a, b, c, d and e are the respective stoichiometric coefficients. The model of the 
reacting species (more stable forms of each element) were already in the database program 
HSC Chemistry 7.0. The maximum error obtained was slightly higher than 3%, showing that 
the estimate used seems appropriate. 

4.4. Calculation of equilibrium  

Using the estimated values of enthalpies of formation and standard molar entropy of 
analcime and hydroxycancrinite species, we calculated the values of free energies as a 
function of temperature reaction for the formation of analcime reactions (reaction A), 
hydroxycancrinita (reaction B) and zeolite P (reaction C) from the reaction of mullite with 
sodium hydroxide. Furthermore, it has been provided in the processing of analcime to 
hydroxycancrinite (reaction D), Zeolite P to hydroxycancrinite (reaction E) and analcime to 
zeolite P (reaction F).For each of these reactions studied were calculated the values of G 
reaction and equilibrium constant at each temperature studied. 
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Reaction A) 
Al6Si2O13 + Na + (aq) + OH- (aq) + 8H2O = NaAlSi2O6 * + 5Al (OH)3 

Reaction B) 
3Al6Si2O13+8Na+(aq) + 8OH-(aq)+17.7H2O = Na8Al6Si6O24(OH)2*2.7H2O +12Al(OH)3 

Reaction C) 
5Al6Si2O13 + 6Na(+a) + 6OH(-a) + 45H2O = Na6Al6Si10O32*12H2O + 24Al(OH)3 

Reaction D) 
3 NaAlSi2O6*H2O + 5Na(+a) + 5OH(-a) + 3Al(OH)3 = Na8Al6Si6O24(OH)2*2.7H2O + 6.3H2O 

Reaction E) 
3 Na6Al6Si10O32*12H2O + 12Al(OH)3 + 22Na(+a) + 22OH(-a) = 5Na8Al6Si6O24(OH)2*2.7H2O + 

46.5H2O 

Reaction F) 
Na6Al6Si10O32*12H2O = 5 NaAlSi2O6*H2O + Al(OH)3 + Na(+a) + OH(-a) + 5H2O 

It was considered the activities of solid phases equal to 1 and that the activities of Na+ and 
OH-are equal. 

 
Figure 10. Phase diagram of stability of zeolite formed from the coal ash. (Abreviations: ANA – 
Analcime; MUL – Mulite ; ZEOP – Zeolite P ; HCAN- Hidroxycancrinite) 

It was possible to make a survey of pH versus temperature diagram as shown in Figure 10. 
It is possible to check, at 25 ° C, a large region of stability of the zeolite P type, ie the reaction 
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Reaction A) 
Al6Si2O13 + Na + (aq) + OH- (aq) + 8H2O = NaAlSi2O6 * + 5Al (OH)3 

Reaction B) 
3Al6Si2O13+8Na+(aq) + 8OH-(aq)+17.7H2O = Na8Al6Si6O24(OH)2*2.7H2O +12Al(OH)3 

Reaction C) 
5Al6Si2O13 + 6Na(+a) + 6OH(-a) + 45H2O = Na6Al6Si10O32*12H2O + 24Al(OH)3 

Reaction D) 
3 NaAlSi2O6*H2O + 5Na(+a) + 5OH(-a) + 3Al(OH)3 = Na8Al6Si6O24(OH)2*2.7H2O + 6.3H2O 

Reaction E) 
3 Na6Al6Si10O32*12H2O + 12Al(OH)3 + 22Na(+a) + 22OH(-a) = 5Na8Al6Si6O24(OH)2*2.7H2O + 

46.5H2O 

Reaction F) 
Na6Al6Si10O32*12H2O = 5 NaAlSi2O6*H2O + Al(OH)3 + Na(+a) + OH(-a) + 5H2O 

It was considered the activities of solid phases equal to 1 and that the activities of Na+ and 
OH-are equal. 
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temperature increases.Starting pH 15, the reaction hydroxycancrinite form, rather than 
zeolite P. The stability region analcime phase (pH between 6 and 8 to 25 ° C) maintains a 
constant-width around two pH units, but with increasing temperature is shifted to pH also 
higher. Higher values of pH, therefore higher concentrations of NaOH, promote the 
transformation of phases formed in hydroxycancrinite. The remaining balance for the 
reactions D, E and F are present in high pH values, and in all cases the phase stability 
hydroxycancrinite prevails. 

5. Conclusions 

The study demonstrates the application of Brazilian fly ash for zeolite synthesis by 
hydrothermal treatment. Statistical analysis shown that an increase of time and temperature 
in zeolite synthesis tends to increase the capacity of sorption of ions tested onto products. 

The products obtained are effective sorbent for removal of Pb2+, Zn 2+, Mn 2+ and Cu 2+ ions 
from aqueous solutions. The performance of sorption increased up to 25 times when 
compared with the original ashes.  

From the results obtained and discussed, it was concluded that the formation of zeolitic 
phases from coal ash is thermodynamically possible. The thermodynamic values obtained 
for the models in the literature and the proposed in this study had similar, and allowed the 
establishment of equilibrium diagrams that define the regions of thermodynamic stability of 
the species present in the reaction medium. 

The analysis of these diagrams shows that the temperature and concentration of alkali 
present in the medium are the most important factors affecting the stability of species to be 
formed during the hydrothermal treatment of coal ash with alkaline solution of NaOH. 
Among the equilibrium reaction studied, we found that the phase hydroxycancrinite phase 
tends to be more stable zeolite with increasing reaction temperature and the NaOH 
concentration, rather than formation of zeolite P and analcime phases. Therefore, to obtain 
phase zeolite P and zeolite such as analcime, are required low reaction temperatures and 
low concentrations of NaOH. 

These results show the existence of a potential reduction of manufacturing costs of these 
products zeolites which may eventually enable the production of zeolites from an industrial 
waste such as coal ash. 
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1. Introduction 

Ion-exchange has been used exactly for one century to modify the surface properties of 
glass; Schülze in 1913 [1] was in fact the first to demonstrate that monovalent cations 
contained in glass could be exchanged when a soda lime silicate glass was immersed into a 
bath of molten silver nitrate. During the years, ion-exchange processes were developed and 
industrialized for numerous applications, such as chemical strengthening of glass articles [2, 
3], gradient index (GRIN) lenses [4, 5] and planar waveguides [6]; the ion-exchange 
properties of glass have been also used to explain the functioning of the pH glass electrode 
and the chemical durability of glass [7]. 

In the last years, ion-exchange of glass has re-acquired great interest due to the possibility to 
increase the strength also of three-times and to work on articles of different shapes (even 
curved, wavy or hollow) and with limited thickness, avoiding many of the problems 
associated to thermal tempering such as optical distortions of the surface and premature 
failure due to NiS inclusions. Several contemporary technologies and applications, which 
regard the modern everyday life, took fundamental advantages from the application of ion-
exchange to glass components such as pharmaceutical packaging, transparent lightweight 
armor, transparencies for private vehicles, trains and aircrafts, 3D / touch / flexible displays, 
photovoltaic modules [8]. 

Typically, an industrial ion-exchange process is performed by placing the glass components 
for several hours (from about 4 h even to 120 h) in a vessel containing a molten salt; in the 
most typical configuration sodium (or lithium) containing silicate glass is immersed into a 
molten potassium nitrate bath at temperatures ranging from 400°C to 500°C [9-11]. During 
the ion-exchange process the glass can be considered as a matrix of immobile negative 

© 2012 Sglavo, licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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groups with associated mobile cations (Na+ or Li+); the contact with liquid monovalent ion-
containing salt induces interdiffusion that can be treated with Nerst-Plank equations. After 
the ion-exchange process is completed, the articles are rinsed with water and dried, being 
immediately ready for successive use. For a given glass composition, the overall 
strengthening is a function of the type of invading ion (salt bath composition), bath 
temperature and immersion time. 

In the past, no much attention has been devoted to the variation of chemical composition of 
the salt bath, to its influence on the ion-exchange process and resulting chemical, physical 
and mechanical performances. As a matter of fact, since interdiffusion depends on the 
concentration of the ions, one should expect that any variation in the liquid bath 
composition modifies the ion-exchange process. In addition, some recent results [12] pointed 
out a more effective ion-exchange process when the glass article is immersed in a non-pure 
liquid bath containing significant amount of the ion to be exchanged present in the glass. 

There is therefore an increasing interest in the analysis and understanding of the influence 
of salt bath composition on ion-exchange process and consequent properties for silicate 
glasses. 

In the present work soda lime silicate float glass from commercial source was considered 
and were subjected to ion-exchange in different KNO3 salts. The treated samples are then 
characterized in terms of potassium penetration profile and mechanical strength to point out 
the influence of the bath composition on final performances. 

2. Experimental procedure 

Float soda lime silicate glass plates (nominal thickness = 4 mm) from commercial source was 
used in the present work. The composition of the glass is reported in Table 1. The glass 
transition temperature measured by Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) (DSC2010, TA 
Instruments, USA) method [13] is equal to 577°C. 
 

SiO2 Al2O3 Na2O CaO MgO other 
72 1 13 9 4 1 

Table 1. Composition (wt%) of the float glass 

The original sheets were manually cut into 50 mm x 50 mm square plates whose edges were 
carefully rectified and polished by using SiC abrasive paper; care was also used to avoid any 
damage especially on the surface of the samples. 

The samples were subjected to ion-exchange treatment by using a lab-scale furnace that 
allows the treatment of 19 small square plates contemporaneously. Three different 
potassium nitrate salt bath were used: (A) chemically pure (>99.9%) KNO3 from commercial 
source, (B) pure (>99%) KNO3 for industrial use from commercial source and (C) KNO3 from 
different sources used for at least 1000 h in chemical strengthening process in the cited 
furnace. 
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The specimens were initially cleaned with water, gently swabbed and placed in the stainless 
steel holder. This latter was then positioned within the semi-automatic chemical 
strengthening furnace. The following conditions were used for the ion exchange process: 
pre-heating within the furnace above the salt bath surface = 20 min, duration of the ion 
exchange process = 4 h or 24 h, post cooling above the salt bath surface = 20 min, 
temperature of the salt bath = 450°C. At the end of each cycle the samples were carefully 
cleaned with water and gently swabbed before successive mechanical testing. At least 30 
specimens were treated by using the same bath/time treatment condition. 

Before starting the ion-exchange process the salts were subjected to chemical analysis. Small 
amounts (few grams) of salt were collected randomly from each solidified bath and 
dissolved in specific volumes of bi-distilled water; the obtained solutions were then 
analyzed by Inductively Coupled Plasma – Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) 
(Spectro-Ciros, Germany) and a multi-element standard (Sigma Aldrich) was used for the 
quantification of the dissolved ions. The melting point of the salts was also measured by 
DSC. 

The ion-exchanged samples were then subjected to mechanical testing for the measurement 
of bi-axial flexural strength [14, 15]. Bi-axial flexure was carried out with a ring-on-ring 
configuration, the upper loading ring and lower support ring having a diameter of 20 mm 
and 40 mm, respectively. The tests were performed in lab air (temperature ≈ 22°C, relative 
humidity ≈ 40%) with an actuator speed of 1 mm/min. The failure stress was evaluated from 
the measurement of the maximum load, Fmax, by using the following equation: 

 max
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where t is the thickness of the sample and 
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μ being the glass Poisson’s ratio (equal to 0.2 [16]), L the specimen size (50 mm), r1 and r2 the 
upper and lower support ring radius, respectively. The tests were performed also on one set 
of as-cut glass plates for comparison. 

Fragments of the samples subjected to mechanical testing were used to measure the 
potassium penetration profile in the surface layers on the fracture surface. The specimens 
were initially attached to an aluminum disk by using conducting adhesive tape and then 
coated by sputtering with Au-Pd alloy. Once placed within a Scanning Electro Microscope 
(SEM) (JSM5500, Jeol, Japan), clean and flat portions of the fracture surface were analyzed 
and the potassium Kα signal was recorded on specific paths (about 40 µm long) by using the 
Energy Dispersion X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS) (EDS2000, IXRF System, USA) probe. By 
using a similar procedure, the chemical composition of the external surface of the glasses 
after the ion-exchange process was determined on clean regions of about 0.5 mm2. 
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3. Results and discussion 

The results of the mechanical tests are summarized in Table 2. One can observe the general 
increase of the mechanical resistance after the ion-exchange process although the scatter of the 
measurements does not allow to point out specific differences among the different treatments. 
There is anyway an increase in the average failure stress in excess to 60-70 MPa that is 
associated to the development of a compressive residual stress on the surface of the samples. 

For a better understanding of the resistance data, strength values were analyzed by using 
the Weibull statistics. Figure 1 shows the failure stress distributions where the failure 
probability associated to each single measurement was calculated as: 
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where j is the rank in the ascending ordered strength distribution and N the total number of 
specimens. Failure probability is typically related to the tensile stress through the relationship: 
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where S is the surface of the sample subjected to tension, k the loading factor, m the Weibull 
modulus and σ0 the normalizing stress [17]: it is reminded here that the Weibull modulus is 
the parameter that represents the scatter of the distribution. Equation (4) can be linearized 
by calculating twice the natural logarithm, thus obtaining: 
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Fitting of the data shown in Figure 1, using linear regression, allows the calculation of the 
Weibull modulus corresponding to each strength distribution. The results are shown in 
Table 3: it is interesting to observe that the strengthening process is associated to a sensible 
decrease of the Weibull modulus, i.e. to an increase of the strength scatter. 
 

  average 
standard 
deviation 

minimum maximum 

as-cut 257 47 140 346 

A 
4 h 331 71 158 465 

24 h 312 62 155 476 

B 
4 h 341 103 114 558 

24 h 304 63 151 437 

C 
4 h 441 155 131 505 

24 h 593 148 185 701 

Table 2. Summary of the strength values (MPa) measured by biaxial flexure test on as-cut samples and 
on ion-exchanged glass (A, B, C). 
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The effect of ion-exchange appears clearer in Figure 1, although for samples treated in baths 
A and B the effect of time is not so evident. In any case, glasses exchanged in bath C show 
the best performances. One interesting aspect regards the different strengthening effect 
generated on glasses with different initial failure stress. As shown in Figure 1 (and reported 
quantitatively in Table 3) the tail of the distributions corresponding to low failure 
probability and limited strength are almost overlapped, regardless the ion-exchange 
process. This means that specimens characterized by large critical defects are substantially 
indifferent to the creation of a surface compressive stress whose extension is probably small 
compared to the depth of the critical flaw. 
 

 A B C as-cut 
4 h 5.0 3.5 3.3 5.8 24 h 5.3 5.0 3.9

Table 3. Weibull modulus of the strength distributions reported in Figure 1. 

Some exemplary potassium concentration profiles measured by EDXS on the fracture 
surface of ion-exchange samples, chosen from very similar others, are shown in Figure 2. In 
this case, the potassium concentration recorded by line scan was scaled with respect to the 
intensity of the peak associated to the Kα line measured from surface analysis (Figure 3); as 
a matter of fact a ratio ≈0.25:0.4:1 was always recorded among the intensities of potassium 
Kα peak corresponding to specimens treated in bath A, B and C, respectively; in addition, 
some residual sodium was also detected on the surface of glasses treated in baths A and B. 

Figure 2 shows that the depth involved in the ion-exchange process varies between ≈12 µm 
and ≈20-30 µm if the duration increases from 4 h to 24 h. On the basis of the failure stress 
measured in as-cut samples, the size of the critical flaw can be estimated using linear-elastic 
fracture mechanics from the expression: 
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where Kc is the fracture toughness of the material and ψ the crack shape factor. Considering 
that biaxial tests were performed in laboratory air and that some sub-critical growth could 
have occurred before final failure, one can assume Kc ≈ 0.6 MPa m0.5 [18]; in addition, if semi-
circular surface flaws are assumed, ψ ≈ 1.26 [19]. Therefore, from the data in Table 2, values 
ranging from 3 µm to 12 µm can be calculated for the depth of the critical defect. It is 
consequently evident that the strengthening process, whose intensity decreases rapidly 
moving away from the surface, has very different effect on pre-existing flaws, the largest 
ones being almost unaffected by the ion-exchange. Moreover, the strengthening effect 
appears to be stronger on glasses treated in bath C that is responsible for a higher surface 
potassium concentration (and, therefore, for a more effective Na+-K+ interdiffusion) and for a 
deeper profile, especially at 24 h duration. 

It is not easy to explain the discrepancies observed among glasses strengthened by using the 
three considered potassium nitrate baths. The differences among them are in fact relatively 
limited. Table 4 reports the major impurities in terms of metallic elements contained in the 
baths: salt A corresponds to substantially pure KNO3; a larger amount of sodium is present  
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Figure 1. Weibull distributions of the strength for as-cut and ion-exchanged specimens: (a) 4 h, (b) 24 h. 
Straight lines represent fitting curves. 
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Figure 2. Potassium concentration profile as a function of the depth from the sample surface: (a) 4 h, (b) 
24 h. Dashed lines represent tendency curves. 
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Figure 3. EDXS spectra recorded on the surface of samples subjected to ion exchanged for 24 h. The 
spectrum recorded on as-cut glass is shown for comparison. The potassium Kα peak is indicated by an 
arrow. 
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especially in bath C (around 0.5%) which corresponds to a NaNO3 load of about 1.8%. 
Similarly, also the melting point of the three salts does not change substantially, varying 
from 335.5°C (bath A) to 334.6°C (bath B) to 331.0°C (bath C). On the basis of the results 
shown in Figure 2, it is possible to hypothesize that the slight difference among the three 
salts has substantial effect on the effective composition or activity of the K+ ions on the glass 
surface, the interdiffusion coefficient being affected only to a limited extent. More precisely, 
the presence of Na+ ion in the KNO3 salt bath makes the exchanging process more effective. 

The results obtained in the present work can be fitted in the more general framework 
regarding the effect of mixed salt baths on the chemical strengthening of silicate glass [12, 
20-23]. Other previous works reported a sensible increase of the reinforcing effect when ion-
exchange is performed in non-pure melted salts although a clear explanation of the 
physical/chemical mechanisms has not been given yet.  

A certain number of different parameters has to be considered such as “impurities” in the 
glass composition, presence of non-metallic elements in the salt bath, interface interaction 
between glass and bath, effect of “tin side”, exchanging pair of ions, structural and viscous 
relaxation. Additional analyses and tests are required for a deeper understanding of the 
problem; nevertheless, the results reported here point out interesting aspects regarding the 
salt bath composition for higher efficiency chemical tempering processes. 
 

 A B C 
Na 40±5 1100±50 5200±50 
Ca <1 <1 15±5 
Cr   30±5 
Zn <1 <1 2±1 

Table 4. Metallic elements content (ppm) in the KNO3 baths. 

4. Conclusions 
The composition of the potassium nitrate salt bath in terms of impurities, mostly Na, seems 
to have an important role in the strengthening process of soda lime silicate glass by ion 
exchange. It has been found that chemical reinforcement is more effective when it is carried 
out in the bath containing the highest amount of sodium (≈ 0.5%). The results point out 
interesting practical and industrial aspects regarding chemical tempering processes with 
higher efficiency. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that natural zeolites consist of aluminia and silica tetrahedra which, bound 
in a definite way, include crystal structure vacancies, channels and pores [1,2]. About 40 
natural zeolites have been identified during the past 200 years; the most widespread are 
analcime, chabazite, clinoptilolite, erionite, ferrierite, heulandite, laumontite, mordenite, and 
phillipsite. More than 150 zeolites have been synthesized; the most common are zeolites A, 
X, Y, and ZMS-5. Clinoptilolite has the structural formula (Na,K)6(Al6Si30O72). 20H2O, 
characterized by two different rings, which are 8(3,3x4,6 Å) T and 10(3,0x7,6 Å) T on the ab-
plane, and channels with rings of 8(2,6x4,7 Å) T on the bc-plane. As shown in Figure 1, there 
are exchangeable cations of Na+, K+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ through the channels 

Because clinoptilolite has rings of two different dimensions, it is used in retention and 
separation of various gases, as an adsorbent, and as a molecular sieve. Because of its 
exchangeable cations clinoptilolite, which has the property of ion exchange, is used in producing 
biological and water filters, in retention of various heavy metal ions and radio-isotopes, in 
production of fillers in animal feeds, and in the horticulture and agriculture as a soil additive.[4, 5, 6] 

Clinoptilolite is a material that is used in both its natural and modified forms. Both forms of 
clinoptilolite have widespread application but, apart from their general ion-exchange 
properties and the high quantities of exchangeable cations through their channels, their 
general properties are different [7, 8]. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Unheated batch method 

Ion-exchanged forms of Na-clinoptilolite from the Bigadiç area were produced via the batch 
method, using solutions of 0.1N, 0.5N and 1N – with salts of Na+, K+, Ca2+ , Cr3+, Ag+ and 100 

© 2012 Ünaldı and Kadir, licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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ml of deionized water. Five grams of 300-mesh clinoptilolite were poured into each solution 
and stirred gently, and then put in suspension for 72 hours at room temperature. 
Subsequently, the clinoptilolite-solution suspension system was filtered. After filtration, the 
clinoptilolite was washed eight times with deionized water at 98°C and dried at 110°C  
for 16h. [9, 10] 

 
Figure 1. Cation positions in clinoptilolite.[3] 

2.2. Heated batch methods 

Ion exchange is conducted using a heated/cooled back magnetic stirrer system. A 100 ml 
solution was prepared by mixing 5 g of 300 mesh clinoptilolite with deionized water kept at 
98°C for 2h.  
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The clinoptilolite-solution suspension system was then filtered. After filtration, the 
clinoptilolite was washed eight times with deionized water at 98°C and then dried at 110°C  
for 16 h. [11, 12] 

2.3. Ion exchange 

The process of ion exchange occurs between the AZA cation in solution and BZB* cation in the 
zeolite, and can be formulated as follows: 

ZB AZA + ZA BZB*  ZB AZA*+ ZABZB 

where ZA and ZB show the valences of the cations, and AZB* and BZB* show the cations in the 
zeolite structure.   

Ion-exchange reactions are stoichiometric, graphical representations of equilibrium 
concentrations of exchangeable ions in both solutions; the structure of zeolite may be 
ascertained from ion-exchange isotherms. 

Before an ion-exchange isotherm may be obtained, equilibrium of ion exchange must be 
reached. In zeolites A, X, and Y with low framework densities, the equilibrium of exchange 
between one valence ions (such as Na+ and K+) is obtained in approximately one week. In 
zeolite structures with high framework densities, the equilibrium of exchange among high 
valence ions is obtained in a few months.  

After the time of equilibrium is defined, this procedure could be utilized in order to plot an 
isotherm. Zeolites react with a solution containing ions of both AZA and BZB. Although the 
relative amounts of ions AZA and BZB might vary, solutions must have a constant total 
normality (N). According to the condition of equinormality, total ionic intensities of any 
solution in the system of the zeolite/solution must be constant before and after ion- 
exchange reactions. 

The ionic intensity of any solution is   

I = (1/2)∑CiZi2 

where Ci are the concentrations of opposing ions in ion-grams per liter, and Zi are the 
valences of opposing ions.  

Because of the distribution of AZA and BZB between the phases, the solution and solid phases 
in equilibrium must be analyzed. Thus, a plot of the equivalent fraction of ion in solution 
(As) versus equivalent fraction of the same ion in zeolite (AZ*) isotherm may be obtained.  

The ion-exchange isotherm indicates the relative preferences of any ion within the zeolite 
structure. Besides, the separation factor of ion A within the zeolite structure is 

α = (AZ*/BZ*)(mB/mA) 

where AZ* ve BZ* are equivalent fractions of ions A and B in zeolite, respectively, and mA and 
mB are the concentrations of ions in solutions in mole/liter. The total of the equivalent 
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fractions of AZ* and BZ* must equal 1. On the basis of ion selectivity, if α >ZA/ZB , the zeolite 
prefers AZA ions; if α=ZA/ZB, the zeolite has no preference; and if α < ZA/ZB , the zeolite 
prefers  BZB ions. [13, 14]  

2.4. Ion-exchange rate 

XRF analyses were conducted on 0.1N-, 0.5N- and 1N-modified forms of solid-phase Na-
clinoptilolite, and especially the values of exchangeable and other cations differed greatly 
from values of the natural form (Table 1). The numbers of atoms in the unit cell were 
calculated with the knowledge that the unit cell includes 72 oxygen atoms. The numbers of 
atoms calculated and the following formula were used: 

Xform= [1 – (Aform/ Anatural)] x 100 

where Xform = the ion-exchange rate of the forms and the number of atoms in the unit cell of 
the same form, and Anatural = the number of atoms in the unit cell of the natural form.  

2.5. Rate of ion selectivity 

The rate of ion selectivity, as termed by us, is different from the ‘’ion selectivity’’ of the ion-
exchanged forms; this rate is calculated from the percentages of ions in the structure, and 
thus is similar to the rate of ion exchange. For Na+, K+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ (exchangeable cations) 
forms, this quantity may be calculated using  

αform = [(Aform/Anatural) -1] x100 

and for non-exchangeable cations such as Co3+, Cd +, Cr3+, Ag+ forms using 

αform = Aformx100 

where αform is the ion-selectivity rate of the ionic form, and Aform and Anatural are the numbers 
of atoms in the unit cells of the ion-exchanged form and the natural form, respectively. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Rate of ion exchange 

The results of chemical analyses and the numbers of atoms in the unit cells of natural and 
Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, Cd2+, Cr3+ and Ag+ modified forms of clinoptilolite are given in 
Tables 1 and 2. As shown in the chemical formula of clinoptilolite, the numbers of atoms in 
the unit cell were calculated with the knowledge that the unit cell includes 72 oxygen atoms 
(Table 2). 

Tables 3 and 4 were derived from data given in Table 2. Ion-exchange rates and the ordering 
of ion-exchange rate for unheated and heated methods applied to Na-clinoptilolite from 
Bigadiç-Balkesir (Turkey) are given in Tables 3 and 4. 
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Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, Cd2+, Cr3+ and Ag+ modified forms of clinoptilolite are given in 
Tables 1 and 2. As shown in the chemical formula of clinoptilolite, the numbers of atoms in 
the unit cell were calculated with the knowledge that the unit cell includes 72 oxygen atoms 
(Table 2). 

Tables 3 and 4 were derived from data given in Table 2. Ion-exchange rates and the ordering 
of ion-exchange rate for unheated and heated methods applied to Na-clinoptilolite from 
Bigadiç-Balkesir (Turkey) are given in Tables 3 and 4. 
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Ion-
Exchange 
Method 

Ion-
Exchange 

Forms 

Molecules     

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O Na2O Co2O3 CdO Cr2O3 Ag2O H2O Σ 

 Natural 69.81 11.92 0.78 3.32 1.33 1.65 0.49 - - - - 10.70 100.00 

UHBM 

0.1N Na+ 68.45 11.72 0.86 2.72 1.24 2.19 0.81 - - - - 11.98 99.97 

0.5N Na+ 68.44 11.69 0.76 1.80 1.06 4.28 1.13 - - - - 10.85 100.10 

1N Na+ 69.05 11.79 0.83 1.53 0.96 4.22 1.66 - - - - 9.96 100.00 

HBM 

0.1N Na+ 68.21 11.63 0.83 3.14 1.58 1.92 0.94 - - - - 11.75 100.00 

0.5N Na+ 69.40 11.78 0.85 3.04 1.47 1.79 1.02 - - - - 10.63 100.00 

1N Na+ 68.69 11.67 0.89 1.92 1.14 1.63 3.18 - - - - 10.89 100.01 

UHBM 

0.1N K+ 68.94 11.77 0.85 2.71 1.23 2.72 0.42 - - - - 11.37 100.01 

0.5N K+ 67.48 11.51 0.70 1.60 0.97 5.82 0.10 - - - - 11.80 99.88 

1N K+ 67.86 11.60 0.69 1.47 0.96 6.64 0.13 - - - - 10.67 100.02 

HBM 

0.1N K+ 68.91 11.75 0.82 3.57 1.25 1.62 0.46 - - - - 11.63 100.01 

0.5N K+ 68.26 11.61 0.81 2.39 1.35 4.11 0.17 - - - - 11.31 100.01 

1N K+ 67.57 11.54 0.61 0.58 0.55 8.54 0.12 - - - - 10.49 100.00 

UHBM 

0.1N Ca2+ 69.49 11.86 0.84 3.38 1.29 1.62 0.57 - - - - 10.95 100.00 

0.5N Ca2+ 70.26 12.02 0.83 3.52 1.31 1.61 0.47 - - - - 9.98 100.00 

1N Ca2+ 69.02 11.69 0.55 4.01 1.51 1.72 0.16 - - - - 11.04 99.70 

HBM 

0.1N Ca2+ 70.46 12.00 0.73 3.56 1.22 1.80 0.22 - - - - 10.04 100.03 

0.5N Ca2+ 69.49 11.81 0.74 3.67 1.41 1.79 0.18 - - - - 10.91 100.00 

1N Ca2+ 69.49 11.87 0.77 3.85 1.24 1.77 0.15 - - - - 10.85 99.99 

UHBM 

0.1N Mg2+ 69.71 11.87 0.91 3.15 1.35 1.61 0.52 - - - - 10.88 100.00 

0.5N Mg2+ 68.84 11.74 0.86 3.01 1.45 1.61 0.58 - - - - 11.91 100.00 

1N Mg2+ 68.32 11.66 0.94 2.92 1.56 1.58 0.62 - - - - 12.38 99.98 

HBM 

0.1N Mg2+ 67.54 11.42 0.76 3.13 1.27 1.80 0.22 - - - - 13.89 100.03 

0.5N Mg2+ 69.62 11.84 0.79 3.15 1.79 1.80 0.22 - - - - 10.79 100.00 

1N Mg2+ 67.98 11.56 0.74 2.96 2.26 1.72 0.27 - - - - 12.52 100.01 

 0.1N Co3+ 68.51 11.71 0.85 2.64 1.20 2.83 0.32 0.19 - - - 11.18 100.00 

UHBM 0.5N Co3+ 67.63 11.56 0.84 2.55 1.15 2.67 0.37 1.69 - - - 11.52 99.98 

 1N Co3+ 66.75 11.36 0.81 2.57 1.14 2.67 0.36 2.37 - - - 11.97 100.00 

 0.1N Co3+ 66.93 11.41 0.55 0.44 0.45 9.09 0.11 0.72 - - - 10.32 100.01 

HBM 0.5N Co3+ 64.75 10.99 0.75 3.15 1.33 1.69 0.19 5.95 - - - 11.19 99.99 

 1N Co3+ 63.74 10.82 0.68 2.81 1.16 1.67 0.20 7.25 - - - 11.68 100.07 

 0.1N Cd2+ 68.66 11.69 0.76 2.61 1.19 2.73 0.39 - 0.13 - - 11.84 100.00 

UHBM 0.5N Cd2+ 67.29 11.47 0.73 2.47 1.14 2.79 0.39 - 2.18 - - 11.54 100.00 

 1N Cd2+ 65.44 11.10 0.66 2.43 1.07 2.87 0.30 - 3.66 - - 12.47 100.00 
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Ion-
Exchange 
Method 

Ion-
Exchange 

Forms 

Molecules     

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O Na2O Co2O3 CdO Cr2O3 Ag2O H2O Σ 

 0.1N Cd2+ 69.21 11.90 0.83 2.87 2.06 1.78 0.19 - 0.61 - - 10.66 100.11 

HBM 0.5N Cd2+ 67.65 11.51 0.65 2.85 1.33 1.91 0.20 - 2.30 - - 11.59 99.99 

 1N Cd2+ 64.45 10.92 0.52 2.33 1.11 2.08 0.18 - 5.61 - - 12.81 100.01 

 0.1N Cr3+ 68.39 11.65 0.88 3.28 1.27 1.65 0.56 - - 0.65 - 11.67 100.00 

UHBM 0.5N Cr3+ 68.76 11.74 0.79 3.00 1.25 1.66 0.55 - - 0.98 - 11.26 99.99 

 1N Cr3+ 68.70 11.70 0.85 2.81 1.18 2.33 0.33 - - 0.87 - 11.23 100.00 

 0.1N Cr3+ 69.47 11.88 0.81 2.92 1.34 1.80 0.31 - - 0.66 - 10.81 100.00 

HBM 0.5N Cr3+ 67.79 11.58 0.63 2.77 1.33 3.13 0.19 - - 1.76 - 10.83 100.01 

 1N Cr3+ 61.92 10.39 0.27 0.70 0.47 8.36 0.10 - - 5.64 - 12.15 100.00 

 0.1N Ag+ 69.44 11.86 0.74 2.62 1.20 2.82 0.32 - - - 0.22 10.79 100.01 

UHBM 0.5N Ag+ 66.25 11.25 0.55 1.85 1.02 2.46 0.33 - - - 4.36 11.90 100.00 

 1N Ag+ 63.17 10.69 0.42 1.57 0.86 2.27 0.23 - - - 10.57 10.22 100.00 

 0.1N Ag+ 68.04 11.51 0.47 2.49 1.26 2.25 0.20 - - - 0.36 13.42 100.00 

HBM 0.5N Ag+ 67.63 11.39 0.59 2.35 1.35 1.67 0.17 - - - 1.93 12.91 99.99 

 1N Ag+ 62.21 10.51 0.16 0.84 0.52 1.34 0.12 - - - 10.98 13.31 99.99 

UHBM: unheated batch method; HBM: heated batch method 

Table 1. Chemical analyses of natural and Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, Cd2+, Cr3+, Ag+ modified forms of 
clinoptilolite.  

 
Ion- 

Exchange 
Method 

Ion-
Exchange 

Forms 

 Atoms 

Si Al Fe Ca Mg K Na Co Cd Cr Ag H Si/Al 

 Natural 24.60 4.95 0.21 1.25 0.70 0.75 0.33 - - - - 25.15 4.97 

UHBM 

0.1N Na+ 23.98 4.84 0.23 1.02 0.64 0.98 0.55 - - - -- 28.00 4.95 

0.5N Na+ 24.40 4.92 0.21 0.69 0.56 1.95 0.78 - - - -- 25.80 4.96 

1N Na+ 24.80 4.99 0.22 0.59 0.51 1.93 1.16 - - - - 23.86 4.97 

HBM 

0.1N Na+ 23.82 4.79 0.22 1.18 0.82 0.86 0.64 - - - - 28.19 4.97 

0.5N Na+ 24.54 4.91 0.23 1.16 0.78 0.81 0.70 - - - - 25.07 5.00 

1N Na+ 24.33 4.88 0.24 0.73 0.60 0.74 2.18 - - - - 25.74 4.99 

UHBM 

0.1N K+ 24.28 4.88 0.22 1.02 0.65 1.22 0.29 - - - - 26.71 4.98 

0.5N K+ 24.00 4.83 0.19 0.61 0.51 2.64 0.07 - - - - 28.00 4.97 

1N K+ 23.73 4.71 0.18 0.54 0.49 2.92 0.09 - - - - 24.53 5.04 

HBM 
0.1N K+ 24.15 4.85 0.22 1.34 0.65 0.78 0.31 - - - - 27.19 4.98 
0.5N K+ 24.20 4.85 0.22 0.91 0.71 1.86 0.12 - - - - 26.75 4.99 
1N K+ 24.54 4.94 0.17 0.22 0.30 3.96 0.08 - - - - 25.42 4.97 
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Ion-
Exchange 
Method 

Ion-
Exchange 

Forms 

Molecules     

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O Na2O Co2O3 CdO Cr2O3 Ag2O H2O Σ 

 0.1N Cd2+ 69.21 11.90 0.83 2.87 2.06 1.78 0.19 - 0.61 - - 10.66 100.11 

HBM 0.5N Cd2+ 67.65 11.51 0.65 2.85 1.33 1.91 0.20 - 2.30 - - 11.59 99.99 

 1N Cd2+ 64.45 10.92 0.52 2.33 1.11 2.08 0.18 - 5.61 - - 12.81 100.01 

 0.1N Cr3+ 68.39 11.65 0.88 3.28 1.27 1.65 0.56 - - 0.65 - 11.67 100.00 

UHBM 0.5N Cr3+ 68.76 11.74 0.79 3.00 1.25 1.66 0.55 - - 0.98 - 11.26 99.99 

 1N Cr3+ 68.70 11.70 0.85 2.81 1.18 2.33 0.33 - - 0.87 - 11.23 100.00 

 0.1N Cr3+ 69.47 11.88 0.81 2.92 1.34 1.80 0.31 - - 0.66 - 10.81 100.00 

HBM 0.5N Cr3+ 67.79 11.58 0.63 2.77 1.33 3.13 0.19 - - 1.76 - 10.83 100.01 

 1N Cr3+ 61.92 10.39 0.27 0.70 0.47 8.36 0.10 - - 5.64 - 12.15 100.00 

 0.1N Ag+ 69.44 11.86 0.74 2.62 1.20 2.82 0.32 - - - 0.22 10.79 100.01 

UHBM 0.5N Ag+ 66.25 11.25 0.55 1.85 1.02 2.46 0.33 - - - 4.36 11.90 100.00 

 1N Ag+ 63.17 10.69 0.42 1.57 0.86 2.27 0.23 - - - 10.57 10.22 100.00 

 0.1N Ag+ 68.04 11.51 0.47 2.49 1.26 2.25 0.20 - - - 0.36 13.42 100.00 

HBM 0.5N Ag+ 67.63 11.39 0.59 2.35 1.35 1.67 0.17 - - - 1.93 12.91 99.99 

 1N Ag+ 62.21 10.51 0.16 0.84 0.52 1.34 0.12 - - - 10.98 13.31 99.99 

UHBM: unheated batch method; HBM: heated batch method 

Table 1. Chemical analyses of natural and Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, Cd2+, Cr3+, Ag+ modified forms of 
clinoptilolite.  

 
Ion- 

Exchange 
Method 

Ion-
Exchange 

Forms 

 Atoms 

Si Al Fe Ca Mg K Na Co Cd Cr Ag H Si/Al 

 Natural 24.60 4.95 0.21 1.25 0.70 0.75 0.33 - - - - 25.15 4.97 

UHBM 

0.1N Na+ 23.98 4.84 0.23 1.02 0.64 0.98 0.55 - - - -- 28.00 4.95 

0.5N Na+ 24.40 4.92 0.21 0.69 0.56 1.95 0.78 - - - -- 25.80 4.96 

1N Na+ 24.80 4.99 0.22 0.59 0.51 1.93 1.16 - - - - 23.86 4.97 

HBM 

0.1N Na+ 23.82 4.79 0.22 1.18 0.82 0.86 0.64 - - - - 28.19 4.97 

0.5N Na+ 24.54 4.91 0.23 1.16 0.78 0.81 0.70 - - - - 25.07 5.00 

1N Na+ 24.33 4.88 0.24 0.73 0.60 0.74 2.18 - - - - 25.74 4.99 

UHBM 

0.1N K+ 24.28 4.88 0.22 1.02 0.65 1.22 0.29 - - - - 26.71 4.98 

0.5N K+ 24.00 4.83 0.19 0.61 0.51 2.64 0.07 - - - - 28.00 4.97 

1N K+ 23.73 4.71 0.18 0.54 0.49 2.92 0.09 - - - - 24.53 5.04 

HBM 
0.1N K+ 24.15 4.85 0.22 1.34 0.65 0.78 0.31 - - - - 27.19 4.98 
0.5N K+ 24.20 4.85 0.22 0.91 0.71 1.86 0.12 - - - - 26.75 4.99 
1N K+ 24.54 4.94 0.17 0.22 0.30 3.96 0.08 - - - - 25.42 4.97 
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UHBM 

0.1N Ca2+ 24.46 4.92 0.22 1.28 0.62 0.73 0.39 - - - - 25.71 4.97 

0.5N Ca2+ 24.89 5.02 0.22 1.34 0.69 0.73 0.32 - - - - 23.59 4.96 

1N Ca2+ 24.33 4.85 0.22 1.51 0.79 0.78 0.11 - - - - 25.96 5.02 

HBM 

0.1N Ca2+ 24.94 5.01 0.20 1.35 0.64 0.81 0.15 - - - - 23.70 4.97 

0.5N Ca2+ 24.48 4.90 0.19 1.38 0.74 0.80 0.12 - - - - 25.63 5.00 

1N Ca2+ 24.49 4.93 0.20 1.45 0.65 0.80 0.10 - - - - 25.51 4.97 

UHBM 

0.1N Mg2+ 24.53 4.92 0.24 1.19 0.71 0.72 0.36 - - - - 25.53 4.99 

0.5N Mg2+ 24.05 4.83 0.23 1.13 0.76 0.72 0.39 - - - - 27.75 4.98 

1N Mg2+ 23.80 4.79 0.25 1.09 0.81 0.70 0.42 - - - - 28.77 4.97 

HBM 

0.1N Mg2+ 23.26 4.64 0.20 1.15 0.65 0.79 0.14 - - - - 31.91 5.01 

0.5N Mg2+ 24.52 4.91 0.21 1.19 0.94 0.81 0.15 - - - - 25.35 4.93 

1N Mg2+ 23.67 4.75 0.19 1.10 1.17 0.77 0.18 - - - - 29.09 4.98 

 0.1N Co3+ 23.93 4.82 0.22 0.99 0.63 1.26 0.22 0.19 - - - 26.05 4.97 

UHBM 0.5N Co3+ 23.94 4.82 0.23 0.97 0.61 1.20 0.26 0.43 - - - 27.20 4.97 

 1N Co3+ 23.62 4.74 0.22 0.97 0.60 1.20 0.25 0.61 - - - 28.25 4.98 

 0.1N Co3+ 24.48 4.92 0.15 0.17 0.25 4.24 0.07 0.19 - - - 25.18 4.98 

HBM 0.5N Co3+ 23.29 4.66 0.20 1.21 0.71 0.77 0.13 2.33 - - - 26.85 5.00 

 1N Co3+ 22.92 4.59 0.19 1.08 0.62 0.84 0.14 1.89 - - - 28.02 4.99 

 0.1N Cd2+ 24.03 4.87 0.20 0.99 0.63 1.23 0.27 - 0.02 - - 27.91 4.93 

UHBM 0.5N Cd2+ 24.02 4.83 0.20 0.94 0.61 1.27 0.27 - 0.37 - - 27.48 4.97 

 1N Cd2+ 23.46 4.63 0.18 0.93 0.57 1.31 0.21 - 0.61 - - 29.82 5.07 

 0.1N Cd2+ 24.46 4.96 0.22 1.09 1.09 0.80 0.13 - 0.10 - - 25.13 4.93 

HBM 0.5N Cd2+ 24.04 4.82 0.18 1.09 0.70 0.87 0.14 - 0.38 - - 27.48 4.99 

 1N Cd2+ 23.22 4.64 0.14 0.90 0.60 1.00 0.13 - 0.95 - - 30.78 5.00 

 0.1N Cr3+ 24.01 4.82 0.23 1.23 0.66 0.73 0.38 - - 0.18 - 27.33 4.98 

UHBM 0.5N Cr3+ 24.20 4.87 0.21 1.13 0.66 0.74 0.38 - - 0.27 - 26.44 4.97 

 1N Cr3+ 24.32 4.88 0.22 1.07 0.62 1.05 0.23 - - 0.08 - 26.52 4.98 

 0.1N Cr3+ 24.49 4.93 0.22 1.10 0.70 0.81 0.21 - - 0.18 - 25.42 4.97 

HBM 0.5N Cr3+ 24.15 4.86 0.17 1.06 0.71 1.42 0.13 - - 0.50 - 25.74 4.97 

 1N Cr3+ 22.68 4.48 0.07 0.28 0.26 3.90 0.07 - - 1.63 - 29.68 5.06 

 0.1N Ag+ 24.58 4.95 0.20 0.99 0.63 1.27 0.22 - - - 0.04 25.48 4.97 

UHBM 0.5N Ag+ 23.94 4.79 0.15 0.72 0.55 1.13 0.23 - - - 0.83 28.69 5.00 

 1N Ag+ 24.30 4.85 0.12 0.65 0.49 1.11 0.17 - - - 2.11 26.23 5.01 

 0.1N Ag+ 23.55 4.70 0.12 0.92 0.65 0.99 0.13 - - - 0.07 30.99 5.01 

HBM 0.5N Ag+ 23.70 4.71 0.17 0.88 0.71 0.75 0.11 - - - 0.35 30.18 5.03 

 1N Ag+ 23.20 4.62 0.05 0.34 0.29 0.64 0.09 - - - 2.13 33.12 5.02 

Table 2. Numbers of atoms in the unit cells of natural and Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, Cd2+, Cr3+, Ag+ 
modified forms of clinoptilolite. 
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Ion-Exchange 
Method 

Ion-Exchange 
Forms 

Ions 
Na+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Fe3+ 

UHBM 
0.1N Na+ - - 18.40 8.57 - 
0.5N Na+ - - 44.80 20.00 - 
1N Na+ - - 52.80 27.14 - 

HBM 
0.1N Na+ - - 5.60 - - 
0.5N Na+ - - 7.20 - - 
1N Na+ - 1.33 41.60 14.29 - 

UHBM 
0.1N K+ 12.12 - 18.40 7.14 - 
0.5N K+ 78.79 - 51.20 27.14 9.52 
1N K+ 72.72 - 56.80 30.00 14.29 

HBM 
0.1N K+ 6.06 - - 7.14 - 
0.5N K+ 63.63 - 27.20 - - 
1N K+ 75.76 - 82.40 57.14 19.05 

UHBM 
0.1N Ca2+ - 2.67 - 2.67 - 
0.5N Ca2+ 3.03 2.67 - 1.43 - 
1N Ca2+ 66.67 - - - - 

HBM 
0.1N Ca2+ 54.55 - - 8.57 4.76 
0.5N Ca2+ 63.64 - - - 9.52 
1N Ca2+ 69.70 - - 7.14 4.76 

UHBM 
0.1N Mg2+ - 4.00 4.80 - - 
0.5N Mg2+ - 4.00 9.60 - - 
1N Mg2+ - 6.67 12.80 - - 

HBM 
0.1N Mg2+ 57.58 - 8.00 - 4.76 
0.5N Mg2+ 54.55 - 4.80 - - 
1N Mg2+ 45.45 - 12.00 - 9.52 

 0.1N Co3+ 33.33 - 20.08 10.00 - 
UHBM 0.5N Co3+ 21.21 - 22.40 12.85 - 

 1N Co3+ 24.24 - 22.40 14.29 - 
 0.1N Co3+ 78.79 - 86.40 64.29 28.57 

HBM 0.5N Co3+ 60.61 - 3.20 - 4.76 
 1N Co3+ 57.57 - 13.60 11.43 9.52 
 0.1N Cd2+ 18.18 - 20.80 10.00 4.76 

UHBM 0.5N Cd2+ 18.18 - 24.80 12.85 4.76 
 1N Cd2+ 36.36 - 25.60 18.57 14.29 
 0.1N Cd2+ 60.61 - 12.80 - - 

HBM 0.5N Cd2+ 57.58 - 12.80 - 14.29 
 1N Cd2+ 60.61 - 28.00 14.29 33.33 
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Ion-Exchange 
Method 

Ion-Exchange 
Forms 

Ions 
Na+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Fe3+ 

UHBM 
0.1N Na+ - - 18.40 8.57 - 
0.5N Na+ - - 44.80 20.00 - 
1N Na+ - - 52.80 27.14 - 

HBM 
0.1N Na+ - - 5.60 - - 
0.5N Na+ - - 7.20 - - 
1N Na+ - 1.33 41.60 14.29 - 

UHBM 
0.1N K+ 12.12 - 18.40 7.14 - 
0.5N K+ 78.79 - 51.20 27.14 9.52 
1N K+ 72.72 - 56.80 30.00 14.29 

HBM 
0.1N K+ 6.06 - - 7.14 - 
0.5N K+ 63.63 - 27.20 - - 
1N K+ 75.76 - 82.40 57.14 19.05 

UHBM 
0.1N Ca2+ - 2.67 - 2.67 - 
0.5N Ca2+ 3.03 2.67 - 1.43 - 
1N Ca2+ 66.67 - - - - 

HBM 
0.1N Ca2+ 54.55 - - 8.57 4.76 
0.5N Ca2+ 63.64 - - - 9.52 
1N Ca2+ 69.70 - - 7.14 4.76 

UHBM 
0.1N Mg2+ - 4.00 4.80 - - 
0.5N Mg2+ - 4.00 9.60 - - 
1N Mg2+ - 6.67 12.80 - - 

HBM 
0.1N Mg2+ 57.58 - 8.00 - 4.76 
0.5N Mg2+ 54.55 - 4.80 - - 
1N Mg2+ 45.45 - 12.00 - 9.52 

 0.1N Co3+ 33.33 - 20.08 10.00 - 
UHBM 0.5N Co3+ 21.21 - 22.40 12.85 - 

 1N Co3+ 24.24 - 22.40 14.29 - 
 0.1N Co3+ 78.79 - 86.40 64.29 28.57 

HBM 0.5N Co3+ 60.61 - 3.20 - 4.76 
 1N Co3+ 57.57 - 13.60 11.43 9.52 
 0.1N Cd2+ 18.18 - 20.80 10.00 4.76 

UHBM 0.5N Cd2+ 18.18 - 24.80 12.85 4.76 
 1N Cd2+ 36.36 - 25.60 18.57 14.29 
 0.1N Cd2+ 60.61 - 12.80 - - 

HBM 0.5N Cd2+ 57.58 - 12.80 - 14.29 
 1N Cd2+ 60.61 - 28.00 14.29 33.33 
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Ion-Exchange 
Method 

Ion-Exchange 
Forms 

Ions 
Na+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Fe3+ 

 0.1N Cr3+ - 2.67 1.60 5.71 - 
UHBM 0.5N Cr3+ - 1.33 9.60 5.71 - 

 1N Cr3+ 30.30 - 14.40 11.43 - 
 0.1N Cr3+ 36.36 - 12.00 - - 

HBM 0.5N Cr3+ 60.61 - 15.20 - 19.05 
 1N Cr3+ 78.79 - 77.60 62.86 66.67 
 0.1N Ag+ 33.33 - 20.80 10.00 4.76 

UHBM 0.5N Ag+ 30.30 - 42.40 21.43 28.57 
 1N Ag+ 48.48 - 48.00 30.00 42.86 
 0.1N Ag+ 60.61 - 26.40 7.14 42.86 

HBM 0.5N Ag+ 66.67 - 29.60 - 19.05 
 1N Ag+ 72.73 14.67 72.80 58.57 76.19 

Table 3. Ion-exchange rates for Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, Cd2+, Cr3+, Ag+ modified forms compared to 
natural clinoptilolite.  

 

Ion-Exchange 
Method Ion-Exchange Forms Ordering of Ion-Exchange Rate 

UHBM Na+ Ca2+>Mg2+

HBM Na+ Ca2+>Mg2+

UHBM K+ Na+> Ca2+> Mg2+ > Fe3+ 
HBM K+ Na+> Ca2+> Mg2+ > Fe3+ 

UHBM Ca2+ Na+>K+>>Mg2+

HBM Ca2+ Na+>Mg2+>Fe3+

UHBM Mg2+ Ca2+> K+

HBM Mg2+ Na+>Ca2+>Fe3+

UHBM Co3+ Na+> Ca2+>Mg2+

HBM Co3+ Na+> Ca2+>Mg2+>Fe3+ 

UHBM Cd2+ Ca2+>Na+> Mg2+>Fe3+ 
HBM Cd2+ Na+> Ca2+>Mg2+>Fe3+ 

UHBM Cr3+ Na+> Ca2+>Mg2+> K+ 
HBM Cr3+ Na+> Ca2+> Fe3+>Mg2+ 

UHBM Ag+ Na+> Ca2+> Fe3+>Mg2+ 
HBM Ag+ Na+> Ca2+> Fe3+>Mg2+> K+ 

Table 4. Ordering of ion-exchange rate for unheated and heated methods for Na-clinoptilolite from 
Bigadiç-Balkesir (Turkey)  
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The order of ion-exchange rate of Na+ and K+ forms is constant under both unheated and 
heated conditions. On the other hand, high ion-exchange rates occur under the effects of 
heating. The ion-exchange rate order of Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, Cd2+, Cr3+ and  Ag+ forms changes 
upon heating, plus Fe3+ is leached from the structure. Although iron occurs as Fe3+ in the 
general order, Fe2+ was depleted instead of Fe3+ because Fe3+ cannot be depleted from the 
structure of clinoptilolite. Generally speaking, the ion-exchange process acts more on the 
surface of clinoptilolite than on its inner sites.[15]   

Generally, the ion-exchange rate of the cations increases with increase in normality via 
application of both unheated and heated batch methods. Ion-exchange rates increase via the 
heating method compared to the unheated one. Forced-ion exchange occurs using the 
heated batch method as compared to natural ion exhange via the unheated method. The ion 
exchange of cations is controlled by cation valence, cation radius, ionization potential and 
the location of cations within pores. 

The weak connection of the +1 valence of the Na+ cation to the structure of 10T is related to 
its low ionization potential, resulting in leaching -with a high ion-exchange rate- from its 
structure (Figure 1). The Mg2+ cation exhibits low depletion due to its having symmetrical 
binding to the structure of 8T, despite having the lowest ionization potential. Ca2+ is more 
depleted than Mg2+ because of the unsymmetrical binding of Ca2+ to the structure, although 
the ionization potential of Ca2+ is higher than that of Mg2+. The K+ cation is strongly bound 
between the 8T and 10T structures; therefore, it is only slightly depleted.  

 
 

Exchangeable Cations Ionic Radii (Å) Ionization Potential (eV) 

Na+ 0.99 5.13 

K+ 1.37 4.34 

Ca2+ 1.00 6.11 

Mg2+ 0.57 7.64 

Cr3+ 0.62 6.77 

Ag+ 0.79 7.57 

Co3+ 0.55 7.88 

Cd2+ 0.78 8.99 

Fe+2 0.63 7.90 

Fe3+ 0.49 7.90 

 
Table 5. Ionic radii and ionization potentials of exchangeable cations. [16] 
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Ion- 
Exchange 
Method 

Ion- 
Exchange 

Forms 

Ions 

Na+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Co3+ Cd2+ Cr3+ Ag+ 

UHBM 
0.1N Na+ 66.67 - - - - - - - 
0.5N Na+ 136.36 - - - - - - - 
1N Na+ 251.52 - - - - - - - 

HBM 
0.1N Na+ 93.94 - - - - - - - 
0.5N Na+ 112.12 - - - - - - - 
1N Na+ 560.61 - - - - - - - 

UHBM 
0.1N K+ - 62.67 - - - - - - 
0.5N K+ - 252.00 - - - - - - 
1N K+ - 289.33 - - - - - - 

HBM 
0.1N K+ - 4.00 - - - - - - 
0.5N K+ - 148.00 - - - - - - 
1N K+ - 428.00 - - - - - - 

UHBM 
0.1N Ca2+ - - 2.40 - - - - - 
0.5N Ca2+ - - 7.20 - - - - - 
1N Ca2+ - - 20.80 - - - - - 

HBM 
0.1N Ca2+ - - 8.00 - - - - - 
0.5N Ca2+ - - 10.40 - - - - - 
1N Ca2+ - - 16.00 - - - - - 

UHBM 
0.1N Mg2+ - - - 1.43 - - - - 
0.5N Mg2+ - - - 8.57 - - - - 
1N Mg2+ - - - 15.71 - - - - 

HBM 
0.1N Mg2+ - - - - - - - - 
0.5N Mg2+ - - - 34.29 - - - - 
1N Mg2+ - - - 67.14 - - - - 

 0.1N Co3+ - - - - 19 - - - 
UHBM 0.5N Co3+ - - - - 43 - - - 

 1N Co3+ - - - - 61 - - - 
 0.1N Co3+ - - - - 19 - - - 

HBM 0.5N Co3+ - - - - 233 - - - 
 1N Co3+ - - - - 189 - - - 
 0.1N Cd2+ - - - - - 2 - - 

UHBM 0.5N Cd2+ - - - - - 37 - - 
 1N Cd2+ - - - - - 61 - - 
 0.1N Cd2+ - - - - - 10 - - 

HBM 0.5N Cd2+ - - - - - 38 - - 
 1N Cd2+ - - - - - 95 - - 
 0.1N Cr3+ - - - - - - 18 - 

UHBM 0.5N Cr3+ - - - - - - 27 - 
 1N Cr3+ - - - - - - 8 - 
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Ion- 
Exchange 
Method 

Ion- 
Exchange 

Forms 

Ions 

Na+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+ Co3+ Cd2+ Cr3+ Ag+ 

 0.1N Cr3+ - - - - - - 18 - 
HBM 0.5N Cr3+ - - - - - - 50 - 

 1N Cr3+ - - - - - - 163 - 
 0.1N Ag+ - - - - - - - 4 

UHBM 0.5N Ag+ - - - - - - - 83 
 1N Ag+ - - - - - - - 211 
 0.1N Ag+ - - - - - - - 7 

HBM 0.5N Ag+ - - - - - - - 35 
 1N Ag+ - - - - - - - 213 

Table 6. The ion-selectivity rates of Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, Cd2+, Cr3+ and Ag+ modified forms of 
clinoptilolite compared to natural clinoptilolite. 

3.2. Rate of ion selectivity 

Table 6 shows the ion-selectivity rates of Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, Cd2+, Cr3+ and Ag+ 
modified forms compared to natural clinoptilolite. Entrance of the cation into the structure 
depends on the ion-selectivity rate, that is, the ion-selectivity coefficient of cations. The rate 
of ion selectivity is controlled by cation valence, cation radius, ionization potential, pore size 
and location of the cation within the pore. Entrance of the cation into the structure increases 
with increasing normality and heating (Table 6). Monovalent cations such as K+, Na+ and 
Ag+ predominantly enter the structure of Na-clinoptilolite; these cations have relatively low 
ionization potentials. These cations are followed by other cations, such as Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, 
Cd2+ and Cr3+. 

Selectivity Order References 
Pb2+>NH4+>Ba2+>Cu2+>Zn2+>Cd2+>Co2+  [19] 
Pb2+>Cd2+>Cs2+>Cu2+>Co2+>Cr3+>Zn2+>Ni2+>Hg2+ [20] 
Pb2+>Ag+>Cd2+>Zn2+>Cu2+>Na+ [21] 
Pb2+>Cu2+>Cd2+>Zn2+>Cr3+>Co2+>Ni2+ [22] 

Table 7. Global experimental ion-selectivity order for modified clinoptilolite. 

The ordering of ion-selectivity rates via application of unheated and heated methods is as 
follows:  

Unheated: K+>Na+>Ag+>Co3+>Cd2+>Cr3+>Ca2+>Mg2+ 

Heated: Na+>K+> Co3+>Ag+> Cr3+>Cd2+> Mg2+>Ca2+ 

The ordering rate obtained via the unheated batch method is consistent with the results 
given in the global literature; conversely, this order changes upon heating via application of 
the heated batch method.  
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Moreover, the order of the ion-selectivity rates, namely   

Na+ > Ag+ > K+ ≈ NH4+ > Cd2+> Ca2+ > Cr3+ > Mg+2 > Co3  

was also determined for the Gördes Na-clinoptilolite.[17, 18]. Other results are given in Table 7. 

4. Conclusions 

1. Rates of ion exchange and ion selectivity increase with increase in normality via 
application of both unheated and heated methods. 

2. Entrance of heavy metals into and depletion of exchangeable cations from the zeolite 
structure is controlled by cation valence, cation radius, ionization potential, pore size 
and location of the cation within the pore. 

3. The rates of ion exchange and ion selectivity are higher in application of the heated 
batch method than in the unheated one.  

4. Forced ion exchange occurs via application of the heated batch method as compared to 
natural ion exchange via the unheated method due to the rates of ion exchange and ion 
selectivity. 

5. The order of ion-selectivity rate for the modified forms, except for the exchangeable 
cations, is Ag+ > Cd2+ > Cr3+ > Co3+; this finding is consistent with Ag+, Cd2+, Cr3+ and Co3+ 

cation adsorption from wastewater, as determined worldwide. 
6. Na-clinoptilolite adsorbs cations such as Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Co3+, Cd2+, Cr3+ and Ag+. 

Ion-exchangeable cations such as Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, 8T and 10T structures and 
negative structure also exhibit adsorptive capacity with respect to other cations.  

7. Heavy-metal cation retention in large volumes of water (such as in rivers) requires 
application of the unheated batch method. In contrast, heavy-metal cation retention in 
small volumes of water (such as in the laboratory) over shorter time periods requires 
application of the heated batch method. 
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1. Introduction 

Adsorption chromatography depends upon interactions of different types between solute 
molecules and ligands immobilized on a chromatography matrix. The first type of 
interaction to be successfully employed for the separation of macromolecules was that 
between charged solute molecules and oppositely charged moieties covalently linked to a 
chromatography matrix. The technique of ion exchange chromatography is based on this 
interaction.  

Ion exchange is probably the most frequently used chromatographic technique for  the 
separation and purification of proteins, polypeptides, nucleic acids, polynucleotides, and 
other charged biomoleules (1) . The reasons for the success of ion exchange are its 
widespread applicability, its high resolving power, its high capacity, and the simplicity and 
controllability of the method.  

2. The theory of ion exchange 

Purification using ion exchange chromatography depends upon the reversible adsorption of 
charged solute molecules to immobilized ion exchange groups of opposite charge. Most ion 
exchange experiments are performed in five main stages. These steps are illustrated 
schematically.  

The first stage is equilibration in which the ion exchanger is brought to a starting state, in 
terms of pH and ionic strength, which allows the binding of the desired solute molecules. 
The exchanger groups are associated at this time with exchangeable counter-ions (usually 
simple anions or cations, such as chloride or sodium). The second stage is sample 
application and adsorption, in which solute molecules carrying the appropriate charge 
displace counter-ions and bind reversibly to the gel. Unbound substances can be washed out 

© 2012 Khan, licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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from the exchanger bed using starting buffer. In the third stage, substances are removed 
from the column by changing to elution conditions unfavourable for ionic bonding of the 
solute molecules. This normally involves increasing the ionic strength of the eluting buffer 
or changing its pH. In Figure 1 desorption is achieved by the introduction of an increasing 
salt concentration gradient and solute molecules are released from the column in the order 
of their strengths of binding, the most weakly bound substances being eluted first. 

 
Figure 1. The principle of ion exchange chromatography (salt gradient elution). 

The fourth and fifth stages are the removal from the column of substances not eluted under 
the previous experimental conditions and re-equilibration at the starting conditions for the 
next purification. Separation is obtained since different substances have different degrees of 
interaction with the ion exchanger due to differences in their charges, charge densities and 
distribution of charge on their surfaces. These interactions can be controlled by varying 
conditions such as ionic strength and pH. The differences in charge properties of biological 
compounds are often considerable, and since ion exchange chromatography is capable of 
separating species with very minor differences in  properties, e.g. two proteins differing by 
only one charged amino acid, it is a very powerful separation technique. In ion exchange 
chromatography one can choose whether to bind the substances of interest and allow the 
contaminants to pass through the column, or to bind the contaminants and allow the 
substance of interest to pass through. Generally, the first method is more useful since it 
allows a greater degree of fractionation and concentrates the substances of interest. In 
addition to the ion exchange effect, other types of binding may occur. These effects are small 
and are mainly due to van der Waals forces and non-polar interactions. Ion exchange 
separations may be carried out in a column, by a batch procedure or by expanded bed 
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adsorption. All three methodologies are performed in the stages of equilibration, sample 
adsorption etc. described previously. 

3. The matrix 

An ion exchanger consists of an insoluble matrix to which charged groups have been 
covalently bound. The charged groups are associated with mobile counter ions. These 
counter-ions can be reversibly exchanged with other ions of the same charge without 
altering the matrix. It is possible to have both positively and negatively charged exchangers 
(Fig. 2). Positively charged exchangers have negatively charged counter-ions (anions) 
available for exchange and are called anion exchangers. Negatively charged exchangers 
have positively charged counter-ions (cations) and are termed cation exchangers. The matrix 
may be based on inorganic compounds, synthetic resins or polysaccharides. The 
characteristics of the matrix determine its chromatographic properties such as efficiency, 
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The nature of the matrix will also affect its behaviour towards biological substances and the 
maintenance of biological activity. The first ion exchangers were synthetic resins designed 
for applications such as demineralisation, water treatment, and recovery of ions from 
wastes. Such ion exchangers consist of hydrophobic polymer matrices highly substituted 
with ionic groups, and have very high capacities for small ions. Due to their low 
permeability these matrices have low capacities for proteins and other macromolecules. In 
addition, the extremely high charge density gives very strong binding and the hydrophobic 
matrix tends to denature labile biological materials. Thus despite their excellent flow 
properties and capacities for small ions, these types of ion exchanger are unsuitable for use 
with biological samples. The first ion exchangers designed for use with biological substances 
were the cellulose ion exchangers (2) . Because of the hydrophilic nature of cellulose, these 
exchangers had little tendency to denature proteins. Unfortunately, many cellulose ion 
exchangers had low capacities (otherwise the cellulose became soluble in water) and had 
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poor flow properties due to their irregular shape.  Ion exchangers based on dextran 
(Sephadex), followed by those based on agarose (Sepharose CL-6B) and cross-linked 
cellulose (DEAE Sephacel) were the first ion exchange matrices to combine a spherical form 
with high porosity, leading to improved flow properties and high capacities for 
macromolecules.  

The presence of charged groups is a fundamental property of an ion exchanger. The type of 
group determines the type and strength of the ion exchanger; their total number and 
availability determines the capacity. There is a variety of groups which have been chosen for 
use in ion exchangers (3); some of these are shown in Table 1 
 

Anion exchangers Functional group
Diethylaminoethyl (DEAE) -O-CH2-CH2-N+H(CH2CH3)2 
Quaternary aminoethyl (QAE) -O-CH2-CH2-N+(C2H5)2-CH2-CHOH-CH3 
Quaternary ammonium (Q) -O-CH2-CHOH-CH2-O-CH2-CHOH-CH2-N+(CH3)3 
Cation exchangers Functional group 
Carboxymethyl (CM) - O-CH2-COO 
Sulphopropyl (SP) -O-CH2-CHOH-CH2-O-CH2-CH2-CH2SO3 
Methyl sulphonate (S) -O-CH2-CHOH-CH2-O-CH2-CHOH-CH2SO3 

Table 1. Functional groups used on ion exchangers. 

Sulphonic and quaternary amino groups are used to form strong ion exchangers; the other 
groups form weak ion exchangers. The terms strong and weak refer to the extent of 
variation of ionization with pH and not the strength of binding. Strong ion exchangers are 
completely ionized over a wide pH range. Whereas with weak ion exchangers,  

the degree of dissociation and thus exchange capacity varies much more markedly with pH. 
Some properties of strong ion exchangers are:  

 Sample loading capacity does not decrease at high or low pH values due to loss of 
charge from the ion exchanger.  

 A very simple mechanism of interaction exists between the ion exchanger and the 
solute. 

 Ion exchange experiments are more controllable since the charge characteristics of the 
media do not change with changes in pH.  

4. Resolution in ion exchange chromatography 

The result of an ion exchange experiment, as with any other chromatographic separation, is 
often expressed as the resolution between the peaks of interest. The resolution is defined as 
the distance between peak maxima compared with average base width of the two peaks. 
Elution volumes and peak widths should be measured with the same units to give a 
dimensionless value to the resolution (4, 5). The resolution (Rs) is determined from the 
chromatogram as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Determination of the resolution (Rs) between two peaks. 

Rs is a measure of the relative separation between two peaks and can be used to determine if 
further optimization of the chromatographic procedure is necessary.   

4.1. Capacity 

The capacity of an ion exchanger is a quantitative measure of its ability to take up 
exchangeable counter-ions and is therefore of  major importance. The capacity may be 
expressed as total ionic capacity, available capacity or dynamic capacity.  The total ionic 
capacity is the number of charged substituent groups per gram dry ion exchanger or per ml 
swollen gel. Total capacity can be measured by titration with a strong acid or base.  The 
actual amount of protein which can be bound to an ion exchanger, under defined 
experimental conditions, is referred to as the available capacity for the gel. If the defined 
conditions include the flow rate at which the gel was operated, the amount bound is 
referred to as the dynamic capacity for the ion exchanger. Available  and dynamic capacities 
depend upon:  The properties of the protein.  The properties of the ion exchanger.  The 
chosen experimental conditions.  The properties of the protein which determine the 
available or dynamic capacity  on a particular ion exchange matrix are its molecular size and 
its charge/pH relationship. The capacity of an ion exchanger is thus different for different 
protein. 

5. Choice of exchanger group 

Substances are bound to ion exchangers when they carry a net charge opposite to that of the 
ion exchanger. This binding is electrostatic and reversible. In the case of substances which 
carry only one type of charged group the choice of ion exchanger is clear-cut. Substances 
which carry both positively and negatively charged groups, however, are termed 
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amphoteric and the net charge which they carry depends on pH (Fig. 4). Consequently at a 
certain pH value an amphoteric substance will have zero net charge. This value is termed 
the isoelectric point (pI) and at this point substances will bind to neither anion or cation 
exchangers (6). The pH ranges in which the protein is bound to anion or cation exchangers 
and an arbitrary range of stability are shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. The net charge of protein as a function of pH. 

The pH of the buffer thus determines the charge on amphoteric molecules during the 
experiment. In principle therefore, one could use either an anion or a cation exchanger to 
bind amphoteric samples by selecting the appropriate pH. In practice however, the choice is 
based on which exchanger type and pH give the best separation of the molecules of interest, 
within the constraints of their pH stability (7, 8). 

Many biological macromolecules become denatured or lose activity outside a certain  pH 
range and thus the choice of ion exchanger may be limited by the stability  of the sample. 
This is illustrated in Figure 4. Below its isoelectric point a protein  has a net positive charge 
and can therefore adsorb to cation exchangers. Above its pI the protein has a net negative 
charge and can be adsorbed to anion exchangers. However, it is only stable in the range pH 
5-8 and so an anion exchanger has to be used. 

5.1. In summary 

1. If the sample components are most stable below their pI’s, a cation exchanger should be 
used. 

2. If they are most stable above their pI’s, an anion exchanger should be used. 
3. If stability is high over a wide pH range on both sides of pI, either type of ion exchanger 

can be used. 
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6. Determination of starting conditions 

6.1. The isoelectric point 

The starting buffer pH is chosen so that substances to be bound to the exchanger  are 
charged. The starting pH should be at least 1 pH unit above the isoelectric  point for anion 
exchangers or at least 1 pH unit below the isoelectric point for cation exchangers to facilitate 
adequate binding ( 6). Substances begin to dissociate  from ion exchangers about 0.5 pH 
units from their isoelectric points at ionic strength 0.1 M (15). If the isoelectric point of the 
sample is unknown, a simple test can be performed to determine which starting pH can be 
used. range of pH 5-9 for anion and pH 4-8 for cation exchangers, with 0.5 pH unit intervals 
between tubes. 

6.2. Choice of buffer 

As with the choice of ion exchanger, there are a number of variables which have to be 
considered. These include: 

1. The choice of buffer pH and ionic strength.  
2. The choice of buffering substance. 

It should be pointed out, however, that in many applications the optimum separation may 
be achieved by choosing conditions so that major and troublesome contaminants are bound 
to the exchanger while the substance of interest is eluted during the wash phase (9). This 
procedure is sometimes referred to as “starting state elution”.  

Note: Concentration of sample does not occur with starting state elution.  

The highest ionic strength which permits binding of the selected substances and the lowest 
ionic strength that causes their elution should normally be used as the starting and final 
ionic strengths in subsequent column experiments (i.e. the starting and limiting buffers for 
gradient elution). A third and higher ionic strength buffer is frequently employed as a wash 
step before column regeneration and re-use. 

The required concentration of the start buffer will vary depending on the nature of the 
buffering substance. In the majority of cases a starting ionic strength of at least 10 mM is 
required to ensure adequate buffering capacity. Salts also play a role in stabilizing protein 
structures in solution and so it is important that the ionic strength should not be so low that 
protein denaturation or precipitation occurs.  

6.3. Choice of buffer substance 

If the buffering ions carry a charge opposite to that of the functional groups of the ion 
exchanger they will take part in the ion exchange process and cause local disturbances in 
pH. It is preferable, therefore, to use buffering ions with the same charge sign as the 
substituent groups on the ion exchanger. There are of course exceptions to this rule as 
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illustrated by the frequency with which phosphate buffers are cited in the literature in 
connection with anion exchangers. In those instances when a buffering ion which interacts 
with the ionic groups on the matrixnis used, extra care must be taken to ensure that the 
system has come to equilibrium before application of sample.  

7. Column chromatography 

Good results in column chromatography are not solely dependent on the correct choice of 
gel media. The design of the column and good packing technique are also important in 
realising the full separation potential of any gel.  

The material used in the construction of the column should be chosen to prevent destruction 
of labile biological substances and minimize non-specific binding to exposed surfaces. The 
bed support should be designed so it is easily exchangeable to restore column performance 
whenever contamination and/or blockage in the column occur. Bed supports made from 
coarse sintered glass or glass wool cannot be recommended because they soon become 
clogged, are difficult to clean and cause artifacts (10).  

The pressure specifications of the column have to match the back-pressure generated in the 
packed bed when run at optimal flow rate. This is particularly important when using high 
performance media with small bead size. All are easy to dismantle and reassemble to allow 
thorough cleaning, which is a particularly important aspect when handling biological 
samples. 

As for most adsorptive, high selectivity techniques, ion exchange chromatography is 
normally carried out in short columns. A typical ion exchange column is packed to a bed 
height of 5-15 cm. Once the separation parameters have been determined, scale-up is easily 
achieved by increasing the column diameter.  

8. Quantity and preparation of ion exchanger  

The amount of ion exchanger required for a given experiment depends on the amount of 
sample to be chromatographed and on the available or dynamic capacity of the ion 
exchanger for the sample substances. For the best resolution in ion exchange 
chromatography, it is not usually advisable to use more than 10-20% of this capacity, 
although this value can be exceeded if resolution is adequate. Preparation of the ion 
exchanger Having chosen the appropriate ion exchanger and starting buffer it is essential 
that the exchanger is brought to equilibrium with start buffer before sample application.  

To prepare the gel, the supernatant is decanted and replaced with starting buffer to a ratio 
of approximately 75% settled gel to 25% buffer. If large amounts of ion exchangers are to be 
equilibrated with a weak buffer, the ion exchanger should first be equilibrated with a 10 
times concentrated buffer solution at the correct pH, and then with a few volumes of 
starting buffer. 
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9. Sample preparation 

The amount of sample which can be applied to a column depends on the dynamic capacity 
of the ion exchanger and the degree of resolution required. For the best resolution it is not 
usually advisable to use more than 10-20% of this capacity(11). Information on the available 
capacities for the different exchangers is given in the relevant product sections.  

The ionic composition should be the same as that of the starting buffer. If it is not, it can be 
changed by gel filtration on Sephadex G-25 using.Desalting Columns, dialysis, diafiltration 
or possibly by addition of concentrated start buffer. 

If the ion exchanger is to be developed with the starting buffer (isocratic elution), the sample 
volume is important and should be limited to between 1 and 5% of the bed volume. If 
however, the ion exchanger is to be developed with a gradient, starting conditions are 
normally chosen so that all important substances are adsorbed at the top of the bed. In this 
case, the sample mass applied is of far greater importance than the sample volume. This 
means that large volumes of dilute solutions, such as pooled fractions from a preceding gel 
filtration step or a cell culture supernatant can be applied directly to the ion exchanger 
without prior concentration.Ion exchange thus serves as a useful means of concentrating a 
sample in addition to fractionating it. If contaminants are to be adsorbed, and the 
component of interest is allowed to pass straight through, then the sample volume is less 
important than the amount of contaminant which is present. Under these conditions there 
will be no concentration of the purified component, rather some degree of dilution due to 
diffusion. 

The viscosity may limit the quantity of sample that can be applied to a column. A high 
sample viscosity causes instability of the zone and an irregular flow pattern. The critical 
variable is the viscosity of the sample relative to the eluent. This corresponds to a protein 
concentration of approximately 5%. Approximate relative viscosities can be quickly 
estimated by comparing emptying times from a pipette. 

10. Sample load 

When the selectivity parameters have been defined to achieve the most optimal balance 
between resolution, capacity, speed and recovery, in ion exchange chromatography, as for 
most other adsorption techniques, there are then basically two alternative routes to follow 
for optimization of sample load and flow rate to achieve highest possible productivity in the 
system. I. In a typical capture situation the sample will be applied to the column, nonbound 
substances will be washed out from the column and the compound of interest will be eluted 
from the column with a simple step elution procedure. The difference in eluting strength, 
between the different steps will usually be large, i.e. it will be possible to elute one group of 
compounds while the others are still retained on the column. In this mode, the entire bed 
volume can be utilized for sample bin ding and the prime consideration when optimising 
for highest possible productivity is to define the highest possible sample load over the 
shortest possible sample application time with acceptable loss in yield. 
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11. Flow rate 

The maximum flow rate that can be applied in any particular ion exchange chromatography 
step will differ between different parts of the chromatographic cycle. Since low molecular 
weight substances show high diffusion rates, i.e. are transported rapidly between the mobile 
phase and stationary phase, the flow rate during equilibration, washing and regeneration 
procedures is limited primarily by the rigidity of the chromatography media and by system 
constraints regarding pressure specification. Larger molecules, i.e. the substances to be 
separated during the 

Chromatographic run, show a lower diffusion rate which will limit the flow rate that can be 
applied during sample adsorption and desorption. In a typical capture situation, the flow rate 
during sample application has to be controlled so that the residence time in the column allows 
for a complete binding without leakage in the flow through fraction. Maximum flow rate is 
defined by running the frontal analysis test (break-through) referred to above at a number of 
different flow rates. Optimal conditions will depend on the requirements for speed and 
capacity in the system. If speed, i.e. sample application time, is critical due to proteolysis or 
other detrimental effects in the feed material, a higher flow rate may have to be used on the 
expense of the binding capacity in terms of amount of sample that can be applied per volume 
of media. If speed is not a big issue, binding capacity can be increased on the expense of flow 
rate which will reduce the scale of work in the final production process (12). 

12. Elution 

If starting conditions are chosen such that only unwanted substances in the sample are 
adsorbed, then no change in elution conditions is required since the substance of interest 
passes straight through the column. Similarly no changes are required if sample components 
are differentially retarded and separated under starting conditions. This procedure is 
termed isocratic elution, and the column is said to be developed under starting conditions. 
Isocratic elution can be useful since no gradient apparatus is required for the run and, if all 
retarded substances elute, regeneration is not required. Normally, however, separation and 
elution are achieved by selectively decreasing the affinity of the solute molecules for the 
charged groups on the gel by continuously changing either buffer pH or ionic strength or 
possibly both. This procedure is termed gradient elution.  

13. Change of pH and ionic strength 

The net charge on a molecule depends on pH. Thus altering the pH towards the isoelectric point 
of a substance causes it to lose its net charge, desorb, and elute from the ion exchanger (13).  

At low ionic strengths, competition for charged groups on the ion exchanger is at a 
minimum and substances are bound strongly. Increasing the ionic strength increases 
competition and reduces the interaction between the ion exchanger and the sample 
substances, resulting in their elution. 
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14. Regeneration 

After each cycle, bound substances must be washed out from the column to restore the 
original function of the media. Ion exchange adsorbents can normally be regenerated after 
each run by washing with a salt solution until an ionic strength of about 2 M has been 
reached. This should remove any substances bound by ionic forces. The salt should contain 
the counter-ion to the ion exchanger to facilitate equilibration. To prevent a slow build up of 
contaminants on the column over time, more rigorous cleaning protocols may have to be 
applied on a regular basis 

15. Applications 

Ion exchange has proven to be one of the major methods of fractionation of labile biological 
substances. In the development of modern high performance media for purification, ion 
exchange chromatography has played a major role in the separation and purification of 
biomolecules and contributed sgnificantly to our understanding of biological processes. 
Analytical and preparative applications from the research laboratory. Ion exchange 
chromatography has played a role in the purificationof thousands of enzymes, and using 
modern matrices with optimized separation conditions gives extremely high recoveries. 
Normally the isoforms of an enzyme have approximately the same molecular weight. This 
makes their separation impossible by gel filtration. However, the small differences in charge 
properties resulting from altered amino acid composition enable the separation of 
isoenzymes using ion exchange chromatography. Ion exchange is frequently used for the 
purification of immunoglobulins. 

Ion exchange chromatography also has many important applications in the field of 
industrial and pilot scale preparations. Many blood products such as albumin and IgG as 
well as the products of recombinant DNA technology, such as growth factors and 
pharmaceutically important enzymes are purified using this technique. Analytical 
applications of ion exchange chromatography are to be found in diverse areas such as 
quality control of purified products or process monitoring in biotechnology. 

Other areas of application include food research where FPLC ion exchange can be used in 
the and in clinical research where ion exchange chromatography has been used in studies 
such as the relationship between post-partum depression and -endorphin secretion  and 
the correlation of a chromatogram of the urine from patients exhibiting tubular proteinuria, 
due to acute pyelonephritis, severe burns or renal transplants, shows distinct peaks 
corresponding to 2-microglobulin, retinol binding protein and 1-acid glycoprotein.  
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1. Introduction 

Enriched stable isotopes of many elements have been widely used in many aspects and such 
isotopes have been primarily used as the tracer for agricultural and biochemical studies and 
the availability of the isotopically labeled compounds have been now extensively increasing. 
Chemical exchange separation of isotopes is based on the equilibrium fractionation of 
isotopes between two phases, ion exchange isotope separation which is one of the chemical 
exchange methods, is based on the chemical equilibrium between a stationary phase and a 
mobile fluid phase. Displacement always results in a sharp boundary between the bands of 
eluted solute and displacing solute in this method. Displacement chromatographic ion 
exchange technology for isotope separation is described in this chapter. This chapter mainly 
divided into two sections. Ion exchange system, ion exchange separation and analysis are 
introduced in the former section as the basic theory and concept for ion exchange 
separation. The second section is about the experiment parts of nitrogen isotope separation 
which include nitrogen isotope application, nitrogen isotope separation process, nitrogen 
isotopic analysis with mass spectrometry and the obtained results and discussion which 
were performed by our recent experiments. 

2. Ion exchange system  

Enriched stable isotopes of many elements have been widely used in agriculture, medicine, 
biochemistry and industry, especially in nuclear industry. Such isotopes have been 
primarily used as the tracer for agricultural and biochemical studies and the availability of 
the isotopically labeled compounds have been now extensively increasing. In order to meet 
the demand, the need of developing a practical cost-effective process has been enlarged. The 
most heavy stable isotopes are produced in relatively small quantities, many light isotopes 

© 2012 Ding and Liu, licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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are used in large quantities. Distillation is used in industry to separation the isotopes of 
hydrogen, carbon, boron, nitrogen and oxygen. Chemical exchange is the satisfactory 
technique for separating isotopes of light elements because of their relatively high simple 
process factors (separation factors).  

Chemical exchange separation of isotopes is based on the equilibrium fractionation of 
isotopes between two phases, i.e. one of the isotopes is concentrated more abundantly in one 
of the phases than in the other phase if two chemical species are distributed in each phase. 
In this method, the enrichment of the isotopes concerned is achieved when the simple 
process of isotope separation is multiplied, by arranging the countercurrent contacting of 
two substances. The countercurrent contacting of the two different chemical substances is 
most easily realized in vapor-liquid or liquid-liquid system. The contacting takes place in 
conventional systems such as packed columns, mixer-settlers, etc. In this process it is 
necessary to provide reflux at the product end of a chemical exchange plant; the end which 
the desired isotope being enriched. In general, chemical refluxing is used to complete the 
conversion of one chemical species into the other at the end of the multi-stage contactor 
system. 

Ion exchange isotope separation, which is one of the chemical exchange methods, is based 
on the chemical equilibrium between a stationary phase and a mobile fluid phase. In the 
past, many researchers have studied isotope fractionation on the isotopes both for light and 
heavy elements in this liquid solid system[1-5] and several isotopes especially for nitrogen 
isotope have been successfully enriched in laboratory scale by using displacement 
chromatographic technique [6, 7]. In this process a band of adsorbate is eluted through the 
column by a displacing solution, which the rate of movement of the band is determined by 
the equilibrium between solution and adsorbent, not of the material of the band but of the 
displacing adsorbate. Displacement always results in a sharp boundary between the bands 
of eluted solution and displacing solution. Thus, the adsorption band moves with keeping a 
constant band length. During the migration the isotopes in the band are rearranged in order 
of the distribution coefficients. 

3. Ion exchange separation and analysis 

3.1. Ion exchange column 

3.1.1. Batch and column operation 

Ion exchanges are generally employed in the two different modes of operations: batch and 
column operation. The batchwise operation consists of contacting the whole of an electrolyte 
solution to be treated with a mass of exchanger and then separating the two phases by 
means of filtration, decantation, etc. It is quite obvious that for those exchange reactions that 
do not approach completion, a batchwise operation must be repeated many times before 
complete transformation is realized. The more unfavorable the equilibrium, the larger the 
number of stages are necessary for a given degree of exchange or separation. 
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The operation of an ion-exchange reaction by leaching the exchanger in a columnwise 
manner achieves most efficiency the same goal that would take many stepwise stages in a 
batch method. The column operation is essentially an elaborate multiple batchwise 
technique in which the uppermost portion of the column is constantly contacting fresh 
electrolyte whereas the lower portions contact the electrolyte not adsorbed by the upper 
exchanger. This procedure permits the exchanger bed to become fully exhausted at the top 
and then gradually downward. Ion exchange chromatography is a technique in which 
resolution of a mixture is achieved by virtue of differences in migration rates of the 
components in a column packed with an ion exchanger. 

3.1.2. Chromatographic column operation 

Chromatography was first applied to colored substances where “bands” of different colors 
can be seen while they move down the column. The chromatographic column operations are 
generally conducted in the manners of elution development, displacement development, 
and frontal analysis [8-10]. In the development techniques, a certain amount of the mixture 
is introduced at the top of the column and is then “developed” or “eluted” by a suitable 
agent. In frontal analysis, the mixture is continuously fed to the column. The front 
boundaries of the various components emerge at different times due to the differences in the 
migration rates. 

3.1.3. Preparation of ion exchange column 

In the analytical applications of ion exchange, it is necessary to utilize uniform particle size 
ion exchangers in order to avoid irregular flow due to the distribution of particle size. For 
this purpose, the wet resins in the form of H+ were screened prior to the packing. The 
stainless steel screens of 42, 80, 200 and 400 meshes are used commonly. Then the ion 
exchanger with water in a beaker was stirred, and poured the slurry of resin into the 
column. 

Under no circumstances must bubble or air be allowed to form in the bed of the ion 
exchanger beads. In operation, therefore, the bed must never be allowed to drain; the liquid 
level must not fall below the top of the bed. The water level was kept at 1-2 cm above the 
top of the bed during the operation. 

The fresh ion exchanger provided by the supplier usually contains impurities, such as low 
molecular weight organic substances, and metallic ions, such as ferric ions. The new ion 
exchanger bed was, thus, washed in order to remove these impurities and metallic ions by 
following manner: 

1. The bed is first washed with a ten fold column volume of 2.0 M hydrochloric acid. 
2. The same amount of 10 M sodium chloride is then fed into the column. 
3. Repeat the process (1) and (2) for three times. 
4. Repeat the process (1). 
5. The bed is finally rinsed with distilled water until no leakage of H+ is recognized. 
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3.1.4. Apparatus 

In the ion exchange chromatography, high pressure resistant pyrex glass columns with a 
water jacket were used in the studies of isotope separation. The column of which the inside 
diameters of 8, 10 and 20 mm were prepared so that the operations are able to be conducted 
up to the column pressure of 50, 30 and 20 kg/cm2 in each column. To feed solutions, the 
microprocessor controlled, double plunger type titanium high pressurized pumps were 
used. The Teflon tubing of 1.0 mm i.d. was employed to connect column and pump. To 
monitor the column pressure, a pressure gauge with a safety device was placed between the 
column and the pump. In addition, an air damper was used in order to prevent the piston 
flow, especially at high flow rate runs, when loading solutions into columns. A schematic 
diagram of the apparatus used for the ion exchange separation is shown in Figure1. Water 
jacket was employed to remove the heat of reaction and maintain the column temperature 
throughout the experiments by circulation the thermostated water.  

4. Nitrogen isotope application  

Enriched isotope of 15N has been a very valuable commercial product for which there is 
presently a growing demand in various scientific research and industry applications. In the 
agricultural field, 15N has been extensively used to study nitrogen cycling in soil-plant 
relationships. The fertilizer efficiency, distribution, assimilation and metabolic plants in the 
plant, symbiotic nitrogen fixation and the behavior of fertilizer in soils have been studied 
with use of 15N. Adriana et al. evaluated the nitrogen fixing capacity of a range of 
commercial cultivars of maize (Zea mays L.) by the 15N isotope-dilution method. Biological 
nitrogen fixation expressed as percent nitrogen derived from air ranged from 12 to 33 
regardless of nitrogen fertilization [11]. Their results demonstrated that maize cultivars 
obtain significant nitrogen from biological nitrogen fixation, varying by maize cultivar and 
nitrogen fertilization level. In order to improve yields of crop production in many areas, one 
strategy is to choose crops with high nitrogen use efficiency that can produce economic 
yields under limited water supply. Sarr et al. performed the pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum 
L.R.Br.) and cowpea (Vigna unguiculata L. Walp.) in sole crops and intercrops systems for the 
nitrogen use efficiency of applied fertilizers [12]. 15N-labeled urea at rates of 20 kg ha-1(sole 
and intercrop cowpea) and 41 kg ha-1(sole millet and intercrop millet) was derived from the 
nitrogen fertilizer and 84.70% from nitrogen mineralized in soil. In addition, many other 
publications reported the 15N application in agroecological system [13-17]. In the industrial 
application, growing attention has been recently placed on the use of 15N isotope for the 
nitride fuels of FBRs (Fast Breeders Reactors) because of their desirable properties of large 
thermal conductivities and large breeding ratio [18-20]. 

4.1. Nitrogen isotope separation process 

The separation of the nitrogen isotope has been studied since Urey et al. first succeeded in 
concentration of the nitrogen isotope of atomic weight 15 by using chemical exchange 
between ammonia gas and aqueous solutions of ammonium salts [21]. In their work, the  
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus for ion exchange separation 

considerable quantities of material containing up to 75% atom of 15N was obtained by 
exchange between ammonia and aqueous ammonium nitrate solutions. Later, in 1955, 
Spinder and Taylor [22] developed the chemical exchange method involving the exchange 
between nitric acid and nitric oxide as Equation 1: 

 15 14 14 15
3 3NO H NO NO H NO    (1) 

The fractionation factor of the exchange reaction obtained at 1.0 M nitric acid 1.062 is 
extremely favorable compared with the separation factors of most other possible separation 
methods of nitrogen isotopes by chemical system. In this process, the 15N concentrates in the 
nitric acid and thus 15N enriches in the lower part of the exchange column. In Japan, 15N has 
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been commercially produced using this technique, which is called NITROX process. In 
Romania, Axente et al. have studied this process for thirty years using a laboratory-scale 
experimental plant [23]. Some other isotope separation methods such as distillation and 
thermal diffusion have also proved to be satisfactory for 15N separation [24-27]. 

Ion exchange process on nitrogen isotope separation has been studied since Spedding et al. 
first succeeded in the enrichment of 15N by cation exchange chromatography [6]. In their 
experiment, the separation factor of the isotopic exchange between the two phases of the 
dilute ammonium hydroxide solution and the cation exchange resin (Dowex 50-x12) in 
ammonium form was measured as 1.0257±0.0002. A few years later, the studies on the 
nitrogen isotope separation by ion exchange were reported by two Japanese research groups 
Ishimori[28] and Kakihana [29]. Ishimori investigated the influence of operating 
temperature and concentration of ammonium solution on the isotope effects in a batch 
equilibrium system. Kakihana measured the separation factors of nitrogen isotopes for NH3 
and NH4Cl in acetone water and ethanol water mixture systems. Afterwards, in 1980s, Park 
and Michaels studied the separation process developed by Spedding et al. under various 
operating conditions using columns packed with sulfonated polystyrene-divinylbenzene 
copolymers [30]. In the recent years, Krugrov et al. studied NH3-NH4+ system using SMB 
(simulated moving bed) process for various flow rates under total reflux [31] and the 
theoretical analysis of separating nitrogen isotopes by ion exchange was reported by Aoki et 
al [32]. 

4.2. Nitrogen isotopic analysis with mass spectrometry 

If an aqueous solution of ammonium hydroxide is placed in contact with a cation exchanger, 
the following exchange reaction occurs: 

 14 15 15 14
4 4 4 4NH NH OH NH NH OH     (2) 

the result of which, under equilibrium conditions, is that the heavy nitrogen isotope, by 
means of the ammonium ion, is distributed more abundantly in the solid phase, which is the 
cation exchanger. In order to multiply the elementary effect for separating 15N, the following 
chromatographic separation process developed by Spedding was employed [6]: the ion 
exchanger bed was first converted to the hydrogen form by passing 2.0 M hydrochloric acid 
through the column until the bed was saturated. The bed was then rinsed with distilled 
water and an ammonium hydroxide solution of certain concentration was added. At the 
lower end of an ammonium band, the following reaction takes place: 

 4 4 2H R NH OH NH R H O      (3) 

Where -R denotes the fixed anion of cation exchanger. Since the equilibrium constant of this 
exchange reaction is on the order of 109, the reaction is far to the right, resulting in an 
extremely sharp boundary. The ammonium ion comes to chemical equilibrium within the 
system very rapidly and isotopic equilibrium tends to be approached as the solution passes 
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over the cation exchanger. In the frontal analysis, the effluent is collected in fractions at the 
bottom of the column when the ammonia solution of which the front part of the ammonium 
band is emerged. Prior to the collection, certain volumes of hydrochloric acid are initially 
added in the sampling tubes to prevent the ammonia from degassing. Since the 15N isotope 
is depleted in the front of the band, 14N isotope is enriched in the effluent. 

In the displacement band chromatographic process, an ammonia solution is fed into the 
column until an ammonium adsorption band of the desired length is formed. The 
concentration of the fed ammonia solution was adjusted approximately at the concentration 
of the eluent in each operation. A caustic solution (NaOH or LiOH) was then fed into the 
column to elute the ammonium band in the reverse breakthrough manner. At the top of the 
ammonium band, the following reaction takes place:  

 4 4( ) ( )NH R NaOH LiOH Na Li R NH OH      (4) 

which, having an equilibrium constant of about 105, in turn guarantees a very sharp 
boundary at the rear end of the band. The ammonium ions are continuously released from 
the cation exchanger and converted to ammonium hydroxide by an equivalent of sodium 
(or lithium) ions which will be deposited at the rear edge of the band. The ammonium 
hydroxide solution moves down along the band until it reaches the front edge of the band. 
The diagram of the displacement band chromatographic process for separating nitrogen 
isotopes with the use of a cation exchanger is shown in Figure 2. The countercurrent 
movement of NH3-NH4+ ions in two phases develops a longitudinal isotopic distribution 
profile within the band. The 15N isotope is enriched in the rear end of the band. The effluent 
of the rear part of the band was collected in fractions at the bottom of the column. 

The volume of the fraction was determined by gravimetry, measuring the weight of the 
sample solution. The concentrations of ammonium and sodium (lithium) ions in the 
fractions were determined by an ion chromatography analyzer. The collected samples in the 
form of ammonium chloride were converted to nitrogen gas by adding a solution of 
potassium hypobromide(KBrO). The reaction involved is as follows: 

 4 2 22 3 2 3 2 5NH Cl KBrO NaOH N KBr NaCl H O       (5) 

The solution of potassium hypobromide was prepared by following process: 

1. Add 36.5 g of sodium hydroxide and 2.2 g of potassium iodide into 170 g of distilled 
water. 

2. Cool the solution 1) by ice and then 25 g of bromine is added with agitation. 
3. The yellow colored solution obtained is left standing in a refrigerator for overnight. 

The KBrO solution was stored in a refrigerator since potassium hypobromide is easily 
decomposed to potassium bromide and oxygen in light or by elevation of temperature. The 
Rittenberg was employed in order to prepare nitrogen gas samples for isotopic analysis and 
the apparatus of the nitrogen conversion system is shown in Figure 3. The preparation 
procedure of nitrogen gas samples is described below: 
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Figure 2. The diagram of the displacement band chromatographic process for nitrogen isotope separation 

1. Put a certain volume of ammonium chloride sample (0.1-1.0 cm3) in one side and a 
stoichiometrically excess amount of potassium hypobromide in the other side of a 
Rittenberg glass tube A. 

2. A cold trap D is cooled with liquid nitrogen to prevent contamination of water in the 
vacuum system during evacuation. 

3. Freeze the solutions in the Rittenberg galss tube with liquid nitrogen. 
4. Open the glass stopcocks B and C which are used to control the vacuum manipulations 

to pump out the air by an oil rotary pump. After the evacuation, the stopcock B is closed. 
5. The liquid nitrogen vessel is then removed from the Rittenberg tube to admit the 

solutions to be melted. 
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6. Freeze the solutions again and open the stopcock B so that the gas generated during the 
melting is evacuated. 

7. After the evacuation, both stopcocks B and C are closed and Rittenberg tube is taken off 
from the conversion system. 

8. Finally, nitrogen gas is obtained by mixing the solutions of ammonium chloride sample 
and potassium hypobromide in the Rittenberg tube. 

9. The nitrogen gas sample is then introduced to the mass spectrometer for the isotopic 
analysis. 

 
Figure 3. Schematic apparatus of the nitrogen gas conversion system 

5. The effect of migration distance to the nitrogen isotope separation 
The sulfuric strong acid cation exchange resin SQS-6(high porous type, cross linking 8%, 
particle size 60-90 um in the form of NH4+, provided by Asahi Chemical Industry Co., Japan) 
was packed uniformly in a pressurized glass column with a water jacket. The microscope 
view of H+ type SQS-6 resin was shown in Figure 4. The ion exchange resin in the column 
preliminarily conditioned to the H+ form with 2.0 M HCl solution, then pure water was feed 
into the top of the column to remove the free H+ in the resins. 0.2M NH4OH solution was 
feeded into the column to form 1.0 m ammonium adsorption band and the band was eluted 
by the displacing solution of 0.2M NaOH in the reverse break-through manner. The flow 
rate and band velocity were controlled by feeding pump and the column pressure was 
monitored by high pressure pump. The temperature of the column was kept constant 
throughout the experiments by passing the thermostated water through the water jacket. 
The effluent, which emerged from the column, was collected using a fraction collector. In 
order to prevent the NH4OH samples from de-gassing, certain volumes of excess HCl 
solutions were added in the collection tubes prior to the samplings. Considering the long 
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migration distance for the purpose of large scale production, it is necessary to regeneration 
column after the ammonium adsorption band pass through certain column. When the rear 
boundary of ammonium adsorption band enter into the next column, the first column was 
separated from the connection system and eluted by 2.0M HCl for regeneration, the rinse 
volume was at least five times larger than that of the resin’s volume. The concentrations of 
NH4+ in the fractions were determined by ion chromatography analyzer and the mass peaks 
of 14N15N and 14N14N of the samples were measured with the mass spectrometer and the 
isotopic abundance of 15N was calculated from the ratio of the peak height. 

 
Figure 4. Microscope view of H+ type SQS-6 resin 

The separation of nitrogen isotopes by means of ion exchange resin is based on the isotopic 
fraction between ammonia in aqueous solution and ammonium ion in the ion-exchange 
resin as shown in the Equation 6. The single stage separation factor  or the separation 
coefficient is defined by: 

 1 15 14 / 15 14N N N N                     (6) 

Where     denotes the concentration of isotopes in the aqueous phase and     the 
concentration of the isotopes in the resin phase. 

In order to evaluate the chromatographic efficiency of nitrogen isotope enrichment, HETP 
(height equivalent to a theoretical plate) is introduced. HETP is usually calculated using the 
slope of the isotopic distribution curve in the steady-state of isotope separation after 
migration and is calculated by the following Equation 7: 

 2
1H

k k L


   (7) 
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Where H is the HETP and L is the migration length. The slope k is experimentally 
determined by using the following Equation 8: 

 ( ) ( )oLn r r k L x    (8) 

Where r is the isotopic ratio of nitrogen sample and ro is the isotope ratio of feeding material. 
The term (L-x) is the distance between inner band location x and the rear or front boundary 
of which the migration length is L. Equation 8 indicates that plotting ln(r-ro) against (L-x) for 
the experimental data produces a linear line with the slope of k. 

Nitrogen isotope separations with different migration distance were performed and the 
experimental conditions were mentioned in Table 1. 
 

Run 
Migration 

distance (m) 
Column φ 

(mm) 
Eluent NaOH 

Conc.(M) 
Flow rate 
(cm3/min) 

Band velocity 
(m/d) 

1 3 10 0.22 0.98 2.3 
2 4 10 0.21 0.99 2.3 
3 10 10 0.23 1.0 2.3 
4 30 10 0.25 0.98 2.3 
5 30 8 0.20 1.5 4.8 

Table 1. Experimental conditions of chromatographic nitrogen isotope separation with different 
migration distance 

The chromatographic elution curve for Run 4 as an example is given in Figure 5. It is seen 
that ideal displacement chromatograms are obtained and a sharp band boundary between 
the ammonium band and sodium band is maintained during the long migration at the 
current experimental conditions. The maintenance of the sharp band boundary is most 
important to obtain highly enriched isotope at the boundary region. Light isotope of 14N was 
enriched at the front boundary and the heavy isotope 15N was enriched at the rear 
boundary. 

The two parameters of separation coefficient and HETP can be calculated from both front 
and rear boundary regions and the values were listed in Table 2.The observed at front and 
rear boundary should be coincident each other. As shown in Table 2, the observed 
separation coefficients at front and rear boundary are in good agreement in each Run. The 
separation coefficient is an equilibrium factor and should be constant, being independent of 
the migration distance. It is confirmed from the results listed in Table 2 in the cases other 
than Run1. The small values of separation coefficient of Run1 are probably due to the feed 
material of (NH4)2SO4 solution and one in NH4SO3-R in the ion exchange resin are resemble 
each other. In such case, isotope effects do not occur between the two chemical species. Due 
to this fact, the effective length of migration is reduced by approximately 20%. This effect is 
reflected in the decrease in the separation coefficient in Run1. 

It is also confirmed that the values of obtained from Run 4 are slightly reduced. Probably 
this is due to the remixing in the middle of the adsorption band. Figure 5 showed the 
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chromatographic profile of Run 4. From the figure it can be seen that the isotopic plateau 
region is not seen, the enriched zone and the depleted zone are directly contacted because of 
the long migration. It should be noted that the values of obtained from the experiments 
using natural nitrogen (Run 3) are practically the same as those observed by using enriched 
nitrogen (Run 5); 

 
Figure 5. Chromatographic profiles of ammonium ion concentration and isotopic enrichment of 30 m 
migration distances. 

Run Max. enrichment(%) βrear = rmax/ro Separation coefficient    HETP (mm) 

Front 14N    Rear 15N Front        Rear       Front      Rear 

1 99.956 2.29 6.4 0.016 0.018 0.37 0.21 
2 99.987 3.91 11.1 0.025 0.025 0.74 0.19 
3 99.994 9.54 28.7 0.024 0.024 1.22 0.16 
4 99.990 21.55 78.9 0.021 0.019 2.6 0.16 
5a 99.143 99.678 77.4 0.023 0.022 0.39 1.58 

Run 5 used 80% 15N as feed solution, of which ro =4. 

Table 2. Experimental results of chromatographic nitrogen isotope separation with different migration 
distance 
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The maximum enrichment values are defined as the local enrichment factor of 15N at the 
boundary as follows: 

 max /rear or r   (9) 

Where r is the isotopic abundance ratio of 15N against 14N. The values of calculated are 
listed in Table 2 and plotted as a function of migration distance in Figure 6. The slope of 
plots is unity, which means that the maximum enrichment values are proportional to the 
migration distance up to 30 m. This fact suggests that the enrichment proceeds, forming an 
ideal shape of exponential enrichment curve at the band boundary region. In addition, it is 
quite interesting thatvalue of Run 4 using natural nitrogen is in very good agreement with 
that of Run 5 where 80% enriched nitrogen was used as feed material. This information is 
important and useful for designing the enrichment plant based on the present method of ion 
exchange chromatography. 

 

 
 
Figure 6. Correlation between migration distance and the maximum enrichment of 15N 

In order to evaluate the efficiency of nitrogen enrichment in chromatographic migration, 
HETP is introduced and the calculated values of HETP are listed in Table 2. HETP values 
are small enough in the rear band region of Runs 1-4 where the enrichment of 15N is steadily 
proceeding. Similar phenomenon is observed in the front 14N enrichment zone of Run 5. In 
general, the HETP values are small when the enrichment process does not reach the high 
level. On the other hand, saturation of isotope enrichment gradually takes place and slope of 
the enrichment curve sharply decreases when high enrichment is attained. This is the case 
for the enrichment of 14N in Runs 1-4 and the enrichment of 15N in Run 5. 
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The results of Run 1-4 clearly indicate that the practical limit of 14N enrichment by the ion 
exchange packed column is 99.99%. The reason for this limit has not yet been elucidated, but 
it is estimated that this limit of 99.99% may be applicable for the enrichment of 15N as well. 
So far, the target of 15N enrichment for nitride fuels is 99.9%. The present work realized the 
enrichment of 99.678% 15N in Run 5. The results suggest that the 99.9% 15N is attainable by 
ion exchange enrichment. 

6. The effect of cross linking to the nitrogen isotope separation 

Separation and concentration of a stable isotope from an isotopic mixture with natural 
occurrence is a very complex problem and usually, the isotopic separation coefficients of 
natural abundance are very low. In general, cation exchange process is a promising 
technique to produce highly enriched isotope due to the nature of small HETP value. 
Among the operating parameters in cation exchange process, cross linking is known as a 
decisive factor on the process of nitrogen isotope separation. It is interesting to evaluation 
the chromatographic performance of 15N isotope separation by ion exchange resin with 
different percentage of cross linking. 

The cation exchange resins with different cross linking were synthesized from the law 
material of styrene and the synthetic method was given in Figure 7. When different cross  

 

 
Figure 7. Synthetic method of the cation exchange resin with different cross linking percentage 
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linking was synthesized, high cross linking means high divynybenzene (DVB) materials 
contained in the resin structure and this means the percentage of ion exchange functional 
group was decreased in the same amount resin. The relationship between 15N enrichment 
percentage and cross linking with 2.0 m migration was given in Figure 8. Enriched 15N 
isotopes were decreased from 0.93 to 0.68 when compared with the cross linking of 
twenty and forty percentage. Since high cross linking means low exchange capacity, it is 
reasonable that the 15N enrichment percentage is reduced with the increase of cross 
linking at the same given migration distances. SQS-6 resin has 8% cross linking and 15N 
enrichment percentage was 1.56% when SQS-6 resin was performed under the same 
condition, and low cross linking resin has much higher enrichment ability than high cross 
linking resin. 

The observed HETP values of different cross linking were plotted in Figure 9. It is seen in 
the figure that cross linking can affect the HETP value obviously. HETP value 
proportionally increase with the cross linking at the present work and low cross linking has 
much advantage for HETP. HETP value of 0.036 cm was obtained at the present system by 
using 20% cross linking and the present resin can be used for the large scale of nitrogen 
isotope industrial production. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8. Relationship between enriched 15N and cross linking 
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(Square dot was the result of SQS-6 resin) 

Figure 9. Observed HETP values and cross linking 

7. Preparation of highly enriched 15N by chemical exchange 

The migration distance and cross linking can both affect the nitrogen isotope separation. It 
has relatively low separation coefficient by ion exchange chromatographic method when 
compared with that of NITROX method, it is very difficult to prepare 99.9% 15N directly 
from natural abundance of 0.366%. At the present stage of industrial factory, NITROX was 
used widely to produce various percentages of 15N products. It is very difficult to get highly 
enriched 15N by this method. In order to improve feasibility of this method, one good idea is 
to combine NITROX method and ion exchange chromatography. Starting from the natural 
abundance, NITROX has advantage to enrich 15N because of large separation coefficient; 
while when it reaches to relative highly enriched 15N, due to the good merit of very small 
HETP value, the ion exchange chromatographic method is performed to get highly enriched 
15N.  

In order to simulate the industry scale, large diameter column (=3.0 cm) and high speed 
band velocity were used in this stage. 100 g commercial NH4Cl (15N-80%) were feed into 3.0 
cm diameter ion exchange columns. In order to shorten the ammonium adsorption time, the 
concentration of NH4Cl was adjusted to about 0.5 mol/dm3 and the length of ammonium 
adsorption band was 138 cm. Then 0.22 mol/dm3 NaOH was feed to the rear part of 
ammonium adsorption band to develop the adsorption band. The flow rate of feeding 
solution is 50 ml/min and the band velocity is 12 m/d. When the front boundary of 
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ammonium adsorption band reached to twenty five meters, the three way valve was 
connected to the column for portion sampling. The sampling volume for each sample was 
about 0.5 ml for every seven minute and it’s corresponding to 5.0 cm of adsorption band for 
each sampling. These samples were analyzed by mass spectrometer for determine the 
nitrogen isotopic ratio as the result of the migration distance equal to 25 meters. When the 
rear boundary of ammonium adsorption band passes through the three way valve, the 
sampling was stopped. In order to keep the length of ammonium adsorption band constant 
and to avoid band diffusion, total amount of 3.0 L pure water with same flow rate was feed 
to the top of the column to develop the inside part of free ammonium molecular of 
adsorption band, the free ammonium molecular was move to the front boundary and re-
adsorb again at the front boundary. The adsorption band moved forward 22.5 cm after 3.0 L 
pure water washing. Five days later, NaOH solution was feed again to develop the 
migration distance until fifty meters. The operation condition was the same with the first 
stage. When the front boundary of ammonium adsorption band was reached to fifty meters, 
three way valve was connected to the column for portion sampling. The sampling volume 
for each sample was about 0.5 ml for every five minute and it’s corresponding to 4.0 cm of 
adsorption band for each sampling. Before the rear boundary of ammonium adsorption 
band reach to three way valve, about 10 cm left the boundary, sampling was changed to 
whole fraction sampling and the volume of each sampling was 30 ml and each corresponds 
to 1.0 cm of adsorption band, the sampling time was 45 second. Before sampling, excess 
amount of HCl was added to each bottle for neutralization. After the rear boundary pass 
through three way valve, 3.0 L pure water was feed to the top of column. 

The large scale experimental conditions and results were listed in Table 3 and the 
chromatographic isotopic distribution curve of 25 m and 50 m migration distance were 
given in Figure 10 and Figure 11. During the long chromatographic operation, small amount 
ammonium ion exists in the tailing and may cause to the decrease the final isotope 
separation effect; this is the disadvantage of the long chromatographic operation. From the 
isotopic ratio curve of Figure 10 and Figure 11, the front boundary of ammonium adsorption 
band, the 14N isotopes could be continually enriched to over 99% which starting from 20%. 
On the contrary, 15N isotope was enriched in the rear boundary regions steadily. Compare 
the results by Run1 and Run2 in Table 3, both are starting from 80%-15N NH4Cl, the main 
differences are column diameter and flow rate. In Run3, high flow rate (50 ml/min) and 3.0 
cm diameter column was used. The results show that at the rear band, both results have 
nearly the same values of separation coefficient (0.022) and HETP (0.16cm). At Run3, the 
highest percentage of enriched 15N was 99.756%, higher than the value of 99.672% by Run2, 
even if the migration distance in Run3 is shorten than Run2. This means the speed of ion 
exchange between sodium and ammonium is very fast, and high flow rate does not affect to 
the HETP and separation coefficient in this operation systems. It is obviously that high flow 
rate has advantage to get highly enriched 15N and is much suitable to industrial operation. 
Run 3 and Run 4 were within the same experiment in a whole experiment; here it was 
divided into two parts. From the results of Run3 and Run4, 15N was steadily enriched with  
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Run No. Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
Resin SQS-6 high porous cation exchange resin 

Feed solution 
0.19M NH4Cl (15N-

80%) 
0.50M NH4Cl (15N-

80%) 
0.50M NH4Cl (15N-

80%) 
Effluent solution 0.20M NaOH 0.23M NaOH 0.24M NaOH 

Temp. K 308 
Migration distance m 30 25 50 
Column diameter mm 8 30 30 

Ammonium 
adsorption band m 

1.0 1.38 1.38 

Flow rate ml/min 1.5 50 50 
Band velocity m/d 4.8 11.1 14.4 

Adsorption capacity 
Q mmol/m 

74.3 1230 1250 

Boundary Front 14N 
Rear 
15N 

Front 14N
Rear 
15N 

Front 14N 
Rear 
15N 

Nitrogen % 99.143 99.672 96.617 99.756 99.710 99.859 
Separation coefficient 0.023 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.023 0.023 
Slope coefficient Ks 0.6104 0.1541 0.5218 0.1569 0.4919 0.1599 

HETP cm 0.039 0.158 0.044 0.157 0.048 0.145 

Table 3. The experimental conditions and results for nitrogen isotope separation by using 80% 15NH4Cl 

the increase of the long migration distance, but the increasing trend becomes very low. For 
the first twenty five meter’s migration, 15N has been enriched to 99.756%, after another 
twenty five meter’s operation, the final maximum enrichment percentage reached to 
99.859%. Enriched 15N is only increased 0.1% by another twenty five meter’s migration, 
although the highly enriched regions became broaden and we can get much volume of 15N 
which the percentage is over 99.8%. The separation coefficient of Run3 and Run4 is same 
because of the same operation condition; Run4 has relatively smaller HETP value than the 
value of Run 3. It indicates that long chromatographic operation has advantage and can 
steadily enrich 15N to very high percentage. The reason why the enriched 15N could not 
enrich to higher percentage in the present operation system may come from the stopping 
during the operation between Run3 and Run4. Because of the stopping by one week, the 
inner ammonium adsorption band may take remixing within the middle adsorption band. 
Highly enriched 15N at rear band will mix with middle level enriched 15N which was located 
in the middle band. If this operation restarts again, it will take long distance 
chromatographic operation to compensate the mixing and reach to the same percentage of 
15N with twenty five meter’s operation. From this result, the effective migration distance 
may be less than fifty meters. This can be confirmed by the analysis of the isotopic curve of 
Run 3 and Run 4 in Figure 10 and Figure 11. In Figure 10, there is a flat regions existing in 
the middle ammonium adsorption band, in this region, the ratio of 15N/14N is the same with  
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twenty five meter’s operation, the final maximum enrichment percentage reached to 
99.859%. Enriched 15N is only increased 0.1% by another twenty five meter’s migration, 
although the highly enriched regions became broaden and we can get much volume of 15N 
which the percentage is over 99.8%. The separation coefficient of Run3 and Run4 is same 
because of the same operation condition; Run4 has relatively smaller HETP value than the 
value of Run 3. It indicates that long chromatographic operation has advantage and can 
steadily enrich 15N to very high percentage. The reason why the enriched 15N could not 
enrich to higher percentage in the present operation system may come from the stopping 
during the operation between Run3 and Run4. Because of the stopping by one week, the 
inner ammonium adsorption band may take remixing within the middle adsorption band. 
Highly enriched 15N at rear band will mix with middle level enriched 15N which was located 
in the middle band. If this operation restarts again, it will take long distance 
chromatographic operation to compensate the mixing and reach to the same percentage of 
15N with twenty five meter’s operation. From this result, the effective migration distance 
may be less than fifty meters. This can be confirmed by the analysis of the isotopic curve of 
Run 3 and Run 4 in Figure 10 and Figure 11. In Figure 10, there is a flat regions existing in 
the middle ammonium adsorption band, in this region, the ratio of 15N/14N is the same with  
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Figure 10. 15N/14N isotopic ratio (25 meter) 

 
Figure 11. 15N/14N isotopic ratio (50 meter) 

the original feeding solution, 80%. At the rear boundary of the isotopic distribution curve, 
the slope of isotopic curve is still kept sharpness. In Figure 11, it was found that this flat 
region almost disappears and the isotopic ratio of 15N/14N was steadily increasing in the 
whole ammonium adsorption band. At the rear boundary region of the isotopic curve, there 
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is a large amount of highly enriched 15N and the slope coefficient of isotopic distribution 
curve becomes flat. This is the evidence that by long chromatographic operation, highly 
enriched 15N was remixing again with the middle level enriched 15N in the middle position 
of ammonium adsorption band. The percentage and gram distribution of enriched 15N 
which along with ammonium adsorption band were listed in Table 4. 15N was mainly 
concentrated in the adsorption band which range from 64.5-152.03 cm in the adsorption 
band and 4.6 gram of highly enriched 15N(>99.82%) were successfully obtained. 
 

Adsorption band length 
cm 

Percentage distribution of 15N 
% 

15N 
g 

0～28.5 ＜4.118 0.0566 
28.5～ 33 4.118 ～ 35.32 0.3539 
33 ～ 46.5 35.32 ～ 80.39 2.2598 

46.5 ～ 64.5 80.39 ～91.81 3.2737 
64.5 ～ 82.5 91.81 ～ 98.73 3.5679 
82.5～ 123 98.73～ 99.79 8.1944 
123 ～147.3 99.79 ～99.86 4.6148 

147.3～ 152.03 99.86 ～ 99.69 0.8185 

Table 4. Percentage and gram distribution of enriched 15N along ammonium adsorption band by 50 m 
chromatography 

8. Conclusion of nitrogen isotope separation by ion exchange method 
and the comparison with NITROX separation method 

Long chromatographic operations were studied to nitrogen isotope separation by using 80% 
enriched 15N-NH4Cl. The main purpose was to get very highly enriched 15N isotope and to 
study how the flow rate and column diameter affect to nitrogen isotope separation. From 
the results obtained by each runs, it was confirmed that front and rear boundary could 
enrich 14N and 15N steadily to very high percentage. Since the feeding and elution solution 
are same for Run 1, Run 2 and Run 3, the same separation coefficients should be obtained no 
matter the migration distance. Due to the small amount of ammonium remained on the 
column, separation effect became slightly decrease with long chromatographic migration 
distance, especially by large diameter columns. When compared with the results of Run 2 
and Run 3, the HETP value of Run 3 is smaller than Run2.  

During the long operation, 15N can be steadily enriched to very high purity. Because the 
remixing phenomena take place, the highly enriched 15N will penetrated into the middle 
band, it decreased the maximum enrichment percentage of 15N, but the highly enriched 
zones became broadened with long migration distance. The maximum percentage of 
enriched 15N was 99.859% and 4.6 gram of highly enriched 15N (99.82%) were successfully 
obtained by fifty meter’s operation. 
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are same for Run 1, Run 2 and Run 3, the same separation coefficients should be obtained no 
matter the migration distance. Due to the small amount of ammonium remained on the 
column, separation effect became slightly decrease with long chromatographic migration 
distance, especially by large diameter columns. When compared with the results of Run 2 
and Run 3, the HETP value of Run 3 is smaller than Run2.  

During the long operation, 15N can be steadily enriched to very high purity. Because the 
remixing phenomena take place, the highly enriched 15N will penetrated into the middle 
band, it decreased the maximum enrichment percentage of 15N, but the highly enriched 
zones became broadened with long migration distance. The maximum percentage of 
enriched 15N was 99.859% and 4.6 gram of highly enriched 15N (99.82%) were successfully 
obtained by fifty meter’s operation. 
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Chemical exchange of nitrogen oxide system has been discussed for nitrogen isotope 
separation deeply in early times. Fifty years ago, W.Spindel and T. Taylor performed 
nitrogen isotope separation by chemical exchange (NITROX) with the condition of 15 
ml/min of 10 mol/dm3 nitric acid, containing the natural 15N abundance [7]. They produced 
material containing 6.0 g of nitrogen analyzing 99% 15N by twenty-five days continuously 
columns operation. Because of the large separation factor (1.055) by using NITROX method, 
most of industrial scale plants in the world are adopted with this method to produce 
nitrogen isotopes. As mentioned above, ion exchange method has the advantage of very 
small HETP, it can obtain very highly enriched nitrogen isotopes and no large amount of 
waste gas and liquid occurred, it can be widely used if combined with NITROX method 
when 15N has been enriched to the percentage of, for example, 80%. One problem come from 
ion exchange method is the capacity of resin. The ion exchange NH4-R/NH3aq on cation 
exchange resin being inefficient for large scale production, according to the small flow rate 
accepted in the separation columns. That involves utilization of too large diameter 
separation columns with prohibitive amount of cation exchange resin.  

Taking into account that the world market is about 20 to 40 Kg 15N annually, the supply of 
that isotope for nitride fuel production for nuclear power reactors (NPR) and accelerator 
driven system (ADS) would therefore demand an increase in production capacity by a factor 
of 1000. For an industrial plant producing 100 t/y 15N, using present technology of isotopic 
exchange in NITROX system, the first separation stage of the cascade would be feed with 
10M HNO3 solution of 600 ml/h flow rate. If conversion of HNO3 into NO, NO2, at the 
enriching end of the columns, would be done with gaseous SO2, for a production plant of 
100 t/y 15N, a consumption of 4 million ton SO2/y and a production of 70% H2SO4 waste 
solution of 4.5 million ml/y are estimated. The reconversion of H2SO4 into SO2 in order to 
recycle of SO2 is a problem to be solved to compensate the cost of SO2, and to diminish the 
amount of H2SO4 waste solution. If it’s considered that all ADS installations for minor 
actinides transmutation utilize nitride fuel with 15N, the need of that isotope is about 4 t/y, 
with a cost of 400 million USD (the price of 15N was considered 100 USD). It should be taken 
into consideration an important price reduction of 15N in order to make possible its 
utilization for large scale production of nitride fuel for NPRs and ADSs.  
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